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Abstract

Architecture of the Palauan Verbal Complex

Justin Nuger

This dissertation addresses two fundamental, difficult questions in linguistic the-
ory. The morphological question involves the formal status of verbs as “words,”
while the syntactic question is concerned with how verb phrases are constructed.
Both questions arise in frameworks, including DistributedMorphology and recent
versions of Minimalism, in which the material that constitutes a verb is distribu-
ted over multiple syntactic heads. To address these questions, I develop a theory
of the verbal complex of Palauan, an Austronesian language spoken by approxi-
mately 15,000 people in the Republic of Palau and elsewhere. The data covers new
empirical domains and is drawn both frommy original fieldwork and from sources
of naturally occurring data.

I begin by exploring the nature of grammatical relations in Palauan (subjects,
direct objects, and possessors), concluding that they are instantiated by the opera-
tion Agree. The morphosyntax of accusative DPs also suggests that licensing heads
that trigger Agreemay have other features bundledwith them, like tense, aspect, or
mood. Next, Palauan phrasal idioms reveal a locality restriction on their subparts
for which I propose a constraint that refers to linearized strings. If the analysis is
correct, Palauan idioms provide a new type of evidence for a post-syntactic compo-
nent of the grammar. Then, from onemorphologically uniform class of intransitive
verbs and adjectives, I conclude that there are three distinct syntactic subclasses —
passive verbs, unaccusative verbs, and stative adjectives. The result bears on the na-
ture of the relations between functional heads and their complements, which I take
to be something like feature-unification (rather than category-selection). Finally,
the internal structure of resultative adjective phrases suggests that Palauan words
are derived (at least partially) syntactically, where a syntactic head can merge with
a phrasal XP but form a morphophonological word with just a proper subpart of
that XP.

The overall picture that emerges is that while the (morpho)syntax of Palauan
appears initially baroque, it is not tremendously different from that of other lan-
guages. Still, its sometimes unusual properties can help shed light on long-standing
questions about similar phenomena in better-studied languages.
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school at one of my “local” universities. As such, many of the friends I had during
high school re-entered my life and gave me hope that no matter how bizarre or
difficult my new life as a grad student might be, there was stability among them.
During my first term at UCSC, I had the surreal experience of overlapping with
one of my best friends in the whole world, Sera Vorpahl, who was taking one extra
term to finish her BA, also at UCSC. We had never gone to school together but al-
ways jokedwhat an amazing teamwewouldmake if we ever did. And thenwe did.
Sera, you are responsible for making what could have been an otherwise stressful
life-transition into something not just familiar, but spectacular — every time I hang
out with you I become a better person, and I hope we never lose touch. Adrianne
Haynes also transfered to UCSC while I was there — I’m so happy that we got to
haveour run-ins on thebus, at just about everybar in SantaCruz, and theoccasional
planned hang out. Various friends from home who for one reason or another found
themselves living in San Francisco also provided me with a lot of support over the
past few years. Lauren Olofson, I’m so glad that you (like me) had your fill of the
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East Coast for a while and moved back where you belong — thanks for providing
me with a temporary home whenever I needed to escape the Cruz. Thanks to Jus-
tineWolitzer and Pablo Puerta for the same. Unexpectedly, Jeffrey Flynn and Emily
Holtz gave me a chance to see what happens when burned bridges are rebuilt —
thanks for showingme that I am capable of forgiveness (haha). Andmore recently,
thanks to Thomas Jerde for being an all-around outstanding person. I’m glad that
I could be there to talk you through your move up to the city, and I’m even more
glad that you could be there to talkme through just about everything ever— I can’t
emphasize how much I value your friendship.

A romantic conversation with Jaime Durham in the spring of 2005 about how
we were someday going to meet in Micronesia led me to peruse the University of
Hawaii-published reference grammars on Yapese (Jensen 1977), Mokilese (Harri-
son 1976), Ponapean (Rehg 1981), Kusaiean (Lee 1975), Palauan (Josephs 1975),
and Woleaian (Sohn 1975) at McHenry Library. If we had never had that con-
versation, this dissertation would probably not be about Palauan, and I probably
wouldn’t have had the extreme fortune to be able to write it on a tropical island.
Thanks, Jaime, for that spark of inspiration, for being my Seoulmate in South Ko-
rea last year (and always), and for assuming everything is yours. Warsaw, here we
come— I hope they can handle us.

And finally (for real), I owe a lifetime of gratitude tomy family. They havemade
monumental sacrifices to provide me with the best opportunities, and I can only
hope that I’ve lived up to their dreams for me. Mom and Dad, thank you for your
unwavering support over the years, no matter how ridiculous my endeavors, and
for all the more immediately tangible things you’ve done for me while I’ve been in
grad school. It’s been really nice having you up the road. My brother, Jeremy, is
one of my favorite people in the whole world — I’m glad that we’ve gotten closer
again during the grad school years.

I gratefully acknowledge all of the financial support I received for this research,
which has generously been provided by the National Science Foundation under
Grant #BCS-0846979 (Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant), the United
States Department of Education under Grant #P170B050015 (Jacob K. Javits Fel-
lowship), twoResearch&TravelGrants from the Institute forHumanities Research
at UCSC, and a Summer Research Grant from the UCSC Department of Linguis-
tics. The findings expressed here are my own and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the funding organizations.

And despite trying to satisfy Exhaustivity at the expense of Brevity, I’m sure
I’ve left some of you out of these acknowledgments. It’s because you’re the most
special of all.
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Remarks on the Palauan Data

“I not only use all the brains I
have but all I can borrow.”

Woodrow Wilson (1856–1924)

In the interest of recognizing the efforts of thosewhose research on the Palauan lan-
guage has made it possible to establish a standardized orthography, I present the
Palauan data in the orthography found in Josephs 1997 & 1999, the two-volume
Handbook of Palauan Grammar that the Palauan Olbiil er a Kelulau (Senate) officially
recognized as the written standard when they passed Bill No. 7-79 on 10May 2007.
The orthography in those volumes is that of Josephs’s earlier (1990) New Palauan-
English Dictionary. The Josephs Orthography, as I will refer to it, has been taught
in Palauan schools since the 1990s — as a result, most Palauans in their twenties or
younger control it (as of 2009), while those in their thirties or older are more likely
to employ non-standard orthographies from the period before efforts to standard-
ize the language began in the 1970s (see Yaoch et al. 1972). Much of the data in
this dissertation has been drawn from published Palauan materials that were not
originally written in the Josephs Orthography, but I have standardized it using this
orthographywith the aid of native speaker consultants and Josephs 1990. The orig-
inal sources are always cited for comparison (see below for a key to the citations).

Probably the first obstacle for any linguist interested in themorphological struc-
ture of Palauan is the system of complex morphophonological processes and alter-
nations in the language. But Palauan morphophonology plays only occasional mi-
nor roles in this dissertation. What will largely be important for our purposes is the
morphosyntactic correspondence between syntactic features and individual mor-
phophonological forms; I have nothing new to say about the phonological deriva-
tions of surface morphemes that goes beyond the discoveries made in the pioneer-
ing dissertations ofWilson (1972) and Flora (1974) on Palauan phonology andmor-
phology. Before Wilson’s and Flora’s work, the relations between different words
constructed from the same morphemes were often quite opaque. Even with the
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help of dictionaries like Josephs 1990 (the aforementioned Palauan-English bilin-
gual dictionary) andRamarui andTemael 1999 (amonolingual Palauandictionary),
non-native speakers of Palauan often find it difficult to parse complex words. For
these reasons, I have opted to gloss as much of the morphology in the Palauan data
as possible, even if it is not immediately relevant to the discussion at hand. From
a syntactic perspective, however, I have taken measures to present the data in a
straightforward way (aiming for maximal faithfulness to its natural spoken or writ-
ten form) and to restrict my own syntactic analysis to the prose and to phrase struc-
ture trees wherever possible. In other words, I have tried to avoid including null
elements (viz. null pronouns, traces, operators, and gaps) and marking syntactic
constituents with brackets directly in the Palauan data except where such marking
is necessary (or at least helpful) to follow the discussion in the prose.

Most of the letters/graphemes in written Palauan correspond to phonemes that
can be represented by the corresponding segments in the International Phonetic
Alphabet, e.g., Palauan b is the phoneme /b/. Three notable exceptions are worth
mentioning. The first is ch, which is invariably pronounced as a glottal stop. The ch
digraph is a remnant of an earlierwriting systemdevelopedduringGermanoccupa-
tionwhen the glottal stopwas pronounced as a fricative [x]—older Palauans that I
have spoken with still remember their grandparents pronouncing ch this way. The
second is e, which represents either the full vowel [ε] in primary and secondary
stressed syllables, or schwa in unstressed syllables; the conditions are similar to
those of English vowel reduction.1 The third is the digraph ng, which is a (phone-
mic) velar nasal but can assimilate to be pronounced as [m] or [n] — there is no
phonemic /n/ in Palauan.

The glosses that I employ to annotate the Palauan data are listed in Table 0. I use
dashes (-) to separate morphemes and periods (.) to separate multiple glosses that
are associated eitherwith the samemorphemeor twomorphemes that are not easily
separated from each other. As infixes present a problem for the linear arrangement
ofmorphemes, I adopt a slanted typeface tomark infixeswithin othermorphemes,
while corresponding glosses for infixes are marked in slanted small caps and
separated with a period, as in the case of the infixes -o- in soiseb “enter” and -m-
in ngmasech “climb,” shown in example (i) below.
1 Stress in Palauan is largely penultimate (with many semi-regular exceptions).
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= (realis) subject agreement clitic
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
acc accusative case
atc anticipative
aux auxiliary
cau causative
c complementizer
d determiner
emph emphatic morpheme/word
exc exclusive
exp expletive
fut future tense
<gap> A ′ gap
±hum human/non-human
imp imperative
impf imperfective aspect — ordinarily not glossed
icp inceptive
inc inclusive
intr intransitive
irr irrealis
l linker
O (perfective) object agreement suffix
P possessor agreement suffix
pass passive
past past tense
pf perfective aspect
pl plural
pres present tense — ordinarily not glossed
r realis — ordinarily not glossed
recip reciprocal
res resultative
S (irrealis) subject agreement prefix
sg singular
±spec specific/non-specific
top topic marker
vblz verbalizer
voc vocative
Table 0 Glosses employed to annotate the Palauan data
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(i) Ng mo-cha soiseb er a bl-il el mo ngmasech er aika el
3sg= go-icp intr.enter p d house-3sgP l go intr.climb p these l

dech-il a kerebou el mo er a beb-ul e mo
manures-3plP d cows l go p d top.area-3sgP and go

dengchokl.
sit

“He (referring to a pig) got up to go indoors so he could climb to the top of
the manure pile and sit down.” [CB 21]

The verbalizer prefixes meN- and oN- trigger nasal substitution2 whenever the fol-
lowingmorpheme begins with a consonant. This nasal substitution is the only per-
ceivable phonological distinction between these prefixes andme- and o-, which do
not trigger nasal substitution. Thus, meN- and oN- are not separated with a dash
from the following morpheme in the Palauan data, but they are glossed and sepa-
rated from the following gloss with a period. An example of this can be seen in (ii)
below, where the verbmengitakl ‘sing’ is formed from the root

√
chitakl and the

imperfective verbalizermeN-.

(ii) Ng mo-cha mengitakl.
3sg= go-icp sing
“She is about to start singing.” [OO 12]

The Palauan data itself is taken from a variety of sources. Whenever possible,
I have tried to augment data elicited from language consultants with data drawn
from naturally occurring sources, which is not the easiest of tasks— very little writ-
ten Palauan is available in any form. Data that is not cited is taken from my field-
notes, basedonfieldwork conducted in the greater San FranciscoBayArea between
2006 and 2010 and in Koror, Palau over the course of three fieldtrips: the first from
August to September 2008, the second from February to April 2009, and the third
from September to December 2009. Sentences that I have extracted from Palauan
newspapers such as Tia Belau and Roureor Belau are cited in the format [<name of
newspaper>, <date>]. Sentences from newspapers are usually taken from Palauan
language advertisements, editorials, gossip columns, and official announcements.
Many examples are taken from the Palauan language Bible, whichwas translated by
missionaries and native Palauan speakers from the Modern American English ver-
sion of theGoodNews Bible—these examples are cited in the format [Chedaol Biblia,
<english book name> <chapter>:<verse>]. Much of the rest of the published
data comes from Palauan language educational materials prepared by the Pacific
2 See Blust 2004 for a recent survey of Austronesian nasal substitution.
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Area Language Materials project at the University of Hawaii, the Palauan Ministry
of Education in Koror, the Palau Society of Historians, and other sources, which
I cite in the format [<code> <page#>]; a key to the citation codes can be found
below.

AM Tmodrang, Masaharu. 1983. Ak Mileka er a Ulengull er a Skuul ‘What I Did
Over SummerVacation.’ Honolulu: PacificArea LanguageMaterials (PALM)
Project, Social Sciences Research Institute, University of Hawaii, Manoa.

BL Rehuher, Tina. n.d. Beltik el Reng ‘Love.’ Honolulu: Pacific Area Language
Materials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Research Institute, University of
Hawaii, Manoa.

BR Ais, Youlsau. 1983. A Beab me a Rekung ‘The Mouse and the Land Crab.’
Honolulu: Pacific Area Language Materials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences
Research Institute, University of Hawaii, Manoa.

CB Anastacio, Romana. 1980. Charlotte el Bubuu ‘Charlotte the Spider.’ Hon-
olulu: Pacific Area Language Materials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Re-
search Institute, University of Hawaii, Manoa. Palauan translation of White
1952.

CK Rachel Nabeyama. n.d. Charm me a Klengar ‘Animals and Life.’ Honolulu:
Pacific Area Language Materials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Research
Institute, University of Hawaii, Manoa.

CM Chiokai, Buik Redechor. 1971. ACheldechedechal aMeluadeangel ‘The Legend
ofMeluadeangel.’ In Kesolei 1971: 7–9. Edited and revised asMeluadcheangel
in Tmodrang 1997: 24–28.

EI Otto, Maria. 1983. Elilai me a Ius me a Uel ‘Elilai, and The Crocodile and
the Turtle’ (two stories). Honolulu: Pacific Area LanguageMaterials (PALM)
Project, Social Sciences Research Institute, University of Hawaii, Manoa.

IC Olsudong, Rita, Calvin T. Emersiochel, and Errolflynn T. Kloulechad. 1999.
Inventory of Cultural andHistorical Sites and Collection of Oral History in Kayangel
and Ngarchelong States, Volume 2. Koror: Division of Cultural Affairs, Historic
Preservation Office.

IK Hezel, Francis X., and Sylvester Alonz. 1991. Ikelesia Katolik er a Chelsel Belau
‘The Catholic Church in Palau.’ Koror: Catholic Media Center.
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KC Emesiochel,Margaret, LorenzaChin, andYorangMiner (eds.). 1981. Kaker-
ous el Cheldecheduch ‘Various Stories.’ Honolulu: Pacific Area Language Ma-
terials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Research Institute, University of
Hawaii, Manoa.

KK Marbou, Kalista. 1984. A Kot el Klou el Sils er a Rehina ‘Rehina’s Biggest Day.’
Koror: Department of Education, Language Office.

KM Faustino, Theodosia. n.d. Keo me aMoku ‘Keo andMoku.’ Honolulu: Pacific
Area LanguageMaterials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Research Institute,
University of Hawaii, Manoa.

KN Ruluked, Toyoko. 1983. Kemril a Ngikel ‘The Fish’s Tail.’ Honolulu: Pacific
Area LanguageMaterials (PALM) Project, Social Sciences Research Institute,
University of Hawaii, Manoa.

MI Ngirkiklang, Valentino. 1973. Mongkii me a Ius me a Chedeng ‘Monkey,
Crocodile, and Shark.’ Koror: Micronesian Multilingual Materials Work-
shop.

NB Ngiratecheboet, Rebes. 1971. A Cheldechedechal a Ngeleket Budel me a Ngeleket
Chelsel ‘The Legend of Ngeleket Budel and Ngeleket Chelsel.’ In Kesolei
1971: 3–4. Edited and revised asNgeleketbudel me aMetechelsel ‘Ngeleketbudel
and Metechelsel’ in Tmodrang 1997: 17–20.

OO Ngodrii, Santos. 1971. A Cheldechedechal a Osilek me a Oreng ‘The Legend of
Osilek and Oreng.’ In Kesolei 1971: 11–12. Edited and revised as Osilek me a
Oreng ‘Osilek and Oreng’ in Tmodrang 1997: 29–31.

PC Tkel-Sbal, Debbie S. 1992. Ngalek er a Belau: Ngeso el mo er a sensei ‘The Pa-
lauan Child: A Teacher’s Resource.’ Mangilao: BEAM Center, University of
Guam.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“I’ve found you’ve got to look
back at the old things and see
them in a new light.”

John Coltrane (1926–1967)

This dissertation explores two foundational questions in linguistic theory, onemor-
phological and the other syntactic. The morphological question involves the way
in which a word enters the syntax to combine with other words, eventually form-
ing sentences. At what point do words become words? One possibility is that they
might be indivisible morphological units when they enter the syntax (e.g., terminal
nodes on a syntactic tree that have been drawn from a mental lexicon). Another
possibility is that they begin their lives simply as abstract features that the syntax
can manipulate into words that receive a phonological/phonetic form later on in
the derivation. A hybrid of these two views could be a third possibility. The ques-
tion essentially amounts to whether words, like phrases, have an internal syntac-
tic structure. The syntactic question is similar in spirit and is concerned with how
words combine with other words in the syntax to build intermediate levels of con-
stituent structure on theway to constructing complete clauses. What constrains this
structure such that all and only the grammatical sentences of a language are gener-
ated? How can we formalize such constraints?

To address these questions, this dissertation develops a theory of the verbal
complex through investigation of the structure of Palauan, an Austronesian lan-
guage spoken by somewhere around 15,000 people in the Republic of Palau and
smaller communities elsewhere. Palauan has a very rich system of verbal morphol-
ogy and an inventory of many different syntactic classes of verbal predicates. In
some ways, these features make it an ideal language in which to examine the is-
sues articulated above, particularly as they pertain to verbs: how verbs are formed,
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how they enter the syntax, and how the syntax creates larger verbal predicates from
them. Although much ground has already been covered in Palauan linguistics,
the theoretical investigations I pursue here necessitate a careful approach to ana-
lyzing data from new empirical domains. The majority of the data discussed here
has been drawn either frommy own fieldwork or from naturally occurring sources
like books, newspaper articles, children’s stories, pedagogical texts, and religious
and cultural materials (the preceding Remarks on the Palauan Data contain a precise
listing of these sources). To my knowledge, the Palauan descriptive literature has
not previously capitalized on these sources of naturally occurring data, which (in
conjunction with my fieldwork) have revealed generalizations that push beyond
those in previous descriptions of the language. As a consequence, this dissertation
not only serves as a contribution to linguistic theory, but it also represents a step
forward in our understanding of the structure of Palauan.

1.1 The broader context

1.1.1 Core theoretical assumptions

Traditionally, research within generative linguistics aims to capture the set of prop-
erties that characterize human language, or the faculty of language assumed to be
innate to all human beings (for details, see Hauser et al. 2002 and Fitch et al. 2005,
and for further discussion and critique, see Pinker and Jackendoff 2005; Jackendoff
and Pinker 2005). The theory ofUniversal Grammar postulates that each humanbe-
ing acquires one or more individual languages (such as Pittsburgh English, Parisian
French, Palauan, or Puerto Rican Sign Language) through the development of his
or her faculty of language from its initial state (the Universal Grammar that every
human is born with) towards its final state (representing an individual language).
The biolinguistic perspective views the faculty of language as being on par with an
organ of the human body — one of many subcomponents of a human being that
interact with each other in his or her everyday life. The study of many different
languages is thus essentially the study of different possible states of the language
faculty, which may develop differently in individuals as they interact with different
linguistic environments.

As a guiding principle in the linguistic study of individual languages, it has re-
cently been useful in the context of theMinimalist Program (Chomsky 2004, 2008;
building on Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001; see also Brody 1995) to consider what
Chomsky (2008: 135) calls “an extremely far-reaching thesis ... which no one ex-
pects [to hold fully],” namely the Strong Minimalist Thesis. A recent formulation of
the Strong Minimalist Thesis is given in (1.1), below.
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(1.1) Strong Minimalist Thesis: Language is an optimal solution to interface
conditions that the faculty of language must satisfy, i.e., language is an opti-
mal way to link sound and meaning. [Chomsky 2008: 135]

In the hypothetical and extremely unlikely case where the Strong Minimalist The-
sis were tenable3 as formulated in (1.1), the faculty of language (or at the very least
its initial stage, Universal Grammar) would be governed exclusively by principles
stemming from conditions imposed by the sensory-motor and conceptual-inten-
tional interfaces. The goal of the Minimalist Program is thus to determine the na-
ture of the interfaces and the ways in which language satisfies the conditions they
impose, as well as to find principled justification for necessary departures from the
Strong Minimalist Thesis as they arise. Research conducted under the umbrella of
different versions of syntactic theory developed by Chomsky and his collaborators
(the Extended Standard Theory, Government and Binding Theory, and the Mini-
malist Program in its various guises) hasmade significant leaps forward in analyzing
superficial morphological and syntactic differences between individual languages
as traceable to hypothesized requirements imposed by these two linguistic inter-
faces.4

This dissertation explores topics in Palauan syntax, morphosyntax, argument
structure, and semantics. If the theories of Universal Grammar and the faculty of
language prove to be valid, then this study serves to augment both our knowledge
of the possible cross-linguistic implementations of familiar constructions as well as
our knowledge of the nature of the faculty of language through the investigation of
the properties of one possible final state of the language faculty — Palauan.

1.1.2 Theoretical frameworks

The Palauan data examined in this dissertation reveals patterns that informus about
how the syntax–morphology and syntax–semantics interfaces might be organized,
and it is thus worthwhile to be explicit about the theoretical frameworks I adopt to
construct my analysis. This section discusses the principles of two different models
of the grammar — one based on the principles of Government-and-Binding The-
ory/Minimalism and another that is more compatible with morphological theories
3 Discerning whether the StrongMinimalist Thesis could be tenable would not be an easy task, as
it is difficult to imagine how it might even be testable, as Kie Zuraw points out to me.
4 Much recent work in the Minimalist Program refers to the sensory-motor and conceptual-
intentional interfaces as PF and LF, respectively. These are terminological remnants of Government
and Binding Theory that described pre-interface syntactic levels of representation. In the interest of
swimming with the tide, I too occasionally and perhaps confusingly adopt the terms PF and LF to
refer both to the interfaces themselves and to the corresponding post-Spell Out, pre-interface levels
of linguistic representation, hopefully without any significant loss of precision.
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Lexicon

“Spell Out”

●

Phonology Semantics

“narrow syntax”

“covert syntax”“morphology”

Figure 1.1 Inverted-Y Model (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik 1977: 428–429)

assuming late-insertion of lexical material (e.g., Halle 1990; Anderson 1992; Halle
and Marantz 1993, 1994).

1.1.2.1 Minimalism

Research on the nature of the sensory-motor and conceptual-intentional interfaces
certainly predates the Minimalist Program — indeed, one of the biggest leaps for-
ward since the advent of the generative linguistic enterprise (typified by Chomsky
1957, 1965; Lees 1960) has been the conceptualization of the syntactic inverted Y
model (explicitly formulated in Chomsky and Lasnik 1977: 428–429 and shown in
Figure 1.1), which assigns to syntax the role of mediator between sound andmean-
ing, the two components of the Saussurean “sign” (de Saussure 1916).

On this model, words enter a syntactic derivation from the lexicon and are sub-
ject to operations imposed by the narrow syntax, in which structre is built and even-
tually shipped off to the interfaces at the point of Spell Out. After Spell Out, further
syntactic operations are possible in the covert syntax that may affect semantic inter-
pretation (such as scope and binding relations), but these are accessible only to the
semantics. As far as pronunciation is concerned, syntactic operations that take place
after Spell Out in the covert syntax are invisible to the phonology. Similarly, any
post-syntactic operations that apply after Spell Out on the PF branch should not
affect the semantics.

One version of the Minimalist framework (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, which
is approximately but not exactly the version I assume in this dissertation) adheres
strictly to the Inverted Y Model of the grammar shown in Figure 1.1, and the lex-
icon contains fully-inflected lexical words as well as functional heads. Essentially,
this version ofMinimalism assumes some formof LexicalMorphology (i.a., Chom-
sky 1970; Halle 1973; Jackendoff 1975; Aronoff 1976; Lapointe 1980; Selkirk 1982;
Di Sciullo andWilliams 1987; Lieber 1992; Chomsky 1995), which assumes that the
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αP = complete phase

Spell Out Domain

α
= phase head

XP

...

Figure 1.2 Phases and Spell Out Domains

morphological shape of words is determined in the lexicon and is not manipulated
by the syntax (i.e., the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis; see Scalise 1984: 101ff.; Pullum
and Zwicky 1992: 389–390). From this lexicon, a small subset of lexical items are
extracted to be used later in the derivation, forming the numeration. Members of
the numeration are syntactic heads that combine via the operation Merge, which
forms a binary-branching subtree. More recently, the theory of Bare Phrase Struc-
ture advances the idea that different projections of the samehead are to be treated as
identical as far as category is concerned; i.e., there is no longer a formal distinction
between X, X ′, and XP levels as there was in X-Bar Theory. As a consequence, the
distinction between complements and non-complements remains, but the distinc-
tion between specifiers and adjuncts to what was formerly XP has become blurred.

The Extension Conditionmandates that only the highest node in a subtreemay
be merged with a new head (or subtree), which ensures both (i) that the tree will
be binary branching and (ii) that trans-derivational Merge operations will be pro-
hibited. Finally, phase theory dictates that sub-portions of the total phrase structure
will be sent to the interfaces (LF and PF) at various stages of the derivation, as de-
fined by a finite set of “phase heads.” It is currently thought that (at least) C, D,
and transitive v form the set of phase heads. Specifically, when a phase head is fully
projected (i.e., a maximal CP, DP, or transitive vP is complete), the complement of
the phase head is sent to LF for interpretation and to PF for Spell Out.

The Phase Impenetrability Conditionmandates that any portion of the subtree that
has been sent to Spell Out as a result of its being a complement of a phase-defining
head is inaccessible to further syntactic operations. The Phase ImpenetrabilityCon-
dition is defined in (1.2).
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(1.2) Phase-Impenetrability Condition: In phase α with head H, the domain
ofH is not accessible tooperations outsideα; onlyHand its edge (the residue
outside of H ′— either specifiers or elements adjoined to HP) are accessible
to such operations. [Chomsky 2000: 108, ex. 21; Chomsky 2001: 13, ex. 7]

Together, these elements of the theory of Minimalism (as outlined above) ar-
guably provide syntacticians with enough theoretical machinery to describe the
syntactic behavior of typologically diverse languages, but the theory is also con-
strained enough tomake strong, testable empirical predictions about what the syn-
tax of various languages can and cannot look like.

1.1.2.2 Late-insertion of lexical material

The developments of A-Morphous Morphology (Anderson 1982, 1992) and Dis-
tributed Morphology (i.a., Halle 1990; Halle and Marantz 1993, 1994; Marantz
1997; Harley and Noyer 1999) have provided alternatives to the strict lexicalist
view of morphology dominant during the 1970s and 1980s, and to some extent
during the 1990s. To various degrees, these theories dissociate the process of word
formation from the lexicon either partially/indirectly (in the case of A-Morphous
Morphology) or entirely/directly (in the case of Distributed Morphology), essen-
tially assigning to the syntax the additional function of constructing words as well
as phrases.

Although the incarnation of theMinimalist syntactic framework outlined above
adopts essentially lexicalist morphological assumptions, the modification of just a
few of these assumptions allows Minimalism to be straightforwardly compatible
with theories which construe the terminal nodes of syntactic structure simply as
bundles ofmorphosyntactic features (but not phonological features; cf.Zwicky and
Pullum 1986). Although both theories assume late insertion of lexical material, the
theories differ somewhat in their mechanics.

A-Morphous Morphology (Anderson 1982, 1992) is essentially a theory of in-
flection. It retains a lexicon, but not in the traditional sense. Words are derived
in the lexicon using Word Formation Rules, and these words fill positions at syn-
tactic terminal nodes after the structure is built. Inflected forms are listed in the
lexicon as blocks of related forms, and the appropriate form is selected based on
the features present in the syntax. In other words, lexical items are extracted on the
basis of features from the syntax— they are not themselves manipulated or formed
syntactically.

Distributed Morphology, on the other hand, rejects the notion of a centralized
lexicon, but instead treats the information that is localized in the lexicon in other
theories (i.e., syntactic and category features, phonological information, semantics,
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[Syntactic Derivation]

SPELL OUT

PHONOLOGICAL FORM

Lowering, fission, fusion, etc. ⇐ÔHierarchical arrangement
of morphemes

⇐Ô Linearization imposed by
Vocabulary Insertion

Vocabulary Insertion

Building of prosodic domains

Figure 1.3 The PF branch of the derivation (cf. Embick and Noyer 2001: 566)

and so forth) as “distributed” throughout the grammar. In Distributed Morphol-
ogy, syntactic terminal nodes are abstract “morphemes” composed of bundles of
morphosyntactic features whose exponents are realized after Spell Out. Hierarchi-
cal structure retains its form in the initial stages of the PF derivation; the stages of
PF as posited by Embick and Noyer (2001: 566) are shown in Figure 1.3.

The sub-derivation on the way to PF allows for additional operations to further
manipulate terminal nodes before they are realized morphophonologically. These
operations might fuse two terminal nodes into one, split one terminal node into
two, and (in certain restricteddomains) reorder terminal nodes or insert extra ones.
The empirical motivation for such adjustments can be found in situations charac-
terized bymorphological structure that is not in an isomorphic relation to syntactic
structure. Still, the basic tenet of the theory is that wherever there is a morpheme,
there is a terminal syntactic node of which that morpheme is the realization.

Phonological forms of morphemes are listed in the Encyclopedia as Vocabulary
Items along with idiosyncratic information about them, including our real-world
knowledge (e.g., we know that the sky is not red, and so forth). While the appro-
priate forms of functional morphemes are selected on the basis of the features in the
syntax on the basis of the Subset Principle, given below in (1.3), lexical morphemes
(i.e., roots) are not usually considered to be in competition with one another and
may be inserted freely (e.g., Acquaviva 2008; see also Siddiqi 2009 for potential ex-
ceptions, e.g.,

√
run being realized as either run or ran). In this way, the syntax is

directly responsible for building words as well as phrases.
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(1.3) Subset Principle

a. The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary Item is inserted into a po-
sition if the item matches all or a subset of the features specified in that
position.

b. Insertion does not take place if the Vocabulary Item contains features not
present in the morpheme.

c. Where several Vocabulary Itemsmeet the condition for insertion, the item
matching the greatest number of features specified in the terminal mor-
pheme must be chosen. [Halle 1997: 428]

In some varieties of Distributed Morphology, roots are category-neutral and must
merge in the syntax with a category-defining functional head n, a, or v to form
nouns, adjectives, and verbs respectively (Marantz 1997, 2001, 2007; Arad 2003,
2005; Borer 2005a, 2005b; Embick and Noyer 2007; Embick andMarantz 2008)—
throughout the dissertation, I refer to such varieties collectively as Category-Neutral
Root Theory.5 The category-defining heads may be null or overt, and they come in
different “flavors” (i.e., they specify different types of semantic information, just as
other functional heads like T(ense), Asp(ect), or Mood might). For instance, the
v head, of which I make extensive use in my analysis in Chapters 2–5, has varieties
that mean Cause (as in clarify “cause to be clear”), Be (as in fear “be afraid of”),
Become (as in grow “become grown”) andDo (as in dance “do a dance”). Recently,
it has been proposed that the category-defining heads are all phase heads (i.a., the
Phases inWords theory ofMarantz 2001; Arad 2003); that is, the argument structure,
semantics, and morphophonology of roots are all fixed when they merge with a
category-defining head due to the Phase Impenetrability Condition.

Now, if the Minimalist framework outlined above were modified to manipu-
late abstract feature bundles rather than lexical items, it could feed into a morpho-
logical theory assuming late-insertion like A-Morphous Morphology or Distribu-
ted Morphology. It is such a version of Minimalism that I assume in this disserta-
tion. What corresponds to the Lexicon in “standard” Minimalism instead simply
contains bundles of features which are extracted and then organized by the syntax
into words and phrases using the operations Merge, Move, and Agree, and these
words and phrases receive their phonological forms after Spell Out, when they are
sent to PF. In this way, theMinimalist framework may work together with either A-
MorphousMorphology or DistributedMorphology to build a new stage onwhich
explorations at the syntactic interfaces can receive an audience.
5 Much of the discussion in this part is taken fromHarley’s (2008: §7.2) very concise, well-written
summary of the status of Distributed Morphology in 2008. See also Harley and Noyer 1999.
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1.1.3 Empirical breadth

A logical starting point in an empirical investigation of any language’s verbal com-
plex is to consider the issue of how a verb itself is introduced into a syntactic deriva-
tion. What formal status does a verb have at that point? Different theories of mor-
phology have different answers to this question. Does a verb enter the syntax as a
fully-inflected word? A category-neutral root that the syntax later transforms into a
verb? A simple bundle of morphosyntactic features? For any analysis of Palauan
verb morphology, a lot rests on this issue given the incredible morphosyntactic
complexity of Palauan verbs. There are, for instance, cases in which well over
a hundred different surface verb forms might be thought of as “morphologically
related,” by which I mean they contain both phonological and semantic content
whose sources could be analyzed as traceable to a single

√
root morpheme. If

one adopts a
√
root-based analysis of this sort, it can be said that Palauan verbs

are composed of a multitude of combinations of inflectional and derivational mor-
phemes signaling realis/irrealis mood, present/past tense, imperfective/perfective
aspect, active/passive voice, valence increasing and decreasing operations (e.g., in-
transitivization, causativization), up to eight distinct forms of object agreement (on
perfective verbs only), and up to five distinct forms of subject agreement (on irre-
alis verbs only, with two different sets of prefixes for imperfective and perfective
forms).

To give an initial impression of the extent of the system, Tables 1.1–1.3 offer ex-
amples of surface verbs that arguably share phonological and semantic featureswith
the intransitive verb tuchakl ‘take a detour; stop by.’ Table 1.1 lists verbs that differ
from tuchakl in ways that involve regular changes in argument structure, meaning,
or both (they are, arguably, derivationally related). Now, all of the verbs inTable 1.1
are in the realis mood. Realis verbs display subject agreement via clitics that may be
separated from the verb by modifiers or auxiliary verbs. Irrealis verbs are marked

Shape Form Meaning
tuchakl active intransitive take a detour; stop by

meluchakl active transitive change course of x; deflect x
metuchakl passive be thrown off course; get deflected
teluchakl resultative off course; deflected
oltuchakl causative active detain x; flag down x

motuchakl causative passive get detained; get flagged down
ultuchakl causative resultative detained; flagged down

Table 1.1 Verbs morphologically related to tuchakl
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Subject meluchakl metuchakl oltuchakl motuchakl
1sg k-uluchakl k-me-tuchakl k-ul-tuchakl k-mo-tuchakl

1pl
inc d-oluchakl de-me-tuchakl d-ol-tuchakl de-mo-tuchakl
exc kim-oluchakl ki-me-tuchakl kim-ol-tuchakl ki-mo-tuchakl

2sg/2pl chom-oluchakl cho-me-tuchakl chom-ol-tuchakl cho-mo-tuchakl
3sg/3pl l-oluchakl le-me-tuchakl l-ol-tuchakl le-mo-tuchakl

Table 1.2 Some forms of verbs related to tuchakl with irrealis subject agreement

Direct Object meluchakl oltuchakl
1sg tuchekl-ak o-tuchekl-ak
2sg tuchekl-au o-tuchekl-au
3sg tuchekl-ii o-tuchekl-ii

1pl
inc tuchekl-id o-tuchekl-id
exc tuchekl-emam o-tuchekl-emam

2pl tuchekl-emiu o-tuchekl-emiu

3pl
+hum tuchekl-eterir o-tuchekl-eterir
−hum tuchakl o-tuchakl

Table 1.3 Some forms of verbs related to tuchakl with perfective object agreement

morphologically by their selection of a special set of subject agreement prefixes dis-
tinct from the clitics that co-occur with realis verbs. Irrealis forms of some of the
verbs in Table 1.1 are given in Table 1.2 (for comparison, the corresponding realis
forms are shown at the top of Table 1.2).

Under particular circumstances, Palauan transitive verbs obligatorily agree with
their direct objects in person, number, and (for 3pl direct objects) animacy, with
the verbs themselves hosting object agreement suffixes. In the Palauan literature, a
generalization has emerged that object agreement correlates with a “perfective” in-
terpretation of the predicate (Wilson 1972; Flora 1974; Josephs 1975, 1997; Hagège
1986; Georgopoulos 1991b; Lemaréchal 1991). Now, the two transitive verbs in
Table 1.1 — meluchakl and oltuchakl — are both given in the imperfective aspect,
which is the citation form and the formunderwhich a verb’smain entry in Josephs’s
(1990) dictionary is listed. Table 1.3 lists the perfective forms of meluchakl and ol-
tuchakl based on the features of the direct object DP that triggers the agreement
morphology.

The verbs in Tables 1.1–1.3 can all be found in present tense clauses. However,
there are other tenses (and aspects) that are expressed via auxiliary verbs or or via
morphological changes to the verbs themselves. Auxiliaries found in Palauan in-
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clude mle (past), mla (≈ perfect/recent past), mo (future), and mlo (past change of
state). Examples ofmorphological changes include infixation of -il- (past), redupli-
cation (repetitive/habitual), suffixation of -a(ng) (inceptive), suffixation of -u(ng)
(anticipative), and suffixationof -all/-(e)l/-iil/-ill/-oll/-ull/-uul (anticipative resulta-
tive).6 I will not provide examples of verbs in these additional tenses and aspects,
but it is easy to imagine how they dramatically increase the number of dimensions
involved in building groups of verbs from a given root and various combinations
of additional mood, aspect, voice, tense, and agreement morphemes. To be sure,
the morphosyntactic complexity of the Palauan verbal system raises serious ques-
tions about the nature of verbal paradigms and the linguistic mechanisms involved
in determining the morphological shape of verbs.

In order to determine which theory of morphology is best suited to capturing
the facts surrounding Palauan verbal morphosyntax, we must inevitably investi-
gate purely syntactic questions in tandem with morphological ones. The unusual
splits in subject agreement and object agreement morphological paradigms along
the lines of mood and aspect already suggest that the syntax has a definitive role ei-
ther in directly conditioning whichmorphological forms a verb can have or in con-
straining the possible distributions of verbs with particular morphological shapes,
depending on the theory of the syntax–morphology interface one assumes.

The dissertation explores the following empirical domains. Chapter 2 deals
with clause structure, and a systematic investigation of Palauan grammatical rela-
tions will show that the notions of subject and direct object are empirically motivated
in Palauan. Despite initial appearances, the basic syntax of Palauan is perhaps not
so different from that of any familiar European/East Asian language. In Chapter 3,
the properties of a particular class of Palauan idiomatic psych predicates — what
I call ψ-idioms — provides strong support for an analysis of verbal morphology as
(at least partially) being built up syntactically. Valence alternations inψ-idioms also
serve as a syntactic diagnostic for unaccusativity, the first such diagnostic I am aware
of for Palauan. Chapter 4 concentrates on intransitive predication more generally,
focusing on the properties of passives, anticausatives and other unaccusatives, and
statives; I conclude that despite many very real and very revealing correlations be-
tween verbmorphology and syntactic behavior, differences in verbmorphology are
neither necessary nor sufficient indicators of verb subclass membership. In Chap-
ter 5, an analysis of Palauan resultative predicates suggests that not only may verbs
and predicates of other categories be constructed syntactically, but that there may
be entire classes of verbs with no minimal syntactic constitutent that contains all
and only the morphemes used to construct the verb. On an analysis built with
6 The anticipative resultative suffixes also occasionally appear in non-anticipative resultatives, but
only when they co-occur with the canonical resultative infix -(e)l-. In such cases, I assume that they
contribute nothing syntactically or semantically.
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the assumptions underpinning Distributed Morphology, derivational morphemes
(which determine category) may merge with syntactic objects that are larger than
a V or

√
root. The results of these investigations are synthesized and discussed

from a much broader perspective in Chapter 6, which places them in the context
of currect research in linguistic theory.

1.2 A glimpse into the Palauan language

1.2.1 The language situation

Palauan is spoken in the Republic of Palau, an archipelago consisting of around
200 islands in the Western Pacific Ocean. Palau is located roughly within the tri-
angle formed by the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, and Guam, about 7○ north
of the equator, as shown in Figure 1.4. Despite its geographical position withinMi-
cronesia, Palauan (alongwithChamorro) is aWesternMalayo-Polynesian language
(Dempwolff 1934–38; Blust 1977; Jackson 1986; Zobel 2002; cf.Dyen’s 1965 place-
ment of Palauan on its own branch of the Austronesian family tree), more closely
related to the languages of Indonesia and the Philippines than to its nuclear Mi-
cronesian neighbors spoken on Chuuk, Ponape, Kosrae, the Marshall Islands, and
Kiribati. A long history of trade relations among the various regions of Palau has
resulted in little dialectal variation in any of the northern islands — Kayangel, Ba-
beldaob, Koror, Peleliu, and Angaur — where the vast majority of the population
lives. The remaining residents of the “Southwest Islands” that make up the states of
Sonsorol and Tobi (located several hundred kilometers away from the northern is-
lands) speak nuclear Micronesian languages that are not closely related to Palauan.

Historically, Palau was governed by other nations for many years, starting with
the country’s colonization by Spain in the early 19th century. Along with the Car-
oline, Mariana, andMarshall Islands, Palau formed part of the Spanish East Indies,
governed by the Spanish Philippines until the end of the Spanish–AmericanWar in
1898. Spain sold Palau to Germany in 1899, andGermany administered Palau from
German New Guinea until 1914, when control passed to Japan during World War
I. Following the war, Palau was officially recognized as Japanese by a League of Na-
tions Mandate. The period of Japanese colonization lasted for about two decades
until theUnited States took control of Palau in 1944, duringWorldWar II. Palauwas
later passed formally to the United States under United Nations auspices in 1947 as
part of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Palau’s own constitution went into
effect on October 1, 1994, at which point it became a politically autonomous in-
dependent nation. The Palauan language has emerged as the dominant language
in Palau despite these periods of colonization and occupation, but with a highly
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Figure 1.4 Location of Palau in the Pacific Ocean

stratified vocabulary augmented by the four colonial languages: primarily Japanese
and English, and to a lesser extent Spanish and German.

According to the 2005 Palau Census, there are 18,544 people aged five years
or older residing in the Republic of Palau, of whom 13,826 speak Palauan. This
number did not include communities of native Palauan speakers residing outside of
Palau, which some estimates place at an additional several thousand. For instance,
the 2000GuamCensus is suggestive: although it does not contain Palauan language
statistics, it does report that a total of 2,141 residents are of Palauan ethnic origin
and that 1,334 residents were actually born in Palau. In addition to Guam, there are
significant concentrations of Palauan speakers in (at least) the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands, Hawaii, and California.

Palauan is one of the two nationally recognized official languages of the Repub-
lic of Palau, the second being English. There are few if any monolingual speakers.
While English is used in many government, business, educational, and other pub-
lic settings, most native Palauans use Palauan among themselves in domestic, so-
cial, and cultural settings. Though I have no official or current statistics to back me
up, my impression is that the language is still acquired (to some extent) by nearly
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all Palauan children. English is the primary language of instruction in schools, as
nearly all primary and secondary school textbooks and materials are written in En-
glish (though I hear that some teachers use Palauan in the classroom even while
teaching from printed English materials). In the past, Palauan language newspa-
pers enjoyed a reasonable circulation, but at the time of writing, only the occa-
sional Palauan language editorial or advertisement can be found in predominantly
English-language newspapers. However, written Palauan appears on many signs
and storefronts around Koror, and all government documents are required to be
published in Palauan (but may also be published in English). As far as broadcast
media is concerned, there are three Palauan television channels (two public, and
one private) and a handful of Palauan radio stations, one of which broadcasts a
daily Palauan political talk show that is very popular and forms the topic of much
discussion. Generally speaking, Palauan still enjoys a reasonably high level of pres-
tige in Palauan culture, and it should thus probably not be classified as moribund
or even endangered despite the fact that it is spoken by a relatively small number
of people worldwide.

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Palauan language enjoyed a surge of theoretical
interest through the work of linguists at the University of Hawaii in conjunction
with the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and at a handful of other universities
around North America and Europe. For the last two decades, however, Palauan
has sat relatively dormant in the theoretical linguistics scene. In the context of the
increased interest in research at the grammatical interfaces during this period — in
particular the syntax–semantics interface and the syntax–morphology interface —
new opportunities have arisen to examine the aforementioned morphological and
syntactic questions.

The body of linguistic literature dedicated to Palauan is small in comparison to
those of more familiar languages, and yet an impressive amount of ground has al-
ready been covered. Explorers and missionaries from the early periods of Palau’s
colonial history already made a great deal of progress in the description of the
different sentence types and the inventory of predicates (verbal and otherwise)
in the language (see Keate 1788; Hockin 1803; Walleser 1911, 1913; Conant 1915)
which paved the way for more detailed and comprehensive linguistic descriptions
by Capell (1949), Pätzold (1969), and Josephs (1975, 1990, 1997, 1999). After the
advent of generative linguistics, the incredibly complex morphophonology of the
language was made transparent by Wilson (1972) and Flora (1974), laying the nec-
essary foundation for syntacticians to investigate topicality (DeWolf 1979), passive
and active voice alternations (Waters 1980; DeWolf 1988), predication and specifi-
cation (Hagège 1986/2008), the syntax of A-bar dependencies and variable bind-
ing (Georgopoulos 1985, 1986, 1991b; Cherney 1993; Gerassimova 2005), and the
syntax-semantics interface (Lemaréchal 1991, 1993). Recent years have also seen
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impressive work by native Palauan scholars, including the conversation books of
Tkel-Sbal (1992, 1996) and Malsol (1999), revised compilations of traditional Pa-
lauan legends in print format by Tmodrang (1997), as well as a substantial monolin-
gual Palauan Dictionary with 13,791 entries by Ramarui and Temael (1999), which
is, as far as I know, the first of its kind in Micronesia.

1.2.2 Grammatical sketch

In many respects, Palauan morphophonology and syntax initially appear parochial
or mysterious to those first encountering it, particularly if they are unfamiliar with
the linguistic features of other Austronesian languages. In this section, the goal is
to eliminate much of this perceived mystery and to provide the necessary back-
ground for the reader to easily digest the Palauan data in subsequent chapters. The
discussion here is deliberately cursory; I refer the curious reader to the aforemen-
tioned descriptive linguistics work for more details (in particular Josephs’s excel-
lent Handbook of Palauan Grammar Volume I (1997) and Volume II (1999), which
can be accompanied by Josephs 1990, the New Palauan-English Dictionary).

Palauan features many syntactic properties that are typical of other languages in
the Austronesian family. Some of these include:

• Basic underlying VOS word order (Waters 1980; Georgopoulos 1986).

• Predicates of any lexical category and no copula (Capell 1949; Josephs 1975).

• Head-initial syntactic categories and rightward–branching specifiers (Geor-
gopoulos 1991b; cf.Guilfoyle et al. 1992).

• Null pronominal arguments, usually (but not exclusively) co-occurring with
overt agreement morphology (Hagège 1986; Georgopoulos 1991b).

• Widespread subject (left-)topicalization (though its analysis has been contro-
versial — see, i.a., Josephs 1975; Waters 1980; Georgopoulos 1991b; Lemaré-
chal 1991 for details).

Many of these properties are directly relevant to my analysis of the Palauan verbal
complex, and I will discuss them much more extensively in that context. At this
point, I will simply provide representative examples to illustrate each point and
reserve the bulk of the discussion for other aspects of Palauan grammar that do not
fit as neatly into discussions of the verbal complex. These include the architecture
of the nominal complex and the morphosyntax of modification, both of which are
nevertheless quite important for a clear understanding of the data.
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1.2.2.1 Word order

I assume throughout this dissertation that the underlying clausal word order in Pa-
lauan is VOS (Verb-Object-Subject). The issue of word order in Palauan has re-
ceivedmuch attention from linguists, as therewere two competing proposals in the
1970s and 1980s: SVO vs. VOS. The underlying SVO analysis received widespread
recognition when Josephs adopted it in his highly influential and important Pa-
lauan Reference Grammar in 1975. After its publication, however, new evidence was
found in favor of theVOS analysis (as argued explicitly inWaters 1980; Georgopou-
los 1986, 1991b), which Josephs, too, adopts in his laterwork, such as Josephs 1994,
1999. I do not intend to recapitulate the arguments that already exist in the litera-
ture, but I refer the reader to Georgopoulous 1991b: 32–41 (see also Josephs 1999:
Ch. 15) for a clear and concise summary of the debate and the evidence in favor of
the VOS analysis over the SVO analysis. The examples in (1.4) below illustrate the
basic VOS word order. The subject is in bold, the direct object is in italics, and the
verb is underlined.

(1.4) a. Ng ulemekeroul a bung a del-ak er a sers-el.
3sg= grew d flowers d mother-1sgP p d garden-3sgP
“My mother was growing flowers in her garden.”

[Georgopoulos 1991b: 40, ex. 34a]

b. Te kilang a rokui el ringngo a rengalek er a elii.
3pl= ate d all l apples d children p d yesterday
“The children ate all the apples yesterday.”

1.2.2.2 The nominal complex

Presumably, an entirely separate dissertation could be written about the morpho-
syntax of the Palauan nominal system. Fortunately, the important properties of the
Palauan nominal complex for the purposes of this dissertation are largely straight-
forward and will likely seem familiar even to linguists with no previous knowledge
of Palauan.

When a nominal constituent is used as a predicate, it may minimally consist of
a single noun or pronoun (but it may also consist of more than just the noun).

(1.5) Ng malk/beras/ngikel.
3sg= chicken/rice/fish
“It’s chicken/rice/fish.” [PC 27]
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(1.6) Ng kau [a mo chuarm ].
3sg= you [d aux.fut intr.suffer ]
“You are the one who will suffer.” [Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 9:12]

Nominal predicates are used frequently in Palauan—modal sentences are good ex-
amples, as they utilize the nominal predicates kir- “must” and sebech- “can,” which
might be better translated as “obligation/necessity” and “ability/possibility,” re-
spectively. The modal nominals kir- and sebech- may either co-occur with a pos-
sessor nominal that would correspond with the subject of the English modal sen-
tence, or they may inflect for default 3rd person possessor agreement and mean
roughly “It’s possible (to...)” or “It’s necessary (to...).” Compare example (1.7)
below, which contains the nominal predicate sebech- with default 3rd person pos-
sessor agreement, and example (1.8), which is inflected for agreementwith a (null)
1sg pronominal possessor. Example (1.9) shows a non-modal noun ngalek ‘child’
in predicate position as well, but unlike in (1.7) and (1.8), the predicate nominal
agrees with an overt possessor phrase a Bkau me a Elibeob “Bkau and Elibeob.”7

(1.7) Ng sebech-el.
3sg= possibility-3sgP
“It’s possible.”

(1.8) Ng diak l-sebech-ek el merael.
3sg= neg 3sgS.irr-ability-1sgP l go
“I can’t go.” (approx. “It is not my ability to go.”) [KN 33]

(1.9) A Elilai me a Ltelatk a ngelek-el a Bkau me a Elibeob.
d Elilai and d Ltelatk top child-3sgP d Bkau and d Elibeob
“Elilai and Ltelatk are Bkau and Elibeob’s children.” [EI 16]

Many other constituents can appear inside a Palauan noun phrase. Their unmarked
order is something along the lines of [Determiner, Quantifier, Adjectives, Noun,
Possessor, PP/CP-Complements, Other Modifiers]. All optional elements inside
the NP other than PPs (viz. quantifiers, adjectives, and other modifiers) condi-
tion the presence of a linker morpheme el, typical of many Austronesian languages,
which I gloss as l. The noun phrases below in (1.10) through (1.12) serve as exam-
ples of the different orders.

7 Note the 3rd person singular possessor agreement suffix -el on ngelekel in (1.9). Like some other
languages (e.g., Irish: McCloskey and Hale 1984; Hebrew: Doron 2000; cf. Hindi and Tsez: Ben-
mamoun et al. 2010), Palauan has left-conjunct agreement. More details are provided in Chapter 2,
§2.2.
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(1.10) a me-kngit el ralm er a sewer el me tuobed er se
d intr-bad l water p d sewer l come intr.emerge p this.(time)

er a Ongedei me a Ongeuang el Ureor er tia el
p d third and d fourth l work(day) p this l

mlo merek el sandei
past.become finished l week

“the bad sewer water that came out on Wednesday and Thursday of last
week” [Roureor Belau, 17 April 2002]

(1.11) a kot el bli-l a ureor el omerek er a tekoi el chelid
d first l house-3sgP d work l spread.impf acc d word l god

er tia el beluu
p this l country

“the first mission in this country” (approx. “the first house of work to spread
God’s word in this country”) [IK 5]

(1.12) a re-terung el kau-sechelei el chad el mil lib er a mo er a
d pl-two l recip-friends l people l past.plan p d go p d

chei
sea

“the two friends who planned to go fishing” (approx. “the two friends-with-
each-other people who planned on the going to the sea”) [IC 151]

The linker morpheme el is always adjacent to the quantifier/adjective/modifier,
and it appears on the same side as the noun (regardless of whether other elements
intervene between the linker and the noun). Consequently, there can bemore than
one linker in a single nounphrase. That numerals andquantifiers trigger the appear-
ance of the linker just as adjectives and other modifiers do leads me to think that
quantifiers and numerals are introduced into the nominal complex in adjunction
structures, but I have not tested this empirically.

I assume that the linker does not occupy a syntactic position but is perhaps a
piece of inflection (cf. Chung 1998 for a similar analysis of the Chamorro linker)
or a dissociated morpheme (Embick 1997; McFadden 2004) inserted post-syntac-
tically to indicate that the constituent it attaches to is a modifier. Nothing in this
dissertation hinges on any particular analysis of the linker.

Though the ordering of many elements inside the noun phrase is fixed (restric-
tive) relative clauses may precede the noun, but this order is marked. Quantifiers
and adjectives can also optionally, and much more freely, appear in NP-final po-
sitions among other adverbials, such as locative PPs. To illustrate, note the pre-
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nominal position of the resultative adjectival modifier telemall “broken/injured” in
(1.13) and its post-nominal position in (1.14).

(1.13) A Lurvey a mo-cha meleel er tia el tel emall el sers-el
d Lurvey top go-icp nail.impf acc this l res.break l fence-3sgP

a bli-l a Wilbur.
d enclosure-3sgP d Wilbur

“Lurvey began nailing up Wilbur’s broken pigpen.” [CB 30]

(1.14) A beab a mil s-a a med-al a secheli-l el
d mouse top past.see.pf-3sgO d face-3sgP d friend-3sgP l

tel emall.
res.injure

“The mouse saw his friend’s injured face.” [BR 5]

Now, whenever a nominal expression is not used as a predicate, the word a
typically occurs somewhere to its left.

(1.15) Ak ou-charm a uel.
1sg= vblz-pet d turtle
“I keep turtles as pets.”

(1.16) Ng mla me-luches a babier.
3sg= aux intr-write d letter
“The letter has been written.”

The distribution of a is consistentwith its analysis as a determiner if it is true that de-
terminers and pronouns are in complementary distribution (Postal 1966; cf. Abney
1987). In Palauan, a cannot co-occur with pronouns as in (1.17) or with demonstra-
tives as in (1.18).

(1.17) a. Ke olengit er ngak?
2sg= ask.impf acc me
“Are you asking me?”

b. *Ke olengit er a ngak?
2sg= ask.impf acc d me
“Are you asking me?”
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(1.18) a. Tirke el chad a mla olengeseu er se el bilis.
those l people top aux help.impf acc that l dog
“Those people have helped that dog.”

b. *A tirke el chad a mla olengeseu er a se el bilis.
d those l people top aux help.impf acc d that l dog
“Those people have helped that dog.”

Essentially, a introduces any non-predicative nominal constituent (DP) that is
not headed by a pronoun or demonstrative. Given their similar (and complemen-
tary) distributions, I analyze demonstratives as a subclass of pronouns. Consider
the data below.

(1.19) a. A rrat a mla er sei.
d bicycle top was p that
“The bicycle was (over) there.”

b. A rrat a mla er tiang.
d bicycle top was p this
“The bicycle was (right) here.”

c. A rrat a mla er ngii.
d bicycle top was p it
“The bicycle was there.”

In (1.19a–b), the demonstrative words sei “that” and tiang “this” can also mean
“there” and “here,” respectively. In (1.19c), the pronoun ngii “it” can also mean
“there” in the same position. The similarity between pronouns and demonstratives
is highlighted when they are the heads of DPs with more content.

(1.20) a. a rokui el smecher el chad er ngii el beluu
d all l intr.sick l person p it l place
“all the other sick people on the island” [Chedaol Biblia, Acts 28:9]

b. tirka el rokui el chad
these l all l people
“all these people” [Chedaol Biblia, Numbers 11:11]

c. tirke el rokui el ulsiik a kodell-em
those l all l seek.past d death-2sgP
“all those who wanted to kill you” [Chedaol Biblia, Exodus 4:19]
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d. tir el rokui el sechal el mla er a bli-l
they l all l males l were p d household-3sgP
“all the males in his household” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 17:23]

When the demonstratives tirka “these” and tirke “those” introduce larger DPs, as in
(1.20b–c), theymust be followedby the linker el, unlike the all-purpose determiner
a, cf. (1.20a). If they were true determiners, the obligatory presence of the linker
might be mysterious, as it ordinarily introduces modifiers and relative/embedded
clauses, as will be shown below. But (1.20d) provides a clue; the pronoun tir may
again appear in the same position as tirka and tirke, and it also requires the linker
between it and the rest of the DP. What I propose is that the linker el is actually
introducing a (non-restrictive) relative clause in a structure something like that in
Figure 1.5. In that case, demonstratives are like pronouns insofar as they are deter-
miners that are unable to select NP complements.

DP

DP CP

relative clauseD[+pro]

Figure 1.5 Demonstrative DPs: pronominal Ds with relative clause structures

One final, very important aspect of Palauan noun phrases is the morphosyntac-
tic encoding of possessors. In Palauan, there are two strategies for encoding the
possessor-possessee relationship within a DP, given in (1.21) and (1.22).

(1.21) Possessor Agreement: The possessee noun bears a possessor agreement
suffix that matches theϕ-features of the possessor DP.

(1.22) Er-marking: The possessee noun bears no agreement with the possessor
DP, and the possessor DP is preceded by themarker er, homophonous with
the preposition er.8

8 There is reason to believe that er is not a preposition when it marks possessors, but is rather
something like a genitive case marker. This idea is explored in §2.1.2.1, when examples like (2.16)
are taken into account.
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An example of the possessor agreement strategy is given in (1.23) and discussed
further below in §1.2.2.3, and an example of the possessor PP strategy is given in
(1.24).

(1.23) a. a sechelei
d friend
“the friend”

b. a secheli-mam
d friend-1pl.excP
“our friend”

(1.24) a. a sensei
d teacher
“the teacher” (Japanese sensei “teacher”→ Palauan sensei)

b. a sensei er kemam
d teacher p us.exc
“our teacher”

Most native Palauan nouns (but not all; see (1.25) below) employ the agreement
strategy in (1.21), and most nominal loans from Spanish, German, Japanese, and
English (but, again, not all; see (1.26) below) employ the er-marking strategy in
(1.22).

(1.25) a. a tebel
d table
“the table” (English table→ Palauan tebel)

b. a tebel-id
d table-1pl.incP
“our table”

(1.26) a. a llomeserreng
d wisdom
“the wisdom”

b. a llomeserreng er kid
d wisdom p us.inc
“our wisdom”

Themorphosyntax of possessorDPs depends on the properties of the possessee
noun. Following Georgopoulos (1991a), I assume that Palauan possessors are base
generated in a (rightward) specifier position of the possessee noun phrase, and
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something like anm-command relation between the head N and the possessor DP
in its specifier can determine whether possessor agreement applies or whether no
agreement takes place, perhaps with the aid of PF Spell Out rules.9

DP

DP CP

relative clause
(non-restrictive)

D NumP

Num NP

Q(P) NP

A(P) NP

NP
CP

relative clause
(restrictive)

NP
PP

modifier

N ′
DP

possessor
N DP/TP/CP

complement

Figure 1.6 Basic assumptions about Palauan DP-internal structure

The structure I propose can be seen in Figure 1.6, which unifies the claims made
9 cf. Chung’s (1982) analysis of possessors in Chamorro, an Austronesian language closely related
to Palauan. In Chung 1998: 46–47, possessors are reanalyzed as occupying the (rightward) specifier
position of DP, rather than NP. In Chapter 2, §2.1.3, I argue that possessors in Palauan also occupy
the specifier of the possessee DP at some stage of the derivation. cf. Figure 2.9 on page 80.
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in various parts of this section. Based on the distribution of the plural marker re-,
which always appears immediately after the determiner a and before any material
inside the NP (including modifiers, quantifiers, etc.), I assume a NumP projection
between the DP and the NP (see Ritter 1991, 1992 for crosslinguistic motivation).
Based on the fact that quantifiers and attributive adjectives both trigger linker mor-
phology, I assume without argument that they are adjoined to the NP. As for rel-
ative clauses, I assume (again, without argument) that they attach to either NP or
DP, with a difference in interpretation— relative clauses attaching toNP are restric-
tive and may optionally precede the N rather than following it, just like adjectives
and quantifiers, while relative clauses attaching to DP are non-restrictive and obli-
gatorily follow the D and all of the material in the NP, if the DP contains an NP at
all.10

1.2.2.3 Pronouns and agreement morphology

The SVO analysis of Palauan word order depends on an analysis of the preverbal
element that indexes the person and number (and, to some degree, animacy) fea-
tures of the subject as subject agreement morphemes rather than pronominal DPs.
In other words, if Palauan is VOS, it must be analyzed as a pro-drop language. The
pro-drop analysis appears plausible, and arguments in favor of it are presented in
Georgopoulos 1991b: 43–51, to which I refer the curious reader. Consider first the
forms of Palauan pronouns, shown in Table 1.4.

Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person ngak kid kemam
2nd person kau kemiu

3rd person [+hum] ngii tir
3rd person [−hum] ngii Ø

Table 1.4 Palauan pronouns

These pronouns may appear in topic position or after any instance of the pre-
position/case-marker er (which may introduce both argument and non-argument
DPs). Interestingly, none of these pronouns may appear overtly in a clause-final
subject position, which was one of the original arguments against a VOS analysis of
Palauan word order. The only overt indicator of a pronominal subject is the agree-
ment morphology that appears pre-verbally. While clearly related to the pronoun
10 Although it is clear that embedded clausal arguments in Palauan can extrapose to the right edge
of their containing clause, as is shown in §2.1.2.3, it is not clear whether relative clauses in Palauan
can also extrapose to the right edge of an NP or DP. I leave the matter to future investigation.
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Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person ak kede aki
2nd person ke kom

3rd person [+hum] ng te
3rd person [−hum] ng ng

Table 1.5 (Realis) subject agreement morphemes

forms in Table 1.4, the subject agreement morphemes, shown in Table 1.5, are nev-
ertheless phonologically distinct from the full pronouns.

Some examples illustrating the ban on overt pronominal subjects are provided
below in (1.27) through (1.29). In the grammatical (a) examples, there is no pro-
noun pronounced in subject position. When the corresponding pronoun is pro-
nounced in subject position, as in the (b) examples, the sentences are ungrammat-
ical.

(1.27) a. Ng merang pro.
3sg= true it
“It’s true.” [CB 49]

b. *Ng merang ngii.
3sg= true it
(“It’s true.”)

(1.28) a. Te mle bleketakl el olekebai er a rengalek pro.
3pl= aux.past openly l restrain acc d children they
“They openly held the children back.” [IK 7]

b. *Te mle bleketakl el olekebai er a rengalek tir.
3pl= aux.past openly l restrain acc d children they
(“They openly held the children back.”)

(1.29) a. Ak dengchokl er a ulech-al a lius pro.
1sg= sit p d frond-3sgP d coconut I
“I’m sitting on a coconut frond.” [AM 15]

b. *Ak dengchokl er a ulech-al a lius ngak.
1sg= sit p d frond-3sgP d coconut I
(“I’m sitting on a coconut frond.”)

Aswe saw above in (1.4), the third person subject agreementmorphemes ng (3sgor
3pl −hum) and te (3pl +hum) can freely co-occur with non-pronominal subjects.
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Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person -ak -id -emam
2nd person -au -emiu

3rd person [+hum] -ii -(e)terir
3rd person [−hum] -ii Ø

Table 1.6 (Perfective) Object Agreement Morphemes

Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person -ek -id -am
2nd person -em -iu

3rd person [+hum] -el -ir
3rd person [−hum] -el -el

Table 1.7 (Default) Possessor Agreement Morphemes

The descriptive generalization to draw from (1.4) through (1.29) is that the forms in
Table 1.5 are subject agreement morphemes that index theϕ-features of the subject
DP, and pronominal subjects cannot be pronounced.11

In other words, Palauan is a pro-drop language. Perhaps unsurprisingly, both
pronominal direct objects of transitive perfective verbs that bear object agreement
morphology and pronominal possessors of nouns that bear possessor agreement
morphology must also be null. The (perfective) object agreement morphemes are
shown in Table 1.6. The default possessor agreement morphemes are shown in
Table 1.7, but these are subject to variation based on lexically specified theme vow-
els (see Flora 1974 for analysis; Josephs 1997: 90–97 for the basic patterns; cf.Zuraw
2007). Some examples of direct object pro-drop are provided below in (1.30) and
(1.31), while (1.32) and (1.33) give examples of possessor pro-drop.

(1.30) a. Ng urreked-ii a chim-al a Rehina e chil tekl-ii
3sg= hold.pf-3sgO d hand-3sgP d Rehina and past.sing.pf-3sgO

pro.
it

“She held Rehina’s hand and sang it.” [KK 6]

11 The situation contrasts with other pro-drop languages which allow but do not force pro-drop, like
Spanish, for instance.
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b. *Ng urreked-ii a chim-al a Rehina e chil tekl-ii
3sg= hold.pf-3sgO d hand-3sgP d Rehina and past.sing.pf-3sgO

ngii.
it

(“She held Rehina’s hand and sang it.”)

(1.31) a. A bersoech a chilebeld-kak pro me ak
d snack top past.trick.pf-1sgO me so.that 1sg=

kil l-ii pro.
past.eat.pf-3sgO it

“The snake tricked me into eating it.” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 3:13]

b. *A bersoech a chilebeld-kak ngak me ak
d snack top past.trick.pf-1sgO me so.that 1sg=

kil l-ii ngii.
past.eat.pf-3sgO it

(“The snake tricked me into eating it.”)

In the grammatical (a) sentences in (1.30) and (1.31), the pronominal direct objects
of perfective verbsmust not be pronounced. If they are, as in the (b) sentences, the
result is ungrammatical.

Just as with the subject and direct object pronominals, pronominal possessors
whoseϕ-features are indexed with agreement morphology on the possessed noun
must not be pronounced. The (a) sentences in examples (1.32) and (1.33) illus-
trate this — compare these to the ungrammatical (b) sentences with pronounced
pronominal possessors.

(1.32) a. A rokui el chad er a buai a ongtiall el mo lmuches
d all l people p d public top asked.to l aux.fut pf.write

a uldesu-ir pro.
d thoughts-3plP they

“All interested persons are invited to submit comments.” (approx. “Ev-
eryone in the community is asked to write their thoughts.”)

[Tia Belau, 26 October 2009]

b. *A rokui el chad er a buai a ongtiall el mo lmuches
d all l people p d public top asked.to l aux.fut pf.write

a uldesu-ir tir.
d thoughts-3plP they

(“All interested persons are invited to submit comments.”)
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(1.33) a. Ak dirrek el mo omrotech a chim-ak pro, e
1sg= also l aux.fut clap d hands-1sgP me and

mo dobodeb a ngsech-el a reng-uk pro.
aux.fut limit.pf d rising-3sgP d heart-1sgP me

“I also will clap my hands, and my anger will be over.” (lit. “I also will
clap my hands and limit the rising of my heart.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Ezekiel 21:17]

b. *Ak dirrek el mo omrotech a chim-ak ngak, e
1sg= also l aux.fut clap d hands-1sgP me and

mo dobodeb a ngsech-el a reng-uk ngak.
aux.fut limit.pf d rising-3sgP d heart-1sgP me

(“I also will clap my hands, and my anger will be over.”)

1.2.2.4 A ′ dependencies

Extensive research has been conducted on the nature of A ′ dependencies in Pa-
lauan, which are quite prevalent in spoken and written discourse. A definitive re-
source on the subject is Georgopoulos’s (1991b)monograph Syntactic Variables: Re-
sumptive Pronouns and A ′ Binding in Palauan. Georgopoulos analyzes topicalization,
clefts and pseudoclefts, relative clauses and free relatives, andwh-questions. Exam-
ples of these contstructions are given below.

(1.34) Relative Clauses:

a. Ak medengel-ii a chadi [el milcher-ar tia el
1sg= know.pf-3sgO d person [l past.buy.pf-3sgO this l

buk ____i ].
book <gap> ]

“I know the person who bought this book.”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 63, ex. 2a]

b. Ak mil s-a a mlaii [el l-dil sech-ii
1sg= past.see.pf-3sgO d canoe [l 3plS.irr-past.carve.pf-3sgO

____i tirke el chad ].
<gap> those l men ]

“I saw the canoe that those men carved.” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 63, ex. 2b]
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c. A buiki [el k-chil lebed-ii [a obek-ul
d boy [l 1sgS.irr-past.hit.pf-3sgO [d older.brother-3sgP

____i ]] a secheli-k.
<gap> ]] top friend-1sgP

“The boy whose brother I hit is my friend.”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 63, ex. 2c]

d. Tilecha a blaii [el l-ulenga er a ngikel er ngiii
that top house [l 3sgS.irr-past.eat.impf acc d fish p it

a Robert ].
d Robert ]

“That’s the house that Robert was eating the fish in.”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 64, ex. 3b]

(1.35) Free Relatives:

a. Ng ngar er ngii a [ei [melamech a dekool ____i ]] er
3sg= exist p there d [ [smoke d cigarettes <gap> ]] p

kemiu?
you.pl

“Is there anyone among you who smokes cigarettes?”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 65, ex. 6a]

b. Ak medengel-ii a [ei [chom-oruul er ngiii ]].
1sg= know.pf-3sgO d [ [2S.irr-do.impf acc it ]]
“I know what you’re doing.” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 65, ex. 7b]

(1.36) Clefts:

a. Ng obek-uki [a [mla mer-ngii a
3sg= older.brother-1sgP [d [aux slap.pf-3sgO d

secheli-k ____i ]].
friend-1sgP <gap> ]]

“It’s my brother who has hit my friend.” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 66, ex. 11a]

b. Ng secheli-ki [a [bla le-ber-ngii ____i a
3sg= friend-1sgP [d [aux.irr 3sgS.irr-slap.pf-3sgO <gap> d

obek-uk ]].
older.brother-1sgP ]]

“It’s my friend who my brother has hit.” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 67, ex. 11b]
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(1.37) Pseudoclefts:

a. [A [mil ruul er a malk ____i ]] a Miriami.
[d [past.make.impf acc d chicken <gap> ]] top Miriam
“The (one who) cooked the chicken is Miriam.”

[Georgopoulos 1991b: 67, ex. 12a]

b. [A [l-omtanget er ngiii a resechal ]] a [chelib-el a
[d [3plS.irr-polish.impf acc it d boys ]] top [shell-3sgP d

uel ]i.
turtle ]

“The (thing that) the boys are polishing is the turtle shell.”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 67, ex. 13b]

(1.38) Wh-questions (i.e., wh-clefts):

a. Ng techa [a [kileld-ii a sub ____i ]]?
3sg= who? [d [past.heat.pf-3sgO d soup <gap> ]]
“Who heated up the soup?” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 70, ex. 19a]

b. Ng techa [a [l-ulekod-ir ____i a rubak ]]?
3sg= who? [d [3sgS.irr-kill.pf-3sgO <gap> d old.man ]]
“Who did the old man kill?” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 70, ex. 19c]

c. Ng techa [a [chom-uls-a [a del-al
3sg= who? [d [2S.irr-see.past.pf-3sgO [d mother-3sgP

____i ]]]?
<gap> ]]]

“Whose mother did you see?” (lit. “Who did you see his mother?”)
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 70, ex. 20b]

d. Ng ker [a [le-bil sk-au a buk er ngiii a
3sg= where? [d [3sgS.irr-past.give.pf-2sgO d book p there d

Ruth ]]?
Ruth ]]

“Where did Ruth give you the book?” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 70, ex. 21a]

(1.39) Topicalizations:

a. A senseii a omes er a rengalek ____i.
d teacher top see.impf acc d children <gap>
“The teacher is looking at the children.” [Georgopoulos 1991b: 72, ex. 24a]
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b. A rengaleki a l-omes er tiri a sensei.
d children top 3sgS.irr-see.impf acc them d teacher
“The teacher is looking at the children.” (lit. “The children, the teacher
is looking at them.”) [Georgopoulos 1991b: 72, ex. 25a]

c. A ekebili a k-chil iu-ii [a buk er ngiii ].
d girl top 1sgS.irr-past.read.impf [d book p her ]
“I read the girl’s book.” (lit. “The girl, I read her book.”)

[Georgopoulos 1991b: 72, ex. 25b]

d. Ngaki a le-bil s-kak ____i a buk a Harry.
me top 3sgS.irr-past.give.pf-1sgO <gap> d book d Harry
“Harry gave me the book.” (lit. “Me, Harry gave me the book.”)

[Georgopoulos 1991b: 72, ex. 26b]

Georgopoulos concludes that there is no A ′ movement in any of these construc-
tions. Instead, the displaced element is base-generated in its surface position and
binds a null or overt resumptive pronoun variable in its θ-position. She presents
a wealth of evidence for this analysis (and in my own research, I have found no
evidence against it), but three points are particularly striking.

(1.40) NoTraces: The tail of an A ′ chain can be either a gap or an overt resumptive
pronoun (Georgopoulos 1991b: 81).

(1.41) wh-Agreement: Themoodmorphology (realis or irrealis) on verbs appear-
ing between the displaced element and its corresponding gap or resump-
tive pronoun varies based on the grammatical relation either of the gap or
resumptive pronoun or of the clause (CP or TP) containing the gap or re-
sumptive pronoun (Georgopoulos 1991b: 84–97).

(1.42) No Island Constraints: Palauan allows the full range of island violations
(Georgopoulos 1991b: 80–82; cf. Ross 1967).

As far as (1.40) is concerned, we have already seen examples of A ′ constructions
containing gaps and overt resumptive pronouns. On Georgopoulos’s analysis, all
of these positions are filled with pronominal variables, and the conditions under
which the pronominal variables are overt or null are the same as the conditions
under which normal (non-resumptive) pronouns are overt or null, as described
above in §1.2.2.3. As for (1.41), I refer the interested reader to Georgopoulos 1985,
1991b; I have nothing to add to her analysis of wh-agreement in this dissertation.

And regarding (1.42), the data is fascinating. (1.43) illustrates a topic linked to
a direct object position inside of a relative clause. (1.44) shows that topics can be
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extracted from embedded questions. (1.45) provides an example of a wh-question
formed from a wh-word linked to direct object position inside of a relative clause.
(1.46) shows that relatives can be embedded within relatives.

(1.43) [A chelib-el a uel ]j a k-ulemes er a resechali
[d shell-3sgP d turtle ] top 1sgS.irr-see.past.impf acc d boys

[el omtanget er ngiij ____i ].
[l polish.impf acc it <gap> ]

“The turtle shell, I was watching the boys who were polishing (it).”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 80, ex. 37c]

(1.44) [A chelib-el a uel ]j a diak k-udengei [el kmo ng
[d shell-3sgP d turtle ] top neg 1sgS.irr-know [l c 3sg=

techai [a ulemtanget er ngiij ____i ]].
who? [d polish.past.impf acc it <gap> ]]

“The turtle shell, I don’t know who was polishing (it).”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 81, ex. 38b]

(1.45) Ng ngeraj [a chomo-mes er a resechali [el omtanget er
3sg= what? [d 2S.irr-see.impf acc d boys [l polish.impf acc

ngiij ____i ]].
it <gap> ]]

“What are you watching the boys who are polishing (it)?”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 81, ex. 39a]

(1.46) Ng techak [a mildechem-ii [a uelj [el m-ulemes
3sg= who? [d past.catch.pf-3sgO [d turtle [l 2S.irr-see.past.impf

er a resechali [el omtanget er [a chelib-el ____j ]
acc d boys [l polish.impf acc [d shell-3sgP <gap> ]

____i ]]] ____k ].
<gap> ]]] <gap> ]

“Who caught the turtle that you saw the boys who are polishing its shell?”
[Georgopoulos 1991b: 81, ex. 39b]

Onan analysis of A ′ dependencies/islands that assumed thatmoving adisplacedDP
to the specifier of CP blocked future movement of other DPs to the same specifier,
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the data in (1.43) through (1.46) would be difficult to reconcile. Furthermore, the
pronunciation of overt resumptive pronouns in positions that should contain traces
or copies of the displaced DP (depending on whether one assumes a trace-theory
or a copy-theory of movement) is mysterious. However, Georgopoulos’s analysis
of A ′ dependencies, while adopting the framework of Government and Binding
Theory (Chomsky 1981), actually resembles base-generated analyses of “filler-gap”
constructions inHead-DrivenPhrase StructureGrammar (see Pollard andSag 1994;
Sag et al. 2003; cf. Gazdar et al. 1985). A movement-free variable-binding analysis
leaves open the possibilities that there need not be a silent gap in the argument posi-
tion and that if something is pronounced in that position, it may be a co-referential
pronominal rather than a full copy of its higher antecedent (cf. Alber 2008 for a
related but distinct set of facts in Tyrolean German).

1.2.2.5 Topicalization

One cannot undertake a study of Palauan syntax without recognizing the syntac-
tic and morphological features of topicalization, which is extremely widespread in
Palauan. In elicitation settings, sentences employing topicalization are the absolute
norm, and some speakerswill even judgenon-topicalized counterparts of these sen-
tences as ungrammatical in the absence of a scenario or somemore explicit context.
Some examples of sentences with topicalizations (and their non-topicalized coun-
terparts) are given below. In Palauan, one may topicalize subjects as in (1.47b),
possessors of nominal predicates as in (1.48b), possessors of DP arguments as in
(1.49b), and direct objects as in (1.39b) above (repeated below as (1.50b)).

(1.47) a. Ng di meleketek a usbech-ed er a dengki.
3sg= just increase d usage-1pl.incP p d electricity
“Our consumption of electricity is increasing.”

b. [A usbech-ed er a dengki ]i a di meleketek proi.
[d usage-1pl.incP p d electricity ] top just increase
“Our consumption of electricity is increasing.” topicalized subject

[Tia Belau, 12 October 2009]

(1.48) a. Ng mle soa-k pro [el me er tia el iungs ].
3sg= aux.past desire-1sgP me [l come p this l island ]
“I wanted to come to this island.” (lit. “It was my desire to come to this
island.”)
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b. [Ngak ]i a mle soa-k proi [el me er tia el
[me ] top aux.past desire-1sgP [l come p this l

iungs ].
island ]

“I wanted to come to this island.” (lit. “Me, it was my desire to come to
this island.”) topicalized possessor of nominal predicate

[MI 6]

(1.49) a. Ng mle sment [a ulol-el tia el skuul ].
3sg= aux.past cement [d floor-3sgP this l school ]
“This school had a cement floor.” (lit. “This school’s floorwas cement.”)

b. [Tia el skuul ]i a mle sment [a ulol-el proi ].
[this l school ] top aux.past cement [d floor-3sgP ]
“This school had a cement floor.” (lit. “This school’s floorwas cement.”)

topicalized possessor of dp argument
[IK 38]

(1.50) a. Ng omes er a rengalek a sensei.
3sg= see.impf acc d children d teacher
“The teacher is looking at the children.”

b. [A rengalek ]i a l-omes er tiri a sensei.
[d children ] top 3sgS.irr-see.impf acc them d teacher
“The teacher is looking at the children.” (lit. “The children, the teacher
is looking at them.”) topicalized direct object

[Georgopoulos 1991b: 72, ex. 25a]

The template for topicalizations is roughly [<topicalized DP> + a + <rest of
clause containing resumptive pronoun>]. As with all the other A ′ dependen-
cies mentioned in §1.2.2.4, the wh-agreement morphology on the verb/predicate
(i.e., realis or irrealis mood morphology) depends on the grammatical relation of
the resumptive pronoun co-referent with the topicalized DP.

Now, all syntactic research conducted on Palauan that I am familiar with, with
the exception ofDeWolf (1988), analyzes the amorpheme between the topicalized
DP and the rest of the sentence along the lines of something like (1.51).

(1.51) Unified Determiner a Analysis: The amorpheme is always a determiner.
When it appears in topicalizations, it forms a DP constituent with the mate-
rial to its right. If that material is a non-nominal predicate, it is nominalized
so as to be able to combine with a, forming something like a free-relative.
The topicalized DP and the DP to its right (whether it be a true nominal
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predicate or a non-nominal predicate that has been subsequently nominal-
ized) form a (null) copular sentence.

On an analysis like (1.51), topicalizations involving verbal predicates (VPs/vPs, de-
pending on the theory) are treated on par with topicalizations involving nominal
predicates (NPs/nPs/DPs, depending on the theory), but the verb phrase must be
nominalized. This parity is suggested in (1.52) below, glossed and bracketed fol-
lowing the analysis in (1.51) of a as a determiner.

(1.52) a. [A Juda ] [a ngelek-el a laion ].
[d Judah ] [d child-3sgP d lion ]
“Judah is the son of a lion.” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 49:9]

b. [A Juda ] [a dilangch ].
[d Judah ] [d past.recognize (them) ]
“Judah recognized (them).” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 38:26]

New data suggests that an analysis of Palauan topicalizations along the lines of
(1.51) cannot be correct. Instead, I propose (following the speculation in DeWolf
198812) a new analysis of the a in topicalizations in (1.53).
12 DeWolf (1988: 174) suggests that the morpheme a that appears in Palauan topicalizations may be
cognate with the Tagalog morpheme ay which licenses pre-verbal ang-marked DPs, which are vari-
ously analyzed as either subjects or topics. The pre-verbal position is marked— ordinarily, Tagalog
is VOS, like Palauan. Consider the Tagalog sentences in (1.i) and the corresponding Palauan sen-
tences in (1.ii).

(1.i) Tagalog:

a. Bumabasa ng libro ang maestro.
actor.focus.read book teacher
“The teacher is reading a/the book.” [DeWolf 1988: 174, ex. 69a]

b. Ang maestro ay bumabasa ng libro.
teacher top actor.focus.read book

“The teacher is reading a/the book.” [DeWolf 1988: 174, ex. 69b]

(1.ii) Palauan:

a. Ng menguiu er a hong a sensei.
3sg= read.impf acc d book d teacher
“The teacher is reading a/the book.” [DeWolf 1988: 174, ex. 70a]

b. A sensei a menguiu er a hong.
d teacher top read.impf acc d book
“The teacher is reading a/the book.” [DeWolf 1988: 174, ex. 70b]
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(1.53) Topicalizer a Analysis: The a morpheme involved in topicalizations is a
topic marker which indicates that the DP to its left is a topic, and I call this
instantiation of a “topicalizer a.” Consequently, topicalizer a is not the
samemorpheme as the (homophonous) determiner a, as it does not form a
DP constituent with the material to its right.13

Evidence that favors the analysis I have proposed in (1.53) over any analysis like that
in (1.51) comes from topicalizations involving demonstrative D(P) predicates and
plural number marking in nominalizations.

On an analysis like that in (1.51), topicalizations are copular sentences that con-
tain two (possibly complex) DPs: the topicalized DP, and a second DP (which
might contain a nominalized VP/vP). On such an analysis, the determiner a should
exhibit its typical distribution; we would only expect a to merge with comple-
ments that can form DPs (i.e., noun phrases). We saw above in (1.17) and (1.18)
in §1.2.2.2 that the determiner a cannot precede pronouns or demonstrative mor-
phemes (which I analyzed as a subclass of pronouns). However, a not only can but
must precede a demonstrativeDP that appears in predicate position if there is a top-
icalized DP to its left. Note the position of topicalizer a in the examples in (1.54);
in all of the sentences, a precedes DPs headed by demonstratives, which cannot
ordinarily co-occur with the determiner a.

(1.54) a. Tirke el dmeu a reng-rir a [tirke el me-kedidai a
those l vblz-happy d hearts-3plP top [those l pl-high d

reng-rir el chad ].
heart-3plP l people ]

“Proud people are the ones who are happy.” (approx. “Those whose
hearts are happy are those people whose hearts are high.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Malachi 3:15]

b. Se el ungil el teletel-el a [se el mo-saod a
that l good l method-3sgP top [that l 2S.irr-explain d

klemerang ].
truth ]

“The good way is for you to explain the truth.” (approx. “That which is
a good method for it is that in which you explain the truth.”)

[Tia Belau, 23 March 2009]

13 See Shimoji 2005 for an analysis of Palauan conditionals as topicalization structures marked with
e instead of a.
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c. A mekngit el chad el ou-cheraro er kemam a
d bad l man l vblz.impf-enemy acc us.excl top

[ngka-kid el Haman ].
[this-emph l Haman ]

“Our enemy, our persecutor, is this evil man Haman!” (approx. “The evil
man who has us as his enemy is this (person), Haman!”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Esther 7:6]

d. A del-ak me a reta er ngak a [tirke el chad el
d mother-1sgP and d ones p me top [those l people l

orrenges a teki-ngel a Dios e oltirakl ].
hear d words-3sgP d God and obey (them) ]

“Mymother and brothers are those who hear the word of God and obey
it.” [Chedaol Biblia, Luke 8:21]

Another unexpected pattern on the analysis in (1.51) involves plural marking.14

Human plural nouns must be marked for number (whether using a plural demon-
strative determiner or the plural numbermarker re-). However, predicate nominals
with plural human subjects are only optionally marked for plural. If the nominal
predicate (with a humanplural subject) lacks pluralmarking, the nominal predicate
is interpreted as truly predicational and the sentence is a (null) copular sentence,
but if it bears number marking, it is treated as referential and the sentence is a spec-
ificational (null) copular sentence (cf.Mikkelsen 2005 and references therein). The
relevant contrast can be seen below, between (1.55) with no plural marking and
a predicational interpretation and (1.56) with plural marking and a specificational
interpretation.15

(1.55) [A re-chad er a osbitar ] a chad el smecher.
[d pl-people p d hospital ] top people l intr-sick
“The hospital patients are sick people.” predicational

(1.56) [A re-chad er a osbitar ] a re-chad el smecher.
[d pl-people p d hospital ] top pl-people l intr-sick
“The hospital patients are the people who are sick.” specificational

14 I wholeheartedly thank Ruth Kramer for looking over a lot of confusing data with me to help me
blast the obscurity away and find clarity in these patterns.
15 See also example (1.9) in §1.2.2.2 for a naturally-occurring sentence of the relevant type.
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However, verbal predicates that are nominalized to form free relatives are obli-
gatorily referential and must bear plural marking if their referent is human. This
contrast can be seen below in (1.57).

(1.57) a. [A re-mo er a osbitar ] a smecher.
[d pl-go p d hospital ] top intr-sick
“The (ones who) are going to the hospital are sick.”

b. *[A mo er a osbitar ] a smecher.
[d go p d hospital ] top intr-sick
(“The (ones who) are going to the hospital are sick.”)

Now, on an analysis like (1.51) in which topicalizer a is treated as a determiner
that may co-occur with a nominalized vP, it might be expected that DPs contain-
ing nominalized vPs that refer to human plurals should be required to bear plural
marking as in (1.57), regardless of the position of the DP in the syntax. But this
is not what we find; in predicate position, the verb need not bear plural marking
even if its subject is a human plural (inwhich case the vP is predicated of the subject
DP) as in (1.58), or it may optionally bear plural marking, suggesting that the vP has
been nominalized (inwhich case the sentence is a specificational copular sentence)
as in (1.59).

(1.58) [Tirka el chad el meringel a bder-rir ] a mo er a osbitar.
[these l people l painful d head-3plP ] top go p d hospital
“These people with headaches are going to the hospital.” predicational

(1.59) [Tirka el chad el meringel a bder-rir ] a re-mo er a osbitar.
[these l people l painful d head-3plP ] top go p d hospital
“These people with headaches are the (ones who) are going to the hospi-
tal.” specificational

The sentences in (1.54) and (1.55) are difficult to explain on the analysis in (1.51)
inwhich the a that appears in topicalizations is a determiner, but it receives a natural
explanation on the analysis in (1.53) in which a is treated as a topicalizer. Though
nothing in the dissertation hinges on a particular syntactic analysis of topicalizer a,
I suggest that it heads a Top(ic) projection in the syntax, which is located between
the CP and TP projections as suggested by the position of topicalized DPs in em-
bedded clauses; the structure is shown in Figure 1.7. Consistent with Georgopou-
los’s (1985, 1991b) analysis of A ′ dependencies in Palauan, I assume that topicalized
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Figure 1.7 Topicalizer a as the head of a syntactic Top(ic) projection

DPs are base-generated in the specifier of Top(ic)P and co-refer with resumptive
pronouns that are base-generated in lower argument positions.16

16 Put differently, I claim that Palauan is a discourse-configurational language, in the sense of É. Kiss
(1995: 6), who proposes the following definition of discourse configurational topics:

“The (discourse-)semantic function ‘topic,’ serving to foreground a specific individ-
ual that something will be predicated about (not necessarily identical with the gram-
matical subject), is expressed through a particular structural relation (in other words,
it is associated with a particular structural position).” [É. Kiss 1995: 6]

Languages from a variety of families and spoken across many different regions of the world have
been claimed to be discourse-configurational (see É. Kiss 1995: 5 for an extensive list of languages
with references to the original research).

One language that strikes me as having unusually similar properties to Palauan with respect to
the syntax of topics is the Mayan language Tz’utujil, spoken in Guatamala. Like Palauan, Tz’utujil is
underlyingly VOS, but its topics may occur preverbally in both root and embedded clauses (Dayley
1985; Aissen 1992: 44–45, 71ff., 1999). Aissen analyzes the Tz’utujil topic position as the specifier of
a CP which can be selected as the complement to a second CP (Aissen 1992: 74, fn. 33; cf. Rizzi and
Roberts 1989: 21–22). As far as I can tell, the analysis is structurally identical to the one I propose
in Figure 1.7, except that I use the label Top(ic)P rather than CP for the XP whose specifier is in the
position in which the topicalized DP is projected.
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1.3 Summary of key results

The results of the individual investigations into Palauan syntax are organized into
Chapters organized by the empirical phenomena they treat.

Chapter 2, entitled “Encoding Grammatical Relations Syntactically,” is largely
concerned with clause structure, case, and grammatical relations. Through exam-
ination of a range of data, I conclude that the VOS analysis of word order is not
onlymotivated structurally, but that a particular structural analysis alsomakes sense
of the somewhat complex agreement patterns that seem to index DPs with partic-
ular grammatical relations (subjects, direct objects, and DP-internal possessors).
The first part of the chapter focuses on subjects — specifically on the positions in
which subject arguments are base-generated and/or pronounced, the mechanisms
necessary to derive the patterns of subject agreement, and evidence that subjects
either may (and possibly must) move to a position outside of the main predicate
constituent. The phenomenon of possessor (genitive DP) ascension to subject sug-
gests that non-nominative DPs can serve as subjects of clauses as well, leading to an
analysis in which finite T can instantiate multiple Agree relations to satisfy different
types of requirements, such asϕ-feature valuation, Case licensing, satisfying [epp]
features, if it can be shown that such features are indeed present in the syntax.

The second part explores the syntax of direct object DPs and themorphosyntax
of Accusative Case, focusing on the unusual aspectually-dependent pattern of ac-
cusative case morphology and speculating onwhat it can tell us about the syntax of
Palauan verbal predication. I conclude that despite the morphological disparities
in accusative case marking, the pattern can be analyzed as the morphological reflex
of a uniform process of Accusative Case licensing via Agree with a transitive v head.
I argue that (at least some) aspectual features are not realized in separate, dedicated
functional heads in Palauan (such as Asp), but are instead bundled with transitive v
heads. Predictions of that analysis are tested in the domain of passives, in which the
aspectual distinctions are neutralized. The result is that morphosyntactic features
corresponding to aspectual information can be distributed across different feature
bundles in different languages, and that what correspond to “functional heads” in
the lexicons of different languages might not be identical across languages, at least
in terms of their featural composition. The important conclusion here is that the
modernPalauan correlates of the famousWesternAustronesian “voice”morphemes
that appear in, e.g., Tagalog andMalagasy, have been reanalyzed as prefixes/infixes
that contribute information about category, aspect, voice, argument structure, and
valence. In otherwords, what corresponds to amorphophonological “verb” is rep-
resented syntactically across multiple different heads.

Chapter 3, entitled “Psych-Predicates and Phrasal Idioms,” investigates a par-
ticular class of phrasal idioms in Palauan that describe personality traits and psy-
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chological states that include DP arguments whose lexical head is reng “heart” or
another body part noun. These phrasal idioms have a locality restriction on their
subparts, and the reng-argument DPs are unable to participate in A ′ dependencies,
A-movements that disrupt the precedence/adjacency relations among the idiom
chunks, or coordination. To account for the locality restriction, I formulate two ver-
sions of a possible constraint on idioms, similar to those in the literature on English
VP-idioms. One constraint is structural in nature (roughly, all of the idiom chunks
must be within some minimal XP at some given point of the derivation — most
likely Spell Out), and the other one is defined on linearized strings constructed in
the post-syntactic component of the grammar (intuitively, idiom chunks must be
next to each other).

Since the structural type of constraint is already well-motivated in the literature
on idioms, I explore the implications of adopting the post-syntactic constraint on
idiom locality. I suggest that the post-syntactic analysis, in conjunction with a the-
ory of category-neutral roots, predicts the occurrence of synonymous transitive and
intransitive variants of idioms if idiomatic predicates are simply roots that canmerge
either with transitive or intransitive verbalizers (i.e., instances of v). Furthermore,
the developing systempredicts that verbal or adjectival idiomatic predicates should
be able to be nominalized, a prediction that is borne out in two different construc-
tions. In the first, the

√
root that would have formed the idiomatic predicate is

nominalized, and the associated argument DP becomes a possessor rather than a
subject/direct object. In the second, the

√
root associated with the predicate and

the
√
root associatedwith the argument form a compound nominal together, and

there is no predicate–argument structure internal to the resulting DP. If an analy-
sis in this vein is on the right track, we are left with a new type of evidence for a
post-syntactic component of the grammar.

Chapter 4, entitled “From Roots to Words: Selection and Projection,” refines
the idea that verbalizers are a class of functional heads of the category v, whose
function is to transform a verb root into a full-fledged verb (where the root is ei-
ther of category V or is category-neutral). The focus is on intransitive verbs and
adjectives in Palauan, a large subclass of which is formed from the prefix me-. The
primary question addressed is one of selection vs. projection: if a verb is a syntactic
object constructed compositionally from a

√
root or V and a verbalizer v via the

operationMerge, what is the relation between v and
√
root/V? Depending on the

answer to this question (selection, [extended] projection, or something else alto-
gether), one might expect to find many more verbs in a language than are actually
attested.

Through investigation of this class of me- predicates, I conclude that despite
the fact that they are all intransitive, they do not all have a uniform (thematic) argu-
ment structure. Nevertheless, they do have a uniform unaccusative syntax, in that
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the single argument DP of each predicate is base-generated in its complement posi-
tion as an internal argument, rather than being introduced as an external argument
in the specifier of vP. By considering the familiar diagnostics for agentivity in pas-
sives (by-phrases, manner adverbials, and purpose clauses) and introducing a new
Palauan-specific unaccusativity diagnostic that I call di ngii-predication, it is possi-
ble to distinguish between members of these subclasses and determine whether
(and where) there is any overlap among them. I conclude that the differences
between these morphologically similar but syntactically distinct subclasses of in-
transitive verbs arise both from the features of the particular instance of intransitive
v/a that merges with VP/AP/√P as well as the features inherent to the V/A/√, and
that these features must unify, perhaps along the lines of a theory like Grimshaw’s
(2005) Extended Projection. In line with the analysis of transitive verbs developed
in Chapter 2, I propose that there are (at least) two instances of intransitive v and
at least one instance of a that are all spelled out asme-.

Chapter 5, entitled “Resultatives and Word-Internal Syntax,” explores the idea
that category-defining heads (n, v, and a) can attach not only to √P (or VP, AP,
etc.) to form predicate XPs, but may also attach to larger constituents that are al-
ready category-specified (like vP) to change their categories. The empirical focus
is on Palauan resultatives, whose syntactic properties suggest that they enter the
syntax as instances of V or

√
root that are first verbalized as passives (via merge of

passive vwith VP/√P) and then subsequently stativized, via merge of an additional
resultative awith the passive vP, drawing on evidence that Palauan resultatives have
a full internal eventive vP structure that licenses by-phrases and manner adverbials,
both of which are incompatible with statives. The conclusion is that Palauan resul-
tative aPs are derived syntactically rather than in the lexicon. If correct, the result
aligns with Embick’s (2004a) andKratzer’s (2000) analyses of English andGerman
resultatives as being derived compositionally, rather than in the lexicon, and that
morphophonological words do not necessarily correspond to syntactic XPs.

And finally, Chapter 6 integrates the results across chapters into a larger picture
of Palauan verbal syntax and discusses how future research could refine it further.
The conclusions reached about various elements of linguistic theory (the nature
of the lexicon, the operations used to build structure in the narrow syntax, agree-
ment, and the interface between syntax andmorphology) are brought together and
placed into the context of current research on the syntax of other languages.
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Chapter 2

Encoding Grammatical Relations Syntactically

“Every system is perfectly
designed to produce the results
it produces.”

Frederick Winslow Taylor
(1856–1915)

Though much research has been dedicated to the nature of Palauan phrase struc-
ture, little has been said about the grammatical relations subject and object. In this
chapter, I explore the syntactic and morphological characteristics of subject and
object with two primary goals. The first is to augment our knowledge of the fea-
tures of argument structure, Case licensing, and agreement in Palauan and cross-
linguistically. The second is to lay the foundation for the argumentation and analy-
sis of various syntactic phenomena in the later chapters, which depend heavily on
a clear understanding of grammatical relations.

The chapter is split into two key sections. The first examines the nature of
subjecthood in Palauan, focusing on the positions in which subject arguments are
base-generated, the mechanisms underpinning subject agreement, and evidence
that subjects can move to a position outside of the main predicate constituent. The
second focuses on direct objecthood, centering on an exploration of the unusual
pattern of accusative case morphology and speculating on what it can tell us about
the syntax of Palauan verbal predication. I conclude by considering the descriptive
generalizations drawn in both sections and developing two competing hypotheses
about how the Palauan verb is built upmorphosyntactically: one hypothesis claims
that verb formation occurs in the lexicon, while the other claims that it proceeds
syntactically. The investigations in the following chapters aim to uncover empirical
evidence that can be used to decide whether one of the hypotheses is superior.
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2.1 The notion of subject

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the question of which DP is the subject of a sen-
tence has received different answers in the Palauan descriptive and theoretical liter-
ature, with one camp claiming that the subject is the clause-initialDP that I analyzed
as a topic in §1.2.2.5 (the SVO analysis of word order) and the other camp claiming
that the subject is the clause-final DP that triggers verb agreementmorphology (the
VOS analysis of word order). The issue seems to be settled now (see Lemaréchal
1991; Josephs 1994, 1999: Ch. 15), largely due to our improved understanding of
grammatical relations in Palauan. Again, I will not review the empirical arguments
for the VOS word order analysis here (but see Waters 1980; Georgopoulos 1986,
1991b: 32–42; Josephs 1999: Ch. 15 for details). In this section, I instead sketch out
a theory that aims to capture the empirical properties of subject DPs in Palauan, tak-
ing the stance that the VOS order is well-motivated enough at this point to assume
it without argument.

First, I describe the morphosyntactic properties of subjects, in particular the
subject agreement morphology on predicates. Next, I consider a theory in which
subjects are base-generated predicate-internally (i.e., the Internal Subject Hypoth-
esis; see, i.a., Kitagawa 1994 [1986]; Kuroda 1988; Koopman and Sportiche 1991;
McCloskey 1997) and subsequentlymoves to a higher position, which I claim is the
specifier of TP. Finally, I examine evidence for this proposal from raising construc-
tions and possessor ascension.

2.1.1 The morphosyntax of subject agreement

Palauan has two sets of subject agreement morphemes, which have been described
as correlatingwith themood of the clause, realis or irrealis. The realis subject agree-
ment morphemes are listed below in Table 2.1.

Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person ak kede aki
2nd person ke kom

3rd person [+hum] ng te
3rd person [−hum] ng ng

Table 2.1 Realis Subject Agreement Morphemes
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The realis subject agreement morphemes have the distribution of clitics — they
are prosodically deficient17 but are written as separate words. They form a prosodic
unit with the leftmost element in the TP, whether that be the verb itself as in (2.1),
an auxiliary18 as in (2.2), or a preverbal modifier like blechoel “sometimes; always”
or kmal “often; very” as in (2.3).

(2.1) a. Kom ngmai pro el mo er a bli-l a Oreng.
2pl= take.pf (them) you.pl l go p d house-3sgP d Oreng
“You take them to Oreng’s home.” [OO 11]

b. Ng merael a chais er a beluu.
3sg= go d news p d area
“A rumor is going around.” [Chedaol Biblia, Nehemiah 6:6]

(2.2) a. Kemiu e rengelekei a kmal chebuul e le [ng mla mad
you.pl voc children top very pitiful because [3sg= aux die

a dem-miu ].
d father-2plP

“You, children, are to be pitied because your father has died.” [KC 27]

b. Ak mo remuul [a beluu er a Juda el di mo
1sg= aux.fut make.pf [d towns p d Judah l just become

cheloit el diak a rechad el kiei er ngii ] pro.
res.abandon l no d people l live p there ] I

“I will make the towns of Judah like a desert where no one lives.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 34:22]

(2.3) a. Ak blechoel el meruul a kel-el a Droteo pro.
1sg= always l make.impf d food-3sgP d Droteo I
“I always prepare Droteo’s food.” [Josephs 1990: 23]

b. Ng uchul e [ng di blechoel el mo meses a eolt ].
3sg= reason then [3sg= just always l become strong d wind ]
“That’s why the wind always gets strong.” [KC 58]

17 Unlike content words (including full pronouns), they are allowed to contain no full vowels: for
instance, they may have only schwa (e.g., ke, kede, te) or just a syllabic nasal (e.g., ng). Content
words, on the other hand, must contain at least one full vowel. Kie Zuraw, p.c.
18 I assume that auxiliaries in Palauan are of category T in the case of past tensemle and future tense
mo, or (outer) Asp in the case of≈perfectmlaor≈fientive/change-of-statemo/mlo. I leave justification
for this categorial analysis for future research, as nothing in this dissertation depends directly on a
particular categorical analysis of the Palauan auxiliaries.
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c. Kom kmal me-saul proi [el orrenges er tia el subed
2pl= very intr-tired you.pl [l listen p this l announcement

PROi ].
you.pl ]

“Thank you very much for your attention.” (lit. “You are very tired from
listening to this announcement.”) [Tia Belau, 15 March 2010]

The irrealis subject agreement morphemes, on the other hand, behave like true
prefixes (and not like clitics), and they are listed in Table 2.2. Irrealis subject agree-
ment appears in subjunctive, imperative, negative, and conditional clauses as well
as some temporal adverbials; it also appears in clauses that contain an A ′ resumptive
pronoun that is not (or not within) a subject or predicate nominal phrase — this is
the Palauan wh-agreement phenomenon described in Georgopoulos 1985, Chung
and Georgopoulos 1988, and Georgopoulos 1991b. The irrealis subject agreement
morphemes attach directly to the verb as in (2.4), and they may double on some
auxiliaries as in (2.5) and modifiers as in (2.6).19

Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person k-, ku- d(e)-, do- kim-, kimo-
2nd person m(o)-, cho-, chomo-
3rd person l(e)-, lo-

Table 2.2 Irrealis Subject Agreement Morphemes

(2.4) a. Ng chebuul [ngike el ngelek-el a chesisebangiau ]i [el
3sg= pitiful [that l child-3sgP d cardinal honey-eater ] [l

ku-l ek-ur a och-il proi er a chetebtel a
1sgS.irr-past.tie.pf-3sgO d foot-3sg it p d top-3sgP d

kemim pro ].
starfruit I ]

“This baby bird is so pitiful that I’m tying its foot to the top of the starfruit
19 The facts surroundingmultiple realizations of irrealis subject agreementmorphology onmultiple
words in a clause are quitemurky, despite the attention that has been paid to the phenomenon in the
literature (see Josephs 1975, 1997; 1991b; Campana 2000). While irrealis subject prefixation nearly
always appears to be obligatory on themain verb (but see (2.6c)), it is less regular (though still quite
frequent) on auxiliaries, as perusal of just about any Palauan language text suggests. At present, I
know of no explanation for the irregularity.
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(tree).”20 wh-agreement
[KN 41]

b. Me m-otebed-ii a tekoi me [le-me-terob
So 2sgS.imp-issue.pf-3sgO d order-2sgP so.that [3pl.irr-intr-stop

tirke el chad el meleketek er a beluu ].
those l men l build.impf acc d city ]

“Therefore you are to issue orders that those men are to stop rebuilding
the city.” (approx. “So issue an order so that those men who are building
the city are stopped.”) imperative/subjunctive

[Chedaol Biblia, Ezra 4:21]

(2.5) a. M-otobed-ii a teki-ngem me [bo
2sgS.imp-issue-3sgO d decree-2sgP so.that [aux.fut

le-mok-oad pro ].
3pl.irr-pass.cau-die they ]

“Issue a decree that they are to be put to death.”
imperative/subjunctive

[Chedaol Biblia, Esther 3:9]

b. Ng dirkak [de-bo de-merek er a
3sg= not.yet [1pl.incS.irr-become 1pl.incS.irr-finished p d

subel-ed ].
homework-1pl.incP ]

“We haven’t finished our homework yet.” negative
[Josephs 1997: 174, ex. 75a]

c. E a cho-bo m-rell-ii tiang, e...
And d 2sgS.irr-aux.fut 2sgS.irr-do.pf-3sgO this then...
“If you do this, then...” conditional

[Chedaol Biblia, Deuteronomy 4:26]

(2.6) a. Ng mo-cha er se el taem el le-blechoel el mo
3sg= become-icp p that l time l 3sgS.irr-always l aux.fut

oldingel a Fern.
visit d Fern

“It was almost time for Fern to visit.” (approx. “It is about to be the time
when Fern always visits.”) temporal adverbial

[CB 20]

20 The Palauan name for the bird chesisebangiau, which corresponds to the English “cardinal honey-
eater” is of the speciesMyzomela cardinalis (Josephs 1990: 56).
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b. A rebek el babii el mla mo ungil el odoim a le-blechoel
d all l pigs l aux become good l food top 3S.irr-always

el omek-oad se el le-bo le-mekelekolt a beluu.
l cau-die that l 3sgS.irr-become 3sgS.irr-cold d area

“All the pigs that are ready to eat are always killed in the winter.” (ap-
prox. “All the pigs that have become good food, they always kill them
when the area becomes cold.”) wh-agreement/temporal adverbial

[CB 63]

c. Ng mil lekoi a Wilbur el mo er a Charlotte [er a
3sg= past.speak.impf d Wilbur l go p d Charlotte [p d

l-sal mechesang a Charlotte [el melabek er a
3sgS.irr-very busy d Charlotte [l patch.impf acc d

bli-l PRO ]].
web-3sgP she ]]

“Wilbur spoke to Charlotte while Charlotte was very busy mending her
web.” temporal adverbial

[CB 70]

The data in (2.4) — (2.6) suggests that both syntactic factors (i.e., non-subject
oriented wh-agreement) and semantic factors (i.e., polarity, temporal relations of
events, etc.) may condition the presence of irrealis subject agreement morphology
in a clause. Before presenting an analysis of Palauan subjects and the subject agree-
ment patterns, it is important to explore the syntax of subjects in Palauan, which is
the focus of the next section.

2.1.2 The syntax of subjects

Due to the relatively clear morphological reflexes of operations that are sensitive
to grammatical relations in Palauan (e.g., passive, wh-agreement, causativization,
subject and object agreement, and so forth), it seems relatively clear that the no-
tions subject and object play a prominent role in the clausal syntax. In this section, I
will be examining three different aspects of Palauan grammar that involve subjects:
expletives, raising constructions, and possessor ascension.

In light of the data presented in the following sections, I wish to consider a
hypothesis about Palauan clauses, given in (2.7).

(2.7) Palauan Subject Hypothesis: All Palauan clauses must have a subject.
[cf. the EPP; Chomsky 1982: 9–10, 1986b: 116]
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From a cross-linguistic perspective, the Subject Hypothesis in (2.7) is not very
radical and certainly not new. Chomsky (1982: 9–10, 1986b: 116) proposes that a
requirement like that in (2.7), together with the Projection Principle, is a funda-
mental principle of syntax — the Extended Projection Principle, or EPP. The data
in this section provides strong support for the validity of the hypothesis in (2.7).

2.1.2.1 Expletive subjects

In §1.2.2.3, I provided data suggesting that Palauan is a pro-drop language, and fur-
ther that pronouns that trigger agreementmorphology on verbs and nounsmust be
null. I represent these null pronouns in the data as pro, when necessary. In this sec-
tion, I consider data which, I argue, contains expletive pronominal subjects. But
given the pro-drop properties of Palauan, these expletive pronouns, like all subject
pronouns, must be null.

In English, there are two different expletive pronouns that may appear in sub-
ject position — it and there, shown in (2.8a) and (2.9a), respectively.

(2.8) a. It rained (in Spain).

b. *Spain rained.

(2.9) a. There was a monster under my bed.

b. *My bed was a monster under (it/there).

In Palauan, there is no overt DP correlate of either expletive it in (2.8a) or exple-
tive there in (2.9a). Nevertheless, I argue that there is a null pronominal expletive
subject pro, which triggers default 3sg subject agreement. Consider the case of zero-
place weather predicates in (2.10).

(2.10) a. Ng chull pro.
3sg= rain exp
“It’s raining.”

b. Ng mle mekelekolt pro.
3sg= aux.past cold exp
“It was cold.” [Chedaol Biblia, Acts 28:2]

c. [Ng dirk mellomes pro ] e ng sokol el mo bad.
[3sg= still light exp ] but 3sg= feel.like l become rock
“It is still light out but he feels like going to sleep.” (lit. “It is still light
but he feels like becoming a rock.”) [CB 31]
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d. Ng mo-chu klebesei pro.
3sg= become-atc night exp
“It will be dark soon.” (approx. “It is about to become evening.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Judges 19:9]

Interestingly, all of the weather predicates in (2.10) take the 3sg subject agreement
clitic ng even though there does not appear to be a subject in any of their clauses,
assuming that weather predicates assign no θ-roles or select no DP arguments. A
natural explanation for the agreement morphology is that clauses containing zero
place predicates insert a (default) 3sg expletive pronoun in subject position (wher-
ever that may be) which then conditions the appearance of the 3sg subject agree-
ment clitic ng, as in other languages like Icelandic and Italian.

Stronger evidence for the existence of null pronominals comes from the vari-
able subject agreement patterns in existential constructions. Palauan existentials
are formed from the complex predicate ngar er ngii “exists” (approx. “be at there”),
which inflects for past tense as mla er ngii “existed” and future tense as mo er ngii
“will exist,” irrealis mood as bo er ngii “exist,” and may combine with the aspec-
tual auxiliary mla in mla ngar er ngii ≈ “have existed.” An existential takes the form
[subject agreement + ngar er ngii + pivot DP + subject DP], but it is often the
case that there is only one DP that acts as both the pivot DP and the subject DP.
Some examples are given below in (2.11).

(2.11) a. A irechar e [ng mla er ngii [a ta el chelid [el
d earlier.times then [3sg= was p there [d one l god [l

ngkl-el a Meluadeangel ]]].
name-3sgP d Meluadeangel ]]]

“Once upon a time, there was a god named Meluadeangel.” [CM 7]

b. A l-sekum [te ngar er ngii [a re-mo 50 el melemalt
d 3sgS.irr-case [3pl= be p there [d pl-aux.fut 50 l innocent

el chad [el ngar er se el beluu ]]], e...
l people [l be p that l city ]]] then...

“If there are fifty innocent people in the city...”
[Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 18:24]

The pivot DPs in (2.11a) and (2.11b) are singular and plural, respectively, as in-
dicated both by the numerals contained within the DPs, i.e., ta “one” and 50, and
the human plural marker re- in (2.11b). Interestingly, the subject agreement clitic
preceding the form of ngar er ngii appears to agree with the pivot DP in each of the
two sentences: 3sg ng appears in (2.11a) while 3pl te appears in (2.11b). The variant
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forms of subject agreement morphology in (2.11) suggest that the pivot DP is also
the subject of the clause.21

In this vein, there is reason to suspect that while the pivot DP may also be the
subject of the clause, it need not necessarily be. In the examples below in (2.12), we
see instances of the 3sg subject agreement clitic ng, despite the fact that the pivot
DP in each example is a human plural, as indicated by the presence of the human
plural marker re- in each of the pivot DPs.

(2.12) a. ...ng di ngar er ngii [a re-450 el profet er a Baal ] pro.
...3sg= but be p there [d pl-450 l prophets p d Baal ] exp
“... but there are 450 prophets of Baal.” [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Kings 18:22]

b. Ng ngar er ngii [a re-mla omerrous [el ngar er a
3sg= be p there [d pl-aux dream.about [l be p d

chels-el ngii el beluu ]] pro.
space.inside-3sgP it l place ]] exp

“There are (one)s (who) have dreamed about being in that place.”
[KC 92]

c. Ng mla er ngii [a re-bebil el chad [el dimlak
3sg= was p there [d pl-some l people [l past.neg

le-kl ikiid e le [te rir tech-ii a
3plS.irr-res.absolve because [3pl= past.touch.pf-3sgO d

bedeng-el a ulek-oad chad ]]] pro.
body-3sgP d res.cau-die person ]]] exp

“There were some people who were ritually unclean because they had
touched a corpse.” [Chedaol Biblia, Numbers 9:6]

The sentences in (2.12) provide strong support for the existence of null expletive
pronominals, as the existential verbs they contain cannot be agreeingwith the pivot
DP— if they were, the subject agreement clitic should be te, as it is in (2.11b).22

A natural question to ask at this point is whether the subject position that I ar-
gue for contains a null expletive pronoun in the existentials in (2.12) can contain
21 But this is not the only possible conclusion if finite T can Agree with a lower DP without moving
it to Spec TP, inserting an expletive instead. This is a reasonable to claim for English existentials, as
the expletive there is overt but agreement matches the features of the pivot rather than the expletive
subject. But since the expletive pronoun inPalauanwouldhave tobenull, onenatural explanation is
that it is null because it is the goal of the Agree relation instantiated by finite T, just like non-expletive
pronouns, which are null under the same conditions.
22 As Kie Zuraw points out to me, the situation is reminiscent of English examples like that below
in (2.i).
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other types of DPs, e.g., full overt DPs or referential, non-expletive pronominals. It
appears that the answer is yes.

One further use of the Palauan existential construction is to express possession
relations. There is no Palauan verb that corresponds directly to English “have.”
Instead, an existential constructionwith a possessiveDP in pivot position expresses
the relation of possession, for example in (2.13).

(2.13) a. Ng ngar er ngii [a dem-miu pro ]?
3sg= be p there [d father-2plP you ]
“Do you have a father?” (lit. “Is there your father?”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 44:19]

b. Ng ngar er ngii [[a kekere el udud-ek pro el silber]i [el
3sg= be p there [[d small l money-1sgP me l silver] [l

sebech-ek [el mo ms-ang pro ____i ]]].
ability-1sgP [l aux.fut give.pf-3sgO him <gap> ]]]

“I have a small silver coin that I can give him.” (lit. “There is my small
silver coin that I can give him.”) [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 9:8]

In possessive existentials like those in (2.13), there ismorphosyntactic evidence that
the possessor DP in the larger pivot DP can (but need not) ascend to become the
subject of the clause, stranding the rest of the pivot DP in its base position.

For instance, the examples below in (2.14) contain relativized non-subject DPs
that lack possessors (compare secher “sickness” to secherek “my sickness” and tia el
beluu “this village” to tia el beluad “this village of ours”). The syntax of the con-
struction in (2.14) merits further study, but at present, I assume that the possessors
occupy a position external to the possessed DP in these sentences (perhaps hav-
ing raised from a rightward-branching specifier of the DP headed by a resumptive
pronoun, combining Georgopoulos’s (1991a) analysis of possessors and (1991b)
analysis of relative clauses), allowing the (external) head of the relative clause to
appear without associated possessor-agreement morphology. That the relativized
DPs are not subjects is indicated by the (irrealis) wh-agreement morphology in the
relative clause (see Georgopoulos 1985, 1991b for details), which shows that k-ngar
er ngii and de-ngar er ngii agree with (null) pronominal subjects corresponding to
“I” and “we.”

(2.i) There’s three presents under the tree.

Sentences like (2.i) are completely grammatical for me, provided the 3sg form of be (is) is con-
tracted with there.
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(2.14) a. Ng diak le-ua secheri [el k-ngar er ngii ____i

3sg= neg 3sgS.irr-like sickness [l 1sgS.irr-be p there <gap>

pro ], e chelik!
I ] and emph

“It’s not like the sickness that I have!” [Posted on MySpace user

princessrasireib’s message board byMySpace user sechei. Url: http://comment.myspace.

com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewComments&friendID=55331375]

b. [Tia el beluui [el de-ngar er ngii ____i pro ]]j a
[this l village [l 1pl.incS.irr-be p there <gap> we.inc ]] top

diak [le-ua beluu er a Oreor ____j ].
neg [3sgS.irr-like city p d Koror <gap> ]

“This village of ours is not like the city of Koror.” [AM 8]

This promotion of a DP-internal possessor to subject is examined in more de-
tail below in §2.1.2.2, but it suffices to note the evidence for two DP positions in
existential constructions — a subject position and a non-subject (pivot) position.
Interestingly, it appears as though possessor ascension is not limited to possessors
of nouns that trigger possessor agreement. Recall that somenouns require that their
possessors be marked with er, like klechelid “religion” in (2.15). In (2.16), a wh-cleft
of the pivot DP results in irrealis subject agreement morphology matching the fea-
tures of the (logical) possessor, which seems to have raised to become the subject.

(2.15) a. A klechelid er tirka el chad a diak a belk-ul.
d religion p these l people top not.exist d purpose-3sgP
“The religion of these people is worthless.” [Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 10:3]

b. A king a mo ousbech a cheleblad el mengesuseu er
d king top aux.fut need.impf d deceptively l lure.impf acc

tirke el mla choit-ii a klechelid er tir.
those l aux abandon-pf.3sgO d religion p them

“By deceit the king will win the support of those who have already aban-
doned their religion.” [Chedaol Biblia, Daniel 11:32]

(2.16) Ng ngara el klechelid a chome-ngar er ngii?
3sg= what? l religion d 2sgS.irr-be p there
”What’s your religion?” (approx. “What religion do you have?”)

[Josephs 1990: 123]

If the 2sg irrealis subject agreement on the existential predicate ngar er ngii in (2.16)
is the result of possessor ascension, then it seems as though possessors that are
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TP

T ′ <empty>

T
<agreement>

VP

V ′ DPpivot

D ... N ... (DPpossessor)

V
ngar

PP

er ngii

Figure 2.1 Proposed structure for Palauan existentials

markedwith er are not PPs but are insteadDPs, just as possessors that trigger agree-
ment are, since PPs cannot be subjects. If this is true, then the occurrence of er that
marks possessors might simply be an instance of a genitive case-marker rather than
a true preposition.23

I propose that the (underlying) syntax of Palauan existentials looks something
like the schema in Figure 2.1. In that structure, I assume that the specifier of TP is
the subject position, and the DP that occupies that position will condition subject
agreement. First, if there is a possessorDP inside the pivotDP, the possessorDP can
raise to the subject position, resulting in subject agreement with the possessor, e.g.,
as in (2.14) and, evidently, (2.16). If the possessor DP strands the pivot DP in its
base position, the stranded pivot DP is available to participate in A ′ dependencies
at the exclusion of the possessor DP, which remains in the specifier of TP — this
is what we see in (2.14) and (2.16). There is no problem with the binding of the
trace created by possessor-raising, since A-bar dependencies are base-generated. If
the possessor-DP’s trace is in the specifier of the pivot DP whose head is a resump-
tive pronoun, the resumptive pronoun is free to co-refer with any other DP in a
23 A similar (but much more detailed) analysis of er behaving as an accusative case-marker when it
appears on direct objects is developed in §2.2 below.
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TP

T ′ <empty>

T
<agreement>

VP/NP

V/N
mekelekolt/chull/...

Figure 2.2 Proposed structure for zero-place weather predicates

higher A-bar position.24 Second, the entire pivot DP can raise to the subject posi-
tion, whether or not it contains a separate possessor DP, and trigger subject agree-
ment, e.g., in (2.11b) and possibly also (2.11a) and (2.13). Third, a null expletive
pronoun may be inserted in the subject position, resulting in default 3sg subject
agreement, e.g., in (2.12).

The contrasts strongly suggest that certain Palauan clauses may contain null ex-
pletive subjects. While I argue that these are optional in Palauan existentials,25 they
appear to be obligatory in clauses containing zero-place weather predicates. I pro-
pose the structure in Figure 2.2 for weather predicates.

While the specifier of TP is empty in both Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, there are no
DPs that can move to fill the specifier of TP in Figure 2.2, since zero-place weather
predicates do not select any DP arguments. Consequently, the option to insert a
null 3sg expletive subject in existentials becomes the only possibility in clauses con-
taining weather predicates. The subject agreement morphology is then invariably
3sg ng (realis) or l(e)- (irrealis) because it reflects the features of the default 3sg
expletive in the specifier of TP.
24 Amore serious question is how the pivot is Case-licensed in instances where the possessor raises
to subject position. The issue is a confusing one, and it is reminiscent of the issues surrounding
why pivots of there is-existentials in English are marked with nominative case but corresponding
pivots of es gibt-existentials in German are marked with accusative case. A broader cross-linguistic
study of existential constructions is necessary to determine why such variability manifests itself in
the Case/case of pivot DPs.
25 cf. Chung’s (1998: 68–69, 183) analysis of null expletives in Chamorro existentials. Unlike Pa-
lauan existentials, Chamorro existentials invariably display 3sg subject agreement, suggesting that
the insertion of a null expletive pronominal subject is obligatory, rather than just one of several
options.
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Put differently, zero-place weather predicates and existentials strongly suggest
that the Palauan Subject Hypothesis in (2.7) has somemerit. If clauses did not need
subjects, we would not expect to see evidence for expletive pronominal subjects,
even if that evidence is just a form of agreement morphology.

2.1.2.2 Possessor ascension

In this section, I explore the possessor ascension phenomenon in (2.14) in greater
detail. Although possessor ascension was presented in the context of possession-
existentials, it is actually far more pervasive. For instance, consider the contrast
between (2.17a–b).

(2.17) a. Ng me-kemanget [a chim-rir [a rubek-uk ]].
3pl.−hum= pl-long [d arms-3plP [d older.brothers-1sgP ]]
“My older brothers’ arms are long.” or: “My older brothers are gener-
ous.” agreement with entire possessed DP

b. Te me-kemanget [a chim-rir ti ] [a
3pl.+hum= pl-long [d arms-3plP ] [d

rubek-uk ]i.
older.brothers-1sgP ]

“My older brothers’ arms are long.” or: “My older brothers are gener-
ous.” agreement with possessor DP only

If subject agreement is determined by the DP that occupies the specifier of TP,
as the data in §2.1.2.1 involving expletive subjects suggests, then (2.17) appears to
suggest that either the entire DP argument ofmekemanget “long” may appear in the
specifier of TP or else its possessor alone can.26 The facts receive a natural explana-
26 In my fieldwork, I have found that possessors within argument DPs may only become subjects
if they bear a whole–part relation to the possessed noun, for whatever reason. This restriction does
not seem to hold if the possessor is in a predicate nominal, e.g., the possessors of themodal nominals
in Table 2.3. To illustrate, compare (2.17) with (2.ii), below.

(2.ii) a. Ng mesaul [a dem-rir [a rengalek ]].
3sg= tired [d mother-3plP [d children ]]
“The children’s mother is tired.” agreement with entire possessed DP

b. *Te mesaul [a dem-rir ti ] [a rengalek ]i.
3pl= tired [d mother-3plP ] [d children ]
(“The children’s mother is tired.”) agreement with possessor DP only

It could very well be that additional or even different factors may play a role in determining
whether or not possessors can be extracted and move to subject position. The phenomenon (with
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3sg possessor form Modal Interpretation Literal Meaning of NP
sebech-el can/able to/may/allowed to x’s ability
kir-el must/have to/should/ought to (for) x’s obligation/sake
so-al want to/like to/love to x’s desire
chet-il not want to/dislike to/hate to x’s distaste

Table 2.3 Palauan modal nominals

tion under the Internal Subject Hypothesis — either the entire DPmay raise from a
predicate-internal position to the specifier of TP, or just its possessor can, stranding
the rest of the DP argument.

But data like that in (2.17) only tell us about subject agreement, not subject
movement or subject positions. If there is any movement in (2.17), it is string vac-
uous. Fortunately, there is a different possessor ascension construction that is even
more common than the construction in (2.17). This construction involves the small
but frequently-employed class ofmodal nominals, introduced in §1.2.2.2 and listed
in Table 2.3.27 What is interesting about this class of nominals for present purposes
is that it reveals facts about subject movement that possessor ascension construc-
tions like those in (2.14) and (2.17) do not. Georgopoulos (1991a) analyzes the
class of modal nominals as NP predicates, i.e., NP complements to T, which must
have a possessor DP and may select either a DP or CP complement. The structure
Georgopoulos proposes (1991a: 226, ex. 21) is along the lines of that in Figure 2.3.

When there are two DP arguments in the NP predicate (a possessor DP and a
complement DP), either of the two DPs (or neither) can move to subject position
in the specifier of TP, and subject agreementmatches the rightmost DP in the string
(suggesting movement to a subject position).28 Consider the data below in (2.18).

similar restrictions) has been reported for languages in Southeast Asia, including other Austronesian
languages (see Bell 1983 for Cebuano and Oey 1990 for Malay), Kadai languages (see Gerner 2005
for Kam/Dong), Hmong-Mien/Miao-Yao languages (see Jaisser 1990 and Riddle 1999 for White
Hmong),Mon-Khmer languages (seeHuffman 1970 for Khmer/Cambodian and i.a., Liêm 1970 for
Vietnamese), Thai (see Iwasaki 2002), and probably others. See Matisoff 1986 and Clark 1996 for
comparisons among Southeast Asian languages.
27 Table 2.3 is adapted from Georgopoulos 1991a: 220, ex. 7.
28 Georgopoulos calls the nouns in Table 2.3 psych predicates, to emphasize the link between her
analysis and those of Stowell 1986 and Belletti and Rizzi 1988, both of which claim that internal
argument DPs of psych predicates move out of the predicate phrase, either in the overt syntax (Bel-
letti and Rizzi) or at LF (Stowell). While I think that the term psych predicate is a misnomer for the
elements as a class (it is not clear how the interpretations of sebechel and kirel that correspond to can
and must, respectively, can be construed as psychological), the terminology makes no difference.
Georgopoulos’s aim is to capture the intriguing subject agreement patterns that arise when soal and
chetil select DP complements instead of their standard CP complements, parallel to transitive like
and dislike in English. The resulting analysis is fascinating.
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TP

T ′ <empty>

T
<agreement>

NP

N ′ DPpossessor

N
sau-

DPcomplement

Figure 2.3 Georgopoulos’s base structure for soal

In each sentence, the subject is italicized (including pro) and the subject agreement
morpheme is bolded.

(2.18) a. Ng so-rir kemam a rebuik pro.
3sg= desire-3plP us.exc d boys exp
“The boys like us.” (approx. “It is the boys’ desire of us.”)

[Georgopoulos 1991a: 225, ex. 20a]

b. Te so-rir kemam a rebuik.
3pl= desire-3plP us.exc d boys
“The boys like us.” (approx. “The boys desire us.”)

[Georgopoulos 1991a: 224, ex. 16b]

c. Aki so-rir ti a rebuik proi.
1pl.exc= desire-3plP d boys we.exc
“The boys like us.” (lit. “We are the boys’ desire.”)

[Georgopoulos 1991a: 225, ex. 18c]

d. *Ng so-rir ti a rebuik kemami.
3sg= desire-3plP d boys us.exc
(“The boys like us.”) [Georgopoulos 1991a: 230, ex. 22a]

In (2.18a), the 3sg subject agreement morpheme ng does not agree with either of
the twoDParguments of sorir, the complement kemam “us” or thepossessor a rebuik
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“the boys.” However, (2.18b) shows that the possessor of the modal noun sorir can
serve as the subject of the sentence, triggeringbothpossessor–noun agreement (the
3pl -rir suffix on sorir) and subject–predicate agreement (the 3pl te clitic that pre-
cedes sorir). Perhaps unexpectedly, the (pronominal) complement DP kemam “us”
may also become the subject of the sentence, as in (2.18c), where it triggers the ap-
pearance of the 1pl.excl subject clitic aki and is no longer pronounced (because of
pro-drop; see §1.2.2.3). And the ungrammaticality of (2.18d) seems to suggest that
the complement DP cannot move to the right of the possessor unless it becomes
the subject — this is confirmed whenever the complement DP is non-pronominal,
as in (2.19).

(2.19) a. Te so-rir a Willy a rebuik.
3pl= desire-3plP d Willy d boys
“The boys like Willy.” [Georgopoulos 1991a: 224, ex. 16b]

b. Ng so-rir ti a rebuik [a Willy ]i.
3sg= desire-3plP d boys [d Willy ]
“The boys like Willy.” [Georgopoulos 1991a: 222, ex. 12b]

c. *Te so-rir ti a rebuik [a Willy ]i.
3pl= desire-3plP d boys [d Willy ]
(“The boys like Willy.”)

(2.19a), like (2.18b), shows that the possessor DP can also serve as the subject,
while (2.19b), like (2.18c), shows that the DP complement to the modal nominal
can also raise to become the subject, but it has to move to the right of the posses-
sor — Georgopoulos argues that this is movement to subject position. Unlike in
(2.18c), the complement DP in (2.19b) is non-pronominal, so the movement to
subject position is visible. Whenever there is visible movement of the DP comple-
ment to the modal nominal to the right of its possessor, subject agreement must
match the features of the moved DP, as shown in (2.19c).

IfGeorgopoulos is right, and themovement of [ aWilly ] ismovement to subject
position, then we should see a change in subject agreement morphology. Since
the DP [ a Willy ] is 3sg, it is impossible for us to know whether it occupies the
subject position or if the subject position is filled with a null expletive pronoun, as
in (2.18a). The situation is easily remedied by switching the base positions of the
two DPs. Evidently, if the DP complement of the modal nominal is moved to the
right of the possessor, it must also trigger subject agreement, as the contrast below
in (2.20) indicates.
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(2.20) a. Te so-al ti a Willy [a rebuik ]i.
3pl= desire-3sgP d Willy [d boys ]
“Willy likes the boys.” [Georgopoulos 1991a: 225, ex. 18a]

b. *Ng so-al ti a Willy [a rebuik ]i.
3sg= desire-3sgP d Willy [d boys ]
(“Willy likes the boys.”) [Georgopoulos 1991a: 230, ex. 22b]

The picture that the possessor ascension data paints fits nicely together with the
zero-place weather predicates and existentials. In all of these constructions, the
main clause evidently needs to have a subject, and this subject must appear in a
particular syntactic configuration within the clause, which I claim is the specifier
of TP. It would appear that TP need not be filled by the same DP that is licensed
with structural Nominative Case, as in Icelandic. The sentences in (2.18) show that
either the possessor DP or the complement DP may serve as the subject, but if we
assume that the possesor DP receives structural Genitive Case by virtue of its posi-
tion in the Specifier of the nominal predicate phrase (which might be a DP/nP/NP
depending on the analysis), only the predicate’s complement DP needs structural
Case. In a theory where Nominative Case licensing is distinct from agreement/EPP
requirements (e.g., Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003), the data in (2.18) is consis-
tent with an analysis in which the DP complement of soal receives structural Nom-
inative Case, the possessor of soal receives structural Genitive Case, and either of
these two DPs may serve as the subject of the clause via agreement with finite T
(and possibly also raising to the specifier of TP).

2.1.2.3 Raising-to-subject constructions

Another argument in favor of the Palauan Subject Hypothesis in (2.7) can be made
from raising predicates. Palauan has a small class of such predicates that contains
at least the aspectuals omuchel “begin, start,” melemolem “continue,” and mo merek
“become finished,” as well as the verb oumesingd “tend.” All of these verbs may
select clausal complements, as shown below in (2.21).

(2.21) a. Te ulemuchel el mo melai er se el bukl el beluu pro.
3pl= start.past l go take.impf acc that l hill l country they
“They started out to invade the hill country.”

[Chedaol Biblia, Numbers 14:40]

b. Ke mo melemolem el oltirakl er tia el llach pro.
2sg= aux.fut continue l follow.impf acc this l law you
“You will continue to observe the Law.” [Chedaol Biblia, Exodus 13:10]
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c. Ng di mlo merek el mengedecheduch a Wilbur
3sg= just past.become finished l speak d Wilbur

e a ngelek-el a sib a tmoech.
and.then d child-3sgP d sheep top intr.emerge

“Wilbur finished talking and the lambs came out.” [CB 79]

d. Te di oumesingd el menga a rodech me a chemadech el
3pl= just tend l eat d fruits and d raw l

kall pro.
food they

“They tend to eat fruits and raw food.” [CM 7]

In each of these sentences, the raising predicates are followed by clauses that begin
with the linker el. That the matrix predicates in (2.21) are raising predicates is al-
ready suggested by the subject agreement clitics in the matrix clause, which match
the features of the DPs that are agents of the predicates in the embedded clauses.
Clearer evidence that the raising predicates in (2.21) do not assign thematic roles
to their subjects arises when their complement clauses contain zero-place weather
predicates, as in (2.22) and (2.23).

(2.22) Me itia er a l-omechel-a [el mo mesesilkolk ],
so this.(time) p d 3sgS.irr-begin-icp [l become twilight ]

e...
then...

“As it began to get dark...” [Chedaol Biblia, 2 Kings 7:5]

(2.23) a. Ng chull pro.
3sg= rain exp
“It’s raining/rainy.”

b. Ng mla omuchel el chull.
3sg= aux start l rain
“It has started to rain/be rainy.”

c. Ng oumesingd el chull er a ongeai el buil.
3sg= tend l rain p d eighth l month
“It tends to rain/be rainy in August.”

d. Ng oumesingd el omuchel el chull er a ongeai el buil.
3sg= tend l start l rain p d eighth l month
“It tends to start to rain/be rainy in August.”
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Figure 2.4 Phrase structure schema for all Palauan lexical categories

Assuming that the weather predicates have default 3sg expletive subjects, as I
proposed above in §2.1.2.1, the absence of any other (overt) DPs in the clauses con-
taining the raising predicates omuchel “start” in (2.22) and (2.23b, d) and oumesingd
“tend” in (2.23c–d) together with the fact that they invariably bear 3sg subject
agreement in (2.22) and (2.23) suggests that the matrix clauses either (i) contain
their own null expletive pronominal subjects, or (ii) raise an expletive pronominal
subject from an embedded clause to the subject position of the matrix clause.

I argue below that the latter strategy is the one implemented for the raising pred-
icates in (2.21), with two types of evidence. The first involves the possible positions
of subjectDPswhen clauses of various sizes are extraposed to the right of theseDPs.
The second involves the possible positions of subject DPs with respect to the PP as-
pectual modifier [PP er a chelsel a + <length of time>], which modifies the telic
endpoint of an event and is incompatible with statives.

Above, I have assumed without argument that the head-initial, VOS nature of
Palauan falls out from a phrase structure in which specifier positions of XPs are pro-
jected to the right rather than the left, as argued for other related Austronesian lan-
guages (Guilfoyle et al. 1992), such asMalagasy andTagalog. The structure I assume
is shown in Figure 2.4.29 If this structure is correct, and if the subject position in a
clause is the specifier of TP, then movement from the subject position of an em-
bedded TP to the subject position of a matrix TP will often be string vacuous. As a
result, word order alone is not as useful as a diagnostic for subject raising in Palauan
as it is for SVO languages, like English.

Still, it can be demonstrated that in raising constructions, subjects of the raising
predicates originate in the embedded clause. The evidence comes from the mor-
phology of certain Palauan stative adjectives that denote physical properties, such
29 An important possible exception is Top(ic)P, which I have explicitly assumed to project a left-
ward specifier. I can only speculate that the reason for this might have something to do with infor-
mation structure.
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as shape or size. While the citation forms of these predicates do not have prefixes,
they are obligatorily prefixed withme-whenever their subjects are plural (Josephs
1975: 172–174; Josephs 1997: 266–267).

(2.24) a. Tia el oluches a chetngaid.
this l pencil top thin
“This pencil is thin.” [Josephs 1975: 172, ex. 6a; Josephs 1997: 266, ex. 6a]

b. Aika el oluches a me-chetngaid.
these l pencils top pl-thin
“These pencils are thin.” [Josephs 1975: 172, ex. 6b; Josephs 1997: 266, ex. 6b]

c. *Tia el oluches a me-chetngaid.
this l pencil top pl-thin
(“This pencil is thin.”)

d. *Aika el oluches a chetngaid.
these l pencils top thin
(“These pencils are thin.”)

The obligatory presence of theme- prefix on shape/size adjectives can be analyzed
as predicate–argument agreement if theDP arguments of these adjectival predicates
are base-generated AP/aP-internally, i.e., in a structure like that of Figure 2.5 for
(2.24b).30

In a structure like that in Figure 2.5, predicate–argument agreement is estab-
lished within the predicate XP. In the syntactic framework I assume in §1.1.2, fea-
ture sharing between the predicate chetngaid (i.e., the A head31) and its argument
can be established via Agree, assuming that the relevant structural relation in Pa-
lauan between the probe (i.e., the head) and the goal (i.e., the DP argument) can
be m-command32 rather than c-command, as the possessor agreement patterns in
the modal NP predicates examined in §2.1.2.2 strongly suggest, since the modal
nominal predicates agree with the possessor DPs in their specifiers rather than the
complement DPs (recall Figure 2.3).
30 I take no official stance on whether shape/size predicates are of category V (verbs), A (adjec-
tives), or neither (category-neutral roots). In Chapter 4, I suggest that intransitive statives formed
from the prefix me- are adjectives, but I admittedly have no evidence for this claim. It has recently
been claimed that all languages have adjectives (i.a., Baker 2003; Dixon 2004), but I don’t know of
concrete diagnostics for Palauan that can reliably distinguish adjectives from stative verbs.
31 Or perhaps the a head on a theory in which lexical words are derived syntactically whenever a
category-defining functional head merges with a

√
root — this theory is examined in more detail

in Chapter 3.
32 Another possibility is specifier–head agreement.
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Figure 2.5 Configuration for predicate–argument number agreement

If this theory of agreement is on track, then the subjects of shape/size predicates
must be base-generated within the predicate XP to create the conditions for a local
application of the Agree operation (either via c-command or m-command, pend-
ing further analysis of the argument structure of such adjectives). If this predicate
XP is within an embedded clause that is the complement of a raising predicate like
those in (2.21), then we can construct an argument for raising if the subject of the
embedded predicate is treated as the subject of the matrix predicate. The subject
agreementmorphology in (2.25a) suggests that theDP a rengalek “children” triggers
the plural agreement prefixme- on the embedded predicate klou “big” as well as the
plural subject agreement clitic te, which appears to the left of the matrix predicate
oumesingd “tend.” The ungrammaticality of (2.25b) is consistent with the data in
(2.22) and (2.23) in showing that the DP a rengalek “children” cannot be base gen-
erated in the matrix clause, which— by hypothesis — would allow the embedded
predicate klou to surface without the plural agreement markerme-.33

33 While a control analysis would likely also allow plural me- to appear on shape/size adjectives,
it looks as though a control analysis is unlikely to be correct, given that verbs like oumesingd and
omuchel may co-occur with zero-place weather predicates like chull “rain” and thus most likely do
not assign a θ-role to their subjects. Further research is necessary to determine whether oumesingd,
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(2.25) a. Te oumesingd el mo me-klou a rengalek.
3pl= tend l become pl-big d children
“Children tend to grow up.” (lit. “Children tend to become big.”)

b. *Te oumesingd el mo klou a rengalek.
3pl= tend l become big d children
(“Children tend to grow up.”)

Now, even though the data in (2.25) shows that the matrix predicate oumesingd
agrees with the subject of the embedded clause, there is no evidence that the em-
bedded subject moves to a subject position in the matrix clause. In (2.25a), such
movement would be string-vacuous. Still, there is reason to believe that movement
occurs.

Consider the data below in (2.26), focusing on the position of theDP a rengalek,
which the raising predicate appears to be agreeing with.

(2.26) Te oumesingd a rengalek el mo me-klou.
3pl= tend d children l become pl-big
“Children tend to grow up.”

In (2.26), as in (2.25a), thematrix predicate oumesingd appears to agreewith the sole
DP in the sentence, effectively treating it as the subject. But the embedded pred-
icate meklou bears plural shape/size agreement, suggesting that an Agree relation
has enabled the sharing of ϕ-features between the DP and the embedded pred-
icate as well. By assumption, the DP must originate in the embedded VP. What
makes (2.26) interesting is that regardless of whether the DP is base-generated as a
complement or a specifier of the embedded VP and regardless of whether that DP
moves to become the subject of the matrix predicate, one would expect the DP to
appear sentence finally because all A-positions project to the right, as in Figure 2.4.
But, perhaps unexpectedly, the DP surfaces between the matrix predicate and its
clausal complement.

There are (at least) two different ways to make sense of the surface position of
the DP in (2.26) between the matrix predicate and the embedded clause: either (i)
the DPmoves to a position to the left of the embedded clause, or (ii) the DPmoves
to a position to the right of the embedded clause (string vacuously), and then the
clausal remnant subsequently moves to the right of the DP. Although the second
option is the more complex of the two, it is the one that I will advocate.

First, it’s clear that clauses can extrapose in Palauan.34 Consider the following
examples in (2.27), in which clausal complements of sebechel “one’s ability” and soal

omuchel, etc. are ambiguously raising/control predicates, however.
34 It would be interesting to determine whether such extraposition creates islands, as the construc-
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“one’s desire” extrapose to the right of their possessors (2.27a–b) and the clausal
complement of dmu “say” extraposes to the right of its subject (2.27c).

(2.27) a. Tia el bli-l a Wilbur a mla er ngii a tungel-el me
this l pen-3sgP d Wilbur top was p there d gate-3sgP and.so

ng mle sebech-el ti a Wilbur [el mo tuobed ]i.
3sg= aux.past ability-3sgP d Wilbur [l go intr.emerge ]

“Wilbur’s pen had a gate, so Wilbur could go outside.” [CB 13]

b. A l-so-al ti a reng-um [el me kmeed er a
d 3sgS.irr-desire-3sgP d heart-2sgP [l come intr.close p d

renguk ]i, e ng di ua chad el so-al el
heart-1sgP ], then 3sg= just like person l desire-3sgP l

merael el mo er a chiloil el ngar er a chelemoll.
travel l go p d rocks l be p d reef

“When your heart wants to come close tomy heart, it’s like a personwho
wants to travel to the rocks in the reef.” [KC 99]

c. Chelechang el le-du ti a rechad er a Siria [el kmo ‘A
now l 3plS.irr-say d people p d Syria [l that ‘d

Rubak a rubak er a bukl e diak le-rubak er a
God top lord p d hills and neg 3sgS.irr-lord p d

oberberek,’ ]i e ak mo loi-a tia el klou el
plains’ ] then 1sg= aux.fut put.pf-3sg this l large l

ildois er a chero-el a chim-am.
army p d palm-3sgP d hand-2sgP

“Now that the Syrians say thatGod is the lord of the hills and not the lord
of the plains, I will give you victory over their huge army.”

[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Kings 20:28]

The data in (2.27) indicates that the process of embedded clause extrapositionmust
likely be posited on independent grounds. One might devise a transformation
along the lines of something like (2.28) to account for the positions of the em-
bedded clauses in (2.27), which might apply either in the narrow syntax or post-
syntactically, as it seems to have no effect on semantic interpretation.

tion is not discussed in Georgopoulos’s (1991b) monograph, which seems to suggest that there are
no island phenomena in Palauan. Unfortunately, I have not investigated clause extraposition exten-
sively— there is more work to be done on what triggers it, when it is obligatory or optional, and so
forth.
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Figure 2.6 Analysis of the word order in (2.26)

(2.28) (Optional) Embedded Clause Extraposition: Move an embedded
clause to right-adjoin to the next-highest TP.35

Phase theory would restrict recursive application of (2.28), allowing embedded
clauses to adjoin only to the next-highest TP within the same phase. Assuming that
C is a phase head (Chomsky 2001), the TP or TopP complement of C (including
any extraposed clauses right adjoined to the TP) will be sent to the interfaces and
thereby will be unavailable for subsequent applications of (2.28).

If one accepts (2.28) as part of the grammar of Palauan, then we might make
some sense of the unusual (non-final) position of the subject in (2.26). If the subject
of the embedded clause raises to the specifier of the matrix TP, then we can analyze
the word order as being derived from three movements, as shown in (2.26 ′), and
represented schematically in Figure 2.6.36

(2.26 ′) Te oumesingd t j [a rengalek ]i [el mo me-klou ti ti ]j.
3pl= tend [d children ] [l become pl-big ]
“Children tend to grow up.”

35 This is just one possible option — it could be that the clause moves to right-adjoin to VP/vP as
well. I know of no empirical evidence that favors one analysis over the other, and much hinges on
the proper surface position of the subject DP.
36 The linker el is omitted from this tree and all subsequent trees, as I assume that it does not occupy
a syntactic position. See §1.2.2.2 for details.
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First, the subject DP moves (string-vacuously) from its predicate-internal position
to the specifier of the embedded TP. Next, the matrix TP is formed, and finite T
probes for a DP in its c-command domain. The DP then raises from the specifier of
the embedded TP to the specifier of the matrix TP. Finally, the embedded clause
extraposes, right-adjoining to the matrix TP.

If this analysis is correct, then one would expect similar results with recursively
embeddedpredicates. Since embedded clause extraposition seems tobeoptional,37

clauses of various sizes are expected to be able to extrapose to the right of the sub-
ject, creating the illusion of leftward movement of the subject DP despite the fact
that subject-movement is rightward. Consider the following examples.

(2.29) a. Te oumesingd el omuchel el me [a rechad ] er a ta el
3pl= tend l start.impf l arrive [d people ] p d one l

klok.
o’clock

“People tend to start arriving at one o’clock.”

b. Te oumesingd el omuchel t j [a rechad ]i [el me ti er a
3pl= tend l start.impf [d people ] [l arrive p d

ta el klok ]j.
one l o’clock ]

“People tend to start arriving at one o’clock.”

c. Te oumesingd tk [a rechad ]i [el omuchel t j ti [el me ti
3pl= tend [d people ] [l start.impf [l arrive

er a ta el klok ]j ]k.
p d one l o’clock ] ]

“People tend to start arriving at one o’clock.”

d. *Te oumesingd [a rechad ] [el me er a ta el klok ] [el
3pl= tend [d people ] [l arrive p d one l o’clock ] [l

omuchel ].
start.impf ]

“People tend to start arriving at one o’clock.”

Because the specifier of TP is rightward-branching and embedded clause extrapo-
sition is right-adjunction, the different word orders in (2.29) can be derived via
successive-cyclic A-movement. Sentence (2.29c) is of particular interest, as it serves
to show that the embedded clause extraposition transformation in (2.28) does not
37 Though, it could be the case that it is sometimes obligatory and sometimes optional, and I have
not yet made sense of the relevant conditions.
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overgenerate, e.g., a word order like that in (2.29d)— this is because an extraposed
clause will remain within the next highest clause, and only the larger containing
clause can extrapose.

In a sentence with multiply embedded raising predicates, an application of em-
bedded clause extraposition to a clause deeply embedded within another embed-
ded clause is string-vacuous once the subject has raised. In raising constructions,
the subject DP is in the specifier of the TP containing the highest raising predicate
and will therefore never be inside an embedded clause, whether or not it extra-
poses. This, I propose, is the source of the word order variation in the sentences in
(2.29).

There is another piece of evidence for movement of an embedded subject to
a matrix subject position that involves aspectual modification. In English, there is
an aspectual distinction between the modifiers in an hour and for an hour (see i.a.,
Tenny 1987, 1994; Jackendoff 1996; 1997; Arad 1998; Krifka 1998; Torrego 1998;
van Hout and Roeper 1998; Kearns 2000; Rothstein 2004). What is relevant for
our purposes is that in an hour identifies the telic endpoint of a bounded predicate
(i.e., an achievement or an accomplishment) but is impossible with an unbounded
predicate (i.e., a process or a state) — this is shown in (2.30).

(2.30) a. They found their presents in an hour. achievement

b. They drew those pictures in an hour. accomplishment

c. *They wandered around in an hour. process

d. *They were happy in an hour.38 state

The adverbial [er a chelsel a + <length of time>] is the Palauan correlate of
English [in a + <length of time>], as shown in (2.31).

(2.31) Ke lmuut el meke-decher-ur pro er a di
2sg= intr.do.again l cau.pf-build-3sgO p d just

chels-el a ede el klebesei?
space.inside-3plP d three l days

“Are you going to build it again in three days?” [Chedaol Biblia, John 2:20]

Just like English in an hour, Palauan er a chelsel a ta el sikang “in an hour” is only
compatible with bounded predicates, as shown in (2.32), cf. English (2.30).

38 (2.30d) is grammatical on the irrelevant interpretation in which they began to be happy after
an hour has passed. This is a repair strategy for some unbounded predicates, discussed by Kearns
(2000: 205–206).
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(2.32) a. Te mil tik a beresengt er tir er a chels-el a ta
3pl= past.find d presents p them p d space.inside-3sg d one

el sikang.
l hour

“They found their presents in an hour.” achievement

b. Te liluches aike el siasing er a chels-el a ta
3pl= past.draw.pf those l pictures p d space.inside-3sg d one

el sikang.
l hour

“They drew those pictures in an hour.” accomplishment

c. *Te ulemais er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= wander.around.past.impf p d space.inside-3sg d one l

sikang.
hour

(“They wandered around in an hour.”) process

d. *Te mle ungil a reng-rir er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= past good d hearts-3plP p d space.inside-3sg d one l

sikang.
hour

(“They were happy in an hour.”) state

As er a chelsel a-PPs cannot combinewith states or processes, which by definition are
unbounded, they cannot modify the predicate chull “rain,” as shown in (2.33b).
The ungrammaticality of (2.33b) suggests that there is no constituent in (2.33a)
(whichwe sawabove in§2.1.2.1 in Figure 2.2 during thediscussionofweather pred-
icates) that an er a chelsel a-PP can modify which would result in a grammatical sen-
tence. Yet when chull is embedded under the raising predicatemomerek “(become)
finished,” addition of an er a chelsel a-PP is fully grammatical, as shown in (2.33c).

(2.33) a. Ng mle chull.
3sg= aux.past rain
“It rained/was raining.”

b. *Ng mle chull [PP er a chels-el a ta el
3sg= aux.past rain [ p d space.inside-3sgP d one l

sikang ].
hour ]

(“It was raining in an hour.”)
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c. Ng mlo merek el chull [PP er a chels-el a
3sg= past.become finished l rain [ p d space.inside-3sgP d

ta el sikang ].
one l hour ]

“It finished raining in an hour.”

The addition ofmomerek imposes an endpoint on the stative eventuality, essen-
tially turning it into an achievement. By hypothesis, the er a chelsel a-PPmust adjoin
to some position in the matrix clause, since it is semantically incompatible with
the predicate in the embedded clause, as the grammaticality contrast in (2.33a–b)
suggests.

The situation reveals something important about raising predicates. Consider
the data below in (2.34).

(2.34) a. Te milengedub a resecheli-k.
3pl= past.go.swimming d friends-1sgP
“My friends went swimming.”

b. *Te milengedub a resecheli-k [PP er a chels-el
3pl= past.go.swimming d friends-1sgP [ p d space.inside-3sgP

a ta el sikang ].
d one l hour ]

(“My friends went swimming in an hour.”)

c. *Te milengedub [PP er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= past.go.swimming [ p d space.inside-3sgP d one l

sikang ] a resecheli-k.
hour ] d friends-1sgP

(“My friends went swimming in an hour.”)

d. Te mlo merek el mengedub a resecheli-k [PP er
3pl= past.become finished l go.swimming d friends-1sgP [ p

a chels-el a ta el sikang ].
d space.inside-3sgP d one l hour ]

“My friends finished swimming in an hour.”

e. Te mlo merek el mengedub [PP er a
3pl= past.become finished l go.swimming [ p d

chels-el a ta el sikang ] a resecheli-k.
space.inside-3sgP d one l hour ] d friends-1sgP

“My friends finished swimming in an hour.”
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Sentence (2.34a) contains the process predicate mengedub “go swimming.” Sen-
tences (2.34b–c) showus thatmengedub is incompatiblewith er a chelsel a-PPs, just as
the process predicate omais “wander around” in (2.32c) was. Regardless of whether
the subject DP precedes the er a chelsel a-PP as in (2.34b) or follows it as in (2.34c),
the result is ungrammatical.

However, when the clause whose predicate ismengedub is embedded under the
raising predicatemo merek, the result is not only grammatical (as it was in (2.33c)),
but the subject can appear on either to the left of the er a chelsel a-PP as in (2.34d)
or to its right as in (2.34e). Although I cannot state with any certainty where the
er a chelsel a-PP adjoins, (2.34a–c) suggests that it is in the matrix clause (perhaps
right-adjoined either to VP or to TP), since it is semantically incompatible with the
process predicate in the embedded clause. If so, then the appearance of the subject
DP a resechelik “my friends” to the right of the er a chelsel a-PP in (2.34e), together
with the 3pl subject agreement clitic in the matrix clause, strongly suggests that the
DP argument of the embedded predicate mengedub “go swimming” has raised to
become the subject of the matrix predicatemo merek “(become) finished.”39

To sum things up, we have seen two sources of evidence that there is a class of
predicates in Palauan— and possibly a very small class— that appear to behave like
seem andother raisingpredicates inEnglish in that theydonot assign aθ-role to their
subjects but still require (or permit) some DP to occupy that subject position. The
idea that embedded clauses can extrapose to the right of a raised subject helped
to make sense of the word order variation in sentences with multiply embedded
raising predicates, and the fact that DPs that originate in an embedded clause may
appear to the right of aspectual modifiers that are licensed by the predicate in the
matrix clause point to a raising analysis.

To conclude this section, I would like to highlight the interaction between the
possessor ascension phenomenon described in §2.1.2.1 and §2.1.2.2. Consider the
data in (2.35).

39 Although I have no explanation for why the subject may appear either immediately to the left or
the right of the er a chelsel a-PP, the fact that the subject DP can appear to its right at all is evidence
in favor of raising, since the PP cannot adjoin to any XP in the embedded clause. In Chapter 3, I
explore the ramifications of a theory in which the EPP feature on finite T is optional (as it might
be in Irish and other languages; Jim McCloskey, p.c.), which would mean that movement to the
specifier of TP would also be optional.
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(2.35) a. Ak di melemolem el dmeu a reng-uk.
1sg= just continue l intr.happy d heart-1sgP
“I will continue to be happy.” [Chedaol Biblia, Philippians 1:18]

b. Ng di melemolem el dmeu a reng-uk.
3sg= just continue l intr.happy d heart-1sgP
“I will continue to be happy.”

In sentence (2.35a), the same (null) 1sg pronominal DP appears to have the ability
to trigger possessor–noun agreement in the embedded clause as well as subject–
predicate agreement in the matrix clause. But as we saw in (2.17) that possessor
ascension from subject DPs is optional: either the possessor or the entire possessed
DP can be treated as the subject for the purposes of agreement. When possessor
ascension predicates are embedded under raising predicates, the same optionality
in agreement morphology manifests itself in the matrix clause, suggesting that the
matrix predicate’s subject is identical to the embedded predicate’s subject — i.e.,
raising has occurred. Since raising predicates do not select their own DP subjects,
the optionality makes sense.

2.1.3 Interim conclusions about subjects

In this section, we have examined evidence for the Palauan Subject Hypothesis in
(2.7), repeated below.

(2.7) Palauan Subject Hypothesis: All Palauan clauses must have a subject.

Given thedata thatwas examined in §2.1.2.1–§2.1.2.3, itwouldbe surprising if (2.7)
did not hold. If it did not, several phenomena would be unexplained:

• The presence of any subject agreement in clauses with zero-place weather
predicates.

• The optional 3sg default subject agreement morphology in existential con-
structions that contain no 3sgDPs.

• Optional subject agreement with either a possessed DP or its possessor in
predicates that allow possessor ascension.

• The flexible word order in raising constructions, as well as the placement of
the aspectual er a chelsel a-PPs.

Together, these phenomena seem to suggest that not only must a particular DP
be treated as the subject of each clause for the purposes of subject agreement, but
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Figure 2.7 Palauan basic clause structure

it may also occupy a particular structural position somewhere at or near the right
edge of a clause. In the preceding discussion, I have been analyzing this position
as the specifier of TP, an analysis that is compatible with all of the subject-related
patterns in the data we have seen so far. In a clause with a predicate XP, I propose
the clausal structure in Figure 2.7.

How the specifier of TPwill be filledwill depend onwhat is inside the XP pred-
icate. If XP is an NP/nP that contains a noun like chull “rain,” there will be no DPs
merged in the XP and an expletive will be inserted in the specifier of TP. If XP is a
VP/vP or AP/aP which selects a DP argument that needs to be Case-licensed, then
this DP will either have to move to the specifier of TP to satisfy the subject require-
ment or simply be the goal of an Agree relation instantiated by finite T, with no
associated subject movement if the EPP/Palauan Subject Hypothesis is optional.40

Now, although the structure proposed in Figure 2.7 and the requirement that clau-
ses have a subject in (2.7) help us to make some sense of the word order and agree-
40 Although, one might argue that if the EPP were optional, then insertion of an expletive may also
be optional, possibly predicting the wrong agreement patterns in various constructions.
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Figure 2.8 How the possessee gets Case-licensed in possessor ascension

ment patterns we observed in the data in §2.1.2.1–§2.1.2.3, they raise several impor-
tant questions about Nominative Case licensing.

Chomsky (2000, 2001) proposes that finite T is the head that is responsible for
(i) ensuring that clauses have subjects (encoded formally by an [epp] feature), and
(ii) determining subject agreement morphology (encoded formally by the Agree
relation, which values any unvaluedϕ-features on T), and (iii) licensing structural
Nominative Case (again, via the Agree relation with a DP). The quirk in Palauan
is that in possessor ascension constructions, the possessor DP that appears in the
specifier of TP triggersϕ-feature agreement, but it presumably does not need nom-
inative case since — by assumption — it gets genitive case when it is still in its DP-
internal possessor position. The question, then, is how the stranded possessee DP
gets Case-licensed. Visually, the issue is represented schematically as in Figure 2.8,
for sentence (2.36).

(2.36) Te ngmasech a reng-rir a re-okiaksang.
3pl.+hum intr.climb d hearts-3pl.+humP d pl-guests
“The guests are getting angry.” (approx. “The guests’ hearts are climbing.”)

Essentially, the problem is that if finite T must license structural Nominative Case
on the same DP that it agrees with, then the stranded DP in possessor ascension
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constructions will be left without case.41

Inmy view, the problem is not a serious one, givenwhat is known about quirky
case subjects in better-studied languages, such as Icelandic. The solution is that
multiple instances of feature-sharing/valuing/checking can result frommultiple in-
stances of Agree. In Icelandic, the DP that finite T agrees with (i.e., the DP whose
ϕ-feature values are used to valueT’s uninterpretableϕ-features) is usually the same
DP that raises to the specifier of TP, but this is not always the case. Counterexamples
are easily — and famously — found in Icelandic dative experiencer constructions.
Consider the data in (2.37) below, in which the dative experiencer argument either
appears in subject position (for evidence of subjecthood, see i.a., Thráinsson 1979:
462–476; Zaenen et al. 1985; Sigurðsson 1989: 198–209) as in (2.37a) or in its base
position, with an expletive pronoun in subject position as in (2.37b).

(2.37) Icelandic:

a. Manninum virðast [hestarnir vera seinir ].
the.man.sg.dat seem.pl [the.horses.pl.nom be slow ]
“The man finds the horses slow.”

[Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000, ex. 11b]

b. Það virðist/*virðast einhverjum manni [hestarnir
exp seems.sg/*seem.pl some man.sg.dat [the.horses.pl.nom

vera seinir ].
be slow ]

“A man finds the horses slow.” [Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000, ex. 12]

What is interesting is that when the dative experiencer appears in matrix subject
position as in (2.37a), the raising verb virðast “seem.pl” can agree in number with
the subject of the embedded small/infinitival clause. The embedded subject gets
structural Nominative Case from thematrix finite T. However, when an expletive is
inserted into subject position and the dative experiencer DP is in its base position
between the matrix finite T and the embedded subject, the experiencer DP blocks
number agreement, but it does not block Nominative Case licensing on the em-
bedded subject. On a trace-theory of movement, the pattern might be explained
by saying that the full dative experiencer DP blocks ϕ-feature sharing between fi-
41 See Munro 1999 for discussion of similar concerns in Chickasaw (cf. Massam 1985: Ch. 4 for an
analysis in the Government-and-Binding framework of Chomsky 1981, 1982), as well as Bell 1983
for a Relational Grammar analysis of a similar phenomenon in Cebuano, an Austronesian language
that is relatively closely related to Palauan. For other types of possessor ascension involving other
grammatical relations, see Aissen 1979, 1987 for Tzotzil, Szabolcsi 1994 for Hungarian, and many
others in Payne and Barshi 1999.
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nite T and the embedded subject DP, but its trace (created by A-movement; see
Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 998) does not.42

What the contrast between (2.37a) and (2.37b) shows us is that the Agree rela-
tion that is established to enable the sharing ofϕ-features between aDP and finite T
can be distinct from whatever relation is established between finite T and a (possi-
bly different)DP to licenseNominative Case. Furthermore, it appears that whether
or not the [epp] feature on finite T is satisfied by Merge (of an expletive pronoun
það) or by Move (of a DP from within the predicate XP) will have consequences
for ϕ-feature sharing but not for Nominative Case licensing, suggesting that satis-
faction of the [epp] feature can precedeϕ-feature sharing, but the examples below
suggest that it does not necessarily need to — in these constructions, default 3sg
agreement is always possible whether or not an expletive is inserted.43 (2.38a) gives
the correlate of (2.37a) but with a singular verb form, (2.38b) shows thatϕ-feature
agreement need not be triggered by the dative experiencer, but (2.38c) shows that
it can be (since the experiencermörgum stúdentum “many students” presumably in-
tervenes between finite T and the embedded subject tölvurnar “the computers,”
but plural agreement is still possible).

(2.38) Icelandic:

a. Manninum virðist [hestarnir vera seinir ].
the.man.sg.dat seem.sg [the.horses.pl.nom be slow ]
“The man finds the horses slow.”

[Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000, ex. 11a]

b. Einhverjum stúdentum finnst/finnast [tölvurnar
some students.pl.dat find.sg/find.pl [the.computers.pl.nom

ljótar ].
ugly ]

“Some students find the computers ugly.”
[Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000, ex. 10]

c. Það finnst/finnast mörgum stúdentum
exp find.sg/find.pl many students.pl.dat

[tölvurnar ljótar ].
[the.computers.pl.nom ugly ]

“Many students find the computers ugly.”
[Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1000, ex. 13]

42 Although this is the standard view these days, it is not exactly clear to me how such a proposal is
to be implemented in the Minimalist Program.
43 This is a fact that I still do not really understand from the Icelandic literature.
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The Icelandic examples in (2.37) and (2.38) strongly suggest that there are three
different autonomous operations initiated by finite T, and that they are freely or-
dered with respect to one another. These are summarized in (2.39).

(2.39) Operations initiated by finite T:

a. Nominative Case licensing: Finite T probes its c-command domain for aDP
with an unvalued [__ case] feature. The highest such DP (in the sense
of Rizzi 1990, 2001) is selected as T’s goal. The goal DP is valued for
structural Nominative Case, and its feature [__ case] is replaced by the
feature [nom]. Any DP already bearing a syntactic Case feature (such
as [dat], [gen], or any number of inherent cases) cannot be selected as
the goal; T must probe more deeply within its c-command domain for a
goal.

b. Satisfaction of the [epp] feature: T bears a feature [epp] that requires that
a DP fill its specifier position. T probes its c-command domain for any
available DP to move to its specifier position. The highest DP (in the
sense of Rizzi 1990, 2001) is selected as T’s goal. The [epp] feature is
deleted from finite T.

c. Φ-feature sharing: Finite T bears unvalued (uninterpretable) ϕ-features
[__ ϕ]. In order to value them, T probes its c-command domain for
a DP with valued (interpretable) ϕ-features. The highest DP in its c-
command domain (in the sense of Rizzi 1990, 2001) assigns its values
to T’sϕ-features.

The only available syntactic operations in the framework of Chomsky 2000, 2001,
2004 are Merge, Move, and Agree. As a result, the three operations in (2.39) are
often assumed to be reflexes of a single operation: Agree. Although it is often tacitly
assumed that a head that may instantiate an Agree relationmay only do so once, the
Icelandic data suggests otherwise. Recently, there have been proposals that allow
a single head to instantiate Agree more than once — so-called cases of Multiple
Agree (Hiraiwa 2001, 2005; Chomsky 2004, 2008). If we assume that the three
operations proposed in (2.39) are implemented by independent Agree relations,
then it is possible to construct a theory to explain the variable agreement patterns in
Palauan possessor ascension constructions while ensuring that every DP is properly
Case-licensed.

Before I proceed, one point must be addressed. In §1.2.2.2, I assumed that pos-
sessors were base-generated in the specifier of NP, as shown in Figure 1.6. The idea
behind that move was to put the possessor and the head noun in a local relation
such that possessor–noun agreement could apply in a local domain. However, as
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I mentioned in §1.2.2.2, fn. 9, it could well be the case that possessors are either
base-generated in, or move to, the specifier of DP, as has been claimed for other
languages, including English (Abney 1987) and Chamorro (Chung 1998: 46–47,
196). On the analysis I propose below, the possessor DP will have to be able to
extract from the DP that contains it. If it turns out that Svenonius is right about D
being a phase head in addition to C and transitive v (Svenonius 2004), then the
possessor will have to occupy an “escape hatch” position within the DP so as to be
accessible to operations outside of the DP phase, to prevent a violation of the Phase
Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2000 et seq.).

Chung (1998) proposes that possessors in Chamorro (which often, but not al-
ways, trigger possessor–noun agreement, like in Palauan) are either base-generated
or move to the specifier of DP to satisfy a requirement similar to the requirement
that the specfier of TP must be filled. On Chung’s view, whatever relation holds
between T and the subject DP in its specifier has a correlate in DPs, where a simi-
lar relation holds betweenD and its specifier. Both relations, she argues, enable the
sharing ofϕ-features between the head and theDP in its specifier, yielding subject–
verb agreement on one hand andpossessor–noun agreement on the other. In terms
of the present framework, onemight say that both T andD have [epp] features that
must be satisfied by having a DP in their specifier positions. The agreement mor-
phology might be realized on N via different mechanisms: lowering (in the sense
of Embick and Noyer 2001), sharing of features within an extended projection (in
the sense of Grimshaw 2005), or something else.

If a similar situation holds in Palauan, then we might imagine a structure like
that in Figure 2.9 for DPs that contain possessors, like the one in (2.40).44

(2.40) a reng-rir a re-okiaksang
d heart-3plP d pl-guests
“the guests’ hearts”

Now, if possessor agreement obtains as a result of an Agree relation between D and
a DP in its c-command domain, yielding a structure like that in Figure 2.9, then the
44 I assume agreement relations are established in the syntax, but that the morphology associated
with feature-sharing is realized at PF (i.e., post-syntactically, cf. Legate 2008). Agreement morphol-
ogy is usually distinct from the morphology associated with the functional heads that instantiate
Agree relations (T, transitive v, or in this case D). One way to capture this formally is through post-
syntactic adjuntion of an Agr node to the relevant functional head (see e.g., Marantz 1992/2000,
Embick and Noyer 2007: 12–13). In this case, the possessor agreement morpheme is a suffix that
will end up on the head noun, which means either that there will need to be some manipulation
of morpheme ordering in the post-syntactic morphology or that feature percolation in the nominal
complex will give the head N access to features on D, perhaps along the lines of Grimshaw’s (2005:
Ch. 1) Extended Projection Theory.
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Figure 2.9 Possessor agreement and movement

possessed DP and its possessor can be defined as being equidistant goals for the
higher finite T probe, since the possessee DP includes (but does not dominate or c-
command) the possessor DP. This variety of analysis depends on a conflation of the
notions of specifier and adjunct — in a theory of Bare Phrase Structure like that of
Chomsky 2001 et seq., such an account becomes possible. Consider the following
definitions of domination, c-command, and inclusion.

(2.41) Domination: α dominates β iff every segment of α dominates β.
[cf.May 1985; Chomsky 1986a: 7]

(2.42) c-Command: α c-commands β iff neither α nor β dominates the other and
the first branching node that dominates α also dominates β.

[Reinhart 1976: 32, ex. 36; cf. Reinhart 1983: 41, ex. 36 as well as May 1985: 34, ex. 9]

(2.43) Inclusion: α includes β iff there is a segment of αwhich dominates β.

(2.44) α

α β

... [cf. Chomsky 1986a: 7, ex. 11]
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For instance, α has two segments in the adjunction structure in (2.44). Only the
upper segment of α dominates β (the lower segment of α does not), so α does not
dominate β. But α includes β because the topmost segment of α dominates β, even
though not all segments of α dominate β.

Chomsky’s formulation of the Agree relation obtaining between a probe and
some goal in its c-command domain incorporates Rizzi’s (1990, 2001) notion of
RelativizedMinimality. On that view, aDPα can only intervene between the probe
and another DP β if α either dominates or c-commands β. But if α only contains β,
then no dominance or c-command relations hold between α and β, and neither of
them intervenes between the probe and the other. As such, it is predicted that they
will be equidistant for the purposes of an Agree relation established by a functional
head that is merged later in the derivation.

If it’s true that the Agree relation that licenses Nominative case can be distinct
from the Agree relation that enables feature sharing and satisfaction of the [epp]
feature on the probe, as the Icelandic facts suggest is the case, then the variability
in subject agreement morphology seen in possessor ascension constructions can be
explained. As the possessor DP already has (structural) Genitive Case, licensed by
the Agree relation between it and theD in Figure 2.9, it no longer needs to be (and,
presumably, cannot be) licensedwithNominativeCase aswell. This leaves only the
possessee DP with an unvalued [__ case] feature, which can be checked by finite
T in one of two different ways.

First, it might be the case that finite T establishes a single Agree relation with
the possessee DP, which (i) enables ϕ-feature sharing between T and the DP, (ii)
licenses the DPwithNominative Case, and (iii) moves the DP to the specifier of TP
to satisfy the [epp] feature on T. This is the derivation illustrated in Figure 2.10.

Second, finite Tmight establish anAgree relationwith the possessorDP (which,
recall, is equidistant from thepossesseeDP for thepurposes of Agree since it is in the
possesseeDP’s specifier position). This Agree relationwill enableϕ-feature sharing
between T and the possessor DP and move the possessor DP to the specifier of TP,
but it will not license Nominative Case. After movement of the possessor to the
specifier of TP (i.e., possessor ascension to subject), T can still license Nominative
Case on the possessee through a second Agree relation, which holds between finite
T and the stranded possessee. This is the derivation illustrated in Figure 2.11.

As long as the possessor DP moves to a position in which it is considered to be
equidistant from the possessee DP for the purposes of Agree, such as in Figure 2.9,
then the variation in subject agreement can be explained by either of the two DPs
being selectedwhen finite T probes for a goal to satisfy its [epp] feature. If this anal-
ysis is on the right track, [epp]/ϕ-feature agreement are dissociated from licensing
of Nominative Case in Palauan in a manner that appears to be very similar to Ice-
landic. In a sense, Palauan possessor ascension can be thought of as a quirky sub-
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ject construction— the differences lie in the case of the subject (structural Genitive
rather than inherent Dative) and the structural configuration of the two relevant
DPs (there is a c-command relation that holds between them in Icelandic, but not
in Palauan).

To sum things up, I have argued in this section that the notion of subject has
grammatical consequences in Palauan. The analysis I have constructed of the appar-
ent requirement for Palauan clauses to have subjects is in line with most Minimalist
interpretations of subjecthood. The subject position is analyzed as the specifier
position of TP, and it is filled due to a requirement that an [epp] feature on T be
satisfied. Subject agreementmorphology is a reflection of a syntactic Agree relation
that holds betweenT and theDP in its specifier position, and structuralNominative
Case is licensed by finite T. The peculiarity of the possessor ascension construction
becomes less peculiar when languages with quirky subjects are taken into account,
such as Icelandic.

One noteworthy point is that in Palauan, unlike in Icelandic, subject agreement
morphology can be taken as a diagnostic for subjecthood. Forwhatever reason, the
sharing ofϕ-features between a DP and T is a reflex of the Agree relation that satis-
fies the [epp] feature on T and is not associated with the Agree relation that licenses
Nominative Case. In Icelandic, we saw in (2.38) that ϕ-feature sharing is distinct
from both [epp]-satisfaction and Case-licensing. Palauan DPs bear no morpholog-
ical case marking (with the exception of certain Accusative Case-licensed DPs, as
will be shown in the next section), but the fact that subject agreement morphol-
ogy appears to be a true reflex of subjecthood can be viewed as a useful structural
diagnostic for subject position.

2.2 Licensing internal arguments

Now that it has been established that subject agreement morphology can serve as
a diagnostic for the grammatical relation subject, the question of whether similar
diagnostics can identify the grammatical relation direct object are examined in this
section. One peculiarity that was noticed about subject agreementwas that itsmor-
phological reflex depends on the mood of the clause; similarly, we see an aspec-
tual split in agreement morphology associated with direct objects — only perfec-
tive verbs display object agreement. Imperfective verbs do not license agreement
morphology but instead license the direct object using a differential-object-marker
er, homophonous with the preposition er. The aspectual split thus correlates with
a difference in whether Accusative Case is realized morphologically using a head-
marking or a dependent-marking pattern of case morphology (see Nichols 1986).
The section is laid out as follows.
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In §2.2.1 I describe the aspectual properties of transitive verbs, including their
morphological differences and the differences in how their direct object DPs are
marked. Next, the basics of an analysis of direct object DP licensing is presented
in §2.2.2. Given the heavy reliance on aspectual features, I devote §2.2.3 to flesh-
ing out an analysis of the syntactic composition of aspect/aktionsart features in the
verbal complex, concluding that there are different “flavors” of transitive v that are
specified for different aspect features. In §2.2.4, I explore the phenomenon of dif-
ferential object marking that characterizes direct objects of imperfective verbs, ar-
guing that the object marker er is a case-marker, as it does not share the syntactic
behavior of the true preposition er, as shown in a number of different construc-
tions. §2.2.5.1 then aims to draw somemotivation for the Agree relation, examining
data involving left-conjunct agreement. The morphological analysis is constructed
in §2.2.5.2, which links up nicely with the syntactic analysis developed in §2.2.2.
Finally §2.2.6 concludes.

2.2.1 An aspectual alternation

In Palauan, the relationship between the aspectual interpretation of verbs and the
realization of their internal arguments is closely interconnected. InTable 2.4, we see
that transitive imperfective and perfective verbs in Palauan that are formed from the
same

√
root are morphologically distinct. Imperfective verbs are formed when

the verbalizer prefixesmeN- or oN- attach to roots, while the -m-, -u-, and -o- infixes
form perfective verbs from roots.45 When these verbs are transitive, their direct
objects are realized differently.

The direct objects of transitive imperfective verbs may either surface with the
accusative case marker er — which is homophonous with the preposition er — as
shown in (2.45a), or with no case marking whatsoever, as shown in (2.45b).

(2.45) a. Ng mo menga er a bobai pro.
3sg= aux.fut eat.impf acc d papaya he
“He will be eating the papaya/a (particular) papaya.”

b. Ng mo menga a bobai pro.
3sg= aux.fut eat.impf d papaya he
“He will be eating (some) papaya/some papayas/the papayas.”

45 The meN-/oN- prefixes are Palauan’s reflexes of pan-Austronesian (or at least pan-Malayo-
Polynesian)maN-, with a change of *n > l, which explains the appearance of [l] instead of [n]. The
set of infix allomorphs represent Palauan’s instantiation of pan-Austronesian/Malayo-Polynesian -
um-.
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Palauan English Transitive Perfective Transitive
Root Gloss ([3pl, −hum] D.O.) Imperfective√
temotem “clear” tomotem melemotem√
dasech “carve” dmasech melasech√
seseb “burn” sueseb meleseb√
lechet “bandage” lmechet melechet√
nguked “fine” ngmuked meluked√
kiis “unlock” kmiis mengiis√
chaus “put lime on” chemaus mengaus√
boes “shoot” moes omoes√

mdalem “aim at” mdalem omdalem

Table 2.4 Palauan transitive verb morphology

The er vs. Ø alternation can be characterized as a differential object marking phe-
nomenon (Bossong 1985; Aissen 2003; de Swart 2007), in which individuated DPs
(either singular specific DPs or human DPs) appear preceded by the case-marker
er, while non-individuated DPs do not (see Josephs 1975; Woolford 2000). The
specificity/number contrast is indicated in the English translations of the sentences
in (2.45). This specificity contrast is neutralizedwhen the direct object is human, in
which case the direct objectmust be overtly case-markedwith er, as (2.46) shows.46

46 Number manifests itself morphologically on DPs in a number of ways: on demonstrative deter-
miners, with different sets of numerals that are compatible with different classes of nouns (perhaps
a sort of limited classifier system parallel to those of some East Asian languages), and with the plural
prefix re-, as in (2.46b). The prefix re- may only attach to human nouns, and optionally to some
common household animal nouns. It is incompatible with inanimate nouns.

Mandarin Chinese (Sino-Tibetan; genetically unrelated to Palauan) is another language in which
plural nouns may display additional morphology if they are [+hum], but not if they are [−hum]
(see Li and Thompson 1981: 40–41; data below in (2.iii) is from Jesse Saba Kirchner, p.c.).

(2.iii) a. tóngzhì “comrade(s)”
tóngzhì-men “comrades”

b. mǎ “horse(s)”
?mǎ-men “horses”

c. shítou “stone(s)”
*shítou-men “stones”

See Smith-Stark 1974 for more on such plurality splits.
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(2.46) a. Ng mo omes er a tolechoi pro.
3sg= aux.fut watch.impf acc d baby he
“He will watch a (particular) baby/some baby/the baby.”

b. Ng mo omes er a retolechoi pro.
3sg= aux.fut watch.impf acc d babies he
“He will watch (the/some) babies.”

Direct objects of transitive perfective verbs, on the other hand, never exhibit case
marking. Instead, direct object DPs trigger object agreement morphology on the
verb, realized as the set of suffixes shown in Table 2.5.47 The perfective correlates of
(2.45) and (2.46) are illustrated below in (2.47) and (2.48), respectively.

Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person -ak -id -emam
2nd person -au -emiu

3rd person [+hum] -ii -(e)terir
3rd person [−hum] -ii Ø

Table 2.5 (Perfective) Object Agreement Morphemes

(2.47) a. Ng mo kol-ii a bobai pro.
3sg= aux.fut eat.pf-3sgO d papaya he
“He is going to eat (up) a (particular) papaya/some papaya/the papaya.”

b. Ng mo kmang a bobai pro.
3sg= aux.fut eat.pf d papayas he
“He is going to eat (up) (some/the) papayas.”

(2.48) a. Ng mo mes-ang a tolechoi pro.
3sg= aux.fut see.pf-3sgO d baby he
“He will see a (particular) baby/some baby/the baby.”

b. Ng mo mes-terir a retolechoi pro.
3sg= aux.fut see.pf-3pl.+humO babies he
“He will see (the/some) babies.”

47 While this set of suffixes is compatible with the vast majority of Palauan perfective verbs, a rel-
atively large class of irregular verbs show some variability in the form of their object agreement
suffixes, typically in the 3rd person. An example is the [3sg] suffix -ang inmesang “see” in (2.48).
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V
kemed

DP

a chanakangari
[θtheme]
[__case]

Figure 2.12 Internal argument of V

As in many other languages, it is the theme argument that is grammaticized as the
direct object of a transitive verb in Palauan: any theory of Palauan syntax must ex-
plain how the theme is selected to be grammaticized as a direct object in transitive
constructions, with all of its associated syntactic and morphological properties. In
the next section, I propose an analysis of transitive verbs in Palauan.

2.2.2 Direct objects in Palauan

Upon inspection of the Palauan differential object marking and object agreement
facts above, it may be observed that these evoke similarity with other Palauan mor-
phosyntactic phenomena in two different areas. First, a variety of DPs are intro-
duced by the preposition/marker er in Palauan, including the possessors of a sub-
class of Palauan nouns andmany locative and temporal adjunct adverbials. Second,
Palauan is a fairly agreement-rich language, where— in addition to the object agree-
ment pattern discussed above — subjects trigger pre-verbal agreement clitics and
possessors trigger agreement suffixes on a another sub-class of nouns. Direct object
DPs seem to fall somewhere in between these two phenomena, sometimes being
marked with the preposition er and other times triggering object agreement mor-
phology on the verb. In this section, I lay out the basis of an analysis of this variable
behavior which is essentially Minimalist.

Under the syntactic assumptions laid out within theMinimalist framework pro-
posed by Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004, 2008), transitive verb stems merge with
their theme arguments to form a VP as in (2.49), which is represented schemati-
cally in Figure 2.12.

(2.49) a. [VP kemed [DP a chanakangari ]]
[ sew.up [ d button.holes ]]
≈ “sew up the button holes”
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Figure 2.13 Aspect-bundled-v analysis: imperfective v (here: meN-)

I propose here that the primary distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs
(and even between different aspectual varieties of transitive verbs) is encoded syn-
tactically via the selection of an appropriate v head (cf. Johnson 1991; Kratzer 1996)
tomergewith VP. For instance, passive, unergative, and unaccusative v do not have
[acc] features to license accusative Case via Agree, whereas transitive v does. If
transitive v merges with VP, then the theme DP is grammaticized as a direct ob-
ject and can be Case-licensed by transitive v. Furthermore, transitive v (as well as
unergative v) differs from the class of intransitive vs in requiring that an external
argument DP merge with it as well (i.e., transitive v has an extra selectional restric-
tion for a constituent of category D). The vP constructed in (2.50) represents an
imperfective predicate, while (2.51) shows the corresponding perfective predicate.

(2.50) [vP meN- [VP kemed a chanakangari ] [DP a Keli ]]
[ vblz [ sew.up d button.holes ] [ d Keli ]]
≈ “Kelly sewing up the button holes”
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Figure 2.14 Aspect-bundled-v analysis: perfective v (here: -u-)

(2.51) [vP -u- [VP kemed a chanakangari ] [DP a Keli ]]
[ vblz [ sew.up d button.holes ] [ d Keli ]]
≈ “Kelly sew up the button holes”

By bundling aspect features with v, the only difference between imperfective vPs
and perfective vPs is the choice of which transitive v head is extracted from the
lexicon into the numeration. As both of the transitive v heads enter into an Agree
relation with the direct object in the VP, theϕ-features of the internal argument DP
are shared with the transitive v; either the same Agree relation or a second Agree
relation Case-licenses the direct object DP with structural Accusative Case.

While this analysis immediately appears attractive for characterizing the distinc-
tions between imperfective and perfective predications, a potential problem arises
quickly: that of the accusative case marker er, which is homophonous with the
preposition er.48 The problem is that if the correct analysis of the accusative case
marker is as an element of category P, then it must merge in the derivation at a
48 That the case-marker for direct objects is homophonous with the language’s only preposition is
probably not noteworthy. Palauan has an extremely limited set of functionwords that servemultiple
purposes.
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point at which it is impossible to tell whether it will be licensed. The accusative
case marker er appears only on direct objects of imperfective verbs, and even then,
only onDPs that are either specified as [+hum] or as [sg, +spec]. In theMinimalist
theory of syntax assumed here, this amounts to a Look Ahead problem.

One classic (and, inmyopinion, uninteresting) explanation of this type of Look
Ahead problem can be constructed if one remembers that any subset of lexical and
functional heads available in the lexicon of a language can be extracted from the
lexicon to form a numeration, and that the vast majority of possible numerations
will produce derivations that crash later. One might say, then, that imperfective
transitive v, accusative Per, or both can be included in a given numeration, but the
numeration can only result in a converging derivation if both elements are present
— not just one or the other. Still, this is not a solution to the Look Ahead problem;
it simply pushes the problem out of the syntax and into the lexicon.

A more satisfying solution to the present problem might be reached if one as-
sumes uniformity in the argument structures of imperfective and perfective vPs, as
in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14: direct objects of both imperfective and perfective
verbs would then be treated as DPs, with er being treated not as a preposition but
as a case-marker inserted post-syntactically (after Spell Out) in line with much re-
cent work on the morphosyntax of case (see, e.g., Embick 1997; McFadden 2004;
Legate 2008). The question is whether such a solution has any merit — is there any
reason to treat the accusative case marker er differently from any of its other uses as
a preposition?

I argue below that there is indeed reason to treat accusative er as distinct from
prepositional er. The differential object marking alternation that characterizes the
distribution of er on direct object DPs in transitive imperfective predicates does
not manifest itself when er is used as a preposition — the phenomenon is isolated
to the instance of er that marks direct object DPs. I will set this issue aside for a mo-
ment, however, as it will first be useful to motivate the uniform structural analysis
of imperfective and perfective vP structure in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14.

2.2.3 Transitivity and inner aspect (Aktionsart)

Recall that direct objects of perfective verbs are never markedwith er; instead, they
trigger object agreement suffixes on their selecting verbs (for all but [3pl, −hum]
direct objects). Since it is all and only transitive perfective verbs that display object
agreement, it is natural to wonder whether direct objects of perfective verbs are li-
censed for syntactic Case in a manner wholly distinct from direct objects of imper-
fective verbs. Recent analyses of the connection between telicity and the bounding
of an event by a direct object have been pursued by Arad (1998), Ritter and Rosen
(2000), Kratzer (2004), and Travis (2005a), building on the work of Tenny (1987,
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1994), Krifka (1992), and Travis (1992).
The core of these proposals centers around the idea that there is some interme-

diate projection between VP and vP that checks Case on direct objects of transitive
telic predicates, with various names for this projection. The idea is that if the direct
object directly figures in the calculation of the telicity of a predicate, then a func-
tional head carrying aspectual information (wemight call it Asp) stands in some re-
lation with the direct object DP. Depending on the analysis, the direct object must
raise to the specifier of this head, or else the head may license structural Case in
an Agree relation with the direct object DP. In this section, I develop this type of
alternate analysis of Palauan’s vP-internal syntax, showing why the syntax of pas-
sives provides evidence against its tenability for Palauan. The passive data instead
motivates only the analysis constructed in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 for (2.50) and
(2.51).

One advantage of an approach to the syntax of aspect that involves an AspP
functional projection is that theDP complements of atelic verbs cannot receive case
fromAsp— structural AccusativeCase-licensing is tied directly to telicity. TheseDP
complements to V can then be licensed in two ways. First, they may incorporate
into the verb (syntactically49 or semantically50) if they are (roughly) non-quantized
(i.a., Krifka 1992), being treated as property-denoting modifiers rather than true
arguments. Otherwise, they must be licensed for case via some other means. Con-
sider the pair of sentences in (2.52), below.

(2.52) a. Johann will mow lawns today.

b. Johann will mow our lawn today.

Neither of the events described in (2.52) have yet taken place; the sentences de-
scribe events that will occur in the future. Nonetheless, (2.52a) describes an atelic
event that has no definitive endpoint— there is no point at which the event can nat-
urally be described as complete. Instead, the agent, Johann, must make a conscious
decision to stop mowing lawns, at which point the event is terminated. However,
the event in (2.52b) is a telic event that has a natural endpoint. The eventwill be ter-
minated as soon as all of the grass in our lawn has been completely mowed. In other
words, only the direct object in (2.52b) (and not in (2.52a)) acts as an incremental
theme (see Dowty 1991; Hay et al. 1999; Rothstein 2001).

This contrast is expressed morphologically in Palauan and indicates the differ-
ence between what have so far been called perfective and imperfective verbs. The
Palauan analogues of (2.52) are given below in (2.53).

49 See Massam 2001, 2009 for a convincing analysis of NP-incorporation in Niuean.
50 Perhaps along the lines of Farkas and de Swart 2003 or Chung and Ladusaw 2003.
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(2.53) a. A Johann a mo melaml a chudel er a elecha el sils.
d Johann top aux.fut cut.impf d grass p d now l day
“Johann will mow lawns today.”

b. A Johann a mo ngoml-ii a chedel-ed pro
d Johann top aux.fut vblz.cut.pf-3sgO d grass-1pl.inclP us.incl

er a elecha el sils.
p d now l day

“Johann will mow our lawn today.”

An AspP-driven analysis of the contrast between the vP-internal syntax of (2.53a)
and the vP-internal syntax of (2.53b) might look something like Figure 2.15 and
Figure 2.16, respectively. For ease of reference, let’s say that the more articulated
vP structures in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 represent the “AspP analysis,” while the
less articulated vP structures in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 represent the “aspect-
bundled v analysis.”

On the AspP analysis, the aspectual and Case-licensing features of the verb are
distributed between the functional heads v and Asp. Aspectual interpretation is
introduced by Asp: [atelic] in Figure 2.15 and [telic] in Figure 2.16. However,
the direct object DP’s uninterpretable [__case] feature is valued by transitive v in
Figure 2.15 but by telic Asp in Figure 2.16. While the AspP analysis provides an intu-
itivemeans for characterizing themorphological reflexes of the aspectual difference
between imperfective verbs like that in (2.53a) and their perfective counterparts like
that in (2.53b), the analysis raises several questions.

One potentially attractive consequence of the AspP analysis is that it provides a
syntactic reflexof themorphological differencebetween the two types of accusative
case morphology. If syntactic Accusative Case is licensed via Agree, then the fact
that two distinct heads may license Accusative Case might provide some rationale
for the fact that direct objects of imperfective verbs are marked with the accusative
case marker er, while direct objects of perfective verbs trigger object agreement
morphology on the verb. However, the dissociation of AspP from VP and vPmight
not be necessary. It’s worth askingwhether there is any empirical reason to concep-
tualize aspect as the interpretation of a syntactically realized functional head Asp,
rather than as simply a feature (or bundle of features) introduced by the verb itself
(V) or a functional v head.

Some preliminary evidence that might help decide the question comes from
the morphology of imperfective verbs in Palauan. Root-initial consonants in im-
perfective verbs regularly undergo nasal substitution. An example is when the root√
chat “smoke” becomes mengat “smoke (impf.),” while its corresponding pas-

sive form is mechat “be smoked.” Flora (1974: 76–80) posits a syntactic feature
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Figure 2.15 AspP analysis: atelic Asp

[±imp] on particular roots in the lexicon, which is positively specified for imper-
fective verbs but negatively specified for passive and perfective verbs. The [+imp]
is then what is responsible for the nasal substitution. Josephs (1975: 136–141; see
also Wilson 1972: 120–128) argues that nasal substitution is the reflex of an imper-
fective morpheme distinct from the “verb marker,” or rather the verbalizer prefix
that I have analyzed as (imperfective) transitive v. That is, Josephs treats the verb
marker asme-, rather thanmeN-. It might be tempting to think of the phonological
exponent of an atelic/imperfective Asp morpheme as a placeless nasal (N-) that at-
taches to the

√
root and coalesces with the initial consonant: atelic/imperfective

Asp could then be argued to introduce this morpheme into the syntax. Potential
evidence for some version of this analysis comes from the interaction between nasal
substitution and reduplication.

Theway inwhich nasal substitution interacts with reduplication is of immediate
relevance to the status of imperfective verb morphology in Palauan, indicating that
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Figure 2.16 AspP analysis: telic Asp

it cannot be analyzed as verb root suppletion, as Flora proposes. Flora (1974: Ch. 4)
identifies two patterns of reduplication in Palauan, which Finer (1986) callsCe- and
CVX reduplication. Semantically, both patterns of reduplication may be invoked
to serve different functions, such as to indicate iteration of an event, a weakened
sense of a particular property, or an inclination or ability to undertake a particular
action: the semantics of the two reduplication patterns is presently irrelevant. In
descriptive terms,Ce- reduplication copies just the initial consonant of the root and
inserts an -e- [ε] between the reduplicant consonant and its correspondent in the
base. CVX reduplication, on the other hand, copies the initial CV sequence from
the root, along with whatever consonant or vowel follows — if it is a vowel, then
the vowel cluster will be reduced, as reduplicant prefixes are unstressed (see Finer
1986 and Zuraw 2003 for discussion).

What is relevant is that CVX reduplication can feed Ce- reduplication, but only
CVX reduplication can feed nasal substitution. Roots that have undergone Ce-
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reduplication do not undergo nasal substitution: instead, a homorganic nasal is
prefixed. This constrast is illustrated below. In (2.54), the root

√
kes “scrape” un-

dergoes only CVX reduplication, and the leftmost consonant of the reduplicant
undergoes nasal substitution. In (2.55), however, the same root first undergoes
CVX reduplication, followed by Ce- reduplication. In this case, nasal substitution
is blocked.

(2.54) meN- + CVX +
√
kes→menges-kes

(2.55) meN- + Ce + CVX +
√
kes→meng-ke-kes-kes [Flora 1974: 171, ex. 23]

What the nasal substitution (or, prefixation) patterns in (2.54) and (2.55) strongly
suggest is that nasal substitution is triggered root-externally, i.e., by a prefix, rather
than occurring in a suppletive root form that begins with a nasal. If the nasal substi-
tution is triggered by a prefix that contributes aspectual information, the analysis of
the imperfective morpheme N- occupying atelic/imperfective Asp would be capa-
ble of generating the patterns (see Finer 1986 for an analysis of the patterns). After
all, nasal substitution occurs only in imperfective verbs. The question is whether
the imperfective morpheme is an autonomous prefix or part of the verbalizer mor-
pheme, i.e.,meN- or oN-.

The primary advantage of the AspP analysis is that there is an additional func-
tional atelic/imperfective Asp head available that can plausibly serve as the locus
of imperfective morphology, as well as a telic/perfective Asp head which can trig-
ger the object agreement morphology associated with transitive perfective verbs.
Still, the dissociation of aspectual features from v eliminates any rational syntactic
basis for the distinction between imperfective and perfective verbalizer morphol-
ogy. In other words, if the imperfective morpheme is simply a prefix N- and per-
fective object agreement morphology is simply suffixation, why are imperfective
verbs formed from verbalizer prefixes that would have to be analyzed as me- and
o-, while perfective verbs are formed from verbalizer infixes such as -m-, -u-, and
-o-?

A solutionmight be found in the domain of passives. Some verbs have imperfec-
tive and perfective variants with different meanings, e.g., omes “watch (impf.)” vs.
mes “see (pf.).” In addition to translating differently into English, they are compat-
ible with different scenarios. For example, the imperfective variant omes can also
mean “babysit,” while the perfective form mes cannot. Consider the differences
between the logical scenarios described by (2.56) and the anomalous scenarios de-
scribed by (2.57).
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(2.56) a. Imperfective compatible with “good behavior” scenario:
Ng sebech-ek [el omes er a ngalek [e le ng
3sg= ability-1sgP [l see.impf acc d child [because 3sg=

mle ungil a blekerdel-el er tia el mlo merek
aux.past good d behavior-3sgP p this l past.become finished

el taem ]].
l time ]]

“I can watch/babysit the child because he behaved well last time.”

b. Perfective compatible with “yellow shirt” scenario:
Ng sebech-ek [el mes-ang a ngalek [e le ng
3sg= ability-1sgP [l see.pf-3sgO d child [because 3sg=

oubail er a bibrurek el cheleched-al a bail ]].
wear.impf acc d yellow l torso-3sgP d clothing ]]

“I can see the child because he’s wearing a yellow shirt.”

(2.57) a. #Imperfective incompatible with “yellow shirt” scenario:
Ng sebech-ek [el omes er a ngalek [e le ng
3sg= ability-1sgP [l see.impf acc d child [because 3sg=

oubail er a bibrurek el cheleched-al a bail ]].
wear.impf acc d yellow l torso-3sgP d clothing ]]

(“I can watch/babysit the child because he’s wearing a yellow shirt.”)

b. #Perfective incompatible with “good behavior” scenario:
Ng sebech-ek [el mes-ang a ngalek [e le ng
3sg= ability-1sgP [l see.pf-3sgO d child [because 3sg=

mle ungil a blekerdel-el er tia el mlo merek
aux.past good d behavior-3sgP p this l past.become finished

el taem ]].
l time ]]

(“I can see the child because he behaved well last time.”)

For fairly straightforward reasons, Palauan speakers find it odd that a child’s wear-
ing a yellow shirt is necessary for somebody to be able to watch/babysit him or her,
and similarly that a child’s good behavior is a prerequisite for his or her visibility.

Interestingly, this aspectual alternation between the imperfective and perfective
forms of transitive verbs like omes is neutralized in passives, as shown in ((2.58)).
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(2.58) Passive compatible with both scenarios:

a. Ng sebech-el a ngalek [el o-bes [e le ng mle
3sg= ability-3sgP d child [l pass-see [because 3sg= aux.past

ungil a blekerdel-el er tia el mlo merek el taem ]].
good d behavior-3sgP p this l past.become finished l time ]]

“The child may be watched/babysat because he behaved well last time.”

b. Ng sebech-el a ngalek [el o-bes [e le ng oubail
3sg= ability-3sgP d child [l pass-see [because 3sg= wear.impf

er a bibrurek el cheleched-al a bail ]].
acc d yellow l torso-3sgP d clothing ]]

“The child is able to be seen because he is wearing a yellow shirt.”

The fact that the passive verb obes “(be) seen” is compatible with both scenarios
in (2.58) suggests that the aspect is unspecified on obes. If AspP were included in
the verbal complex between VP and transitive vP, then we should expect it to be
able to appear between VP and passive vP. If that were the case, we would predict
aspectually-specified passive forms, leaving the neutralization of aspect in passive
obes in (2.58) unexplained.

On the other hand, if aspectual information is introduced by v as in the aspect-
bundled-v analysis, rather than by Asp as in the AspP analysis, then there is no need
to stipulate that AspP cannot appear in a passive vP. If aspect features are bundled
with different instances of transitive v, then because these transitive v heads are in
complementary distribution with the passive v head(s), it is possible that aspectual
information is unspecified on passive verbs if passive v does not also bear aspect
features. Furthermore, the aspect-bundled-v analysis allows the aspectually-driven
differences in accusative case morphology to fall out simply from which v head
merges with the VP. In this way, aspect features on imperfective and perfective v
play a direct role in the way internal argument DPs are Case-licensed.

For all of these reasons, it seems preferable to adopt the aspect-bundled-v anal-
ysis proposed in §2.2.2. This conclusion should not be construed as a claim that
AspP or an inventory of functional Asp heads has no place in Universal Grammar;
in fact, very elegant analyses have been devised for phenomena in other languages
that motivate the inclusion of AspP in an articulated vP structure (e.g., Travis 2005a:
80–84 for Malagasy).

One final note is in order. A consequence of the aspect-bundled-v analysis is
that there is no notion of an “imperfectivemorpheme” independent from the “verb
marker” (cf. Wilson 1972; Josephs 1975). The so-called imperfective morpheme is
treated as part of the imperfective verbalizer morpheme meN-, in accordance with
the analyses of Capell (1949) and DeWolf (1988). From a comparative or historical
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standpoint, this analysis is probablymore accurate when one considers the types of
prefixes and infixes that form verbs in other Philippine languages. In Indonesian,
meN- can formeither intransitive or transitive verbs (Sneddon 1996). InChamorro,
man- indicates that the subject of a non-stative/inchoative is plural, whereas -um-
(cf. the perfective infix -m- in Palauan) is used if the subject is singular/dual (Top-
ping 1973: 84, 226; Sandy Chung, p.c.). In Tagalog, bothmaN- and -um- can form
transitive and intransitive actor focus verbs (Schachter and Otanes 1972: 290, 292–
293).51 If the present analysis is correct, then the verbal prefix/infix system of Pa-
lauan is poised to more closely resemble those of its linguistic neighbors.

2.2.4 Differential object marking

Now that the analysis in §2.2.2 has been motivated, I will address the status of the
accusative case marker er found on direct objects of imperfective verbs. As we saw
above in (2.45) and (2.46), the presence or absence of accusative er depends on the
values of animacy, number, and specificity features on the direct object DP. What I
show in this section is that the use of er as an accusative case marker is distinct from
its usage as a preposition, and I argue that it should not be analyzed in the syntax
as the morphological realization of a P head.52

The differential objectmarking alternation described in §2.2.1 is a phenomenon
unique to direct objects. Subjects, possessors, obliques, and adjuncts do not par-
ticipate in similar alternations involving er: they are either uniformly marked with
er or uniformly not marked with er. To start, I will demonstrate that animacy, num-
ber, and specificity are indeed the three features that govern the accusative case
alternation. To this end, much use will be made of the set of demonstrative deter-
miners, which have distinct forms for use with human/non-human DPs as well as
singular/plural DPs. They can thus transparently indicate the animacy and num-
ber features of particular DPs. Furthermore, when the NPI ngii di “any” occurs in
a DP within the scope of a downward-entailing operator (such as within a ques-
tion; see Ladusaw 1979; for an overview, see Giannakidou to appear and references
therein), the DP receives a non-specific interpretation, which we can use to probe
the specificity restriction on the accusative case marker er.

Both the human direct object ngke el chad “that person” in (2.59) and the singu-
lar, specific direct object se el hong “that book” in (2.60) must be marked with er.
51 Ileana Paul informsme that a similar aspectual alternation can be found inMalagasy when differ-
ent voice affixes are used to form verbs, but nobody has really talked about it yet (to her knowledge,
and to mine). I think it merits some consideration, given the Palauan pattern.
52 Note the homophony between Palauan’s only preposition, er, and the accusative case marker er.
I don’t think that too much should be made of this homophony: it is not uncommon crosslinguis-
tically for languages to utilize/reanalyze prepositional morphemes as accusative case markers.
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(2.59) A Steven a olengeseu er ngke el chad.
d Steven top help.impf acc that l person
“Steven is helping that person.”

(2.60) A Sally a menguiu er se el hong.
d Sally top read.impf acc that l book
“Sally is reading that book.”

However, a non-human direct object is not marked with er if it is either plural or
non-specific. For example, neither theplural direct object aike el hong “those books”
in (2.61) or the non-specific indefinite a ngii di el hong “any book” in (2.62) ismarked
with er.

(2.61) A Sally a menguiu aike el hong.
d Sally top read.impf those l books
“Sally is reading those books.”

(2.62) Ke milenguiu a ngii di el hong er a elecha el sils?
2sg= past.read.impf d any l book p d now l day
“Did you read any (a single) book today?”

Nevertheless, humanness trumps all, and plural and/or non-specific direct ob-
jects must be marked with er if they are human, as (2.63) and (2.64).

(2.63) A Steven a olengeseu er tirke el chad.
d Steven top help.impf acc those l people
“Steven is helping those people.”

(2.64) Ke ullengeseu er a ngii di el chad er a elecha el sils?
2sg= help.past.impf acc d any l person p d now l day
“Did you help anybody today?”

I summarize the distribution of the overt accusative casemarker er on direct objects
of various types in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 is quite reminiscent of the lattice structure that Aissen (2003: 459, fig.
4) proposes to analyze patterns of differential object marking cross-linguistically.
Analyses of patterns in such languages (found in many language families) typically
rely on some combination of animacy (or humanness) and specificity (or definite-
ness) hierarchies to determine whether or not a particular direct object DP receives
overt or null case morphology. I argue that Palauan is another such language, and
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Human D.O. Non-Human D.O.
Singular Plural Singular Plural

Specific D.O. er er er Ø
Non-Specific D.O. er er Ø Ø

Table 2.6 Distribution of the accusative case marker er

that the er that is the morphological reflex of accusative case is just that: a case
marker, and not a preposition.

DPs in other positions do not exhibit a similar alternation. For instance, subjects
are never marked with er. Examples (2.65) and (2.66) show that human and non-
human subjects, respectively, are not marked with er, regardless of whether they
are singular (specific or non-specific) or plural.

(2.65) a. Ng songerenger ngke el chad.
3sg= hungry that l person
“That person is hungry.”

b. Te songerenger tirke el chad.
3pl.+hum= hungry those l people
“Those people are hungry.”

c. Ng songerenger a ngii di el chad?
3sg hungry d any l person
“Is anyone hungry?”

(2.66) a. Ng kedorem se el bad.
3sg sharp that l stone
“That stone is sharp.”

b. Ng kedorem aike el bad.
3pl.−hum= sharp those l stones
“Those stones are sharp.”

c. Ng kedorem a ngii di el bad?
3sg= sharp d any l stone
“Is there a sharp stone? (lit. “Is any stone sharp?”)

It seems safe to conclude, then, that subjects are simply DPs.
I turn now to possessor DPs. As we saw in Chapter 1, §1.2.2.2, there are two

patterns by which possession is expressed in Palauan. Under both patterns, the
possessor follows the possessed noun. The first pattern involves possessor agree-
ment, realized morphologically on the possessed noun. The possessor itself is not
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markedmorphologically (with er or otherwise), regardless of whether it is individ-
uated. This is shown in (2.67) and (2.68).

(2.67) a. A Melii a melemed a tebel-el ngke el chad.
d Melii top wipe.off.impf d tables-3sgP that l person
“Melii is wiping off that person’s tables.”

b. A Melii a melemed a tebel-ir tirke el chad.
d Melii top wipe.off.impf d tables-3pl.+humP those l people
“Melii is wiping off those people’s tables.”

c. Ng melemed a tebel-el a ngii di el chad a Melii?
3sg= wipe.off.impf d tables-3sgP d any l person d Melii
“Is Melii wiping off anyone’s tables?”

(2.68) a. A Droteo a menged a rechel-el se el kerrekar.
d Droteo top cut.off.impf d branches-3sgP that l tree
“Droteo is cutting off that tree’s branches.”

b. A Droteo a menged a rechel-ir aike el kerrekar.
d Droteo top cut.off.impf d branches-3pl.−humP those l trees
“Droteo is cutting off those trees’ branches.”

c. Ng mo menged a rechel-el a ngii di el kerrekar a
3sg= aux.fut cut.off.impf d branches-3sgP d any l tree d

Droteo?
Droteo

“Is Droteo going to cut off branches from a tree?” (lit. “Is Droteo going
to cut off any tree’s branches?”)

Possessors that trigger possessor agreementmorphology on the nouns they possess
may thus also be analyzed as DPs. Under the second pattern of possession, posses-
sors are introduced by er, while the possessed noun is not inflected for possessor
agreement. Even despite the fact that er is involved, individuation once again plays
no decisive role; under this pattern of possession, possessors are always introduced
with er regardless of the values of their animacy, number, and specificity features.

(2.69) a. Ak mo omekedong a katuu er ngke el chad.
1sg= aux.fut call.impf d cats p that lnk person
“I will call that person’s cats.”
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b. Ak mo omekedong a katuu er tirke el chad.
1sg= aux.fut call.impf d cats p those lnk people
“I will call those people’s cats.”

c. Ke mo omekedong a katuu er a ngii di el chad?
2sg= aux.fut call.impf d cats p d any l person
“Are you going to call anyone’s cats?”

(2.70) a. Ng so-al a redil a chazi er se el kuabang.
3sg= desire-3sgP d woman d taste p that l guava
“The woman likes the taste of that guava.” (lit. “The taste of that guava
is the woman’s desire.”)

b. Ng so-al a redil a chazi er aike el kuabang.
3sg= desire-3sgP d woman d taste p those l guavas
“The woman likes the taste of those guavas.”

c. Ng so-al a redil a chazi er a ngii di el kuabang?
3sgP desire-3sgP d woman d taste p d any l guava
“Does the woman like the taste of guava?”(lit. “Is the taste of any guava
the woman’s desire?”)

It appears to be the case that when possessors are introduced by er, their featural
composition plays no role in determining whether er will co-vary with a null form.

Now, oblique arguments in Palauan are introduced in a variety of ways. Here,
I examine recipient and goal arguments. Recipients and goals may be introduced
with the expression el mo er (lit. “to go to”), and er remains even if the goal DP is
not individuated.

(2.71) a. A Gigi a ngil -uu a kall el mo er a del-al.
d Gigi top past.bring.pf-3sgO d food l go p d mother-3sgP
“Gigi brought the food to her mother.”

b. A Gigi a ngil -uu a kall el mo er a reokiak.
d Gigi top past.bring.pf-3sgO d food l go p d guests
“Gigi brought the food to the guests.”

c. Ng ngil -uu a kall a Gigi el mo er a ngii di el
3sg= past.bring.pf-3sgO d food d Gigi l go p d any l

chad?
person

“Did Gigi bring the food to anyone?”
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(2.72) a. A Ioseb a ulemekall er a mli-l el mo er a bli-k.
d Joseph top drive.past acc d car-3sgP l go p d house-1sgP
“Joseph drove his car to my house.”

b. A Ioseb a ulemekall er a mli-l el mo er aike el stoang.
d Joseph top drive.past acc d car-3sgP l go p those l stores
“Joseph drove his car to those stores.”

c. Ng ulemekall er a mli-l a Ioseb el mo er a ngii di el
3sg= drive.past acc d car-3sgP d Joseph l go p d any l

beluu?
place

“Did Joseph drive his car anywhere?” (lit. “Did Joseph drive his car to
any place?”)

The data in (2.71) and (2.72) strongly suggests that recipient/goal arguments are
encased in PPs as well. There is no empirical basis for analyzing er in the expression
el mo er as anything other than a preposition.

Many non-human adjunct DPs (e.g., locative and temporal adverbials) are also
introduced by the preposition er. The pair of sentences in (2.73), below, demon-
strates that plurality of the DP in the adjunct phrase does not determine whether er
is licensed — er co-occurs with both singular and plural DPs.

(2.73) a. Ak ulemechar er tia el siats er a Merilang.
1sg= buy.past acc this l shirt p d Manila
“I bought this shirt in Manila.”

b. Ak ulemechar er tia el siats er a iungs er a Marialas.
1sg= buy.past acc this l shirt p d islands p d Marianas
“I bought this shirt in the Mariana Islands.”

Although there is no data to indicate how human and non-specific DP adjuncts
behave, the fact that the [3pl, +spec] adjunct in (2.73b) is introduced with er —
just as its singular counterpart is in (2.73a) — provides preliminary evidence that
the differential object marking pattern described in Table 2.6 does not extend to
er’s introduction of locative adverbials. It seems safe to conclude (tentatively) that
these are PPs as well.

What all of these examples illustrate, then, is that there is a feature-driven alter-
nationbetween er andØon thedirect objectDPs in sentences (2.59) through (2.64)
that does not occur when er introduces other types of DPs. The values of the ani-
macy, number, and specificity features on the direct objectDP conditionwhether er
appears. This state of affairs makes the analysis in which accusative er is treated as a
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preposition (in the narrow syntax) highly unattractive. Recall the quasi-“solution”
proposed at the end of §2.2.2 in which any combination of functional and lexical
heads could form a numeration, and then only the numerations containing both
imperfective transitive v and Per would converge. Even this approach cannot ex-
plain— at least in any sort of satisfying way— the restrictions on the co-occurrence
of er with only human and singular, specific DPs. In §2.2.5.2, I propose an alternate
analysis in which er is inserted post-syntactically at PF (cf. McFadden 2004: Ch. 2,
who imports many of Schütze’s (1997) insights into the Distributed Morphology
framework).

2.2.5 DP-licensing and morphological case

2.2.5.1 The role of Agree in the (narrow) syntax

The morphological analysis of er (and object agreement morphology) that I pro-
pose in §2.2.5.2 crucially depends on the Agree relation between transitive v and the
DP it licenses, so it is worthwhile to motivate this relation, if possible. The theory
of Agree that I assume is essentially Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2004; 2008). Agree is
a relation instantiated by a phase head or a head that bears an [epp] feature. This
head is called the probe P, whose domain D(P) is its c-command domain (Chomsky
2000: 122). The Agree relation is established with the closest “active” DP (in the
Relativized Minimality sense of Rizzi 1990, 2001), which is then identified as the
goal G. The uninterpretable (or, unvalued) Case feature on G is what renders it
active (Chomsky 2000: 127).

In the present case, the aspect feature of the transitive v head can be sharedwith
the DP it licenses, while ϕ-features of the DP are shared with v. While I postpone
discussion of the details regarding which features must be shared (and why) un-
til §2.2.5.2, I now will motivate the proposed Agree relation with evidence from
coordinated direct objects. Now, coordinated DPs provide an interesting testing
ground for this theory of Agree. Binding asymmetries such as those in (2.74) sug-
gest an asymmetric analysis of coordination. The left conjunct DP is able to bind a
pronoun in the right conjunct DP, but the reverse is impossible.

(2.74) a. [DP Every student]i and [DP hisi/j advisor] attended the charity benefit.

b. [DP His*i/j advisor] and [DP every student]i attended the charity benefit.

If binding is contingent upon c-command, then a symmetric analysis of coordina-
tion leaves the asymmetry in (2.74) mysterious. In part to address concerns of this
sort, Munn (1993) and Zoerner (1995) advocate an asymmetric structure for coor-
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dination, &P.53 The coordinator& heads a functional projection with one DP in its
complement position and another DP either adjoined to &P (as Munn argues) or
in the specifier position of &P (as Zoerner argues). In the context of bare phrase
structure advanced by Chomsky (2000, 2001), the distinction between specifiers
and adjuncts is reduced to the selectional properties of the head of the projection.

Coordinated DPs in Palauan take the form [DPme DP], whereme is a conjunc-
tion. Finessing the issue of whether the higher DP is in an adjunct or specifier po-
sition, I give a schematic representation of &P in Figure 2.17. What is immediately
relevant is that, assuming the configuration in Figure 2.17, the left conjunct DP is
syntactically more prominent than the right conjunct DP due to the asymmetric c-
command relation established between the two DPs. If the asymmetric analysis of
DP-coordination is correct for Palauan, then there are at least two possible patterns
of agreement that we might expect if Agree is established between a transitive v
probe and the coordinated DP goal, described in (2.75) and (2.76).54

&P

DP
& ′/&P

&
me

DP

aike el tuu

se el ringngo

Figure 2.17 The Munn/Zoerner view of &P

(2.75) The & head represents a function that — in some way — combines the ϕ-
features of the two DPs, yielding a new set of features that are salient to the
Agree relation. E.g., coordination of two [sg] DPs could yield a [pl] &P
that is accessible to Agree.

53 See Wagner 2005 for additional prosodic evidence that &P might be asymmetrical, at least in
some languages.
54 See alsoCorbett 1979, 1983, 1988 for extensivework on resolution rules for coordinate structures
in Slavic.
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(2.76) The & head leaves theϕ-features of the DPs intact: only the features of the
highest DP are salient to the Agree relation. E.g., coordination of two [sg]
DPs would, for Agree, be treated as if only the higher DP were present.

The situation in (2.75) would also be compatible with a symmetric analysis of DP-
coordination. However, the situation in (2.76)wouldbedifficult to formalize using
a symmetric analysis, but it is certainly compatible with an asymmetric analysis like
that proposed in Figure 2.17.

I will now demonstrate that, in Palauan, when an Agree relation is established
between a transitive v head and a coordinated DP in direct object position, the co-
ordinatedDP triggers the samemorphology that the left conjunctDPwould trigger
if it occurred alone in the same syntactic position (complement of V). This is the
case with direct objects of both perfective and imperfective verbs, as (2.78) and
(2.77) indicate, respectively.

(2.77) a. Ak milengang er se el ringngo me aike el tuu.
1sg= past.eat.impf acc that l apple and those l bananas
“I was eating that apple and those bananas.”

b. Ak milengang aike el tuu me se el ringngo.
1sg= past.eat.impf those l bananas and that l apple
“I was eating those bananas and that apple.”

c. *Ak milengang se el ringngo me aike el tuu.
1sg= past.eat.impf that l apple and those l bananas
“I was eating that apple and those bananas.”

d. *Ak milengang er aike el tuu me se el ringngo.
1sg= past.eat.impf acc those l bananas and that l apple
“I was eating those bananas and that apple.”

(2.78) a. Ak mo kol-ii se el ringngo me aike el tuu.
1sg= aux.fut eat.pf-3sgO that l apple and those l bananas
“I am going to eat (up) that apple and those bananas.”

b. Ak mo kmang aike el tuu me se el ringngo.
1sg= aux.fut eat.pf those l bananas and that l apple
“I am going to eat (up) those bananas and that apple.”

The contrast between the obligatory presence of the accusative case marker er
in (2.77a) and its obligatory exclusion in (2.77b) strongly suggests that the feature
values of the left conjunct DP are the ones that condition whether er will appear.
Furthermore, the lack of er on the right conjunct DP in (2.77b) suggests further
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that it is not true that the feature values of each DP conjunct determine its own
morphological casemarking. If thiswere the case, er shouldmark the right conjunct
DP in (2.77b) and (2.77d), since it is singular and specific (assuming demonstrative
DPs are specific).

The agreement morphology on the perfective verbs in (2.78) further supports
the situation described in (2.76), rather than (2.75), supporting the notion that an
asymmetric analysis of Palauan DP-coordination is correct. Perfective verb forms
agree with the ϕ-features of the left conjunct DP, not some combination of the ϕ-
features of both DPs. The data in (2.77) and (2.78), then, at best provide some evi-
dence for an asymmetric analysis ofDP-coordination in Palauan and anAgree-based
system of DP-licensing, and at worst are merely consistent with such an analysis (as
opposed to a symmetric analysis of coordination).

With some (potential) evidence for Agree in tow, we are now in a position to
develop an analysis of the morphological reflexes of DP-licensing — namely, the
distribution of the differential object marker er and the verb suffixes on perfective
verbs that agree with the direct object DP.

2.2.5.2 A DM account of direct object morphology

The primary goal of this section is to construct an account of the divergent mor-
phological realizations of direct objects of imperfective and perfective verbs in Pa-
lauan. It was argued that both imperfective and perfective verbs uniformly subcat-
egorize for DPs that are licensed by two aspectual “flavors” of transitive v, rather
than, e.g., by an Asp head. And despite its homophony with the preposition er,
the er that marks direct objects of imperfective verbs displays properties associated
with a differential object marking accusative morpheme, perhaps similar to the in-
famous “personal a” in Spanish.

In Spanish, human, specific direct objects are typically marked for accusative
casewith a, which is homophonouswith the preposition a. Compare the following
examples in (2.79).

(2.79) Spanish:

a. En el mercado vi *(a) los vecinos.
at the market saw.1sg pers.a the neighbors
“At the market (I) saw the neighbors.”

b. En el escritorio vi (*a) los papeles.
on the desk saw.1sg pers.a the papers
“On the desk (I) saw the papers.” [Zagona 2002: 13, ex. 15]
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The morpheme a is also used to mark indirect objects, and its presence does not
depend on animacy, as it does when it marks accusatives, as (2.80) shows.

(2.80) Spanish:

a. Le mandé un paquete a José.
clitic.dat sent.1sg a package to José
“I sent a package to José.”

b. Le mandé el formulario al departemento.
clitic.dat sent.1sg the form to.the department
“I sent the form to the department.” [cf. Zagona 2002: 14]

Now, Demonte (1987) argues for a distinction between DPs that are marked
with the so-called “personal a” and those that should be analyzed as the objects of
a preposition a. Only the former can control secondary predication in Spanish.

(2.81) Spanish:

a. Juan la encontró a Maria borracha.
Juan clitic.acc found.3sg pers.a Maria drunk
“Juan found Maria drunk.”

b. *Juan le habló a Maria borracha.
Juan clitic.dat found.3sg to Maria drunk
“Juan spoke to Maria drunk.”

McFadden (2004: 74) takes the contrast in (2.81) as evidence that the a in sentences
like (2.81a) is simply a case marker inserted on the direct object DP in themorphol-
ogy after Spell-Out, while the a in sentences like (2.81b) is the morphophonologi-
cal exponent of a syntactically realized Pmorpheme in the syntax. Such an analysis
accounts for the uniform presence of a on both human and non-human indirect
objects as in (2.80), while leaving room for an analysis of its variability in marking
only human direct objects as in (2.79).

The situation involving er in Palauan is strikingly similar, modulo a minor dif-
ference in which features of the direct object trigger its appearance. Recall that er
marks all human direct objects, and all singular specific direct objects. Further-
more, the alternation only occurs on direct objects of imperfective verbs, making
an analysis of er as a case-marker inserted on DPs in the morphology even more
attractive.

Consider the other option, in which the case marker er is treated as the real-
ization of a syntactic P (or perhaps a K[ase]; see, among others, Bittner and Hale
1996a, 1996b) node. On this analysis, one might argue that DPs that bear the fea-
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tures [+hum] and/or [sg, +spec]must be encased in a PP/KP in the syntax only if
the v (merged later) is imperfective. Verbs would then need to select either PP/KP
or DP complements depending on both the features of the verb and the features of
its complement, as shown in (2.82a–b).

(2.82) a. Imperfective verbs with [+hum] / [sg, +spec] direct objects:

VP

V PP/KP

P/K
er

DP
[+hum] / [sg, +spec]

b. Imperfective verbs with other types of direct objects:

VP

V DP
[−hum, pl] / [−hum, −spec]

VP

V DP
[±hum, sg/pl, ±spec]

The first problem with this syntacticized analysis of the Palauan differential ob-
ject marking pattern is that it is unclear why features like animacy, number, and
specificity should play a role in determining whether or not a given DP must be
realized as the object of a preposition. These features clearly interact to condi-
tion the distribution of er in Table 2.6, but they arguably have very different prove-
nances. Humanness/animacy has been characterized as an inherent semantic fea-
ture of nominals (see, e.g., Comrie 1989, Dahl 2008). In other words, animacy
feature values for nouns are perceivable from the lexical semantics of the nouns:
humans are by definition [+hum], stones are [−anim], etc. Specificity features, on
the other hand, are determined by the discourse, and as such cannot be construed
as purely syntactic or semantic. Put differently, semantically identical nominalswith
the same ϕ-feature values may still differ in specificity on the basis of how they are
used in the preceding discourse (if at all). And finally, grammatical number features
have typically been analyzed as syntactic ϕ-features (see Bejar 2003 and references
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therein), whichmay be introduced into the syntax by a functional head likeNum.55

It would appear difficult to devise a satisfactory analysis of when (and whether) a
P/K morpheme56 must be merged on the basis of some interaction of features as
diverse as these.

A simple (but possibly unappealing) workaround would be to assume an ac-
count in which direct objects of imperfective verbs are uniformly treated as PP/KPs
(with P or K optionally realized as Ø after Spell-Out). Still, there is no reason to as-
sume the PP/KP analysis for direct objects of perfective verbs, which never exhibit
case morphology such as er.

A major (and more concrete) drawback of either version of the er-as-P/K anal-
ysis stems from the fact that there is no reason to assume that the V (or

√
root)

contains any information regarding aspect, which it should contain if it is to select
the correct category of complement (PP/KP vs. bareDP). If it did, then therewould
need to be two parallel listings of verb roots that are specified as [impf] or [pf] in
the lexicon (or the list of feature bundles that is assumed to replace the lexicon in
DistributedMorphology). Such an analysis would brand these roots as verbs, forc-
ing there to be yet another listing of roots that would eventually become nouns
in the syntax. Under the analysis constructed in §2.2.2, aspect features are not in-
troduced until a particular transitive vmerges, completely circumventing the issue.
Roots are simply roots, and they can combine uniformly with DP complements as
long as those DPs are later licensed by imperfective v, perfective v or finite T. And
recall that there is no aspectual alternation in passives, a fact that would be difficult
to explain if aspectual features were inherent to roots rather than introduced by a
higher functional head.

The analysis I propose assumesMcFadden’s (2004) principle regarding the po-
sition of morphological case in the grammar, given in (2.83).

(2.83) Morphological case is determined after Spell-out on the PF branch and thus
is not present in the narrow syntax or on the LF branch. [McFadden 2004: 39]

By adopting this principle, it is possible to assume a uniform syntax for transitive
vPs, corresponding essentially to the vPs in Figure 2.13 on page 89 and Figure 2.14
on page 90. As the variation in realization of theme DPs in direct object position
is — on this analysis — purely morphological, there is no need to invoke syntactic
stipulations to explain the discrepancy between the case morphology on direct ob-
55 For present purposes, I remain agnostic with regard to the manner in whichϕ-features are intro-
duced into the syntax of DPs. The only crucial assumption for my analysis is that they are present
by the time a given DP is fully formed.
56 Here, I use the term “morpheme” in the Distributed Morphology sense of a bundle of features
that occupies a terminal node in the syntax.
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jects of imperfective verbs and the corresponding direct objects of perfective verbs,
if (2.83) is adopted.

Instead, there is a short series of Palauan-specific Spell-Out rules that govern the
morphological forms of verbs and their associated direct objects. In formulating
these Spell-Out rules, I make the (relatively uncontroversial) assumption that the
Agree relation between a direct object DP and the functional head that licenses it
enables sharing of features in both directions (see Chomsky 2000). The functional
head becomes specified for [__ϕ] features, essentially copying the values of the
ϕ-features on the DP it licenses via Agree. Furthermore, the DP is valued for an
uninterpretable Case feature, [__case].

Up to this point, the interpretable Case features on functional heads — i.e., the
features that license DPs for syntactic Case — have been given intuitive labels like
[nom] (on finite T) and [acc] (on transitive v). These should be construed as
strictly mnemonic: what is important is that the DP that is licensed by a functional
head inherits some sort of feature value from this functional head (via Agree) such
that the morphology has a way to know which functional head has licensed the
DP. That is, I think it is worth exploiting the fact that different DPs with the same
syntacticCasemay surfacewith differentmorphological cases, asMcFadden (2004)
emphasizes.

For direct objects of transitive verbs in Palauan, it might be useful to conflate the
features [acc] and [(im)pf]. It is just by virtue of the fact that both imperfective
v and perfective v introduce external arguments that they may also license syntac-
tic Case on a lower DP (Kratzer 1996, following Perlmutter 1978; Burzio 1986).
The actual features that are shared between the licensing head and the DP that is
licensed is completely immaterial as far as the narrow syntax is concerned. If one
construes uninterpretable features as simple indicators of which feature values a
syntactic head (or its projection) must copy from somewhere else via Agree, then it
makes nodifferencewhether a direct objectDP’sCase feature [__case] is specified
as [acc] or, e.g., [pf].

For instance, McFadden adopts the features [+T] and [+v] to replace [nom]
and [acc], respectively, to drive the point home that a DP’s being licensed with
syntactic Nominative/Accusative Case does not entail that it will be marked with
the language’s morphological nominative/accusative case at PF. This is the idea that
I aim to push one step further: if a DP can inherit some feature from transitive v to
check its [__case], there is no reason that this feature needs to be the category
feature — it may just as well be an aspectual feature like [impf] or [pf]. As McFad-
den (2004: Ch. 2) emphasizes, syntactic Case is really just DP-licensing. As long as
the direct object DP does not end up with an unvalued [__case] feature at Spell
Out when it is sent to LF and PF, the derivation still has the chance to converge
successfully.
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This scenario leaves uswell-positioned to explain the actualmorphology under-
lying the transitive perfective/imperfective alternation. The two sets of Spell-Out
rules required to capture the morphology of transitive verbs in Palauan are given in
(2.84) and (2.85). (2.84) gives the set of (two) Spell-Out rules necessary for the ap-
propriate morphological realization of direct object DPs, while (2.85) gives the set
of (seven) Spell-Out rules for verbs, i.e., the roots that occupy V.57 The label of the
syntactic node above the root is irrelevant for present purposes — all that matters
is that this is the node that will be spelled out as the verb stem.

(2.84) Spell Out Rules for DP

a. Ø→ er / ___ DP[impf, +hum]

b. Ø→ er / ___ DP[impf, sg, +spec]

(2.85) Spell Out Rules for V (Root)

a. Ø→ -ak / V[pf, 1sg] ___

b. Ø→ -au / V[pf, 2sg] ___

c. Ø→ -ii / V[pf, 3sg] ___

d. Ø→ -id / V[pf, 1pl, incl] ___

e. Ø→ -emam / V[pf, 1pl, excl] ___

f. Ø→ -emiu / V[pf, 2pl] ___

g. Ø→ -terir / V[pf, 3pl, +hum] ___

Two points are worth mentioning.
First, the issue of how the

√
root has access to the aspect features introduced

by v has been finessed. While it is possible that the
√
root (or V) moves to v, I

know of no empirical evidence for such movement. Despite the fact that perfec-
tive verbalizer morphology is infixed into the verb stem, I see no reason why this
infixation cannot happen in the morphology/phonology component of PF, after
(or during) linearization. Nevertheless, Grimshaw’s Extended Projection theory
(Grimshaw 2005: Ch. 1) once again provides us with a solution that is consistent
with Phase Theory (Chomsky 2001). If vP is simply treated as an extended pro-
jection of VP, then the features introduced (or acquired via Agree) by v should be
available to V before the VP is sent to Spell Out. An analysis of this sort avoids the
possibly unnecessary assumption that the V or

√
root must undergo head move-

ment.
57 V could also easily be called

√
root if one adopts the category-neutral root theory of Marantz

1997 et seq.
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Second, the Spell Out rules in (2.84) and (2.85) do not comprise an exhaustive
list describing the morphological realization of every DP or verb (with any com-
bination of feature values) sent to PF. One attractive aspect of the morphological
analysis given above is that it only requires morphological rules to insert case mark-
ers or agreement suffixes if they are actually instantiated morphologically. In other
words, there is neither a need for nodes in the syntax (Distributed Morphology’s
“morphemes”) nor for rules in the morphology to explain when DPs do not get
case marking (the set of [−hum, pl] and [−hum, −spec] DPs) or do not trigger
agreement ( just the set of [−hum, −spec] DPs). Subject DPs, adverbial DPs, in-
direct object DPs, etc. do not need separate morphological rules to characterize
their morphological shape, as they do not alternate between er-marked forms and
Ø-marked forms. If they are marked by er, then this er can be analyzed as the mor-
phological exponent of a syntactic P head rather than as a piece of dissociated case
morphology inserted by one of the rules in (2.84).

Another welcome consequence of the Distributed Morphology analysis of DP
case morphology in (2.84) is that it ties in seamlessly with the theory of Palauan A-
bar extraction advanced by Georgopoulos (1991b; see also Georgopoulos 1985).
She argues that there are no true A-bar gaps in Palauan, and that apparent gaps
are instead better analyzed as resumptive pronouns. If Georgopoulos’s analysis is
correct (and I know of no empirical evidence against it), then the analysis that I
advance in (2.84) does not need to be modified to account for the morphologi-
cal shape of A-bar resumptive pronouns bound in a direct object position. For the
most part, they are null whenever they trigger agreement (whether it be subject
agreement, possessor agreement, or perfective object agreement) and overt other-
wise.58 Object agreement and insertion of er proceed as normal, according to the
Spell Out rules in (2.84) and (2.85).

In sum, the DistributedMorphology analysis advanced in this section goes one
step farther than simply providing an explanation of the disparity between themor-
phological object agreement and differential object marking patterns. It also ex-
tends cleanly to cases in which the associated morphology disappears under A-
movement (e.g., of a theme DP to subject position in a passive), which presumably
leaves a trace, as well as to cases inwhich the associatedmorphology remains under
A ′-“movement,” which involves the binding of a resumptive pronoun by a higher
DP.
58 Though the parallel does not hold 100% of the time. Cases in which pronouns can be null in the
absence of agreement include all [3pl, −hum] direct objects (of either imperfective or perfective
verbs) and pronominal theme arguments of some double object verbs— likemsang “give”—which
agree with the goal/recipient instead of the theme.
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2.2.6 Interim conclusions about direct objects

To summarize, this section investigated the syntax of direct objects of transitive
verbs. It was shown that transitive verbs exhibit not only a morphological distinc-
tion between imperfective and perfective verbs (located in their respective verbal-
izer morphologies), but also a distinction in the way their respective direct object
DPs are realized morphologically. A unified Minimalist analysis of the syntax of
imperfective and perfective transitive verbs was then proposed, arguing that pas-
sive verbs— in which there is no morphologically-realized aspectual distinction—
provide evidence that aspectual features cannot be introduced by a functional head
lower than vP, such as an (inner) Asp. Furthermore, syntactic Case is uniformly li-
censed by transitive v heads, of which there are two: transitive imperfective v and
transitive perfective v.

The accusative case marker that appears on direct objects of imperfective verbs,
er, was then shown to exhibit properties distinct from its usage as a preposition.
Prepositional er was shown to introduce a sub-class of possessor DPs, certain in-
direct object DPs in periphrastic constructions, and locative adverbial DPs. Ac-
cusative er was analyzed as a differential object marker similar to Spanish’s “per-
sonal a” and other differential object markers in many other languages (see Aissen
2003, de Swart 2007, and Rodríguez-Mondoñedo 2007 for numerous examples).
On this basis, I argued that the most satisfying account of the distribution of ac-
cusative er is morphological rather than syntactic, revealing the challenges that a
purely syntactic account of its distribution would face. In response, an alternate
analysis was articulated in the Distributed Morphology framework, allowing the
morphological idiosyncracies associated with er and its (aspect-governed) com-
plementary distribution with object agreement morphology to be handled in the
morphological component of the grammar, rather than in the syntactic component
alone. In this way, the syntactic analysis of imperfective and perfective transitive
verbs in Palauan was rendered truly Minimalist: syntactic Accusative Case is always
licensed by one of the transitive v heads, and direct objects are always just DPs.

The careful balance between the amount (and distribution) of featural infor-
mation introduced in the verbal complex and its reflexes in the morphology leaves
it possible to explain the various syntactic and morphological properties of theme
DPs in, I think, a very satisfying way. If the analysis is correct, then the idea that
featural information contained in a morphophonological verb (i.e., a word) may
be distributed over more than one syntactic terminal node (e.g., V and v) that com-
bine later in the morphology/phonology, an idea that is explored further in the
following chapters.
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Chapter 3

Psych-Predicates and Phrasal Idioms

“Everything I did in my life that
was worthwhile, I caught hell
for.”

Earl Warren (1891–1974)

At this point, the groundworkof a theory of Palauan clause structure has been estab-
lished. We have seen evidence that Palauan clauses can be analyzed as TPs, where
the T head selects anXPpredicate as its complement, and the specifier of (finite) TP
may (and possibly must) contain a DP that is treated as its subject. The data is com-
patible with an analysis of argument licensing built using the Minimalist syntactic
framework (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, 2008), where finite T is the locus of struc-
tural Nominative Case licensing and subject agreement, and transitive v is the locus
of structural Accusative Case licensing and object agreement. We have seen that
subject agreement morphology identifies the DP that occupies the specifier of TP
and object agreement identifies the direct object of a (perfective) transitive predi-
cate — both must be the most prominent DP in the domain of their probes, in the
sense of Rizzi 1990, 2001. The differential object marker er also appears to identify
direct objects of (imperfective) transitive verbs. Suchmorphological indicators that
particular DPs bear some grammatical relation can be treated as diagnostics for ar-
gument structure and figure prominently in the analyses of various predicate-types
and syntactic constructions examined in the following chapters.

The focus of this particular chapter is on the internal structure of the XP pred-
icate selected by T, i.e., the minimal phrase that contains the predicate itself, its
arguments, and its modifiers before functional information about tense and mood
is introduced higher in the clause. There are two primary goals, one descriptive
and one theoretical.
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On the descriptive side, I examine the properties of a particular class of predi-
cates in Palauan that have been noted in the descriptive literature but whose syntax
has not yet been analyzed. This class of predicates consists of phrasal idioms that
are formed from predicates that take a DP argument referring to a body part that is
inalienably possessed— usually, but certainly not exclusively, the body part is reng
“heart.” Several examples are given below in (3.1).

(3.1) a. Ng [klou a ched-engal ____ el ] chad pro.
3sg= [big d liver-3sgP <gap> l ] man he
“He’s a brave man.” (lit. “He’s a man whose liver is big.”)

[Josephs 1990: 34]

b. ...ng milekoi a debar [el kmal mereched a nger-el
...3sg= past.speak d duck [l very fast d mouth-3sgP

____ ].
<gap> ]

“...said the duck, who was quite a gossip.” (lit. “...said the duck, whose
mouth was very quick”) [CB 22]

c. A le-mechell a ngalek e [ng ralmetaoch a
d 3sgS.irr-be.born d child then [3sg= river/channel d

reng-ul pro ].
heart-3sgP he ]

“When a child is born (in this month), he has a carefree attitude.”
(approx. “When a child is born, his heart is a channel — i.e., unobstruc-
ted.”) [RE 61]

d. L-ak bechi-titerir a re-mekngit el chad me
3sgS.imp-neg let.pf-3plO d pl-evil l people so.that

l-o-sebek-ii [a reng-um pro ] pro.
3plS.irr-cau-fly.pf-3sgO [d heart-2sgP you ] they

“Don’t let evil people worry you.” (approx. “Don’t let the evil people
make your heart fly.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 24:19]

This type of idiomatic predicate is common to the languages of Southeast Asia and
has been investigated inother languages both closely related toPalauan (e.g.,Malay,
see Oey 1990) and completely unrelated to Palauan (e.g., Vietnamese, see Liêm
1970). The literature describing similar classes of predicates in other languages
refers to themwith various names, including psycho-collocations orψ-collocations (Ma-
tisoff 1986), stative-verb–body-part constructions (Clark 1996: 535), proprioceptive-state
expressions (Iwasaki 2002), and zoom-on-possessee constructions (Gerner 2005).
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As the relevant class of predicates in Palauan is not restricted to psychological or
stative predicates, and it is not the case that the possessor is necessarily “salient” in
any way that can be formalized59 easily or explicitly, I adhere to Matisoff’s (1986:
9) second convention and call this class of predicates in Palauan ψ-expressions, us-
ing the ψ- prefix also to describe subtypes of ψ-expressions and component parts
of ψ-expressions. This label is intended to highlight the similarities between the
Palauan construction and similar psychological predicate constructions in other
languages spoken throughout Southeast Asia, while remaining unbiased about the
Palauan construction’s potential syntactic, semantic, and aspectual properties. In
other words, the terms ψ-expression, ψ-idiom, ψ-predicate, and ψ-argument are
intended to be pre-theoretical. The theoretical goal is to show how an understand-
ing of Palauan ψ-expressions can in turn inform us about the relations between
Palauan morphology and syntax. The chapter proceeds as follows.

§3.1 introduces the class of Palauan ψ-expressions and discusses some parame-
ters bywhichwe can isolate the relevant subclasses to investigate. §3.1.1 introduces
the class of idiomatic ψ-expressions and develops two different possible accounts
of the locality restriction on the subparts ofψ-idioms, a structural account in (3.11)
and a string-based (post-syntactic) account in (3.12). As the data in the upcoming
sections suggests a potentially tantalizing analysis based on incorporation, §3.1.2
shows that an analysis of that variety fails to explain the patterns of object agree-
ment and accusative case morphology in transitive ψ-idioms.

§3.2 serves as the descriptive basis of the chapter, in which the syntax of ψ-
expressions is investigated, probing the limits of the locality restriction on the sub-
parts ofψ-idioms. §3.2.1 demonstrates thatψ-arguments of idiomaticψ-predicates
cannot participate in A ′ dependencies without sacrificing the idiomatic interpreta-
tion. Next, §3.2.2 shows thatwhile A-movement of theψ-argument is licit in princi-
ple, the idiomatic interpretation of the ψ-predicate disappears if A-movement cre-
ates a locality violation between the ψ-predicate and ψ-argument. §3.2.3 suggests
that the structural account of the locality restriction proposed in (3.11) faces a prob-
lemwhen coordination ofψ-arguments is taken into account, suggesting that there
might be some merit to the post-syntactic account of locality in (3.12).

§3.3 explores the implications of adopting the post-syntactic analysis of the lo-
cality restriction on ψ-idiom chunks. §3.3.1 shows that many ψ-idioms have syn-
onymous transitive and intransitive variants, which is predicted on an analysis in
which the idiomatic elements are simply roots that can merge either with transitive
or intransitive verbalizers (i.e., instances of v). Next, we move into the domain of
nominalizations in §3.3.2, showing that verbal/adjectival ψ-idioms can form nom-
inal ψ-idioms with two different structures. In the first structure, the

√
root that

59 cf. Kam (Dong), a Kadai language spoken in China, in which the possessor occupies a preverbal
position, separated from the postverbal possessee; see Gerner 2005.
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would have formed the ψ-predicate is nominalized, and the ψ-argument DP then
merges as a possessor rather than as a subject/direct object. In the second structure,
the
√
root that would have been the head of the ψ-argument DP instead forms

a compound nominal with the
√
root that would have been the head of the ψ-

predicate, and there is no predicate–argument structure internal to the resulting
DP. Finally, §3.4 concludes.

3.1 A typology of Palauan ψ-expressions

In contrast to what has been reported for ψ-expressions in some other languages
in Southeast Asia (e.g., Malay; see Oey 1990: 144), use of Palauan ψ-expressions is
quite widespread and employed in essentially all registers of speech and writing.
In many cases, the use of a ψ-expression is the only available mechanism available
to express a particular concept, and in many of the remaining cases where a mono-
lexemic alternative is available, the ψ-expression often seems to be preferred. The
class of Palauan ψ-expressions is surprisingly large and relatively heterogeneous,
but there are several different parameters we can use to classify them. To make
the following discussion more precise, I assume that a ψ-expression like ngmasech
a reng-ul “be/get angry” (lit. “heart climb”) has three parts: the ψ-predicate (e.g.,
ngmasech “climb”), the ψ-argument (e.g., a reng “one’s heart”), and the possessor of
the ψ-argument (e.g., a full DP or null pronominal D that triggers possessor agree-
ment morphology on the ψ-argument). One possible set of parameters according
to which ψ-expressions could be characterized is given in (3.2).

(3.2) a. Ψ-Predicate Category: Whether the syntactic category of the ψ-predi-
cate is adjectival, verbal, or nominal.

b. Ψ-Argument Head: Which body part noun is selected as the head of the
ψ-argument, e.g., reng “heart,” bedul “head,” chad “liver,” ngor “mouth,”
mad “eyes/face,” chim “hands/arms,” etc.60

c. Argument Structure: Whether the ψ-argument is an obligatory or op-
tional argument (there is a correlation with idiomaticity here).

d. Interpretation: Whether the ψ-expression involves a metaphorical re-
lationship or a literal relationship between the ψ-predicate and the ψ-
argument, i.e., whether the ψ-expression is a phrasal idiom.

60 The word te “manner” (borrowed from the Japanese te “hand”) may also function as a ψ-
argument, albeit rarely. See Table 3.1 for some examples, and see McVeigh 1996: 33ff. for some
discussion of similar predicates in Japanese.
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Idiomatic Literal meaning
Ψ-Expression Meaning of ψ-predicate

beot a rengul easygoing; lazy; chill (heart) easy
blosech a rengul suspicious (heart) broken open
diak a rengul inconsiderate; careless not have (heart)

dmolech a rengul wise; prudent (heart) deep
kedidai a rengul stubborn; arrogant (heart) high

kemanget a chimal generous (arms) long
klou a chedengal brave (liver) big

klou a rengul patient; confident (heart) big
mechas a rengul astonished; surprised (heart) charred

mechitechut a rengul discouraged (heart) weak
medengelii a rengul self-confident; self-assured know (one’s heart)

mekngit a medal distressed (face) bad
mekngit a rengul sad; mean (heart) bad
melai er a rengul persuade obtain (sb.’s heart)
melaok a ngerel eloquent (mouth) slick
melaok a rengul adulterous; acquisitive (heart) slick

melecherecher er a rengul be stubborn harden (one’s heart)
mellomes a rengul/bdelul smart; intelligent (heart/head) light

mengurs er a rengul attract pull or drag (sb.’s heart)
meoud a te dimwitted (manner) slow

mereched a ngerel gossipy (mouth) quick
mereched a te clever; shrewd (manner) quick

milkolk a rengul stupid (heart) dark
mimomkl a rengul broad-minded (heart) loosened
moalech a rengul disappointed (heart) withered

ngar er a bab a rengul conceited (heart) be on top
ngar er a eou a rengul humble; respectful (heart) be on bottom

ngmasech a rengul angry (heart) climb
oba a rengul independent carry (one’s heart)

olsarech er a rengul hold in one’s emotions press down (one’s heart)
seitak a rengul having very high standards (heart) luxurious
suebek a rengul worried (heart) fly

ta a rengrir agree (hearts) are one
teloadel a rengul indecisive (heart) split
titmekl a rengul timid (heart) shrunken
ungil a rengul glad; kind (heart) good

Table 3.1 A selection of idiomatic ψ-expressions
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Singular Plural
Inclusive Exclusive

1st person renguk rengud rengmam
2nd person rengum rengmiu

3rd person [+hum] rengul rengrir
3rd person [−hum] rengul rengul

Table 3.2 Forms of reng inflected for possessor agreement

To give an impression of the range of concepts that are codified using idiomatic
ψ-expressions, or ψ-idioms, a selection taken from Josephs’s (1990) New Palauan-
English Dictionary is presented in Table 3.1.

The sentences in (3.1) above already illustrated the possible range of categories
that the ψ-predicate can be and give a selection of different types of ψ-arguments.
In (3.1a–b), the ψ-predicates are adjectives: klou “large” and mereched “fast.” In
(3.1c), theψ-predicate is a noun ralmetaoch “river that functions as a channel.” And
in (3.1d), the ψ-predicate is a causativized verb olsebek “make fly (i.e., throw).”
(3.1) also illustrates a handful of different types of ψ-arguments, including chad
“liver,” ngor “mouth,” and reng “heart,” which is by far the most commonly used
ψ-argument used in ψ-expressions. In fact, Josephs (1990: 289–291) provides an
extensive list of over 150 ψ-expressions that include reng “heart” as the head N of
their ψ-argument DP. The majority of the ψ-expressions cited in this chapter con-
tain reng, whose forms inflected for possessor agreement are listed in Table 3.2.

The ψ-argument is optional only in a relative minority of ψ-expressions whose
ψ-predicates describe personality traits or mental states that have no independent
meaning outside of the ψ-expression. In a sense, then, the optionality of the ψ-
argument seems to depend on whether the argument induces a metaphoric ex-
tension of the ψ-predicate. To illustrate the distinction, compare (3.3) with (3.4)
below. In (3.3a), the ψ-argument a rengrir “their hearts” must be present to get
the idiomatic meaning of the ψ-expression kesib a rengul “be angry.” If there is no
ψ-argument following the ψ-predicate, as in (3.3b), only the literal interpretation
“sweat” is possible. By contrast, the ψ-argument in the ψ-expression ngemokel (a
rengul) “be greedy” is optional. The ψ-predicate ngemokel already has the meaning
“greedy”without theψ-argument; there is nometaphoric extensionof themeaning
of the predicate to accommodate the ψ-argument.
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(3.3) a. Ng kesib a reng-rir e le a re-me-klou el chad
3pl.−hum= sweat d heart-3plP because d pl-pl-large l people

a di melekoi.
top just speak

“They are angry because the adults are all talk (andno action).” (lit. “Their
hearts are sweating because...”) [Tia Belau, 6 April 2009]

b. Ke mo kesib e mo meringel el oureor el
2sg= aux.fut sweat (and aux.fut hard l work l

omek-dubech a dellomel.
cau-grow d plants)

“You will (have to) sweat and work hard to make the plants grow.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 3:19]

(3.4) a. Ng ngemokel a reng-ul.
3sg= greedy d heart-3sgP
“He is greedy.” [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Corinthians 5:11]

b. Te ko er a ngemokel el bilis el diak leturk
3pl.+hum= like p d greedy l dogs l neg 3plS.irr-satiated

a nglemekel-el.
d desire-3pl.−humP

“They are like greedy dogs that never get enough.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 56:11]

For the time being, I will not be concerned with predicates like ngemokel a rengul
“be greedy” in (3.4) and instead will focus solely on those like kesib a rengul ”be
angry” in (3.3), whose ψ-arguments are obligatory and create a phrasal, idiomatic
ψ-expressionwith theψ-predicate. I call the idiomaticψ-expressions of the type in
(3.3a) ψ-idioms to differentiate them from non-idiomatic ψ-expressions, like that
in (3.4a).

3.1.1 Ψ-idioms: the context

It is well-known that so-called English VP-idioms like kick the bucket and pull strings
differ as towhetherDPs containedwithin themcanbe passivized, relativized,mod-
ified, pronominalized, and so forth (see i.a., Chafe 1968; Fraser 1970; Swinney and
Cutler 1979; Chomsky 1981; Koopman and Sportiche 1991; Nunberg et al. 1994;
O’Grady 1998; Richards 2001; Harley 2002; McGinnis 2002; Everaert 2010). For
instance, note the contrasts in (3.5) and (3.6).
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(3.5) a. He pulled some strings. VP phrasal idiom

b. Stringswere pulled. passive

c. He pulled some convenient strings. argument modification

d. “Amazes me how the old strings still pull.” middle
[E. Annie Proulx, The Shipping News, p. 31]

e. [strings [that he hasn’t pulled yet]] argument relative

f. Pull strings? No, he hasn’t pulled them yet. pronominalization

g. Which strings did he have to pull? wh-movement

(3.6) a. He kicked the bucket. VP phrasal idiom

b. *The bucketwas kicked. passive

c. *He kicked the horrible bucket. argument modification

d. *[the bucket [that he hasn’t kicked yet]] argument relative

e. *Kick the bucket? No, he hasn’t kicked it yet. pronominalization

f. *Which bucket did he have to kick? wh-movement

Over the last fifty years, idioms have influencedmuch syntactic argumentation, but
discrepancies in the syntactic behavior of superficially similar idioms, like pull strings
in (3.5) and kick the bucket in (3.6), have themselves proven difficult to analyze. A
common feature ofmany proposals is that idiomsmust satisfy some locality require-
ment that constrains the relations between their parts, often formalized in structural
terms, perhaps in a manner similar to that in (3.7).

(3.7) Idiom Locality Condition: If X is the minimal constituent containing all
the idiomatic material, the head of X is part of the idiom.

[Koopman and Sportiche 1991: 224, ex. 10]

It could be conceivable that the different restrictions onwhich syntactic operations
are permitted to alter the structure associated with component parts of the phrasal
idiom might arise from differences in when particular idioms must satisfy a local-
ity constraint like that in (3.7). For instance, one can imagine an analysis in the
Government-and-Binding framework (Chomsky 1981, 1982) in which pull strings
must only satisfy locality at D-structure, while kick the bucket must satisfy locality
both atD-structure and at S-structure. Or in RelationalGrammar (Perlmutter 1980,
1983; Perlmutter and Rosen 1984; Perlmutter and Joseph 1990; Blake 1990), the id-
iomatic interpretation of pull stringsmight be assigned on the initial stratum, but the
idiomatic interpretation of kick the bucket might be assigned on the final stratum.
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The class of Palauan idiomaticψ-expressions seems to share a common schema:
[<ψ-predicate> + <possessedψ-argument> + <possessor>]. If the argument of
an idiomatic ψ-predicate is not a ψ-argument, only the literal interpretation of the
predicate is available. In (3.8) through (3.10) below, the (a) examples illustrate the
literal meanings of the predicates, while the (b) examples show how they combine
with ψ-arguments to form phrasal idioms.

(3.8) a. Ak suebek el mo cheroid e olengull.
1sg= intr.fly l go far and rest
“I would fly away and find rest.” [Chedaol Biblia, Psalms 55:6]

b. Ng kmal suebek a reng-uk el dikea le-sebech-ek el
3sg= very intr.fly d heart-1sgP l no.longer 3sg.irr-ability-1sgP l

mengedecheduch.
speak.impf

“I am so worried that I cannot speak.” (lit. “My heart is flying so much
that I cannot speak any longer.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Psalms 77:4]

(3.9) a. Ng klou el beluu el diak a dibus er ngii.
3sg= large l country l not.exist d lacking p there
“It is a big country; it has everything a person could want.”

[Chedaol Biblia, Judges 18:10]

b. A klou a reng-ul a kuk ungil er a mesisiich el chad.
d big d heart-3sgP top by contrast good p d strong l person
“It is better to be patient than powerful.” (lit. “(One) whose heart is big
is better than a strong person.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 16:32]

(3.10) a. Ak ngmasech el mo er a chetebt-el a eabed.
1sg= intr.climb l go p d tops-3plP d clouds
“I will climb to the tops of the clouds.” [Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 14:14]

b. A Rubak a diak di le-mereched el ngmasech a reng-ul.
d Lord top false just 3sg.irr-fast l intr.climb d heart-3sgP
“The Lord does not easily become angry.” (lit. “As for the Lord, his heart
does not climb fast.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Nahum 1:3]

While the possessor of the ψ-argument is relatively free to participate in syn-
tactic operations that will separate it (hierarchically and/or linearly) from the ψ-
predicate and the possessed ψ-argument DP — e.g., the topicalization of the pos-
sessor a Rubak “the Lord” in (3.10b) — we will see that the ψ-argument DP itself
is more restricted in terms of its position in the syntax. In descriptive terms, the
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ψ-argument must always immediately follow the ψ-predicate, while the possessor
of theψ-argument may be manipulated freely by whatever syntactic operations are
able to target it. Thequestion is how to formalize this constraint on locality between
the ψ-predicate and its ψ-argument and determine at what point of the derivation
it must apply. Two types of locality constraints are considered.

The first locality constraint is defined structurally in (3.11) and is similar in spirit
to Koopman and Sportiche’s Idiom Locality Condition in (3.7). The second is
a fairly radical type of locality constraint that does not apply to structure, but to
the linearized string of morphophonological material (i.e., after Spell Out and Lin-
earization; this constraint is defined in (3.12).

(3.11) Structural LocalityConstraint onΨ-Idioms: The headN/
√
root of

the ψ-argument DP must be dominated by the maximal projection of the
head (V, A,N,

√
root) of theψ-predicate at some given point in the deriva-

tion.

(3.12) String Locality Constraint on Ψ-Idioms: The morphological expo-
nent of an idiomatic ψ-predicate’s head (V, A, N,

√
root) must minimally

precede the exponent of the head N/
√
root of the ψ-argument in the lin-

earized string of morphemes (i.e., in the post-syntactic grammar).

(3.13) (Relativized)Minimal Precedence: Once lexical material61 has been in-
serted and linearized in the post-syntactic grammar, X minimally precedes Y
iff X precedes Y in the linearized string and there is no Z such that

(i) Z is the exponent of a morpheme of the same type62 as the
morpheme whose exponent is X, and

(ii) Z intervenes between X and Y in the linearized string.

The choice between (3.11) and (3.12) is not an arbitrary one, as will be shown in the
following sections. Each of the two constraints on locality comes with its own im-
plications for other aspects of the grammar. For instance, even though the structural
constraint in (3.11) alignsmore closelywith other analyses of the locality conditions
on phrasal idioms in other languages, adopting the constraint in (3.11) forces us to
assume that movement of subject DPs to the specifier of TP is optional, given the
behavior of ψ-idioms embedded under raising predicates in §3.2.2. And while the
61 I.e., the Vocabulary Items of Distributed Morphology, or perhaps the words constructed by the
post-syntactic lexicon in Anderson’s (1992) theory of A-Morphous Morphology.
62 One way of formalizing the notion of same type is by referring to the syntactic category labels of
the morphemes that are being spelled out morphologically. Depending on the theory, the class of
structural types might include elements like, e.g., D, v,

√
root, T, etc.
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post-syntactic string locality constraint in (3.12) is more radical in nature, it makes
particular predictions about the semantic relations between phrasal ψ-idioms of
different categories that do not necessarily have the same structural configurations
as canonical “predicate–argument” ψ-idioms, such as nominalizations and com-
pound nominals, as is shown in §3.3.2.

Given what is known about the composition of phrasal idioms cross-linguisti-
cally, the string locality constraint in (3.12) is somewhat unconventional, as it refers
to the linear order of pronounced morphemes rather than hierarchical syntactic
structure. However, the relation it depends on, (Relativized) Minimal Precedence
in (3.13), bears a striking resemblance to a structural condition that has received
vast amounts of cross-linguistic empirical support — Rizzi’s Relativized Minimality
Condition (Rizzi 1990, 2001), given in (3.14).

(3.14) Relativized Minimality Condition: Y is in a Minimal Configuration
with X iff there is no Z such that

(i) Z is of the same structural type as X, and

(ii) Z intervenes between X and Y. [Rizzi 2001: 90, ex. 4]

In some sense, (Relativized) Minimal Precedence is simply a subtype of Rizzi’s
Relativized Minimality that has been applied to a new domain, the string of mor-
phophonological material that is the output of whatever linearization algorithm
converts the hierarchical structure produced by the narrow syntax into a string
(possibly something along the lines of what has been proposed for English by Fox
and Pesetsky 2005, among others). The key difference between the condition I
have proposed in (3.13) and Rizzi’s Relativized Minimality Condition in (3.14) is
the notion of what it means to “intervene.” As Rizzi’s Relativized Minimality Con-
dition is generally adopted to describe relations between elements in hierarchical
syntactic structure, the notion of “intervention” is usually formalized as some ver-
sion of c-command (Reinhart 1976: 32, ex. 36; cf.Reinhart 1983: 41, ex. 36 andmuch
subsequent work) like (2.42) in Chapter 2. For Minimal Precedence, the notion of
c-command is irrelevant, as the condition holds after hierarchical structure has been
converted into a linear string; as a consequence, the relevant notion of “interven-
tion” is one of precedence rather than c-command.

If it turns out that the structural locality constraint in (3.11) must be rejected
in favor of the string locality constraint in (3.12), then we have further evidence
that constraints on the locality of component parts of a phrasal idiom can apply
not only at different stages of the derivation in the narrow syntax, but also in the
post-syntactic component of the grammar. If the analysis is correct, then we also
have evidence thatRizzi’s RelativizedMinimalityCondition canbe adapted andex-
panded to constrain precedence relations among morphophonological exponents
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of syntactic material in the post-syntactic component, possibly along the lines of
the condition in (3.13). It is the goal of the following sections to examine the be-
havior ofψ-idioms toweigh the pros and cons of adopting either of the two locality
constraints in (3.11) and (3.12).

3.1.2 Accusative ψ-arguments and (non-)incorporation

The data examined in the following sections yields a pattern showing that in A ′

dependencies and structures that result from applications of A-movement, a ψ-
argument cannot appear in any position that does not immediately follow its se-
lecting ψ-predicate, but the possessor of a ψ-argument can appear in nearly any
position in which it can be licensed syntactically. It is quite natural to wonder
whether an analysis involving either incorporation (in the sense of Baker 1988) or
pseudo-incorporation (in the sense ofMassam 2001, 2009) of theψ-argument into
the ψ-predicate might explain the cases of apparently obligatory possessor ascen-
sion in the A ′ dependency constructions in §3.2.1 and the raising constructions in
3.2.2. Before going through the key data, some of which is quite subtle, I think that
it’s worthwhile to take a moment to argue against an analysis of this sort to elimi-
nate potential confusion as the chapter progresses. Importantly, the phenomenon
of Palauan possessor ascension was analyzed in Chapter 2 as extraction of the pos-
sessor from the specifier of a DP to satisfy an [epp] feature on finite T, moving the
possessor to the specifier of TP. But possessor ascension might also be the result
of optional incorporation of theψ-argument into the predicate, which could leave
the possessor as the only true DP argument of the compound predicate. For much
of the data in §3.2.1–3.2.2, this analysis might work. But once we move beyond
intransitive ψ-expressions, the morphosyntactic realizations of ψ-arguments with
structural Accusative Case seriously undermine the plausibility of an incorporation
analysis, since incorporation is assumed to absorb the Case-licensing requirements
of the incorporee (Baker 1988 et seq.).

It is fairly straightforward to see why the very tight syntactic relationship be-
tween a ψ-predicate and a ψ-argument cannot always be assumed to establish via
(pseudo-)incorporation. First of all, wehave seen thatwhen theψ-argument imme-
diately follows the ψ-predicate, the subject agreement does not necessarily match
the features of the possessor, for instance in (3.3a), repeated below.
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(3.3a) Ng kesib a reng-rir e le a re-me-klou el chad
3pl.−hum= sweat d heart-3plP because d pl-pl-large l people

a di melekoi.
top just speak

“They are angry because the adults are all talk (and no action).” (lit. “Their
hearts are sweating because...”) [Tia Belau, 6 April 2009]

However, proponents of an incorporation analysis in which a rengrir “their hearts”
incorporates into the verb kesib “sweat” might argue that the [3pl, −hum] subject
agreement marker ng is actually the (homophonous) default [3sg] ng that can also
optionally appear in existentials andmust appear in clauseswith zero-placeweather
predicates, for example. While this hypothesismight capture the subject agreement
possibilities, it fails to explain the case-marking and object agreement patterns that
arise when the ψ-argument is a direct object.

Possessor ascension can only create subjects from possessors, not direct objects.
On the analysis I propose in Chapter 2, this is due to the [epp] feature on finite T
— raising to the specifier of a finite TP so as to satisfy the [epp]. Nevertheless, ψ-
arguments can also be grammaticized as direct objects — we have already seen an
example of this above in (3.1c), repeated below, and further examples are given in
(3.15).

(3.1c) L-ak bechi-titerir a re-mekngit el chad me
3sgS.imp-neg let.pf-3plO d pl-evil l people so.that

l-o-sebek-ii [a reng-um pro ] pro.
3plS.irr-cau-fly.pf-3sgO [d heart-2sgP you ] they

“Don’t let evil people worry you.” (approx. “Don’t let the evil people make
your heart fly.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 24:19]

(3.15) a. A di k-kilu-ngii a reng-uk el telkib el
d just 1sgS.irr-past.enlarge.pf-3sgO d heart-1sgP l little.bit l

meketeket e ng ultebechel el ngar er ngii a
spend.time then 3sg= res.confirm l be p there top

mo ungil el k-udesu-ii.
become good l 1sgS.irr-think.of.pf-3sgO

“Whenever I was just patient andwaited for a little while, I was certain to
have a good idea.” (lit. “Whenever I just made my heart big and...”)

[CB 88]
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b. Tia a me-kngit el ngar er a med-al a Rubak e mo
this top intr-bad l be p d eyes-3sgP d Lord and aux.fut

o-ngesech-ii a reng-ul.
cau-climb.pf-3sgO d heart-3sgP

“This is evil in the Lord’s sight, and it will make him angry.” (lit. “...and
will make his heart climb.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Deuteronomy 4:25]

In (3.1c) and (3.15), the ψ-predicates are transitive verbs in their perfective forms
and correspondingly agree with their direct objects. In (3.15b) we can’t be sure
whether the verb ongesechii “make climb” agrees with the entireψ-argument or just
its possessor since both are 3sg, but in (3.1c) and (3.15a), the verbs osebekii “make
fly” and kilungii “made big” clearly agree with the full ψ-argument DPs and not
simply their possessors.

In fact, object agreement with the possessor of a direct object ψ-argument is
fully ungrammatical. Note how (3.1c) and (3.15a) contrast with (3.16a–b) below.

(3.16) a. *L-ak bechi-titerir a re-mekngit el chad me
3sgS.imp-neg let.pf-3plO d pl-evil l people so.that

l-o-sebek-au [a reng-um pro ] pro.
3sgS.irr-cau-fly.pf-2sgO [d heart-2sgP you ] they

(“Don’t let evil people worry you.”)

b. *A di k-kilu-ngak a reng-uk el telkib el
d just 1sgS.irr-past.enlarge.pf-1sgO d heart-1sgP l little.bit l

meketeket e...
spend.time then...

(“Whenever I was just patient and waited for a little while, then...)

I suggest that one way to analyze the apparently obligatory object agreement with
the fullψ-argument is to think of it as a direct consequence of the analysis of posses-
sor ascension as beingdriven exclusively by an [epp] feature onfinite T. Specifically,
possessor ascension turns possessors into subjects, by agreeingwith them and raising
them to the specifier of TP. That is, finite T is directly responsible for the structural
separation of the possessor DP and the possessee DP it originates in. As there is no
[epp] feature on transitive v (or, perhaps, any head at all between T and the direct
object), there is nothing to drive a similar extraction of the possessor from a direct
object DP. The possessor remains inside the larger possesseeDP it is base-generated
in, perhaps licensed with structural Genitive Case by moving to the specifier of DP
along the lines of Figure 2.9 on page 80.

On Baker’s (1988) analysis of incorporation, arguments of a predicate can be
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licensed either by Case or by incorporation. If theψ-argument were incorporated,
it would not needCase, and its possessor should just as easily be able to be licensed
with Accusative Case as with Nominative Case, contrary to fact. Regardless of the
analysis, the data in (3.1c) and (3.15a) contrastswith (3.16a–b) in away that strongly
suggests that no part of theψ-argument incorporates into the predicate. If this were
the case, we might expect possessor ascension to create both subjects and direct
objects— if not because of theEPP, thenbecause itwouldbe the only remainingDP
in the c-command domain of transitive v. If object agreement on perfective verbs
is the morphological reflex of structural Accusative Case, as was proposed in §2.2.2
and §2.2.5.2, and object agreement indexes the features of the entire ψ-argument
DP and not simply its possessor, then it would appear that the entire ψ-argument
is just that — a core argument of the predicate. The point is that this DP is licensed
by Case and not by incorporation.

The facts are confirmed in sentences containing imperfective forms of transitive
ψ-predicates. As we saw in §2.2, structural Accusative Case is registered morpho-
logically with a case marker er on the dependent (direct object) DP, but only if the
DP is either human or both singular and specific. In (3.17) below, we can see that it
is the features of the entire ψ-argument DP (and not its possessor) that determine
whether structural Accusative Case is realized as er or Ø.

(3.17) a. A David a mil subed a reng-rir a reched-al
d David top past.inform.impf d hearts-3pl.+humP d men-3sgP

el kmo ng kmal diak le-kir-ir el oldechelakl
l c 3sg= very neg 3sgS.irr-obligation-3plP l fight.impf

er a Saul.
acc d Saul

“David convinced his men that they should not attack Saul.”
[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 24:7]

b. Rechedam me a rechedil, l-ak m-ole-ngasech
father and d mothers, 3sgS.irr-neg 2plS.irr-cau-climb.impf

a reng-rir a rengelek-iu.
d hearts-3pl.+humP d children-2plP

“Parents, do not treat your children in such a way as to make them an-
gry.” [Chedaol Biblia, Ephesians 6:4]

In both sentences in (3.17), the absence of the accusative case marker er after the
ψ-predicates suggests that the ψ-argument DPs themselves, and not their posses-
sors, are being treated as direct objects of the predicates. If the ψ-arguments were
incorporated into the predicates and the possessors in (3.17) ascended to become
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direct objects, we should expect to find an overt accusative case marker er in both
sentences. In (3.17), the possessors of theψ-arguments are a rechedal “his men” and
a rengelekiu “your children,” respectively, which (as human direct objects) should
bemarkedwith the overt casemarker er, but they are not. If theψ-arguments them-
selves are direct objects, then the absence of er is expected in both sentences. Inter-
estingly, when theψ-argument is singular, it is regularly (and obligatorily) marked
with er when it occupies direct object position, e.g., in (3.18).

(3.18) a. ...ng mil lekoi a Charlotte el ko er a melisiich er
...3sg= past.speak d Charlotte l like p d strengthen.impf acc

a reng-ul a Wilbur.
d heart-3sgP d Wilbur

“...saidCharlotte, to sort of giveWilbur courage.” (approx. “...to streng-
then Wilbur’s heart.”) [CB 81]

b. *...ng mil lekoi a Charlotte el ko er a melisiich a
...3sg= past.speak d Charlotte l like p d strengthen.impf d

reng-ul a Wilbur.
heart-3sgP d Wilbur

(“...said Charlotte, to sort of give Wilbur courage.”)

In short, Palauan possessor ascension seems to only be able to promote pos-
sessors to become subjects and not direct objects. An analysis in which possessor
ascension is the result of (optional) incorporation of material from within the ψ-
argument DP bears the burden of explaining why the incorporation can only occur
if the promoted possessor DP later becomes a subject. In the syntactic framework
I assume, this is a standard Look Ahead problem; i.e., the application of incorpo-
ration would only yields a grammatical configuration if an external argument DP is
not later introduced by transitive v. The analysis that I proposed in Chapter 2, in
which possessor ascension to subject is driven by the [epp] feature on finite T, does
not face this problem. It also has independent empirical support from biclausal
raising-to-subject constructions and can be extended to cover cases of possessor
ascension which probably do not involve incorporation, such as in existentials. In
short, possessor ascension is not a consequence of incorporation, and assuming in-
corporationmakes thewrong predictions for case-marking and agreement patterns
in (3.1c) through (3.18).
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3.2 The syntax of ψ-idioms

3.2.1 A ′ dependencies and ψ-idioms

Recall that in §1.2.2.4, I summarized Georgopoulos’s (1985, 1991b) extensive and
persuasive arguments that Palauan A ′ dependencies are not created by movement.
Instead,Georgopoulos proposes an analysis inwhich the displaced element is base-
generated in an A ′ position and binds a resumptive pronoun in an A position. In
Palauan, topicalization (as well as other A ′ processes like clefting, relativization,
etc.) generally can target either a possessor DP embedded within the larger pos-
sessed DP, as in (3.19), or the full DP containing the embedded possessor DP, as in
(3.20) (see Capell 1949; Josephs 1975; Georgopoulos 1985, 1991b for details).

(3.19) a. Topicalization of possessor:

E le [a rechad ]i a diak l-sal mellomes [a
Because [d people ] top neg 3plS.irr-very light [d

reng-rir ____i ] el ua a recharm.
heart-3plP <gap> ] l like d animals

“Because humans aren’t as smart as animals.” [CB 88]

b. wh-question (cleft) of possessor:

Ng techai [a l-onguiu [a buk er ngiii ] tirke el
3sg= who? [d 3plS.irr-read.impf [d book p him/her ] those l

ngalek ]?
children ]

“Whose book are those kids reading?” (lit. “Whoi are those kids reading
____i’s book.”) [Georgopoulos 1991b: 71, ex. 21b]

c. Relativized possessor (restrictive):

Ng mo osisiu a omerel-lel el mo er [tirke el rokui ]i el
3sg= aux.fut same d action-3sgP l go p [those l all ] l

kau a mo soiseb el mo melai a belu-rir
you top aux.fut intr.enter l aux.fut take.impf d land-3plP

____i.
<gap>

“He will do the same to everyone else whose land you invade.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Deuteronomy 3:21]
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(3.20) a. Topicalization of possessed DP:

[A omerkol-ir pro ]i a blok el debull ____i.
[d throat-3plP them ] top res.open l graves
“Their words are full of deadly deceit.” (lit. “Their throats are exhumed
graves.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Romans 3:13]

b. wh-question (cleft) of possessed DP:

Ng [techa el chelid er tir ]i [a sebech-el ____i el
3sg= [who? l gods p them ] [d ability-3plP <gap> l

du-lii a kir-el a ngar er a med-ad el sils?
tell.pf-3sgO d business-3sgP d be p d face-1pl.incP l days

“Which of their gods can predict the future?” [Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 43:9]

c. Relativized possessed DP (non-restrictive):

Ak mo ngoi-titerir el mes-terir [a recherro-ir
1sg= aux.fut take.pf-3plO l give.pf-3plO [d enemies-3plP

pro ]i, el tirke el so-rir el omek-oad er tir
them ], l those l desire-3plP l cau-die.impf acc them

____i.
<gap>

“I will hand them over to their enemies, who want to kill them.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 34:20]

The data in (3.20) and (3.19) illustrates the general availability of nearly any DP
to participate in an A ′-dependency. In each of the sentences in (3.20), the entire
possessed DP is targeted, while in (3.19), only the possessor is targeted.

Now, an interesting restriction surfaces when the possessed DP serves as the
ψ-argument of an idiomatic ψ-predicate. In such cases, A ′ dependencies may tar-
get only the possessor located inside the ψ-argument DP; they may not involve the
entireψ-argument DP. There are at least two ways to view this restriction. If we as-
sume the structural locality constraint in (3.11), then the ban on entireψ-arguments
participating in A ′ dependencies might fall out fromGeorgopoulos’s analysis of A ′

dependencies as base-generated variable-binding configurations (Georgopoulos
1985, 1991b). If Georgopoulos is right, there is noψ-argument in the relevant posi-
tion following the ψ-predicate, but rather a resumptive pronoun bound by the ψ-
argument. And if we assume the string locality constraint in (3.12), the ban against
ψ-arguments in A ′ dependencies derives from the displacement of theψ-argument
to a position in which it does not immediately follow the ψ-predicate — it makes
no difference if the displacement results via base-generation or movement.

First consider (3.21) and (3.22), which involve topicalization.
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(3.21) a. Topicalization of possessor of ψ-argument:

[A Peter ]i a mlo suebek [a reng-ul ____i ].
[d Peter ] top past.become intr.fly [d heart-3sgP <gap> ]
“Peter became worried.”
(approx. “As for Peter, his heart started flying.”) [KN 26]

b. Topicalization of entire ψ-argument:

*[A reng-ul [a Peter ]]i a mlo suebek ____i

[d heart-3sgP [d Peter ]] top past.become intr.fly <gap>
(“Peter became worried.”)
(approx. “As for Peter’s heart, it started flying.”)

(3.22) a. Topicalization of possessor of ψ-argument:

[A re-ungil el chad ]i a ungil [a reng-rir ____i ] ... er
[d pl-good l people ] top good [d heart-3plP <gap> ] ... p

se el l-es-eterir a re-mekngit el o-bals.
that.(time) l 3plS.irr-see.pf-3plO d pl-bad l intr-punish

“Good people are glad ... when they see the wicked punished.”
(approx. “As for good people, their hearts are good when they see the
bad (one)s punished.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Job 22:19]

b. Topicalization of entire ψ-argument:

*[A reng-rir [a re-ungil el chad ]]i a ungil ____i ... er
[d heart-3plP [d pl-good l people ]] top good <gap> ... p

se el l-es-eterir a re-mekngit el o-bals.
that.(time) l 3plS.irr-see.pf-3plO d pl-bad l intr-punish

(“Good people are glad ... when they see the wicked punished.”)
(approx. “As for good people’s hearts, they are good when they see the
bad (one)s punished.”)

In (3.21a) and (3.22a), the ability of possessors to participate in A ′ dependencies is
once again exploited, and the possessors of the ψ-argument DPs are topicalized,
like the possessor topicalization we saw above in (3.19a). However, unlike the top-
icalized possessed DP in (3.20a), the ψ-argument DPs in (3.21b) and (3.22b) yield
ungrammaticality on the idiomatic interpretations of the ψ-predicates suebek and
ungil, respectively. That is, (3.21b) is only grammatical on the irrelevant literal in-
terpretation that asserts that a physical heart is actually flying (not that somebody is
worrying), and (3.22b) can likewise only mean that physical hearts are good (not
that people are glad). Note the relative positioning of theψ-predicates (suebek and
ungil) and the ψ-arguments (rengul and rengrir); in the grammatical (a) sentences,
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the ψ-predicate appears right before the ψ-argument, while in the ungrammati-
cal (b) sentences, the topicalization operation forces the ψ-argument to be pro-
nounced much earlier, before the ψ-predicate.

Similar patterns emerge when other A ′ dependencies are taken into considera-
tion. For instance, consider the clefts in (3.23) through (3.25).

(3.23) a. Cleft of possessor of ψ-argument:

Ng del-aki [el me-chas [a reng-ul ____i ] er a
3sg= mother-1sgP [l pass-blacken [d heart-3sgP <gap> ] p d

teng er ngak ].
grades p me ]

“It’s my mother who is astonished at my grades.”
(approx. “It’s my mother whose heart is charred by my grades.”)

b. Cleft of entire ψ-argument:

*Ng [reng-ul [a del-ak ]]i [el me-chas ____i er
3sg= [heart-3sgP [d mother-1sgP ]] [l pass-blacken <gap> p

a teng er ngak ].
d grades p me ]

(“It’s my mother who is astonished at my grades.”)
(approx. “It’s my mother’s heart that is charred by my grades.”)

(3.24) a. wh-question (cleft) of possessor of ψ-argument:

Ng ko el techai [a mellomes [a reng-ul ____i ] [el
3sg= like l who? [d light [d heart-3sgP <gap> ] [l

sebech-el el mechur a eabed, e okellakl me
ability-3sgP l count.pf d clouds and hold.at.angle.pf so

ng ruebet a chull ]?
3sg= intr.fall d rain ]

“Who is wise enough to count the clouds and tilt them over to pour out
the rain?”
(approx. “The (one who)se heart is light for his/her ability to count the
clouds and hold them at an angle so that the rain falls is like who?”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Job 38:37]
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b. wh-question (cleft) of entire ψ-argument:

*Ng ko el [reng-ul [techa ]]i [a mellomes ____i ] [el
3sg= like l [heart-3sgP [who? ]] [d light <gap> ] [l

sebech-el el mechur a eabed, e okellakl me
ability-3sgP l count.pf d clouds and hold.at.angle.pf so

ng ruebet a chull ]?
3sg= intr.fall d rain ]

(“Who is wise enough to count the clouds and tilt them over to pour
out the rain?”)
(approx. “The (one that) is light for his/her ability to count the clouds
and hold them at an angle so that the rain falls is like whose heart?”)

(3.25) a. (Free relative based on) cleft of possessor of ψ-argument:

Ng techa a mo o-diu-r a reng-uk, a
3sg= who? d become cau-happy.pf-3sgO d heart-1sgP, d

l-ak le-kemiui [el bla k-temall
3sgS.irr-neg 3sgS.irr-you.pl [l irr.aux 1sgS.irr-injure.pf

[a reng-miu ____i ]].
[d hearts-2plP <gap> ]]

“Who would be left to cheer me up? Only the very persons I had made
sad.”
(approx. “It is who that is the (onewho)will makemy heart happy? The
(ones who) are not you, who I have injured ’s hearts.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, 2 Corinthians 2:2]

b. (Free relative based on) cleft of entire ψ-argument:

*Ng techa a mo o-diu-r a reng-uk, a
3sg= who? d become cau-happy.pf-3sgO d heart-1sgP, d

l-ak [le-reng-miu pro ]i [el bla
3sgS.irr-neg [3sgS.irr-hearts-2plP you.pl ] [l irr.aux

k-temall ____i ].
1sgS.irr-injure.pf <gap> ]

(“Whowould be left to cheer me up? Only the very persons I hadmade
sad.”)
(approx. “It is who that is the (onewho)will makemy heart happy? The
(ones who)se hearts are not yours, who I have injured.”)

The exact same pattern emerges with the clefts in (3.23) through (3.25) as we saw
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above with topicalizations. The cleft construction forces the clefted nominal into
main predicate position, and since Palauan is VOS (or, more precisely, Predicate-
(Object)-Subject; see Waters 1980 and Georgopoulos 1986), any clefting of theψ-
argument will cause it to appear in a position to the left of the ψ-argument, which
will be left in the relative clause component of the cleft construction. When the
clefted nominal is the possessor of theψ-argument as in the (a) sentences, the rela-
tive positioning of theψ-predicate and theψ-argument is not disrupted, linearly or
hierarchically. The sentences are thus grammatical on the idiomatic reading of the
ψ-expressions:mechas in (3.23a)means “astonished” and not “charred,”mellomes in
(3.24a) means “wise” and not “light,” and temall in (3.25a) means “make sad” and
not “injure.” However, if the entire ψ-argument is clefted as in the (b) sentences,
it must appear earlier in the sentence, and it is pronounced before theψ-predicate.
Again, the data in (3.19) and (3.20) reveals that both options should be possible,
but in the case of ψ-expressions that are phrasal idioms they just aren’t — the only
possible option is to cleft the possessor. In the grammatical (a) sentences, the (head
of the) ψ-predicate minimally precedes the (head of the) ψ-argument based on
the definition in (3.13), and theψ-argument seems to occupy a position within the
larger ψ-predicate XP. In the ungrammatical (b) sentences, the ψ-predicate does
not precede theψ-argument at all, and if Georgopoulos is right, a resumptive pro-
noun appears in the position that should be occupied by the ψ-argument.

Relative clause formation reveals a similar pattern. Possesors ofψ-arguments can
be freely relativized, but relativizing the full ψ-argument DPs completely destroys
the idiomatic reading of the ψ-expression.

(3.26) a. Relativized possessor of ψ-argument (non-restrictive):

E ng mla er ngii [a chebuul el chadi [el kil iei er ngii
and 3sg= was p there [d poor l man [l past.live p it

el beluu ____i ]]j [el kmal mle mellomes [a
l town <gap> ]] [l so.much aux.past light [d

reng-ul ____j ] me ng mle sebech-el el
heart-3sgP <gap> ] so.that 3sg= aux.past ability-3sgP l

o-sebel-ii a beluu ], e ng di dimlak
cau-survive.pf-3sgO d town ], but 3sg= just past.not.exist

a l-lotk-ii ngii el chebuul el chad.
d 3plS.irr-think.about.pf-3sgO him l poor l man

“Someone lived there who was poor, but so clever that he could have
saved the town. But no one thought about him.”
(approx. “And there was a poor man who lived in that village whose
heart was so light that it was his ability to make the town survive, but
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there wasn’t a(nyone who) thought about him.”)
[Chedaol Biblia, Ecclesiastes 9:15]

b. Relativized entire ψ-argument (non-restrictive):

*E ng mla er ngii [a reng-ul [a chebuul el chadi [el
and 3sg= was p there [d heart-3sgP [d poor l man [l

kil iei er ngii el beluu ____i ]]]j [el kmal mle
past.live p it l town <gap> ]]] [l so.much aux.past

mellomes ____j me ng mle sebech-el el
light <gap> so.that 3sg= aux.past ability-3sgP l

o-sebel-ii a beluu ].
cau-survive.pf-3sgO d town ].

(“Someone lived there who was poor, but so clever that he could have
saved the town.”)
(approx. “And there was a poor man who lived in that village whose
heart was so light that it was his ability to make the town survive.”)

(3.27) a. Relativized possessor of ψ-argument (restrictive):

A president a ngilai a reng-rir a [rechad er a
d president top past.obtain.pf d heart-3plP d [people p d

Olbiil er a Kelulau ]i [el mle kedidai a reng-rir
House p d Whispers ] [l aux.past high d heart-3plP

____i ].
<gap> ]

“The president persuaded the senators that were being stubborn.”
(lit. “The president obtained the hearts of the senators that had high
hearts.”)

b. Relativized entire ψ-argument (non-restrictive):

*A president a ngilai a [reng-rir [a rechad er a
d president top past.obtain.pf d [heart-3plP [d people p d

Olbiil er a Kelulau ]]i [el mle kedidai ____i ].
House p d Whispers ]] [l aux.past high <gap> ]

(“The president persuaded the senators that were being stubborn.”)
(lit. “The president obtained the senators’ hearts that were high.”)

The ungrammaticality of the sentence in (3.26b) can be explained in the same terms
as the bad topicalizations and clefts in the (b) sentences in (3.21) through (3.25):
relativization of theψ-argument creates a gap or resumptive pronoun in the relative
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clause in the position that must be occupied by a ψ-argument to satisfy one of the
two locality constraints in (3.11) and (3.12).

The contrast between the sentences in (3.27), on the other hand, illustrates a
new fact. These sentences contain two ψ-idioms. The first is transitive, and the
ψ-argument a rengrir a rechad er a Olbiil er a Kelulau “the hearts of the senators”
is treated grammatically as the direct object of the perfective verb ngilai “obtain,”
which is the first of the two ψ-predicates in the sentence. In (3.27a), the possessor
of the ψ-argument, a rechad er a Olbiil er a Kelulau “the senators” is relativized, and
the relative clause contains a second ψ-predicate kedidai “high” with its own ψ-
argument a rengrir “their hearts.” Since the A ′ gap in the relative clause is in the
position of the possessor of the ψ-argument, the ψ-predicate minimally precedes
the ψ-argument (which occupies a position within the ψ-predicate XP), and the
sentence is grammatical.

In (3.27b), by contrast, the entire ψ-argument, a rengrir a rechad er a Olbiil er
a Kelulau “the senators’ hearts” is relativized. Nothing in the word order changes
between (3.27a) and (3.27b) — the only difference is that the A ′ gap in the rela-
tive clause is in subject position, where a ψ-argument should be located in order
for the idiomatic interpretation to be available. In morphophonological terms, a
rengrir has simply been omitted from the relative clause. As a result, the sentence
becomes ambiguous on two different irrelevant interpretations (neither of which
corresponds to that of the idiomaticψ-exression): one in which the physical hearts
of the senators are high and another in which the senators themselves are high.
On neither interpretation can the second ψ-predicate kedidai “high” take on its
idiomatic meaning “stubborn” because of the position of the gap in the relative
clause.

At this point, there are several issues that merit some consideration. The general
pattern that emerges from the data in this section is that phrasal idioms that include
aψ-predicate with aψ-argument appear to require some sort of adjacency between
them. Possessor DPs from inside aψ-argument may be displaced, but the entireψ-
argument DPmay not. Given the two locality constraints proposed above, i.e., the
structural locality constraint in (3.11) and the string locality constraint in (3.12), we
have two different ways to understand this generalization about ψ-idioms and A ′

dependencies.
Recall that on Georgopoulos’s analysis, this displacement is not the result of

movement, as A ′ dependencies are base-generated. Instead, whatmight, in various
frameworks, be called the “base position,” “θ position,” or “tail of an A ′ chain”
is occupied by a resumptive pronoun that is bound by a full DP merged in some
higher A ′ position in the structure. If Georgopoulos’s analysis is correct, then in the
ungrammatical (b) sentences in (3.21) through (3.27), theψ-predicates that should
be interpreted idiomatically are never in a local relation with a true ψ-argument
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at any stage of the derivation — only a resumptive pronoun (null or overt) that is
co-indexed with a ψ-argument DP.

It would thus seem that Georgopoulos’s analysis of A ′ dependencies as resump-
tion delivers a tailor-made analysis of the differences in grammaticality between the
(a) and (b) sentences in (3.21) through (3.27) that does not depart frommost stan-
dard analyses of locality constraints betweeen idiomatic predicates and their other
subcomponents, perhaps along the lines of (3.7) or (3.11). If the idiomatic predi-
cate’s maximal projection must contain the rest of the subcomponent parts of the
idiom at deep structure or initial merge, wemight be able to make sense of the pat-
terns in (3.21) through (3.27), and there would be no need to posit an additional
string-adjacency constraint that holds after linearization like (3.12), which is based
on (Relativized) Minimal Precedence as defined in (3.13).

Nonetheless, wewill see in the next section that a structural-based analysis faces
additional challenges and forces us to adopt particular assumptions about subject
movement which may or may not stand up to empirical scrutiny.

3.2.2 Possessor ascension, raising, and ψ-idioms

In the theory of subjecthood in Palauan that was developed in Chapter 2, §2.1,
some of the primary elements of argumentation were based on data that suggested
that Palauan clauses have subjects. I analyzed subjects as DPs that occupy the spec-
ifier of TP, and these TPs are the source ofϕ-feature sharing if T is finite.As we saw
in Chapter 2, [predicate + argument] combinations that allow possessor ascen-
sion generally do not require it — the option for the possessor to remain within the
possessed DP has, thus far, always been a possibility. Φ-feature sharing, which by
hypothesis is triggered by whichever DP is in the specifier of finite T, can be trig-
gered by either the possessor or the entire possessed DP. Up to this point, move-
ment of subjects to the specifier of TP was assumed to apply to any DP that also
triggers subject agreement morphology. In this section, however, it will be shown
that in order to adopt the structural locality condition onψ-idioms in (3.11) rather
than the string locality condition in (3.12), this theory of subject movement must
be relaxed in order to account for the patterns in the data below. In other words,
assuming the structural locality constraint in (3.11) seems to entail assuming that
subject movement is optional and long-distance agreement can occur, whereas as-
suming the string locality constraint in (3.12) allows us to retain the notion that
subject movement is obligatory, and that some version of the EPP holds, as in (2.7).

In ψ-idioms, which involved possessed DP ψ-arguments, subject agreement
morphology can be triggered by entire ψ-argument DPs, taking the form ng as in
(3.28). Ng appears when the subject is either a non-human plural or when it is sin-
gular (human or non-human). Thus, all ψ-arguments (which are uniformly non-
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human) should trigger the ng morpheme as the subject marker whether they are
singular or plural. However, in (3.29), subject agreement clearly targets the posses-
sors of theψ-argumentDPs, whose headnouns bearmatchingpossessor agreement
morphology. That the possessors in (3.28), by contrast, do not ascend to subject
position is suggested by the fact that the possessor agreement does not match the
subject agreement in (3.28).

(3.28) Subject agreement with entire ψ-argument:

a. Ng ko er a mlo telkib el suebek [a
3pl.−hum= like p d past.become little.bit l intr.fly [d

reng-mam [pro ]].
hearts-1pl.excP [we.exc ]]

“We sort of became a little bit worried.” (lit. “Our hearts are as if they
have become a little bit flying.”) [EI 25]

b. A bo-cha le-meched [a reng-um [pro ]] e
d irr.become-icp 3sgS.irr-shallow [d heart-2sgP [you ]] then

ke melim a bodes er a bng-al a kerrekar.
2sg= drink.impf d nectar p d flowers-3pl.−humP d trees.

“Whenever you get thirsty, you drink nectar from the flowers in the
trees.” (lit. “When your heart starts to become shallow, then you drink
nectar from the trees’ flowers.”) [KC 50]

(3.29) Subject agreement with possessor of ψ-argument:

a. Te kmal mekngit a reng-rir pro.
3pl.+hum= very bad d hearts-3pl.+humP they
“They are really upset.”(approx. “They are very bad-hearted.”)

[Roureor Belau, 22 May 2002]

b. Tia a rul-lak pro me ak kmal mo suebek a
this top make.pf-1sgO me so.that 1sg= very become intr.fly d

reng-uk pro er a Fern.
heart-1sgP I p d Fern

“This is making me very worried about Fern.” (approx. “This is making
me so that I am becoming very flying-hearted.”) [CB 69]

In this section, I confront four different types of data in which the possessor
of a ψ-argument must extract from the possessed DP to become the subject of the
clause. In such instances, treating the entire ψ-argument as the subject leads to
ungrammaticality. The pattern that emerges is consistent with the string locality
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constraint proposed in (3.12), which says that the head of the ψ-predicate must
minimally precede the head N of theψ-argument. Note that this constraint is satis-
fied in both (3.28) and (3.29), as movement to the specifier of TP is string-vacuous.
If we adopted the structural the structural locality constraint in (3.11) and assumed
that it held at the point of Spell Out, for example, then (3.28) could not involve
movement of the whole ψ-argument DP to subject, which would mean that sub-
ject movement was optional (and agreement was more complicated).63

What this situation suggests is that any A-movement that disrupts locality both
on structures and on strings results in ungrammaticality of the sentence (on the
idiomatic interpretation). The four types of movement that enable us to test the
this claim include:

i. movement of the subject to the right, past an optional PP argument,

ii. raising-to-subject from a positionwithin an embedded clause past an er a chelsel
a-PP aspectual modifier which can only be licensed by the matrix raising pred-
icate,

iii. raising-to-subject from a position within an embedded clause with subsequent
extraposition of the embedded clause, and

iv. raising-to-object.

Each of the movement types reveals that even though treating the ψ-argument
DP as the matrix subject should be permissible as it is in (3.28), this is possible only
if movement to subject position leaves the ψ-argument subject in a position that
immediately follows theψ-predicate (and the output of any other transformations
does not disrupt this adjacency).

3.2.2.1 Optional PP arguments

If theψ-predicate allows an optional PP argument, the possessor of theψ-argument
can appear on either side of the PP, as in (3.30). I know of no evidence to support
any particular view of where the optional PP argument appears in the surface syn-
tax, but the fact that the possessor does not form a constituent with the rest of the
possessed DP in (3.30b) suggests that it has raised to a higher position outside of
63 Whenmovement to subject position is not string-vacuous (orwhenever a subsequentmovement
operation that targets subjects is not string-vacuous), only the possessorDP that is embeddedwithin
the largerψ-argument can be the subject, as movement of the entireψ-argument to subject position
would disrupt both structural and string locality between the head of theψ-predicate and the head
of the ψ-argument.
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the possessed DP. There are at least two different analyses possible. The first is uni-
form subject movement to Spec TP with multiple attachment possibilities for the
PP argument. The second is optional subject movement to Spec TP and either a
uniform attachment site or multiple attachment possibilities for the PP argument.
The structural locality constraint in (3.11) is compatible onlywith the latter analysis,
while the string locality constraint in (3.12) is compatible with either analysis.

(3.30) Possessor of ψ-argument can precede or follow a PP in the same
clause:

a. Ng liluut el mo kesib a reng-ul ti [a Rubak ]i
3sg= past.again l become sweaty d heart-3sgP [d Lord ]

[PP er a rechad er a Israel ].
[ p d people p d Israel ]

“On another occasion the Lord was angry with Israel.”
[Chedaol Biblia, 2 Samuel 24:1]

b. Te [r-ua techa]j [tirke [el mle kesib a reng-ul ti
3pl= pl-like who [those [l aux.past sweaty d heart-3sgP

[PP er tirj ] [a Dios ]i el 40 el rak ]]?
[ p them ] [d God ] l 40 l years ]]

“With whom was God angry for forty years?” [Chedaol Biblia, Hebrews 3:17]

The entireψ-argument should in principle also be able to serve as the subject of
the clause, as in (3.28), so onemightwonderwhether it also has the option of either
preceding or following an optional PP argument. As it turns out, it must precede
the PP, as shown in (3.31).

(3.31) Ψ-argument must precede a PP in the same clause:

a. Ng mlo kesib ti [a reng-ul [a Oskar ]]i [PP er a
3sg= past.become sweaty [d heart-3sgP [d Oskar ]] [ p d

del-al ].
mother-3sgP ]

“Oskar got angry with his mother.” (lit. “Oskar’s heart became sweaty
with his mother.”)

b. *Ng mlo kesib ti [PP er a del-al ] [a
3sg= past.become sweaty [ p d mother-3sgP ] [d

reng-ul [a Oskar ]]i.
heart-3sgP [d Oskar ]]

(“Oskar got angry with his mother.”)
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Note that it is only in the ungrammatical example (3.31b) that the ψ-argument a
rengul does not immediately follow the ψ-predicate kesib. The string locality con-
straint proposed in (3.12) predicts the pattern in (3.30) and (3.31), as any disruption
of minimal precedence between the head of theψ-predicate and the head of itsψ-
argument should lead to ungrammaticality. The structural locality constraint, on
the other hand, forces us to assume that nomovement of the subject DP to Spec TP
has occurred in (3.31a).

A further prediction is made by both analyses. If a ψ-idiom that selects an op-
tional PP argument is embedded under a raising predicate, the possessor must ap-
pear to the right of the PP argument if it governs subject agreement, as it must raise
to the (rightward) specifier of thematrix TP. This prediction is evidently borne out,
as indicated by the contrast between (3.32a) and (3.32b).

(3.32) a. Possessor ascension and subsequent raising past PP:

Te oumesingd el suebek [a reng-rir ti ] [PP er a
3pl.+hum= tend l intr.fly [d hearts-3plP ] [ p d

rengelek-ir ] [a rechedil ]i.
children-3plP ] [d mothers ]

“Mothers tend to worry about their children.”

b. No possessor ascension:

*Ng/*Te oumesingd el suebek [a reng-rir a rechedil ]
3pl.±hum= tend l intr.fly [d hearts-3plP d mothers ]

[PP er a rengelek-ir ].
[ p d children-3plP ]

(“Mothers tend to worry about their children.”)

c. Subject agreement mismatch:

*Ng oumesingd el suebek [a reng-rir ti ] [PP er a
3pl.−hum= tend l intr.fly [d hearts-3plP ] [ p d

rengelek-ir ] [a rechedil ]i.
children-3plP ] [d mothers ]

(“Mothers tend to worry about their children.”)

The ungrammaticality of (3.32b–c), when compared with the grammaticality of
(3.32a), can be understood if long-distance agreement is impossible, though this
would not be predicted by Phase Theory (Chomsky 2000, 2001), as there are pre-
sumably no phase boundaries in (3.32) if the complements to raising verbs are non-
finite TPs. But what the contrast seems to suggest is that the matrix subject posi-
tion must be filled, and possessor ascension is the only way to satisfy this require-
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ment without violating either the structural or string locality constraints in (3.11)
and (3.12). If that is correct, then the conclusion is consistent with the analysis of
possessor ascension in Chapter 2.

3.2.2.2 Raising-to-subject and aspectual modification

In Chapter 2, §2.1.2.3, we saw examples of biclausal sentences in which the aspec-
tual PP modifier [er a chelsel a + <length of time>] (cf. English in an hour) could
be licensed only by the matrix predicate. This is clear from the fact that er a chelsel
a-PPs target the telic endpoints of accomplishment and achievement predicates but
are incompatible with stative and process predicates — if the embedded predicate
is a stative or process predicate, and the matrix predicate is bounded, then the er
a chelsel a-PP must be licensed by the matrix predicate, and presumably occupies
a position outside of the embedded clause. The relevant data from §2.1.2.3 is re-
peated below.

(2.34) a. Te milengedub a resecheli-k.
3pl= past.go.swimming d friends-1sgP
“My friends went swimming.”

b. *Te milengedub a resecheli-k [PP er a chels-el
3pl= past.go.swimming d friends-1sgP [ p d space.inside-3sgP

a ta el sikang ].
d one l hour ]

(“My friends went swimming in an hour.”)

c. *Te milengedub [PP er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= past.go.swimming [ p d space.inside-3sgP d one l

sikang ] a resecheli-k.
hour ] d friends-1sgP

(“My friends went swimming in an hour.”)

d. Te mlo merek el mengedub a resecheli-k [PP er
3pl= past.become finished l go.swimming d friends-1sgP [ p

a chels-el a ta el sikang ].
d space.inside-3sgP d one l hour ]

“My friends finished swimming in an hour.”
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e. Te mlo merek el mengedub [PP er a
3pl= past.become finished l go.swimming [ p d

chels-el a ta el sikang ] a resecheli-k.
space.inside-3sgP d one l hour ] d friends-1sgP

“My friends finished swimming in an hour.”

Even though er a chelsel a-PPs cannot be used to diagnose the exact position of
the subject, we can use them to diagnose movement out of embedded clauses if
they cannot be licensed anywhere within the embedded clause. With this diag-
nostic, it can be shown that only possessors of embedded ψ-arguments can move
rightward past an er a chelsel a-PP to become the subject of a matrix raising predi-
cate, if the idiomatic interpretation of the ψ-expression is to be maintained. First,
consider the stative predicate meched “shallow” in (3.33a). When it combines with
a ψ-argument headed by the N reng, it forms an idiomatic ψ-expression meaning
“thirsty,” as shown in (3.33b).

(3.33) a. A Omoachel el Nail a mo meched.
d River l Nile top aux.fut shallow
“The water will be low in the Nile.” [Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 19:5]

b. Te kmal mle songerenger e meched a reng-rir.
3pl= very aux.past hungry and shallow d hearts-3plP
“They were very hungry and thirsty.” (lit. “They were very hungry and
their hearts were very shallow.”) [BR 15]

The predicate meched never licenses er a chelsel a-PPs, regardless of whether it is in-
terpreted literally or idiomatically, as it is stative on both readings. As we saw in
(2.32d) in §2.1.2.3, er a chelsel a-PPs cannot combine with durative stative predi-
cates, as these are inherently atelic.64

(3.34) a. *Ng mle meched a omoachel [PP er a chels-el a
3sg= aux.past shallow d river [ p d space.inside-3sgP d

bebil el sandei ].
few l weeks ]

(“The river was shallow in a few weeks.”)
64 It’s worthwhile to note that the examples in (3.34) are unambiguously interpreted as true dura-
tive statives, unlike their English translations, which can be coerced into denoting telic changes of
state. In Palauan, the change of state interpretation requires a different auxiliary verbmo “become.”
Compare (3.i) to (3.34).
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b. *Ng/*Te mle meched a reng-rir a remerael [PP er
3pl.±hum= aux.past shallow d hearts-3plP d travelers [ p

a chels-el a bebil el sikang ].
d space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ]

(“The travelers were thirsty in a few hours.”)

If the predicates meched “shallow” and meched a rengul “thirsty” are embedded
under the raising predicatemo merek “become finished,” however, er a chelsel a-PPs
can be licensed, presumably in a position external to the embedded clause.

(3.35) Er a chelsel a-PP can appear clause-finally:

a. Ng mlo merek el meched a chei [PP er a
3sg= past.become finished l shallow d sea [ p d

chels-el a bebil el sikang ].
space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ]

“The tide went out in a few hours.” (lit. “The sea finished being shallow
in a few hours.””)

b. Ng/Te mlo merek el meched a reng-rir
3sg.±hum= past.become finished l shallow d hearts-3plP

a remerael [PP er a chels-el a bebil el sikang ].
d travelers [ p d space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ]

“The travelers stopped being thirsty in a few hours.” (approx. “The trav-
elers finished being shallow-hearted in a few hours.”)

The contrast between the grammatical sentences in (3.35) and the ungrammati-
cal sentences in (3.34) strongly suggests that thematrix predicatemomerek “become
finished” is licensing the er a chelsel a-PP, which likely adjoins to some XP in the ma-

(3.i) a. Ng mlo meched a omoachel [PP er a chels-el a bebil el
3sg= past.become shallow d river [ p d space.inside-3sgP d few l

sandei ].
weeks ]

“The river became shallow in a few weeks.”

b. Ng/Te mlo meched a reng-rir a remerael [PP er a
3pl.±hum= past.become shallow d hearts-3plP d travelers [ p d

chels-el a bebil el sikang ].
space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ]

“The travelers became thirsty in a few hours.”
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trix clause. For present purposes, it doesn’t much matter where the er a chelsel a-PP
attaches, as long as it is outside of the embedded clause; if it were in the embedded
clause, we would expect sentences like those in (3.34) to be grammatical, contrary
to fact. Importantly, the subject agreement in (3.35b) can be either te [3pl, +hum]
or ng [3pl, −hum], suggesting that the subject can be either the entireψ-argument
or just its possessor.

As (3.36a) shows, raised subjects can (optionally) also appear to the right of an
er a chelsel a-PP in the matrix clause. However, if the embedded clause contains a
ψ-idiom, raising the entireψ-argument to become thematrix subject, as in (3.36b),
yields ungrammaticality.

(3.36) Raising of entire DP argument past er a chelsel a-PP:

a. Ng mlo merek el meched ti [PP er a
3sg= past.become finished l shallow [ p d

chels-el a bebil el sikang ] [a chei ]i.
space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ] [d sea ]

“The tidewent out in a few hours.” (lit. “The sea finished being shallow
in a few hours.””)

b. *Ng/*Te mlo merek el meched [PP er a
3sg.±hum= past.become finished l shallow [ p d

chels-el a bebil el sikang ] [a reng-rir a
space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ] [d hearts-3plP d

remerael ]i.
travelers ]

(“The travelers stopped being thirsty in a few hours.”)

Moving the subject ofmeched to the right of the er a chelsel a-PP in thematrix clause is
permittedunlessmeched is treated as aψ-predicate, i.e., if it is part of a phrasal idiom.
In such cases, only the possessor of the ψ-argument in can appear in a position
to the right of the er a chelsel a-PP, as shown in (3.37). Unlike in (3.35b), where
subject agreement could match the features of either the possessor or the entireψ-
argument, the subject agreement morphology in (3.37) must match the features of
the possessor.
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(3.37) Possessor ascension and raising past er a chelsel a-PP:

a. Te mlo merek el meched a reng-rir ti
3sg.+hum= past.become finished l shallow d hearts-3plP

[PP er a chels-el a bebil el sikang ] [a remerael ]i.
[ p d space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ] [d travelers ]

“The travelers stopped being thirsty in a few hours.” (approx. “The trav-
elers finished being shallow-hearted in a few hours.”)

b. *Ng mlo merek el meched a reng-rir ti
3sg.−hum= past.become finished l shallow d hearts-3plP

[PP er a chels-el a bebil el sikang ] [a remerael ]i.
[ p d space.inside-3sgP d few l hours ] [d travelers ]

(“The travelers stopped being thirsty in a few hours.”)

It would appear that right-adjunction of an er a chelsel a-PP in the matrix clause
creates a problem for subject raising if the subject is aψ-argumentDP. In such a case,
possessor ascension ismandatory so as to preserve locality between theψ-predicate
and the ψ-argument (i.e., the idiom chunks) either at Spell Out if we assume the
structural locality constraint or post-linearization if we assume the string locality
constraint.

3.2.2.3 Raising-to-subject and clause extraposition

Recall that if the subject has raised out of an embedded clause to the specifier of a
higher (finite) TP, the embedded clause can extrapose to the right of the subject
DP. We can tell that the subject originates in the embedded clause if the embed-
ded predicate is a shape/size adjective, as this class of adjectives displays number
agreementwith plural subjects, via prefixation of pluralme-. The relevant data is re-
peated below in (2.25a) and (2.26). On the clause extraposition analysis I propose
in (2.28) in Chapter 2, the subject first moves (string-vacuously) to the rightward-
branching specifier of the matrix TP, as shown in (2.25a), repeated below, and the
embedded clause subsequently extraposes to the right of the extracted subject, as
shown in (2.26).

(2.25a) Te oumesingd [el mo me-klou/*Ø-klou ti ] [a rengalek ]i .
3pl= tend [l become pl-big/*sg-big ] [d children ]
“Children tend to grow up.” (lit. “Children tend to become big.”)
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(2.26) Te oumesingd t j [a rengalek ]i [el mo me-klou/*Ø-klou ti ]j.
3pl= tend [d children ] [l become pl-big/*sg-big ]
“Children tend to grow up.”

What is immediately relevant about this optional clause extraposition in raising-
to-subject constructions is that if the raised subject is a ψ-argument, then clause
extraposition can create a configuration in which the ψ-argument does not follow
its ψ-predicate. Given the patterns above, it might be expected that clause extra-
position in these cases results in ungrammaticality whenever the ψ-expression is
idiomatic, which turns out to be exactly what we find.

The predicatemoalech “wither(ed)” in (3.38a) can form aψ-expressionmeaning
“disappointed” as shown in (3.38b).

(3.38) a. Ak moalech el ua chudel.
1sg= wither l like grass
“I wither like grass.” [Chedaol Biblia, Psalms 102:11]

b. E ng di ngike el chad el oumera er ngii a diak bo
But that l person l believe p it top neg aux.fut.irr

le-moalech a reng-ul.
3sgS.irr-withered d heart-3sgP

“But those who have faith in that one will never be disappointed.” (ap-
prox. “But that personwhobelieves in it will not bewithered-hearted.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Romans 9:33]

If a clause containingmoalech is embedded under a raising predicate likemelemolem
“continue,” the subject of the embedded clause containingmoalech can raise to be-
come the subject of thematrix clause, triggering subject agreementmorphology on
the matrix raising predicate as shown in (3.39a–b). If the subject is clause-final, it
makes no difference whether it is the entireψ-argument or just the possessor of the
ψ-argument that is raised, as indicated in (3.39b) by the acceptability of both [3pl
−hum] ng and [3pl +hum] te as possible forms of subject agreement morphology.
Put differently, possessor ascension is optional in (3.39b).

(3.39) String-vacuous raising (with optional possessor ascension):

a. Ng mil lemolem el moalech a ll-el a
3pl.−hum= past.continue l wither d leaves-3pl.−humP d

kebui.
betel.pepper

“The betel pepper leaves continued to wither.”
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b. Ng/Te mil lemolem el moalech a reng-rir a
3pl.±hum= past.continue l wither d hearts-3pl.+humP d

del-rir.
mothers-3pl.+humP

“Their mothers continued to be disappointed.”

Yet when the subject raises to the specifier of the matrix TP and the embedded
clause extraposes to the right of the raised subject, a different pattern emerges. If
the embedded predicate is part of a ψ-idiom, possessor ascension is obligatory as
in (3.40b), as raising of the entire subject and subsequent clause extraposition dis-
rupts locality between the ψ-predicate and its ψ-argument, as in (3.41b). If the
embedded predicate is non-idiomatic, possessor ascension is optional— the gram-
maticality of (3.41a) shows that raising the entire subject poses no problem.

(3.40) Possessor ascension, raising, and clause extraposition:

a. Ng mil lemolem t j [a kebui ]i [el moalech [a
3pl.−hum= past.continue [d betel.pepper ] [l wither [d

ll-el ti ]]j
leaves-3pl.−humP ]]

“The betel pepper leaves continued to wither.”

b. Te mil lemolem t j [a del-rir ]i [el
3pl.+hum= past.continue [d mothers-3pl.+humP ] [l

moalech [a reng-rir ti ]]j.
wither [d hearts-3pl.+humP ]]

“Their mothers continued to be disappointed.”

(3.41) Raising of entire embedded subject and clause extraposition:

a. Ng mil lemolem t j [a ll-el [a
3pl.−hum= past.continue [d leaves-3pl.−humP [d

kebui ]]i [el moalech ti ]j
betel.pepper ]] [l wither ]

“The betel pepper leaves continued to wither.”

b. *Ng/*Te mil lemolem t j [a reng-rir [a
3pl.±hum= past.continue [d hearts-3pl.+humP [d

del-rir ]]i [el moalech ti ]j.
mothers-3pl.+humP ]] [l wither ]

(“Their mothers continued to be disappointed.”)
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The contrast in grammaticality that we find between (3.39b) with no extraposi-
tion and (3.41b)with extraposition can be explained by the two locality restrictions
on ψ-idioms in (3.11) and (3.12). Whenever extraposition disrupts the locality be-
tween the ψ-predicate and its ψ-argument, the sentence is ungrammatical on the
idiomatic reading.

3.2.2.4 Raising-to-object

Certain verbs like ousbech “need; expect,”meruul “cause;make,” and omdasu “think;
consider; expect” can select either non-finite or finite clauses as complements, as
shown in (3.43) and (3.42), respectively.

(3.42) Non-finite clause complement:

A Rehina a ulemdasu er ngiii [el kmal klou el dil ti
d Rehina top think.past acc herself [l very big l girl

[e le ng mle oubail er a dores ]].
[because 3sg= aux.past wear acc d dress ]].

“Rehina thought herself to be a big girl because she was wearing a dress.”
[KK 2]

(3.43) Finite clause complement:

A Juda er se er a l-es-ang, e ng ulemdasu
d Judah p that.(time) p d 3sgS.irr-see.pf-3sg then 3sg= think.past

[el kmo ng oteruul el redil pro [e le ng
[l c 3sg= prostitute l woman she [because 3sg=

dilkedek-ii a med-al ]].
past.cover.pf-3sgO d face-3sgP ]]

“When Judah saw her, he thought that shewas a prostitute, because she had
her face covered.” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 38:15]

Whenever these verbs are followed by a finite embedded clause, the subject of the
embedded clause triggers agreement on the embedded predicate. But when the
embedded clause is non-finite, what would have been the subject of the embed-
ded clause appears immediately after the matrix predicate and receives structural
Accusative Case. On the movement analysis, this word order and case pattern re-
sults frommoving the highest argument DP from the embedded non-finite subject
position to become the direct object in the matrix vP, getting structural Accusative
Case in a position outside of the embedded clause.65

65 In the Minimalist syntactic framework I am assuming currently, the traditional raising-to-object
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On this analysis, the sole argument of an embedded intransitive predicate needs
tomove leftward to become the direct object of thematrix predicate. But if this DP
is a ψ-argument, we find that only its possessor can occupy the position of direct
object in the matrix clause, as in (3.44). If the entire ψ-argument raises to object
position, the result is ungrammatical, as shown in (3.44b).

(3.44) Raising-to-object can only target possessor of ψ-argument:

a. A Rubak a rirel-lii [a Farao ]i [el mo
d Lord top past.make-3sgO [d pharao ] [l become

me-decherecher a reng-ul ti ].
intr-hard d heart-3sgP ]

“The Lord made the king stubborn.” [Chedaol Biblia, Exodus 14:8]

b. *A Rubak a rirel-lii [a reng-ul [a Farao ]]i [el
d Lord top past.make-3sgO [d heart-3sgP [d pharao ]] [l

mo me-decherecher ti ].
become intr-hard ]

(“The Lord made the king stubborn.”)

This apparent restriction has nothing to do with the embedded predicatemedeche-
recher, as its (complete) argumentDP can participate in a raising-to-object construc-
tion if it is not a ψ-argument. Note the contrast between (3.44) and (3.45), below.

(3.45) Ng sebech-em el ngosu-ir a Dios el merek-ii a
3sg possibility-2sgP l help.pf-3sgO d God l stretch-3sgO d

eanged e rul-lii proi [el kuk mo
sky and make.pf-3sgO it [l rather become

me-decherecher ti er a bl tanget el deel ]?
intr-hard p d res.polish l steel ]

“Can you help God stretch out the sky and make it as hard as polished
metal?” [Chedaol Biblia, Job 37:18]

analysis poses a problem for the Extension Condition, as structure must continually be built up-
ward. The raising-to-object construction has consequently been reanalyzed as an exceptional-case-
marking (ECM) construction. On this analysis, the ECM verb crucially selects a non-finite TP com-
plement (and not a CP complement), and transitive v licenses the subject of the non-finite TP with
structural Accusative Case). However, this analysis depends on SVO word order — since the de-
rived objects of Palauan ECM verbs appear between the ECM verb and the complement clause,
rather than in a (rightward-branching) subject position at the end of the complement clause, it ap-
pears that actual movement has extracted the subject DP out of the embedded clause, making an
ECM analysis for the Palauan cases rather dubious, and in a very interesting way.
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Once again, the ungrammaticality of (3.44b) appears to be attributable to local-
ity. Instances inwhichdisplacement of aψ-argument crashes thederivation are thus
not limited to A ′ dependencies, but can also be found in constructions involving
A-movement. While it’s possible to construct an analysis of the locality restrictions
based on either the structural constraint in (3.11) or the string constraint in (3.12),
the choice between them has implications for the theory of grammatical subjects
developed in Chapter 2 — only the string locality constraint in (3.12) is compat-
ible with a theory in which movement of the subject DP to the specifier of TP is
obligatory.66

The picture emerges is that A-movement is generally permitted, and if we as-
sume that it applies uniformly/obligatorily, the availability of the idiomatic reading
correlates with the instances in which string locality is not disrupted. As is clear
from the table, the structural locality constraint in (3.11) dependson the assumption
that structural locality is not actually disrupted when subject movement/raising-to-
subject is string-vacuous; i.e., if the EPP is optional. The results are summarized in
Table 3.3.

Disrupts Disrupts Idiomatic
Type of A-Movement Structural String Reading
of ψ-argument Ex. # Locality? Locality? Blocked?
Subject movement:

(string-vacuous) (3.28) Yes No No
...past a PP argument (3.31) Yes Yes Yes

Raising-to-subject:
(string-vacuous) (3.39) Yes No No
...past an er a chelsel a-PP (3.35) Yes Yes Yes
...with subsequent

clause extraposition (3.41) Yes Yes Yes
Raising-to-object (3.44) Yes Yes Yes

Table 3.3 A-movement targeting ψ-arguments

3.2.3 Ψ-idioms and coordination

Data involving coordination in clauses containingψ-idioms also appears to be com-
patible with both types of locality constraints in (3.11) and (3.12). Nonetheless, the
66 It would be worthwhile to see whether whatever drives the movement to object position can
target the possessor for movement of a DP and license Accusative Case on the remnant possessee
DP, a result that might be predicted but which I doubt is borne out. This must be checked.
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choice of analysis for the locality restriction on idiom chunks has implications for
the analysis of coordination. For instance, the possessor of a ψ-argument may be a
conjoined DP as in (3.46a), but it is impossible to conjoin two ψ-argument DPs in
the complement to a ψ-predicate, as indicated in (3.46b).

(3.46) Ψ-arguments cannot be coordinated, but their possessors can:

a. Me ng mla er a bli-l a ongdibel el mesaod a tekoi
So 3sg= was p d house-3sgP d meeting l explain d issues

e melasem el meledaes [a reng-rir [a rechad er a
and try l clarify.impf [d hearts-3plP [d people p d

Judea me a rechad er a Gris ]].
Judea and d people p d Greece ]]

“He held discussions in the synagogue ..., trying to convince both Jews
and Greeks.” [Chedaol Biblia, Acts 18:4]

b. *Ng mil ledaes [[a reng-rir a rechad er a Judea ]
3sg= past.clarify.impf [[d hearts-3plP d people p d Judea ]

me [a reng-rir a rechad er a Gris ]].
and [d hearts-3plP d people p d Greece ]]

(“He convinced the Jews and the Greeks.”)

Note that there is no general problem with coordinating DPs in direct object posi-
tion. For instance, consider (3.47).

(3.47) Ordinary DP arguments can be coordinated:

A remerreder a ulemekedong er [[a reprist ] me [a rechad
d leaders top past.call.for.impf acc [[d priests ] and [d people

er a olai ]].
p d magic ]]

“The people called the priests and the magicians.” [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 6:2]

On an analysis based on the structural locality constraint in (3.11), it seems to me
that the contrast in (3.46) would be unexpected. All of the subcomponents of the
ψ-idiom meledaes er a rengul “explain (to sb.)” (lit. “clarify (sb.)’s heart”) are ar-
guably within the VP (and possibly even within the

√
root phrase, if we assume

category-neutral root theory) in both (3.46a) and (3.46b).
The conjoined DP in possessor position in (3.46a) poses no problem, since the

head of the ψ-predicate and the head of the ψ-argument are in a local relation, re-
gardless ofwhether locality is defined on structures or on strings. But the conjoined
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DP is a direct object in (3.46b) rather than just a possessor, and I know of no evi-
dence for movement of the conjoined DP constituent out of its base-position (i.e.,
complement to V). Unless some sort of movement can be motivated, one would
have to stipulate that the complement of aψ-predicate cannot be filled with a con-
joined DP containing two ψ-arguments, even though structural locality seems to
be satisfied. This is apparently a point in favor of the string locality constraint on
ψ-idioms proposed in (3.12).

An analysis based on the string locality constraint might capture the pattern in
(3.46) by imposing locality as a bi-conditional constraint on ψ-predicates and ψ-
arguments. Not only must the head of a ψ-predicate minimally precede the head
of a ψ-argument as defined in (3.13), but the head of a ψ-argument must also be
minimally preceded by the head of aψ-predicate. On such a view, theymust appear in
pairs. When one looks beyond Palauan at other languages in Southeast Asian with
idiomatic ψ-expressions, this seems to be the case; cf. Vietnamese (Liêm 1970), for
example.

Predictably, it is possible to conjoin an idiomatic ψ-predicate XP with a non-
idiomatic predicate XP as long as the locality restriction on idiom chunks is satis-
fiedwithin theψ-predicate XP, as shown in (3.48). Possessor ascension to subject is
once again obligatory in such cases: the subject must be understood to be the pos-
sessor of theψ-argument in theψ-predicateXP and the subject of the non-idiomatic
predicate XP (i.e., derived by across-the-board movement).

(3.48) a. Ng [omes er a ngelek-el pro ti ] e [kmal mekngit a
3sg [see.impf acc d child-3sgP he ] and [very bad d

reng-ul ti ] proi.
heart-3sgP ] he

“He is looking his daughter and is very sad.” [CB 6]

b. Ng [tiluchakl er a rael ti [el mo omes er a laion el
3sg= [past.detour p d road [l go see.impf acc d lion l

l-ulek-od-ir ]], e [mlo mechas a
3sgS.irr-past.cau-die-3sgO ]] and [past.become intr-char d

reng-ul ti er a le-betik a betok el bee el ketitech
heart-3sgP p d 3sgS.irr-find d many l bees l crowded

er ngii ] pro.
p there ] he

“He left the road to look at the lion he had killed, and he was surprised
to find a swarm of bees.” [Chedaol Biblia, Judges 14:8]
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In sum, it appears that coordination offers some support for the string-based lo-
cality constraint in (3.12) over the structurally-defined locality constraint in (3.11).
In the next section, I consider the implications of adopting this perhaps unconven-
tional type of analysis of the locality restriction on idiom chunks.

3.3 Implications of the post-syntactic analysis

If raising-to-subject and raising-to-object constructions really do involvemovement
and not variable-binding relations, as the data seems to suggest, then the result is
that a given syntactic configuration (whether base-generated or derived by move-
ment) is ungrammatical if an idiomatic ψ-predicate does not appear in a position
that immediately precedes the ψ-argument. And furthermore, if ψ-argument DPs
are core DP arguments of their predicates (as the object agreement and accusative
case-marking data in §3.1.2 seems to indicate), then appealing to a phrase struc-
tural analysis of the locality constraint onψ-idioms along the lines of something like
Koopman and Sportiche’s (1991) Idiom Locality Condition in (3.7) or the struc-
tural locality constraint on ψ-idioms, both repeated below, would require subject
movement to Spec TP to be optional rather than obligatory.

(3.7) Idiom Locality Condition: If X is the minimal constituent containing all
the idiomatic material, the head of X is part of the idiom.

[Koopman and Sportiche 1991: 224, ex. 10]

(3.11) Structural LocalityConstraint onΨ-Idioms: The headN/
√
root of

the ψ-argument DP must be dominated by the maximal projection of the
head (V, A,N,

√
root) of theψ-predicate at some given point in the deriva-

tion.

If subject movement to Spec TP is obligatory, then a constraint formulated like that
in (3.7) or (3.11) would make the wrong predictions about Palauan ψ-idioms in
raising constructions. This is because it would be perfectly grammatical for a ψ-
argument subject to move to a rightward-branching specifier of TP whenever that
movement was string-vacuous, even if it is long-distance raising to the specifier of
a higher TP. But if that movement (or any subsequent transformation) were to dis-
rupt the linear adjacency between the ψ-predicate and the ψ-argument, the result
would be ungrammatical. But maybe the sort of structural locality restriction on
the idiom chunks in a ψ-idiom must hold at a particular stage of the derivation, as
suggested in (3.11). In that case, different theories of A-movement make different
predictions about the raising data, assuming that (3.11)must hold at different stages
in the derivation.
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First, if we were to claim that the locality requirement must (or can) be satis-
fied at initial merge, a copy-theory and a trace-theory of A-movement would both
make the wrong predictions for the raising data. On both theories, the locality
condition would be satisfied immediately, at the point of initial merge of the ψ-
argument. As a consequence, theψ-argument should subsequently be able tomove
freely (whether or not this movement was string-vacuous), but this is not what we
find in §3.2.2. Thus, the adjacency requirement probably cannot be satisfied at ini-
tial merge, as both the copy-theory and trace-theory of movement would wrongly
predict that every single sentence in §3.2.2 should be grammatical, contrary to fact.

Next, if wewere to claim that the locality requirementmust (or can) be satisfied
at the point of Spell Out, then a copy-theory of movement would fail for the same
reasons as above, whereas a trace-theory of movement might correctly predict the
ungrammaticality of a subset of the examples in §3.2.2. But only by accident. If
we constructed a proposal in which the trace of a ψ-argument is not sufficient to
satisfy the structural locality condition, then it would be possible to restrict subse-
quentmovements of aψ-argument beyond initial merge. But this restrictionwould
be too strong: with a proposal like this, we would falsely predict that raising of a
ψ-argument to the specifier of TP (and particularly to the specifier of a TP out-
side of its immediate clause) should always be ungrammatical, as this would leave
a movement trace in its base position. But as we saw in §3.2.2, such movements are
grammatical whenever they are string-vacuous.

An alternative lies in assuming that the appropriate stage of the derivation at
which to apply the relevant locality restriction on idiom chunks is after a lineariza-
tion algorithm has applied. Recall that the String Locality Constraint on Ψ-Idioms
I proposed in (3.12), repeated below, restricts the order of linearized strings rather
than the form of hierarchical structure.

(3.12) String Locality Constraint on Ψ-Idioms: The morphological expo-
nent of an idiomatic ψ-predicate’s head (V, A, N,

√
root) must minimally

precede the exponent of the head N/
√
root of the ψ-argument in the lin-

earized string of morphemes (i.e., in the post-syntactic grammar).

(3.13) (Relativized) Minimal Precedence: Once lexical material has been in-
serted and linearized in the post-syntactic grammar, X minimally precedes Y
iff X precedes Y in the linearized string and there is no Z such that

(i) Z is the exponent of a morpheme of the same type as the
morpheme whose exponent is X, and

(ii) Z intervenes between X and Y in the linearized string.
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Adopting the post-syntactic locality constraint in (3.12) free us to assume either a
copy-theory or a trace-theory of movement, as well as either optional or obligatory
movement of subjects to Spec TP. After initial merge, the syntax operates as usual,
treating idiomaticψ-predicates and theirψ-arguments no differently fromordinary
predicates and arguments. After Spell Out, syntactic structure is linearized when
lexical material is inserted, perhaps along the lines of Embick and Noyer’s (2001)
Late Linearization Hypothesis, given in (3.49) (contra Kayne 1994; cf. Sproat 1985).

(3.49) The Late Linearization Hypothesis: The elements of a phrase marker
are linearized at Vocabulary Insertion. [Embick and Noyer 2001: 562, ex. 8]

The result of linearization is a string of morphemes. The linearization algorithm
might specify whether heads, complements, and specifiers branch to the left or
to the right, which instance(s) of a moved element should be pronounced, and
so on. The resulting linearized string could be the domain of application of the
String Locality Constraint. To illustrate the process, let’s go through the derivation
of sentence (3.39b), repeated below.

(3.39b) Ng/Te mil lemolem el moalech a reng-rir a
3pl.±hum= past.continue l wither d hearts-3pl.+humP d

del-rir.
mothers-3pl.+humP

“Their mothers continued to be disappointed.”

In (3.39b), either theψ-argument or just its possessormay be treated as the sub-
ject of thematrix clause—hence the optionality between ng and te as subject agree-
ment markers. I will proceed along the route where the entire ψ-argument raises
to become the subject of the matrix clause, with the associated subject agreement
clitic ng appearing clause-initially. If we adopt the Late Linearization Hypothesis,
then late lexical insertion is presupposed. I follow this assumption in the discus-
sion below, but as far as I can tell, the String Locality Constraint is compatible with
a morphological framework in which lexical material is inserted earlier — even at
initial merge (as is assumed in Chomsky 2000, 2001, et seq.) — as long as lineariza-
tion occurs after Spell Out, i.e., after the crucial movements discussed here.

For (3.39b), the input to Spell Out might look something like Figure 3.1. While
I have included lexical material in the phrase structure in grey, this is purely for ex-
positional clarity. After Spell Out, I assume that the phrase structure in Figure 3.1
is modified with the addition of two types of dissociated morpheme. First, agree-
ment in Palauan is always realizedmorphophonologically as the exponent of amor-
pheme distinct from the morpheme that has acquired the ϕ-features from the DP
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T ′ DPk
[3pl]

[−hum]
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D ′

DPj
[3pl]

[+hum]
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[gen]D

a, -rir
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[3pl]

[+hum]

NP

N
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ti

D
a, -rir
[nom]
[3pl]

[+hum]

NP

N
reng-
[ψ]

t j

T
ng, -il-
[past]
[3pl]

[−hum]

VP

V
melemolem

TP

T
[−fin]

VP

V
moalech

[ψ]

tk

Figure 3.1 Input to Spell Out (assuming late insertion of lexical material)

it has agreed with, such as D, T or v. To capture this, a dissociated Agr morpheme
may be inserted post-syntactically, adjoined toD, T, or v (seeMarantz 2000 [1992];
Embick and Noyer 2007: 12–13). This is the stance I take below. Second, I as-
sumed in 1.2.2.2 that the linker morpheme el has no syntactic realization but may
perhaps be analyzed either as an inflectional morpheme on a theory in which mor-
phophonological material is inserted along with syntactic heads at initial merge or
as the exponent of a dissociated morpheme inserted post-syntactically. I will take
the latter view below, left adjoining amorpheme L to the embedded TP, whichwill
be spelled out as el. The structure at this point should look like Figure 3.2.

Next, I assume that affixes can be lowered to adjoin to the heads of their com-
plements,67 following Embick and Noyer (2001). In the current structure, the past
67 As is the case for tense morphemes on verbs in English, such as -ed [past] and -s [pres, 3sg].
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V
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[ψ]
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Agr
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[3pl]

[−hum]

T
-il-

[past]

Figure 3.2 Insertion of dissociated morphemes

tense infix -il- lowers to adjoin to the V head, and the possessor agreement mor-
phemes lower to adjoin to their respective N heads. The operation might look
something like (3.50).

(3.50) Lowering of X0 to Y0:

[XP X0 . . . [YP . . . Y0 . . . ]] → [XP . . . [YP . . . [Y0 Y0 + X0] . . . ]]
[Embick and Noyer 2001: 561, ex. 6]

On the present assumptions, lexical material has not been inserted at this point
of the derivation. Given that only tense and agreement nodes appear to lower in
Palauan, and these are the same types of morphemes that lower in other languages,
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Figure 3.3 Lowering of tense and agreement morphemes

such as English, Iwill leave the task ofmotivating these lowering operations aside.68

For now, the resulting structure is represented schematically in Figure 3.3.
Once the tree in Figure 3.3 is linearized, the result might be something like the

linearized string in Figure 3.4, but perhaps with the addition of prosodic phrase
68 The lowering operation is not crucial to the analysis. The same effects might be achieved using
Grimshaw’s notion of Extended Projection, which allows feature sharing among heads that form a
single extended projection (see Grimshaw 2005: Ch. 1 for details).
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Agr T V L V D N Agr D N Agr D
ng -il- melemolem el moalech a reng- -rir a del- -rir pro

[ψ] [ψ]

Figure 3.4 Linearized string (lexical head theory)

boundaries, which I have omitted (see i.a., Nespor and Vogel 1986; Selkirk 1986;
Hayes 1989; Truckenbrodt 1999). I assume that in the linearized string of mor-
phemes, the features according to which the morphemes are spelled out morpho-
phonologically are still present and visible to the derivation (including category
features) — there is simply no hierarchical syntactic structure. Since category la-
bels are, themselves, simply features, it seems quite natural to me that they should
continue to be present after Vocabulary Insertion andLinearization. Vocabulary In-
sertion addsmorphophonological content tomorphemes (bundles ofmorphosyn-
tactic features) and Linearization imposes an ordering relation among Vocabulary
Items — neither process deletes the morphosyntactic features.

So, it is a string like that in Figure 3.4 to which the String Locality Constraint
in (3.12) must apply. The relevant parts of the string are the ψ-predicate moalech
“wither(ed)” and (the head N of) itsψ-argument reng “heart.” In a morphological
theorywhere lexical items are specified for their category features in the lexicon be-
fore they enter the syntax, the labels of moalech and reng are V and N, respectively.
On a theory assuming category-neutrality of roots, the same morphemes have no
category, but are category-defined by the functional heads n, v, and a (see, e.g., Ma-
rantz 1997, 2001, 2007; Arad 2003, 2005; Borer 2005a, 2005b; Embick and Noyer
2007; Embick and Marantz 2008). Depending on the theory assumed, the String
Locality Constraint needs to be specified further to pick out the right type of mor-
pheme that may not intervene between two other morphemes of the same type.

If category feature labels of the linearized lexical items like N(oun), V(erb),
and A(djective) are still present in the linearized string, then the String Locality
Constraint, as formulated in (3.12), may define type as a “member of the class of
lexical categories: {N, V, A}.” But if nouns, verb, and adjectives are (or at least can
be) derived syntactically from category-neutral roots which merge with category-
defining functional heads, then type might be defined as “category-neutral.” On
such a theory, a

√
root x might be said to minimally precede another

√
root y

if there is no third
√
root intervening between them in the string, as defined by

(3.13). With a theory of this sort, the input to the linearization algorithmmight look
more like that in Figure 3.5, and the linearized string would then be represented as
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Figure 3.5 Input to linearization algorithm (category-neutral root theory)

in Figure 3.6.69

On the category-neutral root analysis, the Ψ-Idiom Locality Restriction is satis-
69 Because the lowering operation adjoins Agr morphemes to the category-defining heads v and n,
Agrmorphemes that are suffixes appear on thewrong side of the

√
root . This issue can be avoided

by formulating an appropriate type of linearization algorithm or appealing to some other operation
that is capable of reordering morphemes, e.g., Local Dislocation (Embick and Noyer 2001).
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Agr v T L v D n Agr D n Agr D
ng me- -il- lemolem el -o- malech a Ø -rir reng- a Ø -rir del- pro

[ψ] [ψ]

Figure 3.6 Linearized string (category-neutral root theory)

fied whenever no
√
root intervenes between the ψ-predicate’s

√
root and the

ψ-argument’s
√
root (annotated in both Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 with [ψ]). It

should make no difference which vmerges with theψ-predicate’s
√
root to form

a verb (resulting in transitive, passive, unaccusative, or stative ψ-expressions), or
even if the

√
root merges with other category-defining heads, like n or a.

In the next section, I explore predictions made by a theory in which nouns,
verbs, and adjectives are derived syntactically from category-neutral roots, drawing
on evidence from the morphophonological andmorphosyntactic properties of the
idiom chunks in idiomaticψ-expressions. Data illustrating transitivity alternations,
nominalizations, and compounds suggests that the locality restriction on Palauan
ψ-idiom chunks can be understood as resulting from local combinations of two
roots, rather than as a purely selectional relationbetween apredicate and argument,
as the data in §3.2 might appear to suggest. The result is that a predicate–argument
structure is one way to create the necessary local configuration between the idiom
chunks, but it is not the only way to achieve the relevant locality between them.

3.3.1 Transitivity alternations

Richards (2001: 184) and Harley (2002: 41) provide examples of pairs of English
idioms that seem to receive the same interpretations despite containing different
verbs, such as those in (3.51) and (3.52).70

(3.51) a. Alice gives hell to anyone who uses her training wheels.

b. Oscar will give the boot to any employee that shows up late.

c. The Count gives the creeps to everyone. [Harley 2002: 41, ex. 19b–d]

(3.52) a. I caught/got hell from Alice.

b. Peter got the boot.

c. Geez, you get the creeps just looking at him. [Harley 2002: 41, ex. 20b–d]

70 cf. Larson 1988: 341.
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Based on examples like (3.51) and (3.52), Richards andHarley argue for an analysis
in which get is essentially treated as an unaccusative variant of give. In other words,
get and give are members of a transitivity alternation and are related derivationally,
just as transitive break and unaccusative break are.

In Palauan, there are a number of transitivity alternations involving ψ-idioms,
except that they aremuchmore obviously relatedmorphologically than are English
get and give. For instance, consider (3.53) and (3.54) below.

(3.53) a. L-ak bo me-dakt er a recherrou-iu; di
3sgS.irr-neg aux.fut.irr intr-afraid p d enemies-2plP just

blechoel el me-sisiich a reng-miu.
always l intr-strong d hearts-2plP

“Don’t be afraid of your enemies; always be courageous.” (approx. “...al-
ways be strong-hearted.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Philippians 1:28]

b. A Elilai a kmal mil lasem el melisiich er a reng-ul.
d Elilai top very past.try l strengthen.impf acc d heart-3sg
“Elilai was really trying to be courageous.” (approx. “...trying to streng-
then his heart.”) [EI 27]

(3.54) a. Ng mo me-tirem a reng-um er a Ekipten, el di ua
3sg= aux.fut intr-chip d heart-2sgP p d Egypt l just like

se er a le-me-tirem a reng-um er a Asiria.
that.time p d 3sg.irr-intr-chip d heart-2sgP p d Assyria

“You will be disappointed by Egypt, just as you were by Assyria.” (ap-
prox. “Your heart will be chipped by Egypt, just like the timewhen it was
chipped by Assyria.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 2:36]

b. Kau ng blak a reng-um el merirem er a reng-uk el
you 3sg= intent d heart-2sgP l chip.impf acc d heart-1sgP l

ua a omoachel el mo medirt er a blsech-el a kleald?
like d river l become dry p d time-3sgP d heat

“Do you intend to disappoint me like a stream that goes dry in the sum-
mer?” (approx. “...to chip my heart like...”) [Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 15:18]

All four sentences in (3.53) and (3.54) containψ-idioms, butwhile the (a) sentences
are intransitive,with theψ-arguments serving as subjects, the (b) sentences are tran-
sitive, with the ψ-arguments serving as direct objects marked with the accusative
case marker er (as they are singular and specific; see §2.2). Furthermore, the ψ-
predicate mesisiich “strong” in (3.53a) is adjectival, while that in (3.54) is a verbal
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a
me-

√
siich DP

[__ case]

a reng(ul)

mesisiich a reng(ul)
“(sb.) is courageous”
(approx. “(sb.’s) heart is strong”)

vP

v
meN-
[tran]
[acc]

√
siich DP

[acc]

a reng(ul)

Agree

melisiich er a reng(ul)
“give (sb.) courage”
(approx. “strengthen (sb.’s) heart”)

Figure 3.7 Transitive and intransitive predicates formed from
√
siich

passive (the differences between classes of intransitive predicates are explored in
more detail in Chapter 4). But the transitive variants of both are verbs.

In the syntactic framework I adopt in Chapter 1 and elaborate in Chapter 2, the
external argument of a transitive verb is introduced by a transitive v head, which
also licenses the internal argument with structural Accusative Case. Given alterna-
tions between transitive and intransitive variants of ψ-idioms with what appear to
be similar structures like those in (3.53) and (3.54), it is natural to wonder whether
a ψ-predicate and its ψ-argument form a constituent before a transitive v merges.
Following Richards’s (2001) and Harley’s (2002) analysis of English transitivity al-
ternations in idiomatic expressions, I propose that the answer to this question is
yes, and it is possible to construct a theory in which Palauan verbs are formed
from category-neutral roots that merge with DP arguments before it is established
whether they will be transitive or intransitive. That is, (3.53a–b) each contain an
identical constituent formed from just the root

√
siich “strong” and a DP argu-

ment, and likewise for (3.54a–b) with the root
√
tirem “chip.” The structures are

given in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.
In Figure 3.7, the intransitive variant mesisiich a rengul is formed when the con-

stituent containing the
√
root and its argument DP merges with an adjectivalizer

head a (spelled out asme-), forming an intransitive adjectivalψ-idiom. If that same
constituent merges with a transitive v (spelled out asmeN-), the result is a transitive
verbalψ-idiom. In such a case, theψ-argumentDP is then licensed as a direct object
of a transitive verbal predicate, rather than as a subject of an intransitive adjectival
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Figure 3.8 Transitive and intransitive verbs formed from
√
tirem

predicate.71

The analysis of Palauan predicate structure, along with the String Locality Con-
straint on Ψ-Idioms, makes certain predictions. One of which is that it should
not matter which category-defining head merges with a constituent containing a√
root + DP combination that can form a ψ-expression — we should expect to

find classes of nominal, adjectival, and verbal ψ-expressions. That there are both
adjectival and verbal variants of ψ-expressions is probably not surprising either
from a cross-linguistic perspective (ψ-expressionswith similar adjectival and verbal
forms are found in other languages in Southeast Asia, both related and unrelated to
Palauan) or from a semantic perspective (adjectives and verbs are the prototypical
categories used to describe psychological states and personality traits). But there
is also what appears to be a reasonably productive class of nominal ψ-expressions,
which are examined in the following section.
71 Here, I am conflating theDistributedMorphology notion of verbalizer v (in the sense ofMarantz
1997 and subsequent work) with the Minimalist notion of Voice v (in the sense of Kratzer 1996).
It remains to be seen whether empirical evidence can decide whether these should be bundled
together as I have in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 orwhether they should remain separate. The choice between
these two analyses is not immediately crucial here; what is important is that the

√
root forms a

constituent with the DP argument before it is determined whether the predicate XP is transitive or
intransitive.
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3.3.2 Nominalizations of ψ-expressions

As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, it is frequently the case that a ψ-
expression is the best way, or even the only way, to express a particular concept in
Palauan. From that perspective, it is possibly unsurprising that the class of nominal
ψ-expressions is somewhat sizable. Many of these include nominal ψ-predicates
that correspond withψ-predicates of other categories (verbal and adjectival) inψ-
idioms with similar meanings. A selection of such nominal ψ-idioms is listed in
Table 3.4.

What is striking about the examples in Table 3.4 is thatmany of theψ-predicates
have more than one nominalized form. For instance, consider the contrasts below
in (3.55) through (3.57). In each of the (a) sentences, it appears that only the ψ-
predicate is nominalized and inflected to agree with what is now treated as a ψ-
argument possessor (which, in turn, has its own possessor). In the (b) sentences,
on the other hand, it looks as though the ψ-predicate and the head N of its cor-
respondingψ-argument form a compound noun, which may then combine with a
possessor (markedwith er, rather than triggering possessor agreement; seeChapter
1, §1.2.2.2).

(3.55) a. A chereng-el a sils el me mong e ng
d same.amount-3pl.−humP d days l come go then 3sg=

chereng-el a kl-ungiol-el a reng-ul a Fern.
same.amount-3sgP d nmlz-good-3sgP d heart-3sgP d Fern

“As the dayswent by, Fern became a happier and happier.” (approx. “The
number of days passing by is equal to the amount of Fern’s heart’s good-
ness.”) [CB 14]

b. M-letk-ak, el oeak a diak
2sgS.imp-remember.pf-1sgO l go.by.way.of d neg

le-me-ngodech el bltk-il a reng-um me a
3sgS.irr-pl-different l affection-3sgP d heart-2sgP and d

ungil-reng er kau.
good-heart p you

“In your constant love and goodness, remember me.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Psalms 25:7]
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Nominal
Ψ-Expression Meaning cf. non-nominal
belengel a rengul astonishment; amazement omal er a rengul
blakerreng diligence; eagerness blak a rengul
bleoterreng nonchalance; unfaithfulness beot a rengul
bletengel a rengul nonchalance; unfaithfulness beot a rengul
bltikerreng love; affection betik a rengul
bltkil a rengul love; affection betik a rengul
chaserreng surprise; shock mechas a rengul
chederreng thirst meched a rengul
chedil a rengul thirst meched a rengul
cheluachederreng meanness mechuached a rengul
dechal a rengul perseverance; ambition meduch a rengul
deuil a rengul happiness; joy dmeu a rengul
deurreng happiness; joy dmeu a rengul
ducherreng perseverance; ambition meduch a rengul
kldidaierreng stubbornness; conceit; arrogance kedidai a rengul
klengariouerreng humility ngar er a eou a rengul
kllourreng patience klou a rengul
klngiterreng sorrow mekngit a rengul
klsbengel a rengul anger kesib a rengul
klsiberreng anger kesib a rengul
klungiaolerreng goodness; good feeling ungil a rengul
klungiolel a rengul goodness; good feeling ungil a rengul
kngtil a rengul sorrow mekngit a rengul
llemesel a rengul intelligence; wisdom mellomes a rengul
llomeserreng intelligence; wisdom mellomes a rengul
melareng charming; engaging; attractive melai a rengul
ngasecherreng anger ngmasech a rengul
ngelbesel a rengul acquisitiveness; sexual desire nguibes a rengul
ngesechel a rengul anger ngmasech a rengul
ngibeserreng acquisitiveness; sexual desire nguibes a rengul
rraurreng confusion; puzzlement rrau a rengul
saikerreng laziness mesaik a rengul
sebekreng worry; anxiety suebek a rengul
seserreng industriousness; diligence meses a rengul
sikel a rengul laziness mesaik a rengul

Table 3.4 A selection of nominal ψ-idioms
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(3.56) a. Ngii a rol-el el mo chemolt aike el rokui el mekreos
he top way-3sgP l aux.fut appear those l all l precious

el tekoi el l-odengei a Dios er a llemes-el a
l things l 3sgS.irr-know d God p d brightness-3sgP d

reng-ul.
heart-3sgP

“He is the key that opens all the hidden treasures of God’s wisdom and
knowledge.” [Chedaol Biblia, Colossians 2:3]

b. Ngii el llomes-er-reng el k-umerk er ngii a
it l brightness-l-heart l 1sgS.irr-proclaim.impf acc it top

llomes-er-reng er a Dios el mle ber rot-el.
brightness-l-heart p d God l aux.past res.hide-res

“The wisdom I proclaim is God’s secret wisdom.”
[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Corinthians 2:7]

(3.57) a. A ngelbes-el a reng-ul a urrol-ii el mo
d nmlz.drool-3sgP d heart-3sgP top lead.past.pf-3sgO l go

mk-idekel-ii
cau.pf-dirty-3sgO

“Her lust led her to defile herself.” (approx. “Her heart’s drooling led her
to make herself dirty.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Ezekiel 23:7]

b. Ak mo toreb-engii a ngibes-er-reng er kau.
1sg= aux.fut stop.pf-3sgO d drool-l-heart p you
“I will put a stop to your lust.” (lit. “I will stop your heart-drool.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Ezekiel 23:27]

The (a) sentences in (3.55) through (3.57) are quite reminiscent of the sentences
with verbal and adjectival ψ-expressions that we have seen elsewhere in this chap-
ter, the primary difference being that the ψ-expression is a derived nominal rather
than a verbor adjective. The resulting structures, a klungiolel a rengul “(one)’s heart’s
goodness” in (3.55a), a llemesel a rengul “(one)’s heart’s brightness” in (3.56a), and
a ngebesel a rengul “(one)’s heart’s drool” in (3.57a) are related to the phrasal idioms
ungil a rengul “(one)’s heart is good” (i.e., glad), mellomes a rengul “(one)’s heart is
bright” (i.e., intelligent), and nguibes a rengul “(one)’s heart is drooling” (i.e., lust-
ful) in a fairly transparent way. However, the (b) sentences in (3.55) through (3.57)
contain what look to be compound forms of the phrasal idioms. Descriptively, the
noun reng “heart” appears to form a compound word with the predicate, which
can be nominalized. For the sake of discussion, I will refer to the types of nominal
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ψ-expressions shown in the (a) sentences as nominalizations and those in the (b)
sentences as compound-nominals.

The choice between the nominalization strategy and the compounding strat-
egy is relatively free, but I have made a few observations about the distributions of
the two types. First, abstract nominals typically do not require possessors, and the
possessor-less variants in Palauan are constructed using the compounding strategy.
That is to say, it is perfectly grammatical to talk about “worry” (sebekreng, cf. suebek
a rengul “(one)’s heart is flying”), “patience” (kllourreng, cf. klou a rengul “(one)’s
heart is big”), or “pride/stubbornness” (kldidairreng, cf. kedidai a rengul “(one)’s
heart is high”) in general terms, without them characterizing a particular entity.
Representative examples can be found below in (3.58).

(3.58) a. A sebek-reng a mek-bered-ii a reng-ul a chad.
d fly-heart top cau-heavy.pf-3sgP d heart-3sgP d person
“Worry can rob you of happiness.” (lit. “Heart-flight makes a person’s
heart heavy.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 12:25]

b. A kl lou-r-reng a kuk ungil er a kldidai-er-reng.
d nmlz.big-l-heart top more good p d nmlz.high-l-heart
“Patience is better than pride.” (lit. “Heart-largeness is better than heart-
height.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Ecclesiastes 7:8]

This contrasts starkly with non-nominal ψ-idioms, which have ψ-arguments that
are inalienably possessed, such as reng “heart.” It appears that if the noun reng is part
of a compound-nominal, however, a possessor of the entire compound-nominal is
just optional, not obligatory.

Second, it seems tome that when the noun describes a property or event associ-
atedwith a particular entity (i.e., whatwould be the possessor of theψ-argument in
a verbal or adjectiveψ-expression) rather than simply an abstract concept, there is a
preference for the nominalization strategy. But there are enough naturally-occuring
example sentences (from various sources) using the compounding strategy to sug-
gest that it is also a viable option in these types of situations, and native speakers of
Palauan also produce them in elicitation settings. For instance, ungilreng “good-
ness” in (3.55b), llomeserreng “intelligence” in (3.56b), and ngibeserreng “lust” in
(3.57b) all have possessors marked with er.

Now, two different theories have gradually been developing in this chapter.
The first theory is concerned with explaining the (morpho-)syntactic distributions
of the subparts of idiomatic ψ-expressions. The second theory is concerned with
the internal morphological structure of words. The shapes of nominalized and
compound-nominal ψ-expressions like those in (3.55) through (3.58) inform both
of these theories in an interesting way, when compared with their non-nominal
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counterparts. To see why, let us first consider the structures of ψ-nominalizations
and then turn to ψ-compound-nominals.

There are at least three primary differences between the ψ-nominalizations in
(3.55a), (3.56a), and (3.57a) and their non-nominal counterparts. First, they often
(but do not always) contain nominalizing morphology like kl- or -el-.72 Second,
they are inflected for possessor agreement with theirψ-arguments, suggesting that
theψ-argumentDP itself is treated syntactically as a possessor (with another posses-
sor of its own).73 And third, they are preceded by the determiner a, suggesting that
they are nouns that are heads of a larger extended nominal projection (in the sense
of Grimshaw 2005: Ch. 1). Together, the morphosyntactic facts suggest a phrase
structure like that in Figure 3.9 for a ngelbesel a rengul “(one)’s lust.”74

As far as theψ-compound-nominals are concerned, the structure is far less clear.
Given the morphological variability of ψ-compound-nominals, it would appear
that they are formed from two lexical roots that contain some form of the linker
el in between. The [l] in el often assimilates to the a following [r], and the linker
is sometimes reduced to simply -l- or -r-, i.e., the schwa is deleted (see Ntelitheos
2010 for an analysis of a superficially similar type of compound in Malagasy).

Depending on the theory of morphology adopted, such compounds could be
formed in the lexicon, but given the theory of ψ-idioms developed thus far, I pro-
pose that we pursue a syntactic approach. Recently, Harley (2008) has imported
Baker’s (1988) analysis of noun incorporation into the framework of Distributed
Morphology, proposing that compounding can be analyzed syntactically as incor-
poration of an nP (which contains a category-neutral

√
root and a nominalizer n)

into a new
√
root . nP-incorporation creates a compound noun like truck-driver,

drug-pusher, car-chasing (dog), etc.75 Harley (2008: 135) proposes a structure like
that in Figure 3.10 for drug-pusher, assuming an adjunction theory of head move-
ment (for instance, see Matushansky 2006 for a particularly relevant recent anal-
ysis of head movement that is well-suited to Harley’s theory of compounding-as-
incorporation).76

72 See Josephs 1990: 120–127 for numerous examples of kl- nominals and Josephs 1997: Ch. 8 for a
more general discussion of Palauan complex nominals.
73 That the -el suffix in ψ-nominalizations is a possessor agreement morpheme and not simply an
instance of the linker el is clear from the stress shift and resulting vowel reductions that apply in
the stem that -el attaches to, as well as its allomorphy, e.g., -al in a dech-al a rengul and -il in a deuil
a rengul, a kngtil a rengul, and so forth. Furthermore, even though the linker el and the possessor
agreement suffix -el are spelled alike, the linker is pronounced with schwa whereas the possessor
agreement suffix is pronounced with [ε].
74 Compare this structure, which incorporates aspects of the theory of category-neutral roots, with
that in Figure 2.9 on page 80, which assumes that all terminal syntactic nodes are category-specific.
75 cf. Roeper and Siegel 1978 for a lexical analysis.
76 Compare Figure 3.10 to Harley 2008: 136, ex. 7.
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Figure 3.9 Phrase structure for ψ-nominalizations (here: a ngebesel a rengul)

The intuition behind Harley’s analysis is that compounds are syntactic consti-
tuents that are formed whenever a

√
root merges with a noun (in this theory,

“nouns” are nPs) before it merges with a category-defining head (e.g., n, a, or v).
Maintaining this intuition, an alternate analysis of drug-pusher might look like that
in Figure 3.11, which requires no head movement.77

This is the sort of analysis I would like to propose for Palauan ψ-compound-
nominals. Rather than merging with a full DP argument, a ψ-predicate

√
root

merges with a ψ-argument nP, such as
√
reng “heart” or

√
ngor “mouth.” The

ψ-argument nP forms a compoundwith theψ-predicate
√
root once the resulting

77 Harley proposes head movement in order to preserve the spirit of Baker’s (1988) analysis of
noun–incorporation (Harley 2008: 133). However, as Harley’s analysis of English compounds dic-
tates that the incorporated element cannot be a DP (see also Lieber 1992: 12), it seems to me that
no head-movement is necessary, as there is no evidence that the incorporated noun (nP in Harley’s
terms) is extracted from any larger constituent.
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Figure 3.10 Derivation of drug-pusher on Harley’s (2008) analysis
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Figure 3.11 Alternate analysis of drug-pusher with no head movement
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Figure 3.12 Phrase structure for ψ-compound-nominals (here: kldidaierreng)

subtree merges with a nominalizer n, such as kl(e)- in klengariouerreng “humility”
(cf. ngar er a eou a rengul “(one)’s heart is on the bottom”) or -(e)l- in kldidaierreng
“stubbornness” (cf. kedidai a rengul “(one)’s heart is high”). The fact that many of
theψ-compound-nominals inTable 3.4 containwhat appear tobemutated formsof
the linker suggests that the nP does not saturate an argument position the semantics
of its sister

√
root , but perhaps modifies it or restricts it (e.g., along the lines of

proposals by vanGeenhoven 1998; Chung and Ladusaw 2003; Farkas and de Swart
2003). The proposed structure for kldidaierreng and ψ-compound-nominals more
generally is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.12.

The fact that reng cannot inflect for possessor agreement whenever it appears
in aψ-compound-nominal, as we saw in the (b) sentences in (3.55) through (3.57),
provides additional support for the view that it does not form aDP before it merges
with the ψ-predicate root. Possessors in DPs containing ψ-compound-nominals
are obligatorily marked with er, even if either

√
root in the compound (or both)

have possessor agreement morphological paradigms, e.g., the various forms of reng
in Table 3.2. When reng is in a ψ-compound-nominal, it cannot have a possessor
despite its being an inalienably possessed noun (Josephs 1990: 289), as shown in
(3.59b–c) and (3.60b–c).

(3.59) a. Me ng so-ak el nguu tia el techall el
and.so 3sg= desire-1sgP l take.pf.3sgO this l opportunity l

l-ochot-ii a deu-il a reng-ud.
3sgS.irr-show.pf-3sgO d joy-3pl.−humP d hearts-1pl.incP

“I want to take this opportunity to show our gratitude.” [CB 54–55]
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b. A Dios a mil s-kak a deu-r-reng me a cherchur.
d God top past.bring.pf-1sgO d joy-l-heart and d laughter
“God has brought me joy and laughter.” [Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 21:6]

c. *... a deu(il)-r-reng-ul
... d joy(3sgP)-l-heart-3sgP
(“his/her joy”)

(3.60) a. A del lebeakl le-bo er a ngsech-el a reng-rir,
d nmlz.curse 3sgS.irr-become p d climb-3sgP d hearts-3plP

e le ng kmal kdekudel.
because 3sg= very awe-inspiring

“A curse be on their anger, because it is so fierce.”(approx. “(May) a
curse be on their hearts’ climb(ing), because...”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 49:7]

b. E ak mo omtok er kemiu el ob-a a
then 1sg= aux.fut oppose.impf acc you.pl l carry.pf-3sgO d

ngasech-er-reng.
climb-LNK-heart

“Then inmy anger I will turn on you.”(approx. “Then I will oppose you
with anger.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Leviticus 26:28]

c. *... a ngasech(el)-r-reng-ul
... d climb(3sgP)-l-heart-3sgP
(“his/her anger”)

If the structure proposed in Figure 3.12 is correct, then it serves as evidence for a
particular subtype of phrasal idiom that requires a local ordering relation between
category-neutral roots, rather than a relationship that is restricted to combinations
of predicates and particular argument DPs or to particular hierarchical structural
configurations between idiom chunks. Ψ-idioms can be listed in the Encyclopedia
as
√
root-

√
root sequences.

3.4 Conclusions

The data involving transitivity alternations in §3.3.1 and nominalizations in §3.3.2
provide further evidence for the analysis of Palauanψ-expressions that I developed
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in §3.3.78 If the meanings of phrasal idioms are non-compositional and involve
encyclopedic knowledge of particular combinations of roots as suggested in §3.3,
then the analysis predicts that transitivity alternations, nominalizations, and com-
pounds should allow idiomatic interpretations to persist as long as the relevant re-
strictions on the locality and ordering of idiom chunks is satisfied.

The category-neutral root theory allows ψ-idioms to vary in transitivity as in
§3.3.1 and even in syntactic category as in §3.3.2; a child acquiring Palauan does not
need to posit separate idioms that coincidentally have the samemeaning but vary in
transitivity or syntactic category. The question is how a theory like this can handle
instances of non-compositional meanings. This issue is not particularly problem-
atic for a theory in which a given subtree is listed in the lexicon as a complex lexical
item with a particular semantics, as in lexicalist theories of morphology where lex-
ical items are the building blocks of syntactic structure. But a theory in which the
post-syntactic Encyclopedia is only accessed after Spell Out, the inverted Y-model
would seem to predict that only PF or LF (and not both).

The situation is reminiscent of English expressions like “break one’s heart,” ex-
amples of which are given in (3.61), taken from lyrics of popular songs. Each exam-
ple contains an instance of the root

√
heart and

√
break in a different syntactic

configuration.

(3.61) a. And it breaksmy heart. [Regina Spektor, “Fidelity”]

b. My heart is breaking just for you. [Lionel Richie, “Just For You”]

c. His heart seemed to breakwhen he mentioned her name.
[John Mellencamp, “Grandma’s Theme”]

d. Never had my heart broken by you. [Jordan Knight, “Broken By You”]

e. This is how a heart breaks. [Rob Thomas, “This Is How A Heart Breaks”]

f. And who alone will comfort you? Only the broken-hearted.
[Eric Clapton, “Broken-Hearted”]

g. Hey Lloyd, I’m ready to be heartbroken.
[Camera Obscura, “Lloyd, I’m Ready To Be Heartbroken”]

h. Guess mine is not [the [first heart] broken].
[Olivia Newton-John, “Hopelessly Devoted To You”]

i. I’m not the type to get [my heart] broken. [Rihanna, “Cry”]

j. When you’re dreaming with [a broken heart], then waking up is the
hardest part. [John Mayer, “Dreaming With A Broken Heart”]

78 Data involving resultatives formed from ψ-idioms is also briefly examined in §5.3. Some exam-
ples are given in Table 5.1 on page 241.
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k. You’re bringin’ on the heartbreak.
[Def Leppard, “Bringin’ On The Heartbreak”]

l. Go away,Heartbreaker. [Led Zeppelin, “Heartbreaker”]

But the difference between expressions like English “break one’s heart” and Pa-
lauanψ-idioms is that the English variety does not appear to be subject to any sort
of locality or ordering restriction like the Ψ-Idiom Locality Restriction — in other
words, English “break one’s heart” is more metaphorical than idiomatic (Lakoff
and Johnson 1980). In some sense, then, the properties of Palauan ψ-idioms lie
somewhere between those of idioms that can be manipulated by a variety of op-
erations, like English pull strings in (3.5), and those of more rigid idioms, like En-
glish kick the bucket in (3.6). Fraser’s (1970) research on English idioms concludes
they can be classified hierarchically by which syntactic or morphological opera-
tions/manipulations they permit, given in (3.62).

(3.62) The Fraser Hierarchy of Idioms (Updated)79

Level 6 (Unrestricted): All operations are permitted.

Level 5 (CategoryChanges80): Any operation that changes the syntactic cat-
egories of elements within the idiomatic unit is permitted.
Ex.: We hated it whenever they cracked the whip over us. ⇒We hated every crack
of the whip over us.

Level 4 (Extraction): Any operation that extracts a subpart from the id-
iomatic unit to a position outside of the unit is permitted.
Exx.: I thought his critique hit the nail (right) on the head. ⇒ I thought the nail
was hit (right) on the head (with his critique)., I wouldn’t touch it with a ten-foot
pole. ⇒ There is no ten-foot pole that I would touch it with., We poked fun at the
situation.⇒How much fun did you poke at the situation?

Level 3 (Permutation): Any operation that changes the order of elements
within the idiomatic unit is permitted.
Exx.: Every cosmetics company claims to be able to turn back the clock. ⇒ Every
cosmetics company claims to be able to turn the clock back.,You can’t teach new tricks
to an old dog.⇒ You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.

Level 2 (Insertion): Any operation that inserts additional material in a posi-
tion inside of the idiomatic unit is permitted.
Exx.: People are always fishing for {compliments, the solution, an answer, ...}., They

79 cf. Fraser 1970: 36–42 for the original formulation and further discussion of each level.
80 Fraser (1970: 38–39) refers to Level 5 Idioms as the class that allows “reconstitution.”
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gave {me, the politicians, every single one of my neighbors across the street, President
Obama ...} hell.

Level 1 (Adjunction/MorphologicalChanges81): Anyoperation that adjoins
words or changes themorphological form of elements within the idiomatic
unit is permitted.
Exx.: Quite unexpectedly, the children turned over a new leaf. ⇒ The children’s
turning over a new leaf was quite unexpected.,We burned the candle at both ends.
⇒We burned the candle together at both ends.

Level 0 (Completely Frozen): No operations whatsoever may apply to the
idiomatic unit.

The Fraser Hierarchy aims to capture a generalization about English phrasal id-
ioms, which states that if a particular idiom permits operations at level n, then the
same idiom will also permit operations at every level < n. For example, if a partic-
ular idiom allows permutations (level 3), then it should also allow insertions (level
2) and adjunctions/morphological changes (level 1). Furthermore, the idiom will
not permit operations at any level > n. So a level 3 idiom will not allow extraction
(level 4) or category changes (level 5).

The robustness of the Fraser Hierarchy allows us to make some sense of the
variation in the behavior of English idioms. Still, it seems unlikely to hold cross-
linguistically, given the behavior of Palauan ψ-idioms. For instance, we know that
the truly idiomaticψ-expressions do not allow inversion of theψ-predicate and the
ψ-argument (level 3), nor can any element that contains a

√
root intervene be-

tween the two (level 2). As far as extraction is concerned, it was shown that while
possessors of ψ-argument DPs can freely extract (level 4), entire ψ-argument DPs
can only do so if the movement does not disrupt linear adjacency between the two
roots that form thebasis of theψ-idiom. Still, we have observed that components of
ψ-idioms allow morphological changes (level 5) and even category changes (level
1), as shown in §3.3.2.

The data is compatible with the category-neutral root theory (and, in turn, syn-
tactic theories ofword formation), but does not necessarily argue against a lexicalist
theory. Of course, one could posit multiple lexical entries for each morphological
form of a given ψ-expression ( just as one might posit distinct singular and plural
forms of each noun in a lexicon), but such a theory would fail to capture the regu-
larities among different morphological forms of the same idiomaticψ-expressions.
Beyond the sorts of transitivity and category alternations, other sorts of morphol-
ogy can combine with a

√
root to form a word, including irrealis subject agree-

81 Fraser (1970: 38–39) refers to Level 1 Idioms as the class that allows only “adjunction,” as he views
the relevant morphological changes as adjunction processes.
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ment prefixes on imperatives, as in (3.63), and aspectual suffixes, as in (3.64).

(3.63) a. M-ollach, e m-osmechokl, e
2sgS.imp-advise.impf and 2sgS.imp-correct.impf and

m-olisiich a reng-rir a ruumerang.
2sgS.imp-strengthen.impf d hearts-3plP d believers

“Convince, reproach, and encourage the believers.” (lit. “...strengthen
the believers’ hearts.”) [Chedaol Biblia, 2 Timothy 4:3]

b. L-ak le-sebek a reng-um e ng kmal diak a
3sgS.imp-neg 3sgS.irr-fly d heart-2sgP and 3sg= very not.exist d

rol-em e bo mad.
way-3sgP then aux.fut.irr die

“Don’t worry; there’s really no way you’re going to die.” (approx. “May
your heart not fly...”) [CB 81]

c. Ng kuk oberaod er a chelechol er a rriil, me
3pl.−hum= more heavy p d sands p d sandy.beach and.so

l-ak le-me-chas a reng-miu er a tekoi el
3sgS.imp-neg 3sgS.irr-pass-char d hearts-2plP p d words l

kulekoi.
1sgS.irr.speak.impf

“They would weigh more than the sands of the sea, so my wild words
should not surprise you.” (approx. “...that your heart not be charred by
the words that I speak.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Job 6:3]

(3.64) a. A re-sib a oumisk e kmal ngosech-a a reng-rir
d pl-sheep top make.click and a.lot intr.climb-icp d hearts-3plP

me te lmuut el ongeng-ii.
and 3pl= happen.again l stare.at.pf-3sgO

“The sheep clucked in disapproval and were starting to get very angry,
and they stared at it again.” [CB 43]

b. Ng dirkak le-bo el eru el buil el k-chad
3sg= not.yet 3sgS.irr-aux.fut l two l months l 1sgS.irr-person

e turek-a a reng-uk er a kle-chad.
and crash-icp d heart-1sgP p d nmlz-life

“I’m not even 2 months old yet and I’m getting tired of being alive.”
(approx. “...and my heart is starting to crash because of life.”) [CB 21]
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c. A re-bek el charm a ko er a kmal ungi-a a reng-rir me
d pl-all l animals top like p d very good-icp d hearts-3plP and

te ko er a di mle chel laod.
3pl= like p d just aux.past res.comfort

“All the animals were starting to be really glad and they were somewhat
comforted.” (approx. “All the animals were starting to have somewhat
good hearts...”) [CB 100]

In the next chapter, the inventory of transitive v heads proposed in Chapter 2
is augmented to include intransitive v heads. The theory of category-neutral roots
developed here in Chapter 3 provides a way for us to view the syntactic behavior of
the class of Palauan intransitive verbs in a way that allows us to make sense of their
non-uniform syntactic behavior. Assuming that v is not just82 a voice morpheme
(cf. Johnson 1991; Kratzer 1996; Chomsky 2000 et seq.) but is primarily responsi-
ble for giving category-neutral syntactic elements the lexical category “verb” (or
changing the category of a category-defined syntactic constituent to the category
“verb”). The goal is to show that what appear to be superficially similar intransitive
verbs are formed from roots that have different inherent argument structures and
event structures.

82 I do, in fact, assume that certain v heads may bear voice features like [active] or [passive], but
I do not assume that it is the primary function of vmorphemes (as a class) to encode voice features.
Certain v morphemes, e.g., unaccusative v, do not bear any voice features on the theory I develop
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

From Roots to Words: Selection and Projection

“Il n’y a qu’une seule beauté,
celle de la vérité qui se révèle.”

Auguste Rodin (1840–1917)

This chapter refines the idea that verbalizers are a class of functional heads of the cat-
egory v, whose function is to transform a verb root into a full-fledged verb (where
the root is either of category V or is category-neutral), focusing on data involving
intransitive verbs in Palauan. The primary question addressed is one of selection vs.
projection: if a verb is a syntactic object constructed compositionally from a

√
root

or V and a verbalizer v via the operation Merge, one might expect to find many
more verbs in a language than are actually attested. For instance, if the lexicon of
a language L contains a set of roots with the cardinality R and a set of verbalizer
morphemes with the cardinality V, then it should be possible to to derive R × V

verbs in L . And if verbalizer (and other category-defining) morphemes can com-
bine with syntactic constituents that have already been assigned a category, then
the number of possible verbs in L is, in principle, limitless.

But this is not what we find in natural language. In English, for example, it
has been claimed that certain transitive verbs cannot be passivized, such as lack;
compare (4.1) and (4.2).

(4.1) Deborah lacked a pleasing personality. [Postal 2004: 265, ex. 87a]

(4.2) *A pleasing personality was lacked by Deborah. [Postal 2004: 265, ex. 87b]

In category-neutral root theory, the transitive verb lack is constructed syntactically
from a transitive v and a root

√
lack . If passive verbs are not derived from active

verbs but can be constructed independently and freely from the same roots when
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they merge with a passive v (as I argue in this chapter), then the ungrammaticality
of a sentence like (4.2) might be seen as surprising. One could argue that there is
some semantic property of the state of lack-ing that is incompatiblewith passive v.
Looking at some other languages, e.g., French and Italian, it appears that verbs with
meanings similar toEnglish lack also lackpassive variants, suggesting that a semantic
approachmight be appropriate. For instance, consider the Italian examples in (4.3)
and the French examples in (4.4).

(4.3) Italian:

a. Ai bambini non manca energia.
to the kids not lacks energy
“The kids don’t lack energy.” [Perlmutter 1984: 293, ex. 4d]

b. *Energia non è mancato dagli bambini.
energy not is lacked by the kids
(“Energy is not lacked by the kids.”) [Pesetsky 1995: 51, ex. 149b]

(4.4) French:

a. L’argent a manqué à nos parents.
money has lacked to our parents
“Our parents have lacked money.” [cf. Legendre 1989: 753, ex. 2a]

b. *L’argent a été manqué par nos parents.
money has been lacked by our parents
(“Money has been lacked by our parents.”) [Géraldine Legendre, p.c.]

While the argument structures of Italian mancare and French manquer are different
from English lack,83 the fact that none of these verbs have passive forms is striking.

Still, there is reason to doubt that the (un)acceptability of a passive form of a
transitive verb depends solely on the semantics of the verb. For instance, Hoekstra
cites examples of two synonymous verbs in Dutch, opvallen and treffen, only one of
which may be passivized; note the contrasts in (4.5) below. Perlmutter and Postal
(1984: 115) and Pesetsky (1995: 52) list similar such pairs of synonymous verbs in
English, an example of which is given below in (4.6).

83 The former are unaccusative verbs that take dative experiencers (see i.a., Belletti 1988: 16 for
Italianmancare andLegendre 1989: 761–762 for Frenchmanquer)while the latter is a transitive stative
verb with an experiencer subject.
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(4.5) Dutch:

a. Die fout is mij opgevallen.
that mistake is me struck
“That mistake struck me.” [cf.Hoekstra 1984: 185, ex. 123a]

b. *Ik ben/werd door die fout opgevallen.
I am by that mistake struck
(“I am struck by that mistake.”)

[cf.Hoekstra 1984: 185, ex. 123b; Pesetsky 1995: 52, ex. 151b]

c. Die fout heeft mij getroffen.
that mistake has me struck
“That mistake struck me.” [cf.Hoekstra 1984: 186, ex. 124a]

d. Ik ben/werd door die fout getroffen.
I am by that mistake struck
“I am struck by that mistake.”

[cf.Hoekstra 1984: 186, ex. 124b; Pesetsky 1995: 52, ex. 152a]

(4.6) a. The correct generalization eluded Pān. ini.

b. *Pān. ini was eluded by the correct generalization.

c. Pān. ini missed the correct generalization.

d. The correct generalization was missed by Pān. ini.
[Pesetsky 1995: 52, ex. 154a–d]

Alternations like those in (4.5) and (4.6) strongly suggest that a purely lexical
semantic explanationwill not suffice to delimit the class of transitive verbs that may
have passive forms. Furthermore, one need not look too far to find passive forms
of English verbs which (some have claimed) cannot be passivized. For instance,
consider the passive forms of lack and elude below in (4.7) and (4.8).

(4.7) a. In this form the axiom affirms a certain syntactical property of the system
S; an important property, but one which is lacked by most comprehen-
sive systems, including that of P.M. [Quine 1936: 500]

b. Both Replagal and Genzyme’s drug, Fabrazyme, consist of an enzyme
that is lacked by patients with Fabry disease. [“Drug Concern’s

Shares Fall After a Disappointing Trial,” The New York Times, 28 November 2002.]

c. TheCore Fighterwas a type of escape system, andwas lackedby allmass-
produced suits.

[URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_V; retrieved 13 May 2010.]
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d. On the basis of that information, she could then infer whether each trait
was possessed or lacked by the target. [Leyens et al. 1997: 514]

e. In plants, a seconddomain ... retained the legumain-like inhibitory prop-
erties, which were lacked by the papain-like inhibitory domain.

[Martinez et al. 2007: 2918]

(4.8) a. While the new catch phrase uses simpler and more accessible English, it
still is eluded by that ‘oomph’ that is required of a brand.

[“Please re-brand the Botswana brand,”Mmegi Online, 27 April 2010]

b. “Trap Is Eluded By Castro Force” [Headline in Toledo Blade, 11 April 1958]

c. After he is eluded by Spider-Man once again, the Hobgoblin causes Os-
corp to explode. [URL:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hobgoblin_(Spider-Man); retrieved 17May 2010.]

d. This precautionwas eludedby the vigilance of anddespatchofDowning.
[Hume 1825: 762]

e. Themitotic arrest induced bymutations in CTF13 is eluded bymutations
in these genes. [Waters et al. 1998: 1182]

In each example in (4.7) and (4.8), the passive forms of lack and elude are followed
with a by-phrase expressing what would have been the experiencer subject of the
transitive forms of lack and elude. It appears, then, that the ban on passive forms
of verbs such as lack and elude is not absolute; for certain speakers (and possibly in
certain situations), passive forms are perfectly acceptable. If this is true, then it is
natural to wonder what those conditions are and how they interact with the formal
mechanisms underlying passivization. Similarly for unaccusative verbs: why don’t
all transitive verbs alternate with an intransitive unaccusative alternant where the
DP complement of the verb is grammaticized as a subject rather than a direct ob-
ject? In terms of the theory under consideration here, another way of asking this
question might be: how are particular instances of V or

√
root (or their projec-

tions) restricted from merging with verbalizer morphemes of the “wrong” type, if
they are restricted at all?

In this chapter, these questions are investigated for a particular class of intran-
sitive predicates in Palauan that are all formed from the prefix me-. I will argue
that this class of predicates, despite being intransitive, do not all have uniform
(thematic) argument structures but that they do have a uniform syntax, shown in
Figure 4.1. On this analysis, these verbs are all syntactically unaccusative, in that the
single argument DP of each predicate is base-generated in its complement position
as an internal argument, rather than being introduced as an external argument in
the specifier of vP. The differences between these morphologically similar but syn-
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vP/aP

v/a
me-

√P/VP/AP

√
root/V/A DP

Figure 4.1 Uniform argument structure for intransitiveme- predicates

tactically distinct subclasses of intransitive verbs arise both from the features of the
particular instance of intransitive v/a that merges with VP/AP/√P as well as the fea-
tures inherent to the V/A/√. In line with the analysis of transitive verbs developed
in §2.2, I propose that there are (at least) two instances of intransitive v and at least
one instance of a that are all spelled out asme-, given in (4.9).

(4.9) Some intransitive functional heads corresponding tome-:

a. Passive v: Forms passive verbs which license either implicit (null) or ob-
lique (PP) external arguments, which may license agent-oriented adver-
bials and purpose infinitival modifiers if they are agents.

b. Unaccusative v: Forms unaccusative verbs with no implicit (or overt) ex-
ternal arguments. Can appear in the di ngii-predication construction.

c. Stative a: Forms property-denoting stative adjectives, which neither li-
cense implicit or oblique external arguments nor appear in the di ngii-
predication construction.

The chapter is laid out as follows. In §4.1, I frame the investigation by intro-
ducing the class of intransitive me- predicates and summarizing some of the con-
clusions about them reached the descriptive and theoretical literature. In §4.2, I
present evidence for a class of passiveme- verbs, drawing on evidence from oblique
(external) arguments in PPs (cf. English passive by-phrase PPs) and modifiers li-
censed by implicit agents, e.g., adverbials like carefully and eagerly and purpose in-
finitival modifiers like [PRO to please the guests] or [PRO to collect the insurance money].
In §4.3, a diagnostic for (anticausative) unaccusative verbs is introduced, which I
call di ngii-predication. It is shown that di ngii-predication is incompatible with the
modifiers that diagnose implicit arguments, suggesting that implicit arguments are
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only licensed in Palauan passive vPs and not unaccusative vPs, reflecting the familiar
distinctions between passives and unaccusatives in other better-studied languages.
§4.4 briefly considers the class of adjectives also formed from the prefixme-, show-
ing that theypatternwithneither passiveme- verbs norwithunaccusativeme- verbs,
as they do not pass the tests for implicit arguments and cannot appear in the di ngii-
predication construction.

In §4.5, I lay the foundation for the analysis of the three subtypes of me- pred-
icates like those of von Stechow 1995, Kratzer 1996, and Alexiadou and Anagno-
stopoulou 2004, in which the behavior of each subtype is traceable to the syn-
tactic configurations the predicates may appear in. §4.6 discusses the predictions
the analysis makes about transitivity alternations (cf. Dowty 1979; Chierchia 2004
[1989]; Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: Ch. 3; Pesetsky 1995; Reinhart 2000;
Alexiadou 2010) like those briefly explored in §3.3.1 and explores the implications
of the analysis for the theory of how verbs (and lexical categories more general)
project layers of functional structure above them.

4.1 A history of Palauanme- intransitives

Many Palauan transitive verbs have a corresponding intransitive basic form (Josephs
1997: 211–220).84 In such alternations, the direct object of the transitive variant, e.g.,
in (4.10), becomes subject of the basic variant, e.g., in (4.11).

(4.10) A chad a mla meleseb er a blai el me er a
d person top aux burn.impf acc d building l come p d

eou.
space.below

“Somebody has burned the building down.”

(4.11) A blai er a Ngerchemai a me-seseb el me er a eou.
d building p d Ngerchemai top intr-burn l come p d space.below
“Building in Ngerchemai burns down.” [Headline in Roureor Belau, 22 May 2002]

The English translations I have provided in (4.10) and (4.11) suggest that the pair of
verbsmeleseb andmesesebmight be alternants in a causative–inchoative alternation,
similar to English sb. broke sthg. (transitive) vs. sthg. broke (intransitive). But unlike
break and break, the two verbs in (4.10) and (4.11) are morphologically distinct;
the transitive alternant is formed from the prefix meN- while the intransitive alter-
nant is formed from the prefix me-. It’s natural to wonder whether the alternation
84 This is also known as the ergative form in Josephs 1975: 131–136, 1990: xxx–xxxi and the processive
form in Josephs 1999: 28–29.
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(Imperfective) Basic
Transitive Prefix Form Prefix

meN- me-
oN- o-
omek- muk-
ol- mo-
ou- mo-85

Table 4.1 Some transitive prefixes and their corresponding basic form prefixes

between meleseb and mesesebmight not also be analyzed as a voice alternation with
morphologically distinct active and passive forms.

This question has continually puzzled Palauan researchers over the past few
decades. In the Palauan literature, basic forms like meseseb in (4.11) have been ana-
lyzed variably as ergative (unaccusative) verbs (Wilson 1972; Josephs 1975, 1990),
passives (Waters 1980; Georgopoulos 1986, 1991b), and even as a sort of hybrid
between unaccusatives and passives (Flora 1974; Lemaréchal 1991; Gibson 1993;
Josephs 1997, 1999). From thepoint of viewofmorphology, basic forms are formed
with different prefixes from their corresponding transitive counterparts but with
the same roots — e.g.,

√
seseb “burn” in (4.10) and (4.11). Some pairs consisting

of a transitive prefix and its corresponding basic form prefix are shown in Table 4.1.
In §4.2–4.4, which together form the empirical basis of the chapter, it will be

shown that the syntactic status of basic forms formed from me- (i.e., whether they
should be properly analyzed as passives, unaccusatives, or something else alto-
gether) is muchmore transparent if the lexical semantics of roots (either the head V
or
√
root, depending on the theory) are taken into account. Various syntactic and

semantic irregularities among members of the class of intransitive me- predicates
suggest that they do not constitute a syntactically homogeneous class of verbs, de-
spite the fact that they are all formed from what appears to be the same prefix. I
cite evidence for a (minimally) three-way distinction between passive me- verbs,
unaccusativeme- verbs, and stativeme- adjectives, showing that syntactic diagnos-
tics can distinguish the three subclasses, hopefully demonstrating that, in a sense,
the conclusions aboutme- predicates drawn by all of the previous researchers were
correct, just not for every member of the class.
85 Transitive verbs in ou- appear to be relatively idiosyncratic (indeed, many verbs in ou- are formed
from roots borrowed from Japanese and English), and basic forms of transitive ou- verbs are not
universally accepted among Palauan speakers. Those who accept them seem to prefer themo- prefix
for the basic form, though I have elicited data in which both transitive and basic forms are formed
using the ou- prefix.
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4.2 Evidence for a subclass of passiveme- verbs

Since the publication of Josephs’s (1975) groundbreaking PalauanReferenceGram-
mar, the status of the passive in Palauan has been a matter of some debate (see also
Wilson 1972). Two different constructions have alternately been called a “passive”
in the Palauan literature.

In the first construction, represented in (4.12), the internal argument, which is
co-referent with a resumptive pronoun in its base position, obligatorily occupies a
pre-verbal topic position while the external argument (often null pro) remains in a
post-verbal position and triggers subject agreement. In addition to being analyzed
as a passive (Wilson 1972: 144–148; Josephs 1975: 141–143, 400–407), this construc-
tion has also been called object topicalization (Waters 1980; Georgopoulos 1986,
1991b), and “pre-passive” (Gibson 1993).

(4.12) a. [A tech-el a charm ]i a le-bo longa er
[d flesh-3sgP d animal ] top 3sg.irr-aux.fut 3sg.irr.eat.impf acc

ngiii a rubak.
it d old.man

“The meat will be eaten by the old man.” (lit. “The meat, the old man
will eat it.”)

b. [A telkib er a kerrekar ]i a k-ultaut er ngiii.
[d some p d wood ] top 1sgS.irr-past.ignite.impf acc it
“Some of the wood I burned up.” [Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 44:19]

In the second construction, represented in (4.13), the internal argument occu-
pies a post-verbal position and triggers subject agreement, and the external argu-
ment may optionally be included in an oblique PP headed by the preposition er. If
the subject is topicalized, as in (4.13a–b), the verb remains in its realis form, indi-
cating that the A ′ dependency created by topicalization has targeted a subject (see
Georgopoulos 1985, 1991b for details).

(4.13) a. A tech-el a charm a kir-el mo me-dul er
d flesh-3sgP d animal top obligation-3sgP aux.fut intr-roast p

a ngau e me-kang el obengk-el a diak a omkukel el
d fire and intr-eat l companion-3sgP d none d yeast l

blauang me a mechuached el dellomel.
bread and d bitter l plants

“The meat is to be roasted and eaten with bitter herbs and with bread
made without yeast.” [Chedaol Biblia, Exodus 12:8]
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b. A telkib er a kerrekar a mla mo-taut.
d some p d wood top aux intr-ignite
“Some of the wood has been burned up.”

Following the conclusions of Waters 1980 and nearly all subsequent work, includ-
ing Josephs’s more recent work (see Josephs 1994, 1997, 1999), I treat the construc-
tion in (4.12) as an object topicalization which retains its valence and set it aside. I
focus instead on verbs like those in (4.13), which have reduced valence and can be
treated as truly intransitive.

The question at issue is how we can tell that the construction in (4.13), which
includes the me- verbs medul “roasted” (cf. melul “roast,” Josephs 1990: 170) and
mekang “eaten” (cf. mengang “eat,” Josephs 1990: 171) is a passive construction. On
such an analysis, theme- prefix could be analyzed as a passive morpheme (cf. Baker
et al. 1989) which does not license structural Accusative Case or introduce an ex-
ternal argument DP, but may license oblique or implicit arguments. Note that a
techel a charm “the meat” in (4.13a) and a telkib er a kerrekar “some of the wood”
in (4.13b) have been promoted to subject; each triggers (null) subject-oriented
wh-agreement on the verbs. There are no agent arguments expressed overtly in
(4.13), but if these sentences contain passive verbs (and not unaccusatives) then
there should be a covert, implicit agent argument present in the syntax.

The issues surrounding the diagnosis of the presence of implicit arguments have
by now been explored in English and many other languages, and it is the presence
of implicit arguments that has traditionally been seen to distinguish passives from
unaccusatives (see, i.a., Roberts 1986; Roeper 1987). Generally, the standard dif-
ferences between the two types of intransitive verb have been shown to include the
following.

• Passives can express an agent overtly in an oblique PP, while unaccusatives
cannot.

• Implicit agents of passives can license agent-oriented adverbials, which are
incompatible with unaccusatives.

• Implicit agents of passives can bind a null PRO in the subject position of pur-
pose infinitival clause modifiers, which are incompatible with unaccusatives.

I run through the three tests below, one by one, showing that in Palauan, some
members of the (morphological) class ofme- predicates pass each test more clearly
than others do.
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4.2.1 The elusive by-phrase

Indo-European passives optionally allow an “internalized” external argument to
be expressed overtly in an oblique argument PP — the so-called “by-phrase,” as in
(4.14). The DP in an oblique argument PP corresponds to whatever would have
been the subject of the corresponding transitive. It is often an agent, as in (4.14a),
but it need not be; for instance, it can also be a causer as in (4.14b) or an instrument
as in (4.14c).

(4.14) a. The national anthem was sung (by the students).

b. The door was opened (by a freak gust of wind).

c. My finger was accidentally sliced open (by a sharp knife).

Various researchers who have investigated the Palauan passive (i.e., the type of
verb appearing in (4.13)) have reported mixed judgments for oblique argument
PPs (er-phrases, which are the Palauan correlates of English by-phrases). Josephs
(1975: 134–135) reports that some speakers find them “awkward.” DeWolf (1979:
101) says that the agent is “not usually indicated,” which he follows up in a later
study with a stronger claim, namely that the specification of an agent argument
in an er-phrase is “disallowed” (1988: 171). Gibson (1993: Ch. 5), on the other
hand, reports noproblems eliciting er-phrases “beyond apreference to omit them.”
In my own fieldwork, I initially had some trouble eliciting er-phrases due to the
tendency for Palauan speakers to avoid passives in neutral contexts altogether86,
but I eventually found that the relative (un)acceptability of an oblique er-phrase
depends largely on the verb.87

Some examples of er-phrases containing DPs with various thematic relations
to the event denoted by the VP are given in (4.15). Like English by-phrases, the
86 Palauan speakers found it odd that I was trying to elicit er-phrases in root, monoclausal passives
when I could express the same sentence using a synonymous andmuch less marked active transitive
structure. Once I began eliciting passives in periphrastic causative sentences, in which there is an
identity requirement between a causee DP in the matrix clause and the subject in the embedded
clause, it became much easier to elicit er-phrases.
87 It has been suggested to me (Sandy Chung, p.c.) that one possible source of the variability
among speakers in terms of their acceptance of er-phrases might be interference from English, a
possibility that is also mentioned by Josephs (1999: 29). That is, er-phrases might have only come
into the language recently as a result of the increasing trend for Palauans to become bilingual during
U.S. administration of Palau as a U.N. Trust Territory. We may find that er-phrases will become in-
creasingly accepted as English becomes more widely spoken in Palau, but er-phrases were already
attested as early as the 1940s (Capell 1949), and Palau only became a U.N. Trust Territory in 1944,
shortly after World War II. It seems likely to me that er-phrases existed in Palauan before English
became widely spoken in Palau.
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er-phrase can contain agents (4.15a–b), causers (4.15c), instruments (4.15d), and
anything else that could serve as subject of the transitive variant.

(4.15) a. A “Belau er Kid” a mo me-chitakl (er a rengalek er a
d Palau p 1pl.incl top aux.fut intr-sing (p d children p d

skuul).
school)

“Belau er Kid88 will be sung (by the students).”

b. Aike [el mlok-oad er a tebelik el charm ] a dimlak
those [l past.pass.cau-die p d wild l animals ] top neg.past

kulab el eko omes-kau.
1sgS.irr.past.carry l go bring.pf-2sgO

“Those that were killed by wild animals, I didn’t take them to you.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Genesis 31:39]

c. Ng mo ua kerrekar el mla me-dul er a ngau a
3pl.−hum= aux.fut like trees l aux intr-burn p d fire d

rechel-el, me a bng-al a m-o-sebek
branches-3pl.−humP and d flowers-3pl.−humP top pass-cau-fly

er a eolt el mo cheroid.
p d wind l go away

“They will be like trees whose branches are burned by fire, whose blos-
soms are blown away by the wind.” [Chedaol Biblia, Job 15:30]

d. Ng rul-leterir el mo meruul er a bleob el okesi-ul
3sg= make.pf-3plO l go make.impf acc d idol l image-3sgP

ngike el kot el charm el mil -temall er a saider e ngdi
that l first l beast l past.intr-wound p d sword then but

ng silobel.
3sg= past.survive

“The beast told them to build an image in honor of the beast that had
beenwounded by the sword and yet lived.” [Chedaol Biblia, Revelations 13:14]

(4.15) demonstrates that oblique er-phrases can be licensed in clauses with intran-
sitiveme- verbs, both in elicited contexts as in (4.15a) and naturally occurring con-
texts like those in (4.15b–d). Co-occurrence with er-phrases suggests that (at least
some) me- verbs are passives rather than unaccusatives, which are thought not to
permit oblique or implicit arguments.
88 Belau er Kid is the name of the Palauan national anthem.
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4.2.2 Licensing agent-oriented adverbials

Agent-oriented adverbials are licensed by syntactic presence of an agent, whether
overt or implicit. The conclusion that passives can license implicit agents is based
largely on evidence from agent-oriented modifiers that appear even in the absence
of an overt agent DP. The logic is that if passives license agents, and agents license
agent-oriented adverbials, then the co-occurrence of a passive form and an agent-
oriented adverbial diagnoses the syntactic presence of an agent, even if no agent
DP is pronounced. Note the contrast in (4.16).

(4.16) a. I sold the book voluntarily.

b. The book was sold voluntarily. [Roberts 1986: 70, ex. 4a]

c. *The book sold voluntarily. [Roberts 1986: 70, ex. 4b]

In (4.16a), the presence of the overt agent I licenses the presence of the adverbial
voluntarily. The fact that it is also licit in (4.16b), which contains a passive verb,
suggests the presence of an implicit agent. In sentence (4.16c), which contains an
unaccusative verb, modification by the adverbial voluntarily is ungrammatical.

The test would appear to be a clear diagnostic for differences in behavior be-
tween the class of passives and the class of unaccusatives. And since licensing of
agent-oriented adverbials depends on a given thematic relation (agentivity), we
should be able to use such adverbials in different languages to diagnose the pres-
ence of implicit agents. But in Palauan, the results are somewhat mixed. In some
cases, agent-oriented adverbials are perfectly acceptable, as in (4.17).

(4.17) a. A Belau er Kid a (blak a reng-rir el) mo me-chitakl.
d Palau p 1pl.inc top (eager d hearts-3plP l) aux.fut intr-sing
“Our Palau will be sung (eagerly).”

b. A siasing a (dachelbai el) mil -chesbereber.
d picture top (skillful l) past.intr-paint
“The picture was painted (skillfully).”

c. A blai a (kerekikl el) mluke-dechor.
d house top (careful l) past.pass.cau-upright
“The house was built (carefully).”

(4.17) contains examples of me- verbs that fall into the semantic class of creation
verbs, like mechitakl “be sung” and mechesbereber “be painted.” Presumably, the
events expressed by verbs of creation require an initiator (typically an agent).89

89 See Ramchand 2008: 24 for discussion of the role of initiation and initiators in event semantics.
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Even in their intransitive forms, agent-oriented adverbials are very readily accepted
with these verbs, suggesting the syntactic presence of implicit agents in (4.17a–c).

Other intransitive me- verbs like meseseb “burn/be burned” and obok “open/be
opened” do not require agents, but may express them optionally in oblique er-
phrase PPs. In the absence of er-phrases, agent-oriented adverbials are only some-
times accepted — certainly not always. However, speakers who accept er-phrases
with these verbs almost always permit agent-oriented adverbials as well. Consider
the data in (4.18).

(4.18) a. A blai a (?blak a reng-ul el) mil -seseb (er a
d house top (?eager d heart-3sgP l) past.intr-burn (p d

rubak).
old.man)

“The house (was) (?eagerly) burned down (by the old man).”

b. A chesimer a (?kerekikl el) ule-bok (er a sensei).
d door top (?careful l) past.intr-open (p d teacher)
“The door (was) (?carefully) opened (by the teacher).”

Some sense might be made of the pattern in (4.18) if we consider the differences
between unaccusative/passive pairs like open/be opened, as in (4.19).

(4.19) a. The door (*carefully) opened (*by the guy carrying the heavy file cabi-
net). unaccusative

b. The door was (carefully) opened (by the guy carrying the heavy file cab-
inet). passive with oblique or implicit agent

c. The door was (*carefully) opened by a freak gust of wind.
passive with oblique causer

In (4.19a), the unaccusative open does not license an external argument (implicit or
oblique), and so agent-oriented adverbials like carefully cannot be licensed either.
In (4.19b), the passive be opened permits an implicit or oblique agent, and the ad-
verb carefully can thus appear without restriction. However, the passive be opened in
(4.19c) licenses an oblique causer argument rather than an oblique agent, and this
causer argument fails to license the adverb carefully.90

90 This is unsurprising, given that passive is a voice, which affects DPs with particular grammatical
relations. It does not operate on thematic roles, such as agent or causer. It is worth emphasizing
that although agent-oriented adverbials (and purpose infinitival clause modifiers) are frequently
used to diagnose differences between passives and unaccusatives, they cannot sufficiently diagnose
all passives; (4.19c) provides direct evidence that this is the case. While it may be true that no un-
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To account for the variability in the judgments of (4.18a–b), I would like to sug-
gest that since events of burn-ing or open-ing can happen spontaneously and do
not require initiators (unlike events of creation, such as sing-ing or paint-ing), in-
transitiveme- verbs expressing such events are ambiguous between passive and un-
accusative interpretations. That is, if an implicit or oblique agent or causer is syntac-
tically present either in an er-phrase or via inference due to the presence of licensed
agent-oriented adverbials, then a verb likemeseseb in (4.18a) can be interpreted like
English “be burned” (i.e., as a passive) rather than like English “burn” (i.e., as an
unaccusative), and similarly for obok (i.e., “be opened” rather than “open”).

In the next section, it will be shown that the distribution of purpose infinitival
clausemodifiers patterns exactly the sameway as the distribution of agent-oriented
adverbials, seemingly confirming the ambiguity.

4.2.3 Control into purpose infinitival clause modifiers

Another type of evidence for implicit arguments comes from the licensing of null
PRO subjects of purpose infinitival clause modifiers (see Jespersen 1940; Faraci
1974; Williams 1980; Bach 1982; Kirkpatrick 1982; Jones 1985, 1991; Roberts 1986;
Roeper 1987). Examples from English are given below in (4.16).

(4.20) a. I sold the book [PRO to make money].

b. The book was sold [PRO to make money]. [Roberts 1986: 70, ex. 5a]

c. The book was sold (by Amazon.com) [PRO to make money].

d. *The book sold [PRO to make money]. [Roberts 1986: 70, ex. 5b]

The null PRO in a purpose infinitival clausemust be bound by an initiator (who
is ordinarily volitional, but at the very least acts deliberately) of the event modified
by the purpose clause (i.e., an agent or causer). The initiator can either be an overt
DP subject of a transitive verb as in (4.20a), a null implicit argument of a passive
verb as in (4.20b), or an oblique argument of a passive verb as in (4.20c). Since
intransitive unaccusative verbs do not license overt or implicit initiator arguments,
there is no initiator to bind PRO in the purpose clause, so purpose clauses are in-
compatiblewith unaccusatives. Consequently, if a purpose clause is acceptable, the
verbmay be analyzed as a passive andnot as an unaccusative, but if a purpose clause
is unacceptable, it is possible that the verb might be analyzed either as a passive or
as an unaccusative (i.e., the purpose clause might be ruled out for other reasons).

accusative can license an implicit agent, it is also certainly not the case that every passive can, since
not all implicit arguments need be agentive; see, e.g., (4.7), (4.8), and (4.14b–c).
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Interestingly, the variability in judgments of agent-oriented adverbials in §4.2.2
manifests itself again when the distribution of purpose clauses is considered. That
is, when they co-occur with intransitive me- verbs whose lexical semantics require
that the event have an initiator (likemechitakl “be sung,”mechesbereber “bepainted,”
ormlukedechor “be built” in (4.21)), purpose infinitivals are generally accepted.

(4.21) a. A Belau er Kid a mo me-chitakl (el oldeu
d Palau p 1pl.inc top aux.fut intr-sing (l make.happy.impf

er a reokiaksang PRO).
acc the guests arb)

“Our Palau will be sung (to please the guests).”

b. A siasing a mil -chesbereber (el omekord er a rum PRO).
d picture top past.intr-paint (l decorate.impf acc d room arb)
“The picture was painted (to decorate the room).”

c. A blai a mluke-dechor (el olengeseu er a telungalek
d blai top past.pass.cau-upright (l help.impf acc d family

er ngak PRO).
p me arb)

“The house was built (to help my family).”

Even in the absence of an overt initiator, the purpose clauses el oldeu er a reokiak-
sang “to please the guests” in (4.21a), el omekord er a rum “to decorate the room” in
(4.21b), and el olengeseu er a telungalek er ngak “to helpmy family” in (4.21c) are fully
acceptable to nearly all speakers.

But in sentences containing passives of verbs with optional agents, like meseseb
“burn/be burned” in (4.22a) and obok “open/be opened” in (4.22b), purpose in-
finitivals are not always acceptable. In the presence of an oblique agent, however,
purpose clauses are much more readily accepted.

(4.22) a. A blai a mil -seseb (er a rubak) (?el ngmai a udoud
d house top past.intr-burn (p d old.man) (?l get the money

el insurance PRO).
l insurance he)

“The house (was) burned down (by the old man) (?to collect the insur-
ance money).”
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b. A chesimer a ule-bok (er a ta er a resensei) (?el
d door top past.intr-open (p d one p d teachers) (?l

mengelekolt er a klas).
cool.down.impf acc d classroom)

“The door (was) opened (by one of the teachers) (?to cool down the
classroom).”

Why should the acceptability of purpose clauses depend on the verb that de-
scribes the event modified by the purpose clause? And furthermore, why does the
variability in acceptability of purpose clauses align so closely with the variability in
acceptability of agent-oriented adverbial?. Again, I propose that this variability is
due to the lexical semantics of the verbs involved.

Verbs whose lexical semantics require a volitional or deliberate initiator but
only select theme complements, like sing, paint, or build, can be transitive when-
ever the external argument DP (i.e., the subject) is linked to the initiator thematic
role. When such verbs are intransitive, however, their initiators must be implicit or
oblique arguments, and the theme DP is promoted to subject. Since unaccusatives
do not license implicit or oblique arguments, these verbs cannot be interpreted
as unaccusatives; they can freely form passives, however. The same is true in En-
glish — note that similar contrasts can be observed even in English despite the fact
that unaccusatives and passives are morphologically distinct, e.g., in (4.23) through
(4.25).

(4.23) a. Aretha Franklin sang My Country ’Tis of Thee at Barack Obama’s 2009
presidential inauguration ceremony.

b. My Country ’Tis of Thee was sung at Barack Obama’s 2009 presidential
inauguration ceremony (by Aretha Franklin).

c. *My Country ’Tis of Thee sang at Barack Obama’s 2009 presidential inau-
guration ceremony (by Aretha Franklin).

(4.24) a. Vincent Van Gogh painted Starry Night in 1889.

b. Starry Night was painted (by Vincent Van Gogh) in 1889.

c. *Starry Night painted (by Vincent Van Gogh) in 1889.

(4.25) a. We built this city on rock and roll. [“We Built This City,” Starship]

b. This city was built on secrets. [“Detroit was Built on Secrets,” Search the City]

c. *This city built on secrets/on rock and roll.
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Verbs whose lexical semantics allow (but do not require) volitional or deliber-
ate initiators and select theme complements, like burn or open, have at least three
options — they may be transitive, passive, or unaccusative. If this lexical semantic
account is on the right track, then the variability in judgments of agent-oriented
adverbials and purpose infinitival clause modifiers might stem from a general lack
of uniformity of interpretation. That is, in the absence of a context, some Palauan
speakers might naturally interpret intransitive me- verbs formed from a V/

√
root

meaning “burn” or “open” as either preferentially passive or preferentially unac-
cusative. The corresponding English verbs burn and open also permit all three op-
tions (transitive, passive, and unaccusative), as shown in (4.26) and (4.27).

(4.26) a. TheGreatChicago Fireburnedbuildings across a span of 34 city blocks.

b. Buildings across a span of 34 city blocks were burned (in/by the Great
Chicago Fire).

c. Buildings across a span of 34 city blocks burned (in/*by the Great Chi-
cago Fire).

(4.27) a. The establishment of the Schengen Area openedmany European coun-
tries’ borders.

b. ManyEuropean countries’ borderswere opened (with/by the establish-
ment of the Schengen Area).

c. Many European countries’ borders opened (with/*by the establish-
ment of the Schengen Area).

The pattern emerging thus far is that a semantically delimited subclass of verbs
appears to be compatible with a passive interpretation but not an unaccusative in-
terpretation, arguing that at least some intransitive Palauan verbs formed fromme-
should receive a passive analysis. Other intransitiveme- verbs are much less clearly
passives. In the following section, I examine several of the verbs with variable be-
havior more closely and introduce a new Palauan diagnostic that can be used to
distinguish unaccusatives from passives.

4.3 A diagnostic for unaccusativeme- verbs

As we saw above in §4.2, there are Palauan me- verbs that seem to pattern like pas-
sives in other languages with respect to their co-occurrence with oblique/implicit
arguments, agent-oriented adverbials, and purpose infinitival clausemodifiers. But
other me- verbs resist co-occuring with all of these; speakers differ widely in their
judgments of how acceptable they are. To explain this variability, I proposed that
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such verbs are ambiguous between passive and unaccusative interpretations in neu-
tral contexts. In this section, I present a diagnostic that I call di ngii-predication
that can help us to distinguish passives from unaccusatives more reliably. The di
ngii-predication diagnostic effectively serves to diagnose the absence of implicit ini-
tiator arguments (i.e., agents or causers). As a result, passive verbs cannot appear
in di ngii-predications, as shown in (4.28), while unaccusatives like mad “die” are
perfectly acceptable in di ngii-predications, as in (4.29).

(4.28) a. A beches el bli-mam a mlukedechor (er a dem-ak).
d new l house-1pl.excP top past.intr.build (p d father-1sgP)
“Our new house was built (by my father).”

b. *Ng di mle ngii [a beches el bli-mam [el
3sg= only aux.past itself [d new l house-1pl.excP [l

mlukedechor ]].
past.intr.build ]]

(“Our new house (was) built on its own.”)

(4.29) a. A ngikel er a omoachel a mlad (*er a chad er a chei).
d fish p d river top past.die (*p d man p d sea)
“The fish in the river died (*by the fisherman).”

[cf. Chedaol Biblia, Exodus 7:21]

b. Ng di mle ngii [a ngikel er a omoachel [el
3pl.−hum= only aux.past themselves [d fish p d river [l

mlad ]].
past.die ]]

“The fish in the river died (on their own).”

In (4.28), the verbmukedechor “be built” is a creation verb and requires an oblique
or implicit initiator. Since di ngii-predication in intransitives is incompatible with
oblique and implicit initiators, (4.28b) is ungrammatical. In (4.29), on the other
hand, the verb mad “die” is incompatible with initiators, as shown in (4.29a). As
such, it is free to appear in a di ngii-predication, as shown in (4.29b).

4.3.1 Palauan di ngii-predication

The Palauan di ngii-predication diagnostic essentially asserts that there is no exter-
nal argument that initiates the event denoted by the predicate. Di ngii-predication
is closely related to similar on its own-type diagnostics in other languages, like the
English by itself/on its own diagnostic (Delancey 1984; Levin and Rappaport Ho-
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vav 1995) in (4.30), the Italian da sé diagnostic (Chierchia 2004 [1989]) in (4.31),
the German von selbst/von allein diagnostic (Härtl 2003, Schäfer 2008) in (4.32), the
(Modern) Greek apo mono tu diagnostic (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004),
the Ukrainian sam po sobi diagnostic (Lavine 2010) in (4.34), and probably many
others.

(4.30) English:

a. The door opened by itself. [Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 88, ex. 17b]

b. *The door was opened by itself. [Cortés Rodríguez 2008: 267, ex. 45]

(4.31) Italian:

a. La barca è affondata da sé.
the boat is sunk by itself
“The boat sank by itself.” [Chierchia 2004: 43, ex. 42b]

b. *La barca è stata affondata da sé.
the boat is been sunk by itself
(“The boat was sunk by itself.”) [Chierchia 2004: 43, ex. 42c]

(4.32) German:

a. Der Teller zerbrach von selbst.
the plate broke by itself
“The plate broke by itself.” [Härtl 2003: 895, ex. 26a]

b. *Der Teller wurde von selbst zerbrochen.
the plate became by itself broken
(“The plate was broken by itself.”) [Härtl 2003: 895, ex. 26b]

(4.33) (Modern) Greek:

a. To pani skistike apo mono tu.
the cloth tore by itself
“The cloth tore by itself.” [Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004: 123, ex. 14c]

b. *To vivlio diavastike apo mono tu.
the book read.pass by itself
(“The book was read by itself.”)

[Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004: 122, ex. 14a]
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(4.34) Ukrainian:

a. Vaza rozbyla-sja sama po sobi.
vase.nom.fem broke.fem.sg-refl by-self.nom.fem
“The vase broke by itself.” [Lavine 2010: 110, ex. 23]

b. *Vazu bulo rozbyto samu po sobi.
vase.acc.fem was broken.pass by-self.acc.fem
(“The vase was broken by itself.”) [Lavine 2010: 110, ex. 22]

In the (a) sentences in (4.30) through (4.34), there is no external causer or agent
that initiates the event, and each on its own-typemodifier describes the subject of an
unaccusative verb. In the (b) sentences, there is presumably an implicit agent or
causer that initiates each event, rendering on its own-type modification ungrammat-
ical.

Palauan di ngii-predication works similarly. Consider the example in (4.35).

(4.35) Ng di mle ngii [a butiliang [el ule-beu ]].
3sg= only aux.past itself [d bottle [l past.intr-break ]]
“The bottle broke on its own.”

Applying this diagnostic to Palauan verbs with precision is complicated by two fac-
tors. The first is that passive and unaccusative verbs are morphologically identical
(if the analysis that is gradually unfolding is on the right track); I address this issue in
§4.3.2. The second is that some on its own-type modifiers are ambiguous between
a without external help interpretation, as in (4.36), and an alone interpretation, as
in (4.37). Indeed, some sentences are compatible with both interpretations, as in
(4.38).

(4.36) Half of my plants require fertilizer to bloom, and the other half bloom by
themselves.
means: Nothing causes my plants to bloom. without external help
cannot mean: The other half of my plants don’t bloom. alone

(4.37) The student arrived early by herself.
means: No one else arrived early. alone
cannot mean: Nothing caused the early arrival. without external help

[Deal 2009: 294, ex. 15]

(4.38) The wizard disappeared by himself.
means: Nothing caused the wizard to disappear. without external help
means: Nothing else disappeared. alone

[Deal 2009: 294, ex. 17b]
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The reading that concerns us is that in (4.36), where by itself indicates that there
is no external causer distinct from the theme. Fortunately, the without external help
and alone interpretations of English on its own/by itself are expressed by different
constructions in Palauan. The without external help interpretation is expressed with
the di ngii-predication construction, as we saw above in (4.35). A di ngii-predication
is formed by merging a reflexive pronoun as the main predicate and modifying
it with di “just/only,” with a co-refering subject DP modified by a relative clause
(which contains the information about the event that the subject participates in).91

Some naturally-occurring examples are given below in (4.39).

(4.39) Without External Help Interpretation:

a. A sensei a menguiu me a lechub e ng di ngii [a ngalek
d teacher top read.impf or 3sg= only himself [d child

[el lmuut el chuieu-ii a kot el paragraph ]].
[l happen.again l read.pf-3sgO d first l paragraph ]]

“The teacher reads, or the child reads the first paragraph again on his
own.” [CK 27]

b. [Ngii el siseball]i a di mle ngii ____i [el me-ngai
[it l entrance] top only aux.past itself <gap> [l intr-remove

a chesmer-el].
d door-3sgP]

“The gate opened for them by itself.” [Chedaol Biblia, Acts 12:10]

c. Ng diak a ulaoch er a Chedaol el Llechukl el sebech-el
3sg= not.exist d prophecy p d Holy l Scriptures l ability-3sgP

a chadi [el di ngii __i [el smaod ]].
d person [l only himself [l vblz.explain.pf ]].

“No one can explain by himself or herself a prophecy in the Scriptures.”
[Chedaol Biblia, 2 Peter 1:20]

In order to get the alone interpretation, there are two alternatives. The first is
to adjoin the modifier tang “alone” to the reflexive pronoun predicate in a di ngii-
predication, as in (4.40a). The second involves clefting the (logical) subject and
modifying it with di “only” — there is no reflexive pronoun involved. But rather
91 Di ngii-predication seems to share some of the properties of clefts, but I amhesitant to definitively
classify the di ngii-predication construction as a cleft for two reasons. First,Georgopoulos’s extensive
research on Palauan clefts (1991b) does not mention the construction, and second, there is a full
DP in subject position which heads the relative clause, rather than an expletive subject. I have not
investigated the syntactic properties of di ngii-predication thoroughly enough to ascertain whether
it is derived by the same process that forms clefts. This task must be left aside for the time being.
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than inserting an expletive in the subject position of the cleft, a headless relative is
formed fromwhat would have been the relative clause in the cleft and inserted into
subject position. An example is in (4.40b).

(4.40) a. Ng di mle ngii el tang [a ngelek-ek [el
3sg= only aux.past himself l alone [d child-1sgP [l

chil iis ]].
past.run.away ]]

“My child ran away by himself.”
(lit. “My child who ran away was only himself, alone.”)

b. Ng di mle ngelek-ek [a chil iis ].
3sg= only aux.past child-1sgP [d past.run.away ]
“My child ran away by himself.”
(lit. “The (one who) ran away was only my child.”)

Some naturally occurring examples are given in (4.41) below.

(4.41) Alone Interpretation:

a. Ng ngera a uchul me ng di mle kau el tang
3sg= what? d reason so.that 3sg= only aux.past yourself l alone

[el me er tiang ]?
[l come p here ]

“Why did you come here all by yourself?” [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 21:1]

b. Ng di mle ngii el tang [el mo ngmasech er a rois
3sg= only aux.past itself l alone [l go intr.climb p d mountain

el mo meluluuch ]. Me se er a bo-cha
l go pray ]. And that.time p d irr.aux.fut-icp

le-kebesengei, e a Jesus a di mle ngii el tang.
3sg.irr-evening then d Jesus top only aux.past himself l alone.

“He went up a hill by himself to pray. When evening came, Jesus was
there alone.” [Chedaol Biblia, Matthew 14:23]

c. Ng di tirke el silobel [a kmal di ule-briid] me
3sg= only those l past.survive [d very just intr.past-scatter] and

te chil iis el di chad me a bedeng-el.
3pl= past.run.off l only person and d body-3sgP.

“The survivors scattered, each man running off by himself.”
[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 11:11]
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What is important for our purposes is that the Palauan di ngii-predication construc-
tion in (4.35) and (4.39) unambiguously expresses the without external help inter-
pretation of on its own-type modifiers.

4.3.2 Distinguishing unaccusatives from passives

If di ngii-predication has the same effect as the inclusion of on its own-type modi-
fiers in the various languages cited in (4.30) through (4.34), then we would ex-
pect it to be incompatible with passives. But as was mentioned above, there is
a problem with identification. If passives and other intransitive verbs (including
unaccusatives) can all be formed from the prefix me-, then we need multiple di-
agnostics that can distinguish them in order to compare the results. Combining di
ngii-predication with the diagnostics for passives in §4.2 gives us a way to do this.

Di ngii-predication does not apply uniformly to sentences containingme- verbs.
For example, if di ngii-predication is applied to (4.11), repeated below, the result is
acceptable, as shown in (4.42).

(4.11) A blai er a Ngerchemai a me-seseb el me er a eou.
d building p d Ngerchemai top intr-burn l come p d space.below
“Building in Ngerchemai burns down.” [Headline in Roureor Belau, 22 May 2002]

(4.42) Ng di mle ngii [a blai er a Ngerchemai [el
3sg= only aux.past itself [d building p d Ngerchemai [l

mil -seseb el me er a eou ]].
intr.past-burn l come p d space.below ]]

“The building in Ngerchemai burned down by itself.”

The fact thatmeseseb can appear in the relative clause of a di ngii-predication in (4.42)
suggests thatmeseseb patterns like an unaccusative, rather than a passive. This result
is initially quite surprising, considering that we saw in §4.2.2–4.2.3 thatmeseseb also
patterns like a passive whenever it co-occurs with an oblique argument in an agen-
tive er-phrase; i.e., agent-oriented adverbials are licensed, and the oblique argu-
ment can bind PRO in a purpose infinitival clause modifier. This is all summarized
below in (4.43).
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(4.43) A blai er a Ngerchemai a (kerekikl el) mil -seseb el me
d building p d Ngerchemai top (carefully l) intr.past-burn l come

er a eou er a rekelebus (el melai a techei PRO).
p d space.below p d prisoners (l take.impf d revenge they)

“Thebuilding inNgerchemaiwas (carefully) burneddownby theprisoners
(to take revenge).”

But di ngii-predication is incompatible with external initiator arguments (implicit
or overt), which include agents and causers. As such, it is expected that di ngii-
predication will block the presence of er-phrases, agent-oriented adverbials, and
purpose infinitival clausemodifiers. Each of these predictions is borne out in (4.44)
through (4.46).

(4.44) Di ngii-predication blocks er-phrases:
Ng di mle ngii [a blai er a Ngerchemai [el
3sg= only aux.past itself [d house p d Ngerchemai [l

mil -seseb el me er a eou (*er a rekelebus) ]].
intr.past-burn l come p d space.below (*p d prisoners) ]]

“The building in Ngerchemai burned down on its own (*by the prison-
ers).”

(4.45) Di ngii-predication blocks agent-oriented adverbials:
Ng di mle ngii [a blai er a Ngerchemai [el (*kerekikl el)
3sg= only aux.past itself [d house p d Ngerchemai [l (*carefully l)

mil -seseb el me er a eou ]].
intr.past-burn l come p d space.below ]]

“The building in Ngerchemai (*carefully) burned down on its own.”

(4.46) Di ngii-predication blocks control into purpose infinitivals:
Ng di mle ngii [a blai er a Ngerchemai [el
3sg= only aux.past itself [d house p d Ngerchemai [l

mil -seseb el me er a eou (*el melai a techei
intr.past-burn l come p d space.below (*l take.impf d revenge

PRO) ]].
arb) ]]

“Thebuilding inNgerchemai burneddownon its own (*to take revenge).”

What the sentences in (4.44) through (4.46) show us is that di ngii-predication is
incompatible with anything that must be licensed by implicit or oblique agents of
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passives. It would appear, then, that the diagnostics for implicit agents in passives
and the di ngii-predication diagnostic allow us to distinguish between me- verbs
that should be analyzed as passives (i.e., if they have implicit arguments, they must
be passives and not unaccusatives) or non-passives (i.e., if they cannot have implicit
arguments, they cannot be passives).92

The explanation that was considered in §4.2 for the variable behavior of certain
me- verbs, like meseseb “be burned/burn,” was that they may sometimes be inter-
preted as passives (≈ “the building was burned down”) and other times as unac-
cusatives (≈ “the building burned down”). Since the tests for implicit agents are
incompatible with di ngii-predication, it appears that the variability only manifests
itself across different sentences containing the same verb. That is, even if it is pos-
sible for a verb like meseseb to be either passive or unaccusative in principle, it can
only be one or the other in a particular sentence or context.

4.3.3 Testing a prediction

If di ngii-predication reliably identifies unaccusatives and is incompatible with ex-
ternal agents and causers, then a testable prediction is made. Di ngii-predication
should be impossiblewithme- verbs that require agents, such as creation predicates
(i.e., the same verbs that invariably license agent-oriented adverbials and purpose
infinitival clause modifiers). This is indeed what we find in (4.47) and (4.48). The
verbsmengesbereber “paint” and omekedechor “build” are creation verbs that require
agents. Their transitive use is given in the (a) sentences, corresponding passives
are shown in the (b) sentences, and their incompatibility with di ngii-predication is
shown in the (c) sentences.

(4.47) a. A sensei a milngesbereber er a siasing.
d teacher top past.paint.impf acc d picture.
“The teacher was painting a picture.” transitive

92 Like most diagnostics, these will not pick out the entire class of passives or unaccusatives.
Since the diagnostics for implicit arguments depend on the implicit argument being agen-
tive/volitional/deliberate/etc., and since implicit arguments in passives can have a variety of dif-
ferent thematic roles, some passives will not be able to license agent-oriented adverbials or purpose
infinitivals. Similarly, just because a verb cannot license an implicit argument does not mean that
it must be treated as unaccusative; as we will see in §4.4, stative me- adjectives cannot appear in di
ngii-predications either, even though they do not license implicit arguments. This aspectual restric-
tion is probably a result of the semantics of stative eventualities, discussed further in Chapter 5. It
is entirely possible that there are additional restrictions on di ngii-predication that prevent it from
picking out the entire class of unaccusative verbs.
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b. A siasing a mil -chesbereber (er a sensei).
d picture top intr.past-paint (p d teacher)
“The picture was painted (by the teacher).”implicit agent optional

c. *Ng di mle ngii [a siasing [el mil -chesbereber ]].
3sg= only aux.past itself [d picture [l intr.past-paint ]]
(“The picture (was) painted on its own.”) implicit agent bad

(4.48) a. A dem-ak a omeke-dechor er a beches el
d father-1sgP top cau-upright.impf acc d new l

bli-mam.
house-1pl.excP.

“My father is building our new house.” transitive

b. A beches el bli-mam a mluke-dechor (er a
d new l house-1pl.excP top past.pass.cau-upright (p d

dem-ak).
father-1sgP)

“Our new house has been built (by my father).”
implicit agent optional

c. *Ng di mle ngii [a beches el bli-mam [el
3sg= only aux.past itself [d new l house-1pl.excP [l

mluke-dechor ]].
past.pass.cau-upright ]]

(“Our new house (was) built on its own.”) implicit agent bad

The pattern in (4.47) and (4.48) suggests that some me- verbs (e.g., verbs of cre-
ation) are interpreted unambiguously as passives. This result aligns with their in-
creased compatibility with agent-oriented adverbials and purpose infinitivals even
in the absence of an overt agent.

4.4 Notes on stativeme- adjectives

To complicate the situation even further, there is an additional class of stative me-
predicates that do not patternwith either passives or unaccusatives. Many (but cer-
tainly not all) Palauan stative predicates are formedwith theme- prefix. Like nearly
all of the unaccusative and passive verbs formed from me-, a significant number
of these stative me- predicates also alternate with transitive (causative) forms (e.g.,
mesisiich “strong; healthy” vs.melisiich “strengthen”). Some examples are provided
below in (4.49) through (4.52).
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(4.49) Ak kot el me-saul el lmuut el me er a blai el me
1sg= too l intr-tired l happen.again l come p d house l come

melai a ralm.
get d water

“I’m too tired to come back to the house to get the water.” [UR 1]

(4.50) Te omengur el mo me-dinges.
3pl= dine l become intr-satisfied
“They eat until they are full.” [KM 4]

(4.51) A bli-rir a me-sisiich.
d house(hold)-3plP top intr-healthy
“Their family is healthy.” [BL 1]

(4.52) Me a rechad er a bli-l me a beluu a ko er a kmal
so d people p d house-3sgP and d village top sort of very

mlo me-chas a reng-rir, e le ngika el buik a
past.become intr-charred d heart-3plP because this l boy top

kmal me-sisiich el diak a me-ringel er ngii.
very intr-healthy l not.exist d intr-painful p there

“His family and the villagers were quite surprised at the boy’s sudden good
health and quick recovery.” [NB 3]

Unlike passives (but like unaccusatives), me- statives do not allow external ar-
guments to be expressed in oblique er-phrases, they do not license agent-oriented
adverbials, and they do not permit control into purpose infinitivals.

(4.53) a. Ng (*blak a reng-ul) me-sisiich (*er a toktang) (*el
3sg= (*eager d heart-3sgP) intr-healthy (*by the doctor) (*l

mo merael er a Merilang PRO).
aux.fut travel p d Manila he)

“He is (*eagerly) healthy (*by the doctor) (*to travel to Manila).”

b. Ak (*kerekikl el) me-saul (*er a resecheli-k) (*el mo
1sg= (*carefully l) intr-tired (*p d friends-1sgP) (*l go

mechiuaiu PRO).
sleep I)

“I am (*carefully) tired (*by my friends) (*to go to sleep).”
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It appears thatme- statives pass none of the tests for implicit agents. This result is en-
tirely unsurprising, since stative eventualities are always incompatible with agents.

But perhaps unexpectedly,me- statives cannot appear in di ngii-predications ei-
ther, even though they do not license implicit arguments. Consider the sentences
in (4.54) below.

(4.54) a. *Ak di ngak [pro [el mle me-saul ]].
1sg= only myself [I [l aux.past intr-tired ]]
(“I am tired on my own.”)

b. *Ng di ngii [a chim-ak [el mle me-ringel ]].
3sg= only itself [d hand-1sgP [l aux.past intr-painful ]]
(“My hand hurts on its own.”)

c. *Te di tir [a rengalek [el mle me-si-siich ]].
3pl= only themselves [d children [l aux.past intr-red-strong ]]
(“The children are healthy on their own.”)

However, the addition of the verb mo “become” transforms the stative predicate
into a change-of-state achievement predicate (see Chapter 5, §5.2.2 for further de-
tails), which is compatible with di ngii-predication.

(4.55) a. Ak di ngak [pro [el mlo me-saul ]].
1sg= only myself [I [l past.become intr-tired ]]
“I was getting tired on my own.”

b. Ng di ngii [a chim-ak [el mlo me-ringel ]].
3sg= only itself [d hand-1sgP [l past.become intr-painful ]]
“My hand started hurting on its own.”

c. Te di tir [a rengalek [el mlo
3pl= only themselves [d children [l past.become

me-si-siich ]].
intr-red-strong ]]

“The children were becoming strong on their own.”

Evidently, statives fail the di ngii-predication test, just as they fail the tests for im-
plicit agents. On this basis, I propose that they are distinct from both passives and
unaccusatives and should be analyzed as a separate class.

The diagnostics for implicit agents and the di ngii-predication diagnostic thus
serve to pick out three types of intransitive predicates that can be formed from the
prefix me-. The next question is how can we account for the syntactic variation
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across the class of me- predicates. In the following section, I lay out the particulars
of the analysis.

4.5 Analysis

The data in this chapter probably poses the biggest challenge to the verbalizer
+ V/
√
root hypothesis, given that me- seems to form verbs and adjectives with

very different syntactic and semantic properties, while other verbalizers apparently
form verbs that are very similar syntactically and semantically, especially with re-
gard to argument structure. An analysis in which all verbs are listed in the lexicon
with verbalizer morphology already attached obviously circumvents this problem
since everything is stipulated lexically. But I find an analysis of that sort somewhat
uninteresting, as it provides no principled explanation for the correlations between
aspect/argument structure and syntactic behavior. I believe that there is syntactic
evidence for two homophonous intransitive verbalizer vs and an adjectivalizer a,
each with different syntactic features. Furthermore, semantic classes of roots seem
to only permit certain types of verbalizers and not others (see Embick 2004b and
Kallulli 2007 for further elaboration), such as the class of creation verbs being in-
compatible with unaccusative v.

The evidence for the three subclasses of intransitive me- predicates is summa-
rized in Table 4.2. The analysis that I propose follows the spirit of those of von
Stechow 1995, Kratzer 1996, and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, in which
the differences in the behavior of subclasses of predicates result from the syntactic
configurations in which they surface. Specifically, I propose an articulated model
of the verbal complex in which unaccusative verbs, as well as passives and statives,
may project a functional v/a layer on top of a lexical VP or a √P projected from a
category-neutral lexical root, which aligns with the conclusions reached in Chap-
ters 2 and 3.

Implicit/Oblique Agent-Oriented Di ngii-
Predicate Type Arguments Modifiers Predication
Passive verbs Permitted Licensed* Unacceptable
Unaccusative verbs Not permitted Not licensed Acceptable
Stative adjectives Not permitted Not licensed Unacceptable
*Acceptability improves in the presence of an oblique (rather than implicit) agent.

Table 4.2 Typology of Palauan intransitiveme- predicates

On this analysis, me- predicates are not listed in the lexicon with the me- pre-
fix attached; rather, the me- prefix is the exponent of a distinct functional head.
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Instead, the lexical entries consist of a stem that is either category-neutral or of cat-
egory V/A, like

√
saul “tired,”

√
seseb “burn,” or

√
chesbereber “paint.” Each

of these lexical items may only select a single internal argument DP as its comple-
ment. In the syntax, the VP/vP formed from the V/

√
root and its complement

DP merges with a v or a head, which is the locus for the me- morphology seen in
the inventory of Palauan intransitiveme- predicates (following recent work in Dis-
tributed Morphology). The two instances of intransitive v and one instance of a
that host the me- prefix were listed in (4.9), which is repeated below. When each
of these v/a functional heads merges with a VP/AP/√P, the resulting structures are
quite similar, as shown in Figure 4.2 through Figure 4.4.93

(4.9) Some intransitive functional heads corresponding tome-:

a. Passive v: Forms passive verbs which license either implicit (null) or ob-
lique (PP) external arguments, which may license agent-oriented adver-
bials and purpose infinitival modifiers if they are agents.

b. Unaccusative v: Forms unaccusative verbs with no implicit (or overt) ex-
ternal arguments. Can appear in the di ngii-predication construction.

c. Stative a: Forms property-denoting stative adjectives, which neither li-
cense implicit or oblique external arguments nor appear in the di ngii-
predication construction.

On this analysis, the three subclasses of me- predicates are constructed from
prefixes and roots inwhat are essentially different flavors of a basically unaccusative
syntax, where the DP argument of the root is projected as an internal argument.94

The [passive] feature on v[passive] is what permits implicit or oblique arguments
to be licensed in the syntax of vP, and oblique arguments (in er-phrase PPs) right-
adjoin to the passive vP. Consequently, if the implicit or oblique argument is an
agent, agent-oriented adverbials and the presence of PRO in a purpose infinitival
clause adjunct can be licensed by the agent argument. The presence of v[unaccusative]
93 It is still an open question whether statives in Palauan should be classified as verbs, adjectives,
or both. As I mentioned in footnote 30 on page 63, recent research has suggested that the adjective
category is universal (Baker 2003; Dixon 2004), andpresumably the predicates that have been called
stative verbs in the Palauan literature (e.g., Josephs 1990) are the likely candidates for classification
as adjectives. Despite the lack of evidence, I adopt the label a here, recognizing that it is essentially
a notational variant of a stative verbalizer v until evidence for a distinction between the two can be
uncovered.
94 Note that on this analysis, theDP complement to V/

√
root must be accessible for furthermove-

ment. On an analysis in which the content of V is actually just a category-neutral
√
root, and if it

turns out thatmerger of a category-defining head creates a SpellOut domain (consisting of the com-
plement of the

√
root along the lines ofMarantz 2007; cf. Arad 2003), then this DPmust necessarily

be introduced higher in the structure. I cannot explore the ramifications of that move here.
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Figure 4.2 Passive argument structure
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me-
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DP

Figure 4.3 Unaccusative argument
structure

aP

a[stative]
me-

AP/√P

A/
√
root
saul

(=tire)

DP

Figure 4.4 Stative argument structure

fails to license an oblique or implicit argument in the syntax, and as a result, agent-
oriented adverbials and purpose infinitivals cannot be licensed. Since the di ngii-
predication diagnostic seems to depend on there being no initiator argument in the
syntax (overt or implicit), verbs formed from unaccusative v can appear in di ngii-
predications as long as they satisfy whatever other requirements are imposed by di
ngii-predication. Adjectives that are formed from a[stative] denote stative eventual-
ities (see, i.a., Kearns 2000), and are thus distinct from passive and unaccusative
verbs aspectually.

This proposal leaves room for the variability in judgments of the acceptabil-
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ity of agent-oriented adverbials and purpose infinitival modifiers with verbs that
have particular lexical semantics. This is because some verb roots can merge with
more than one v or a head —

√
seseb “burn” is the example we have been con-

sidering thus far. If passive v and unaccusative v can both merge with the same
V/
√
root (e.g.,

√
seseb), then two homophonous me- verbs can be created that

are pronounced meseseb— one passive and the other unaccusative. Palauan speak-
ers can differentiate between the two in cases when an oblique er-phrase is present,
as it must be licensed by passive v. If the oblique agent is present in an er-phrase, or
if there is an implicit agent argument, then agent-oriented adverbials are licensed
and control into purpose infinitivals is acceptable. But if the er-phrase PP is ab-
sent, the verb could be interpreted as an unaccusative formed from unaccusative v,
which would also allow di ngii-predication.

4.6 Predictions and implications

The analysis makes certain predictions about transitivity alternations. For instance,
nothing shouldprevent intransitiveme- verbs fromcovaryingwith a transitive form,
since they are composed compositionally in the syntax from a lexical verb root
(V/
√
root) and a verbalizer morpheme v. Since the information that encodes

whether the verb is passive or unaccusative is contributed by the different intran-
sitive v heads that are the locus of me- morphology, nothing should prevent verb
roots fromcombiningwith other verbalizer prefixes, like oneof the aspect-bundled
transitive v heads proposed in §2.2. In cases of transitivity alternations, the subject
of an intransitive me- verb bears the same thematic role as the direct object of its
transitive counterpart, so the pieces are in place.

The morphological similarities between the verb roots in transitive and intran-
sitive verbs might be said to stem from the fact that the verb roots in transitive
and intransitive alternating verbs are instances of the same V/

√
root, but that they

combine with different v functional heads (verbalizers). That is, transitives would
be built up from the same roots but with different verbalizer prefixes: e.g., meN-
(which triggers nasal substitution) or omek-, a causative prefix (Josephs 1975), as
illustrated in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.7. This correlation in thematic relation be-
tween the subjects of intransitiveme- verbs and the direct objects of corresponding
transitive/causative verbs formed from the same roots is predicted on the present
analysis, as the DP argument of each verb is uniformly introduced as a complement
of the verb root in an unaccusative syntactic schema like those in Figure 4.2 through
Figure 4.4. In effect, it makes no difference whether the V will later combine with
an intransitive me- verbalizer or a transitive verbalizer like omek- or meN-, as long
as the semantic requirements imposed by the V are satisfied at LF (i.e., all of the
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Figure 4.7 (Transitive) causative omeksaul
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argument positions in the predicate are saturated, the appropriate s-selectional re-
strictions — such as animacy, volition, etc. — are satisfied, and so forth). But how
are those semantic requirements represented formally?

Any analysis that even partially locates the source of argument structure alter-
nations in a class of functional heads (like v) that merge with individual verb roots
(V) faces the issue of determining what governs the relationship between v and V.
Since it is not the case that every single verb root can have transitive, passive, and
unaccusative alternants, what restricts the possible combinations of v and V? Based
on the way the categories merge and project, one hypothesis is that each v selects
a particular set of VPs (or Vs) that it can merge with.95 Clearly, any analysis de-
pending on selection (either downwards selection of a verb root by a verbalizer v
or upwards selection of a verbalizer by a verb root) would have to rely heavily on
stipulation. For each v in the small class of verbalizers, long lists of rootswould have
to be listed as selectees. Or, alternatively, each root would have to specify which
of the verbalizers (v) may attach to it, essentially undermining the syntactic sepa-
ration between roots and verbalizers. On a model of the grammar that includes a
pre-syntactic lexicon,whynot just attach verbalizers to roots directly in the lexicon?
On a model with a post-syntactic Encyclopedia, why not just list combinations of
roots and verbalizers together as words there?

I think one possible way of understanding the possible combinations of v and
V depends on articulating morphosyntactic and/or lexical semantic properties of
(verb) roots as features, whichmust be compatible with corresponding features on
the functional heads that select (projections of) these roots.96 Compatibility can
be defined by feature unification, assuming a theory of feature sharing among sub-
projections of an extended projection along the lines of the Extended Projection
Theory outlined by Grimshaw (2005: Ch. 1). Extended Projection Theory main-
tains that lexical heads (N, A, and V) form “extended projections” with the func-
tional heads that project above them. For instance, a V head forms a VP projection,
but then when this VP combines with a functional head v (or Asp, T, Mood, etc.),
the resulting vP (or AspP, TP, MoodP, etc.) is an extended projection of the VP.
Morphosyntactic features on any of the heads in the extended projection become
features on all of the heads in the extended projection.97

The key to the theory is that extended projections are only built upwards when
a functional head selects an XP complement, such as the extended projection of the
95 Or, alternatively, a sort of “backwards” selection could ensure that particular instances of V are
somehow specified as only being capable of combining with particular instances of v. It seems to
me that the task of finding any sort of concrete empirical evidence for such a proposal would be at
best daunting, and at worst impossible.
96 See Ramchand 2008 for a proposal that is similar in spirit but implemented quite differently.
97 But it seems unlikely that semantic or phonetic/phonological features should be shared in this
way. How to formalize the differences in these features remains to be explained.
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V, represented in blue in Figure 4.8.98 Specifiers (such as the green subject DP in
Figure 4.8), adjuncts (such as the black DegP modifier in Figure 4.8), and comple-
ments of lexical heads (such as the red complement PP in Figure 4.8) are not part
of the extended projection, but are themselves extended projections of some other
lexical head (V, N, or A). If v is a functional head that selects a VP (or√P) comple-
ment, then we can say that it forms an extended projection with its complement,
and features are shared between the v and theV/

√
root. A theory like this allows us

to restrict the possible combinations of v and V/
√
root without relying on lexical

subcategorizations or lists. We can simply say that features on multiple heads in an
extended projection must unify, and determine an appropriate set of features that
are both empirically motivated and yield the correct combinations of verbs (and
predicates more generally) in a given language.

We might imagine a scenario in which we can encode information about cate-
gory, aspect, argument structure, and so forthwith features on roots and functional
heads. Let’s construct a crude example with just three features. The first is the fa-
miliar [category] feature: roots are category-neutral and uniformly have the value
[category: __]. The second is a [±dynamic] aspectual feature, which distin-
guishes inherently dynamic [+dynamic] events from non-dynamic [−dynamic]
states. The third is the [±initiator] feature, which is an argument structure fea-
ture that specifies whether the event(uality) needs an initiator argument (i.e., if it
is [+initiator]), allows but does not need an initiator argument (i.e., if it is [_ini-
tiator]), or does not permit an initiator argument (i.e., if it is [−initiator]).

With features like [category], [±dynamic], and [±initiator], we can begin
to restrict thepossible combinations of v andV/

√
root by specifyingwhichVocab-

ulary Items can be inserted into which positions in an extended projection, based
on the Subset Principle. Assuming that category-neutral roots form the foundation
of each extended projection, let’s imagine a subset of Vocabulary Items that can be
inserted into

√
root positions, such as those listed in Table 4.3, as well as some

functional heads that could be inserted into the category-defining head positions,
such as the threeme- prefixes listed in Table 4.4.

If it were not for additional feature specifications, any of the category-definining
heads in Table 4.4would be able tomergewith any projection of Table 4.3, but then
we would not predict to find the syntactic differences in the class ofme- predicates
explored in this chapter. Instead, feature unification serves to restrict the possible
combinations in the syntax, before Spell Out and Vocabulary Insertion. For in-
stance, feature unification will only allow the passive me- morpheme to occupy a
position in the phrase structure that is of category V and has a complement with
compatible features. That is, it may select √P complements that are headed by
98 In Figure 4.8 the head of the four extended projections are boxed, and the top of each extended
projection is indicated with a color-coded arrow.
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Vocabulary
Item Subcategorization Features
√
chesbereber [__ DPtheme] [category: __] [+dynamic] [+initiator]

“paint”
√
chitakl [__ (DPtheme)] [category: __] [+dynamic] [+initiator]

“sing”
√
seseb [__ DPtheme] [category: __] [+dynamic] [_initiator]

“burn”
√
oad [__ DPexperiencer] [category: __] [+dynamic] [−initiator]

“die”
√
saul [__ DPexperiencer] [category: __] [−dynamic] [−initiator]

“tired; exhausted”
√
bok [__ DPtheme] [category: __] [_dynamic] [_initiator]

“open”

Table 4.3 Some roots with associated features

Vocabulary
Item Subcategorization Features
passiveme- [__√P] [category: V] [+dynamic] [+initiator]

unaccusativeme- [__√P] [category: V] [+dynamic] [−initiator]

stativeme- [__√P] [category: A] [−dynamic] [−initiator]

Table 4.4 Some category-defining functional heads with associated features

roots like
√
chesbereber “paint” and

√
chitakl “sing” (and probably other cre-

ation verbs) because they are [+dynamic] [+initiator]. But it may also select
a √P complement that is headed by a root like

√
seseb “burn” even though it is

[_initiator], because it allows an initiator but does not require one. On the other
hand, passiveme- cannot select a√P complement that is headedby roots like

√
oad

“die” (which is incompatible with initiators) or roots like
√
saul “tired” (which is

stative, i.e., [−dynamic]).
The same goes for unaccusative and stativeme-—each can only select√Ps with

compatible features. Importantly, the features are already in the hierarchical syn-
tactic structure: Vocabulary Insertion simply inserts compatible Vocabulary Items.
Different Vocabulary Items can be inserted into different structures, depending
on feature specifications. For instance, it is predicted that the root

√
bok “open”

should be compatible with passive, unaccusative, and stative me- (unless there are
additional relevant features that could cause a clash). This is because

√
bok has

no value for any of the features. As a consequence, we should expect to find both
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me- verbs and me- adjectives formed from
√
bok that have the syntactic behavior

of passives, unaccusatives, and statives. Diagnostics for differences in syntactic be-
havior and distribution like the ones examined in this chapter (e.g., co-occurrence
with er-phrase PPs, di ngii-predication, etc.) should ideally motivate differences in
feature specification. If an approach like the one outlined here is on the right track,
then research at the syntax–lexical semantics interface, like Levin’s (1993) extensive
investigation of the syntax and lexical semantics of English verb classes, is crucial
to our understanding of the composition of lexical and functional morphemes.

Furthermore, the systempredicts the productivity and behavior of new verbs. If
the lexical semantics of any novel verb root can be understood from context, then
the analysis here predicts that the new verb should have different variants resulting
from its combination with any number of compatible functional v heads. I noticed
one recent example on an episode of the television series “Gossip Girl” on the CW
Network, inwhich a new transitive verbwas coined, based on the title of “An Affair
to Remember,” the 1957 film starring Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr in which one
character proposes to meet the other in six months on the top of the Empire State
Building inNewYorkCity. On the episode of “GossipGirl,” an exchange between
two principal characters is given in (4.56).

(4.56) Transitive verb formed from the movie title An Affair to Remember:

a. Chuck Bass: I’ll be waiting at the top of the Empire State Building.

b. Blair Waldorf: You can’t Affair-to-Remember me!
[Gossip Girl, Episode 64, 10 May 2010]

Many internet sites write recaps of episodes of popular TV shows, and the recap
of this particular “Gossip Girl” episode on http://gawker.com/ remarked on the
exchange given in (4.56), using a passive of the newly coined transitive verb Affair-
to-Remember, as shown in (4.57).

(4.57) Blair can’t be Affair-to-Remember-ed.
[URL: http://gawker.com/5536274/gossip-girl-scheming-is-free, retrieved 17 May 2010]

If viewers of Gossip Girl episode 64 lexicalized Affair-to-Remember as a verb root
with the features [+dynamic] and [+initiator], then this verb root should be
compatible with passive v, and the passive form in (4.57) is predicted. Further-
more, it is predicted that Affair-to-Remember should have no unaccusative form, a
prediction that must be tested.

To summarize, this chapter examined amorphological class of Palauan intransi-
tive predicates formed from the prefixme-, whose syntactic properties are puzzling
if they are treated as a syntactically homogeneous class. I have shown that differ-
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ences in the lexical semantics and argument structures of particular predicates (i.e.,
roots) partially determine which v or a morphemes they may combine with. The
result is that predicates that are formed with the prefix me- can be derived with
three different functional heads: v[passive], v[unaccusative], and a[stative].

The choice has syntactic consequences: diagnostics for implicit arguments in
passives were shown to be incompatible with the di ngii-predication diagnostic for
unaccusatives. The pattern can be explained if implicit agents are licensed by pas-
sive voice (treated formally as a feature [passive], which might decompose further
into features like [+dynamic], [+initiator], etc.), while di ngii-predication is only
compatible with verbs bearing the feature [unaccusative]. And since multiple v
heads may be spelled out asme-, ambiguities between passive and unaccusative in-
terpretations of certain verbs are predicted— specifically those verbs which do not
require an agent (i.e., verbs that are [_initiator]).

To close the chapter, it is worth noting that from a cross-linguistic standpoint,
the fact thatme-marks passives, unaccusatives, and statives in Palauan is not entirely
surprising. Haspelmath (1990: 36) identifies a range of typologically unrelated lan-
guages displaying syncretism between passive and unaccusative morphology (at
least Danish, Modern Greek, Kanuri, Margi, Motu, Nimboran, O’odham, Tigre,
andUdmurt, and possibly alsoUyghur), as well as (some type of) stative and unac-
cusativemorphology (at least Latin,Mwera, andNimboran, and possibly also Tahi-
tian and Uyghur). Investigations of the syntactic properties of intransitive verbs in
additional languages will most certainly help to shedmore light on howdifferences
among classes of predicates in different languages can be argued to result from dif-
ferences in how speakers of different languages model knowledge linguistically.
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Chapter 5

Resultatives and Word-Internal Syntax

“Prends donc l’habitude de
considérer que les choses
ordinaires arrivent aussi.”

Jean Giono (1895–1970)

Evidence that the morphophonological words that correspond to Palauan verbs
and adjectives might be constructed (at least partially) in the syntax has by now
been examined in the context of several different domains: the morphologically-
distinct aspectual forms of transitive verbs in §2.2, transitivity and category alter-
nations in phrasal idioms in §3.3.1, and the relationships betweenmorphologically
similar but syntactically distinct passive, unaccusative, and stative intransitive verbs
in Chapter 4. Verbs are thus built from (i) a v that hosts verbalizer prefixes/infixes
and (ii) a V (or

√
root) that encodes the semantics of the event/state. On this view,

the divide between words and phrases is blurred.
This chapter explores the idea that verbalizers (instances of v) and adjectival-

izers (instances of a) can attach to constituents larger than VP or √P, focusing on
data involving Palauan resultatives. The distinction that some languages exhibit
between so-called verbal passives, also known as eventive passives, and adjectival
passives, also known as stative passives or resultatives, is exemplified in the En-
glish examples (5.1a) and (5.1b), respectively. Roughly, a verbal passive describes
an event, and an adjectival passive (resultative) describes a state that obtains as a
result of some event having occured.

(5.1) a. During my visit, that door was quickly taken off by the tenant.
John’s requests are getting satisfied. [Emonds 2006: 18, ex. 2a]
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b. At my arrival, that door was already completely taken off.
John now seems very (un)satisfied. [Emonds 2006: 18, ex. 2b]

Wasow (1977) analyzes the difference in interpretation as the result of a difference in
how the verb participles are derived. OnWasow’s view, verbal passives like those in
(5.1a) are derived syntactically, whereas adjectival passives (resultatives) like those
in (5.1b) are formed in the lexicon (see, i.a., Siegel 1973; Anderson 1977; Wasow
1980; Bresnan 1982; Levin and Rappaport 1986; Dubinsky and Simango 1996).
Embick (2004a, following the proposals of Kratzer 2000, 2005) has recently chal-
lenged this view andproposed a syntactic analysis of resultatives using some aspects
of the technology of Distributed Morphology.

Palauan resultatives are described in the literature as resulting state verbs (Josephs
1975, 1990, 1997), which are “derived by taking the verb stem ... and inserting the
infix -l- or -el- after the stem-initial consonant” (Josephs 1997: 273); this is exempli-
fied in (5.2b).99

(5.2) a. Transitive:
A sensei a meluches er a babier.
d teacher top write.impf acc d letter
“The teacher is writing the letter.”

b. Resultative:
A babier a lluches.
d letter top res.write
“The letter is written.” [Josephs 1997: 273, ex. 17]

In the following sections, I examine the class of Palauan resultatives, whose syn-
tactic properties suggest that they begin as instances of V or

√
root that are first

verbalized as passives (via merge of passive v with VP/√P) and then subsequently
stativized, via amerge of an additional resultative awith the passive vP. The analysis
treats Palauan resultatives as being derived syntactically rather than in the lexicon,
with the structure given in Figure 5.1. If correct, the result aligns with Embick’s
(2004a) analysis of English resultatives as being derived syntactically, rather than in
the lexicon.

The chapter is laid out as follows. §5.1 presents data suggesting that Palauan re-
sultatives have a (non-stative) eventive component, drawing on evidence involving
the presence of oblique initiator arguments (agents and causers), manner adver-
bials, and aspectual modifiers that target telic endpoints, all of which are ordinarily
incompatible with adjectives and stative verbs. §5.2 examines evidence that de-
spite having an eventive component, resultatives have the external distribution of
99 The -(e)l- infix can assimilate to -(e)r-when it precedes [r].
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Figure 5.1 Proposed structure for Palauan resultatives

stative verbs and adjectives, drawing on evidence from their truth-conditional se-
mantics, aspectual auxiliary selection, and interactionwith tensemorphology. §5.3
discusses the argument structure of resultatives, suggesting that the subject of a Pa-
lauan resultative predicate is base-generated as an internal argument of the verbal
predicate in the vP that serves as the basis for resultative formation, aligning with
the conclusions reached about passives in Chapter 4. §5.4 unites the two strains
of evidence, suggesting that each Palauan resultative has a target state component
(in the sense of Parsons 1990: 234–235) that merges with an internal argument DP
along the lines of the proposal in §4.5, and this DP is a participant in the resultative
(stative) eventuality. The resulting VP/√P merges with passive v, which licenses
the oblique arguments, manner adverbials, and aspectual modifiers seen in §5.1
(see Chapter 4 for details). At that point in the derivation, the passive vP merges
with a resultative a head that transforms the eventive passive vP into a stative passive
aP by existentially quantifying the neo-Davidsonian event argument, as proposed
by Kratzer (2000: 391, ex. 14; cf. Kratzer 2005) for German resultatives (cf. Embick
2004a: 383, ex. 64 for English resultatives, Travis 2005b: 403–404 for Malagasy re-
sultatives, and Anagnostopoulou 2003; Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008: 39,
ex. 34 for a similar type of resultative in Greek). Finally, §5.5 discusses some of the
implications and consequences of the analysis for the lexical semantics of Palauan
verbs and the internal structure of the Palauan vP.

Essentially, I argue that Palauan resultatives have a complex semanticswith both
eventive and stative components, where the culmination of the event induces a
resultative state. I propose that the syntax in Figure 5.1 provides the appropriate
structure to compute the semantics using standard compositional operations (e.g.,
Heim and Kratzer 1998). If correct, this analysis of Palauan resultatives advocates
the idea that there is syntactic structure beneath the word level, as suggested by
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Roeper (1987: 306) in examples like (5.3), containing English resultatives that co-
occur both with by-phrases and un- prefixation.

(5.3) a. The code was un-[broken by the Russians].

b. The problem was un-[detected by anyone].

c. The case was un-[contested by the lawyers].

d. The man was un-[seen by police observers]. [Roeper 1987: 306, ex. 141a–d]

If it’s true that un- prefixation is restricted to adjectives and oblique by-phrases are
only licensed by verbal passives, then Roeper’s examples suggest that English re-
sultatives may also be formed from passive vPs (indicated by the brackets in (5.3))
which then change category from verb to adjective. This is precisely the analysis I
propose for Palauan resultatives.

5.1 Evidence for internal verbal structure

In this section, I present and discuss three types of evidence that resultative predi-
cates are formed from full passive vPs. Like verbal passives, resultatives allow inter-
nalized (oblique or implicit) external arguments, manner adverbials, and aspectual
modifiers targeting telic endpoints, none of which may co-occur with adjectives or
stative verbs. These three strands of evidence together suggest that resultatives,
like verbal passives, must have a bounded (and thus necessarily non-stative) event
structure component.

5.1.1 Internalized external arguments

As was illustrated in Chapter 4, §4.2, the external argument of a transitive active
sentence may be expressed obliquely or implicitly in passives, as shown in (5.4)
through (5.6). The “internalized external argument” can be an agent, as in (5.4b)
and (5.10), but it need not be, as in (5.5b) and (5.6b).

(5.4) a. A dachelbai el chad er a chei a milurech a bdel-ul a lluich
d skillful l man p d sea top past.spear.pf d head-3plP d 20

el ngikel.
l fish

“The skillful fisherman speared 20 fish in the head.”
eventive transitive
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b. A lluich el ngikel a ule-burech a bdel-ul (er a dachelbai el
d 20 l fish top past.pass-spear d head-3plP (p d skillful l

chad er a chei).
man p d sea)

“20 fish were speared in the head (by the skillful fisherman).”
verbal passive

(5.5) a. A bli-l a kelebus a merers er a redart el
d building-3sgP d prison top hold.inside.impf acc d 100 l

kelebus.
prisoners

“The prison is holding 100 prisoners.” stative transitive

b. A redart el kelebus a me-sers (er a bli-l a
d 100 l prisoners top pass-hold.inside (p d building-3sgP d

kelebus).
prison)

“100 prisoners are being held (by the prison).” verbal passive

(5.6) a. Ke ulle-siich er a reng-uk.
2sg= past.cau-tight acc d heart-1sgP
“You made me proud.” (lit. “You tightened my heart.”)

causative ψ-idiom

b. Ng mlo-siich a reng-uk (er kau).
3sg= pass.cau-tight d heart-1sgP (p you)
“I was made proud (of you).” (lit. “My heart was tightened (by you).”)

verbal passive

Er-phrase PPs with internalized external arguments can also appear in resulta-
tives, and just as in passives, they may contain agents, as in (5.7), or non-agents, as
in (5.8) or (5.9).

(5.7) A lluich el ngikel a mle blurech a bdel-ul (er a
d 20 l fish top aux.past res.spear.pf d head-3plP (p d

dachelbai el chad er a chei).
skillful l man p d sea)

“20 fish were speared in the head (by the skillful fisherman).” resultative
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(5.8) A redart el kelebus a sel ers (er a bli-l a kelebus).
d 100 l prisoners top res.enclose (p d building-3sgP d prison)
“100 prisoners are held (by the prison).” resultative

(5.9) Ng mle ul-siich a reng-uk (er kau).
3sg= aux.past res.cau-tight d heart-my (p you)
“I was proud (of you).” (lit. “My heart was tightened (by you).”)

resultative

The examples in (5.7) through (5.9) were elicited from native speakers, but such
examples also occur in texts, as in (5.10) through (5.12).

(5.10) Ng di Kot el Ngar er Bab el Dios a diak le-kiei a blai
3sg= but most l be p top l god top neg 3sgS.irr-live d houses

el rruul er a rechad.
l res.make p d humans

“But the Most High God does not live in houses built by human hands.”
(approx. “But the (one who does) not live in houses made by humans is the
Most High God.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Acts 7:48]

(5.11) A bdel-um a bl iull er a cheltechat.
d head-2sgP top res.cover p d wounds
“Your head is already covered with wounds.” [Chedaol Biblia, Isaiah 1:5]

(5.12) Tirkai a rechad el meruul a orars er a delongel-ir a
these top people l make.impf d partition p d relationships-3plP d

rechad, el teluchel er a di so-al a klechad.
people l res.influence p d just desires-3pl.−humP d lives

“These are the people who cause divisions, who are controlled by their nat-
ural desires.” [Chedaol Biblia, Jude 1:19]

The grammaticality of the examples in (5.7) through (5.9) and the occurrence of
the examples in (5.10) through (5.12) together suggest that resultatives are formed
from passives of transitive verbs, as there do not appear to be thematic restrictions
on the types of external argument DPs that can appear in er-phrase PPs, just as in
verbal passives.

In order to highlight an important contrast, recall that simple stative adjectives
formed from me- (see §4.4 for further details) do not permit internalized exter-
nal arguments in oblique er-phrase PPs because there are no external arguments to
internalize, as shown in (5.13a) for the adjectivemesaul “tired.” However, the resul-
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tative uleksaul formed from the passive of the causativized verb omeksaul “exhaust”
is perfectly acceptable with an er-phrase, as in (5.13b).

(5.13) a. *Ak mle me-saul er a rengelek-ek.
1sg= aux.past intr-tired p d children-1sgP
(“I was tired by my children.”) stative adjective

b. Ak mle ulek-saul (er a rengelek-ek).
1sg= aux.past res.cau-tired (p d children-1sgP)
“I was exhausted (by my children).” resultative

The fact that resultatives allow er-phrases while ordinary stative adjectives do not
suggests that part of the denotation of a resultative will make reference to a non-
stative eventuality. The data in the following sections strengthens the plausibility of
that view: it will be shown that resultatives, unlike simple statives, permit manner
adverbials and modifiers of telic endpoints with er a chelsel a-PPs (see Chapter 2,
§2.1.2.3 and Chapter 3, §3.2.2.2).

5.1.2 The complex event structure of resultatives

5.1.2.1 Manner adverbials

The evidence for implicit arguments in resultatives (i.e., of the events that induce
resulting states) suggests that they can be derived from passives of transitive verbs
denoting events. If so, then wemight expect manner adverbials to be able to mod-
ify the non-stative event denoted by the passive vP before it becomes a resultative,
for instance in the examples in (5.14), which contain verbal passives that co-occur
with the manner adverbials omekedelad “carefully” and terrekakl “sloppily.” Inter-
estingly, the same manner adverbials can co-occur with resultatives, as shown in
(5.15).

(5.14) a. A blai a omekedelad el muk-beches.
d house top careful l pass.cau-new
“The house is being renovated carefully.” passive

b. A siasing a terrekakl el me-luches.
d picture top sloppy l pass-draw
“The picture is being drawn sloppily.” passive

(5.15) a. A blai a mera el omekedelad el ulek-beches.
d house top really l careful l res.cau-new
“The house is really carefully renovated.” resultative
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b. A siasing a mera el terrekakl el lluches.
d picture top really l sloppy l res.draw
“The picture is really sloppily drawn.” resultative

That the acceptability of manner adverbials in the resultative predicates in (5.15)
patterns with the corresponding verbal passives in (5.14) would be surprising if re-
sultatives simply denoted resulting states with no (non-stative) event component,
since these adverbials are incompatible with statives like beches “new” or mengelen-
galek “ugly,” as shown in (5.16).

(5.16) a. *A blai a omekedelad el beches.
d house top careful l new
“The house is carefully new.” stative

b. *A siasing a terrekakl el mengelengalek.
d picture top sloppy l ugly
“The picture is sloppily ugly.” stative

In short, the distribution of manner adverbials offers evidence that resultatives
have event structures that aremore complex than those of simple statives. Ifmanner
adverbials can only describe the actions undertaken by an initiator of some sort
(often an agent), then in principle they shouldbe incompatiblewith statives, which
do not permit initiators. And yet they are compatible with resultatives. It would
thus appear that resultatives either are not semantically stative (a view I will reject
in §5.2) or are not purely stative (the view I will eventually adopt).

5.1.2.2 Aspectual modifiers targeting telic endpoints

Resultatives also permit aspectual adverbial PPs that target telic endpoints of events
(cf. in an hour in English; see i.a., Tenny 1987, 1994; Jackendoff 1996; Ramchand
1997; Arad 1998; Krifka 1998; Torrego 1998; van Hout and Roeper 1998; Kearns
2000; Rothstein 2004). As was mentioned in Chapter 2, the Palauan adverbial [er a
chelsel a + <length of time>] identifies the telic endpoint of a bounded predicate
(i.e., an achievement or an accomplishment) but is impossible with an unbounded
predicate (i.e., a process or a state) — the relevant examples are repeated below.

(2.32) a. Te mil tik a beresengt er tir er a chels-el a ta
3pl= past.find d presents p them p d space.inside-3sg d one

el sikang.
l hour

“They found their presents in an hour.” achievement
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b. Te liluches aike el siasing er a chels-el a ta
3pl= past.draw.pf those l pictures p d space.inside-3sg d one

el sikang.
l hour

“They drew those pictures in an hour.” accomplishment

c. *Te ulemais er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= wander.around.past.impf p d space.inside-3sg d one l

sikang.
hour

(“They wandered around in an hour.”) process

d. *Te mle ungil a reng-rir er a chels-el a ta el
3pl= aux.past good d hearts-3plP p d space.inside-3sg d one l

sikang.
hour

(“They were happy in an hour.”) state

If resultatives can have internal bounded event structure, we might expect that [er
a chelsel a + <length of time>] modifiers would be acceptable in at least some re-
sultatives, just as they are acceptable in passives like in (5.17), below. This is indeed
what we find in (5.18).

(5.17) a. A blai a mluk-beches er a chels-el a ta el
d house top past.pass.cau-new p d space.inside-3sgP d one l

buil.
month

“The house was renovated in a month.” passive

b. A siasing a mil -luches er a chels-el a eim el
d picture top past.pass-draw p d space.inside-3plP d five l

bung.
minutes

“The picture was drawn in five minutes.” passive

(5.18) a. A blai a mle ulek-beches er a chels-el a ta
d house top aux.past res.cau-new p d space.inside-3sgP d one

el buil.
l month

“The house was renovated in a month.” resultative
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b. A siasing a mle lluches er a chels-el a eim el
d picture top aux.past res.draw p d space.inside-3plP d five l

bung.
minutes

“The picture was drawn in five minutes.” resultative

Once again, the acceptability of er a chelsel a-PP modifiers in resultative predicate
phrases contrasts with similar examples containing simple stative adjectives like
beches “new” and klebokel “pretty,” which as statives are inherently unbounded;
compare (5.18) with (5.19).

(5.19) a. *A blai a mle beches er a chels-el a ta el
d house top aux.past new p d space.inside-3sgP d one l

buil.
month

(“The house was new in a month.”) stative

b. *A siasing a mle klebokel er a chels-el a eim el
d picture top aux.past pretty p d space.inside-3plP d five l

bung.
minutes

(“The picture was pretty in five minutes.”) stative

The contrast between (5.18) and (5.19) provides even further evidence that resul-
tatives have more complex event structures than (simple) statives and pattern, in
many ways, like verbal passives. The distribution of telic aspectual modifier PPs re-
ceives a natural explanation if resultatives are themselves derived syntactically from
verbal passive vPs.

5.2 Resultatives as resulting state predicates

Despite the conclusions of the previous section, resultatives still seem to be treated
like statives in some sense, both syntactically and semantically. Data showing that
resultatives have the truth conditions of statives and are selected by the same aux-
iliaries as statives suggest that the event structure of resultatives contains both an
eventive and a stative component (as is also suggested by Kratzer 2000 for German
resultatives).
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5.2.1 Truth conditions of resultatives

Despite the syntactic similarities between verbal passives and resultatives in §5.1, re-
sultatives nevertheless differ from passives in their truth-conditional semantics. Ba-
sically, passives describe events, and resultatives describe stative eventualities that
arise as the result of a particular event’s completion. The contrast comes out very
clearly under negation; consider (5.20). The sentences in (5.20a) and (5.20b) have
different truth conditions. The passive sentence in (5.20a) is compatible with a sce-
nario in which no house exists because the building has not yet begun. (5.20b), by
contrast, is not compatible with this scenario — it describes an unfinished house.
The difference is represented pictorially in (5.21).

(5.20) a. A blai a dirkak le-me-ruul.
d house top not.yet 3sg.irr-pass-make
“The house is not built yet.” passive

b. A blai a dirkak le-rruul.
d house top not.yet 3sg.irr-res.make
“The house is not built yet.” resultative

(5.21) Two contrasting scenarios involving the building of a house:

a. No building has begun. b. The building is unfinished.

À describes (5.20a), not (5.20b) À can describe (5.20b)

I take the differences in the pattern of (5.20a)’s and (5.20b)’s compatibility with
the two scenarios in (5.21) to arise from the semantics of rruul “made” (resulta-
tive). If resultatives like rruul describe target states that obtain as a result of the
completion of an event, then it makes sense that (5.20b) is incompatible with sce-
nario (5.21a), since the event has not yet begun.100

100 cf.Dubinsky and Simango 1996: 750 for a similar contrast in Chichewa, shown below in (5.i).
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The contrast suggests that in addition to a (non-stative) eventive component,
the denotation of a resultative predicate includes a stative component that must
have some duration, possibly persisting to the present.

5.2.2 Auxiliary selection:mla

The distribution of the aspectual auxiliary mla provides some evidence that resul-
tatives are treated on some level like other stative predicates. Mla appears to have
the properties in (5.22).

(5.22) Informal syntax and semantics ofmla:

a. Mla is an aspectual auxiliary of category Asp which selects a predicate XP
denoting a non-stative eventuality.

b. Mla asserts that the eventuality it describes is either complete or simply
indefinitely terminated (if incomplete).

In some sense,mla appears to behave similarly to the English perfect auxiliary have
in a great number of cases.Mla only co-occurswith non-stative predicates (i.e., pro-
cesses, accomplishments, and achievements).101 As such, mla may precede predi-
cates like merael “walk” (process), omekoad “kill” (accomplishment), and remenges
“hear” (achievement), as shown in (5.23), but not with stative predicates, such as
mesisiich “strong” or beches “new,” as in (5.24).

(5.23) a. Process:
Ke ko el mla merael er a ulol-el a ngoaol?
2sg= just l aux walk p d floor-3sgP d deep.sea
“Have you walked on the floor of the ocean?” [Chedaol Biblia, Job 38:16]

(5.i) Chichewa: [Dubinsky and Simango 1996: 750, ex. 2a–b]

a. Nyemba si-zi-na-phik-idwe.
beans neg-agr-past-cook-pass
“The beans were not cooked (at all).” passive

b. Nyemba si-zi-na-phik-ike.
beans neg-agr-past-cook-stat
“The beans were not cooked.” stative (resultative)

101 In English,mla also occasionally translates as “already.”
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b. Accomplishment:
A rechad er a Benjamin a mla mek-od-eterir a re-30 el
d people p d Benjamin top aux cau.pfv-die-3plO d pl-30 l

chad er a Israel.
people p d Israel

“The Benjaminites had already killed the thirty Israelites.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Judges 20:39]

c. Achievement:
Tirka el chad a mla remenges el kmo kau, e Rubak, a
these l people top aux pfv.hear l c you voc Lord top

obeng-kemam.
accompany-1pl.excl

“These people have already heard that you, Lord, are with us.”
[Chedaol Biblia, Numbers 14:14]

(5.24) Stative:

a. *Ak mla mesisiich.
1sg= aux strong
(“I have been strong.”)

b. *Ng mla beches a mlai.
3sg= aux new d car
(“The car has been new.”)

Becausemla cannot combine with statives but can combine with predicates of any
non-stative aspectual class (Vendler 1957, 1967; Verkuyl 1972, 1989, 1993; Comrie
1976; Dowty 1979; Chung and Timberlake 1985; Smith 1991; Jackendoff 1996; Hay
et al. 1999; Kearns 2000; Travis 2005a; Beavers 2006), co-occurrence with mla can
be used as a diagnostic for stativity.

But there is one potential complication for the characterization ofmla in (5.22).
Itmight be argued thatmladoes not place any restrictions on temporality or bound-
edness, and so it should be able to combinewith statives, as even states can cease to
hold after some duration of time. Ifmla could combine with statives, then it could
not actually serve as a reliable diagnostic for (non-)stativity.

But I think there is reason to believe that the view ofmla in (5.22) is on the right
track, particularly if we consider sentences that have been translated from English
into Palauan. Whenever an English sentence containing a sequence of [already +
state] is translated into Palauan, the verb mo “become” or a different verb is usu-
ally inserted, as in (5.25). Crucially, the state is transformed into an event describ-
ing a change of state (see Koontz-Garboden and Levin 2007, as well as Koontz-
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Garboden 2007 for details and extensive references).

(5.25) a. Kom mla mo meteet?
2pl= aux become rich
“Are you already rich?” (lit. “Have you become rich?”)

[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Corinthians 4:8]

b. A recherrou-ed a mla me er a Dan.
d enemy-1pl.inclP top aux arrive p d Dan
“Our enemies are already in the city of Dan.” (lit. “Our enemies have
already arrived at Dan.”) [Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 8:16]

c. Ke di mo mereched el obes aike el le-bla
2sg= just aux.fut fast l forget those l irr.3sg-aux

bo mo-dengei.
irr.become irr.2sg-know

“You will soon neglect what you already know.” (lit. “You will be fast to
forget those (things) which have become what you know.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Proverbs 19:27]

d. Ng mla mo kebesengei.
3sg= aux become evening
“It is already very late.” (lit. “It has become evening.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, Matthew 14:15]

e. Ngak a mla mo 80 a rek-ik.
I top aux become 80 d age-1sgP
“I am already eighty years old.” (lit. “My age has become 80.”)

[Chedaol Biblia, 1 Samuel 19:35]

Some of the examples above in (5.25) illustrate thatmla can combine with statives,
but only if they undergo some sort of conversion into an event describing a change-
of-state (cf. Embick’s (2004a: 366) “fientivization” process; see also Wunderlich
1997), usually involving the verbmo “become.” If this were always the case, which
seems entirely possible to me, then a predicate’s co-occurrence with mla could in-
deed be used as a diagnostic for (non-)stativity.

In spite of the evidence in §5.1 that resultatives have an internal structural similar
to verbal passives, (5.26) through (5.28) show us thatmla can select (at least some)
passive vPs, as in the (a) examples. However, mla cannot select resultatives, as in
the (b) examples, unless a verb occurs between mla and the resultative, like mo
“become” in the (c) examples.
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(5.26) a. Ak mla tmuk a klokl-el a kleblill-iu er aike
1sg= aux pfv.measure.off d belongings-3sgP d tribes-2plP p those

el beluu el dirk medechel me aike el beluu el mla me-ngai.
l lands l still left and those l lands l aux pass-take

“I have assigned as the possession of your tribes the land of the nations
that are still left, as well as of all the nations that I have already con-
quered.”
(lit. “...the nations that have been conquered”) passive

[Chedaol Biblia, Joshua 23:4]

b. *...aike el beluu el mla nglai.
...those l lands l aux res.take
(“...the nations that have been conquered.”) resultative

c. ...aike el beluu el mla mo nglai.
...those l lands l aux become res.take
“...the nations that have become conquered.” mo + resultative

(5.27) a. A Moses a ule-ker el kir-el a kaming el tenget er
d Moses top past.impf-ask l status-3sgP d goat l offering p

a klengit, e mlo medengei el kmo ng mla
d sin and past.become know l c 3sg= aux

me-dul.
pass-burn

“Moses asked about the goat for the sin offering and learned that it had
already been burned.” passive

[Chedaol Biblia, Leviticus 10:16]

b. *...ng mla delul.
...3sg= aux res.burn
(“...it had been burned.”) resultative

c. ...ng mla mo delul.
...3sg= aux become res.burn
“...it had become burned (i.e., was visibly roasted).”mo + resultative
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(5.28) a. A rebebil er a rengelek-ed el redil a mla mo-terau el
d some p d children-1pl.inclP l female top aux pass-sell l

mo sibai.
become slave

“Some of our daughters have already been sold as slaves.” passive
[Chedaol Biblia, Nehemiah 5:5]

b. *A rebebil er a rengelek-ed el redil a mla ul-terau.
d some p d children-1pl.inclP l female top aux res-sell
(“Some of our daughters have been sold.”) resultative

c. A rebebil er a rengelek-ed el redil a mla mo
d some p d children-1pl.inclP l female top aux

ul-terau.
res-sell

“Some of our daughters have become sold.” mo + resultative

It would appear that mla cannot select (bare) resultatives, as shown in (5.26b),
(5.27b), and (5.28b). If part of the denotation of a resultative predicate involves
reference to an ongoing (resulting) state, then this fact receives a natural explana-
tion:mla simply cannot select stative predicates of any type, simple or complex.

5.2.3 Resultatives have stative past tense morphology

This section simply shows that resultatives share the external distribution of sim-
ple statives with respect to another morphosyntactic phenomenon involving the
morphology of past tense marking. Past tense morphology takes different forms
depending on whether the predicate is stative or non-stative.

Past tense forms of (non-stative) eventive verbs are formed with an infix -il-, as
in (5.29).102 Past tense is expressed on stative predicates via insertion of an auxiliary
verbmle, as in (5.30).103

102 Passives formed with different passive verbalizer prefixes interact morphophonologically with
past tense -il- in different ways. Me- passives treat -il- as a true infix, resulting in passives with a
complex prefix mil(e)-. O- passives coalesce with -il-, resulting in passives with a complex prefix
ul(e)-. Passives of omek-causatives, with the prefix muk-, result in past tense forms with mluk-. And
so forth.
103 The auxiliary mle also forms the past tense of some eventive verbs borrowed from other lan-
guages, such as harau “pay” (cf. Japanese harau).
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(5.29) Past tense with -il- infix (non-statives):

a. A Osilek a ta er a mil rael a chis-el.
d Osilek top one p d past.travel d news-3sgP
“Osilekwas verywell-known.” (lit. “Osilekwas one of the (oneswho)se
news traveled.”) [OO 11]

b. A Ignacio Anastacio a kil tmekl-ii e oders-ii el
d Ignacio Anastacio top past.prepare.pf-3sgO and offer.pf-3sgO l

mo er a Court.
go p d Court

“Ignacio Anastacio prepared it and is offering it to the Court.”
[Tia Belau, 12 October 2009]

c. Ke dilu el kmo ng mo omek-oad er a ngelek-el a
2sg= past.say l c 3sg= aux.fut cau-die p d child-3sgP d

babii?
pig

“Did you say he is going to kill the baby pig?” [CB 3]

(5.30) Past tense withmle auxiliary (statives):

a. A bech-ik a mle smecher.
d wife-1sgP top aux.past intr-sick
“My wife was sick.” [Josephs 1990: 204]

b. Ng kmal mle me-rau.
3sg= very aux.past intr-rich
“He was very rich.” [Chedaol Biblia, Matthew 19:22]

c. A Toki a mle medenge a tekoi er a Siabal.
d Toki top aux.past know d language p d Japan
“Toki used to know Japanese.” [Josephs 1990: 146]

It has already been shown in several examples, repeated below, that the mle auxil-
iary is used to express past tense with resultative predicates.

(5.7) A lluich el ngikel a mle blurech a bdel-ul (er a
d 20 l fish top aux.past res.spear.pf d head-3plP (p d

dachelbai el chad er a chei).
skillful l man p d sea)

“20 fish were speared in the head (by the skillful fisherman).”
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(5.9) Ng mle ul-siich a reng-uk (er kau).
3sg= aux.past res.cau-tight d heart-my (p you)
“I was proud (of you).” (lit. “My heart was tightened (by you).”)

(5.18) a. A blai a mle ulek-beches er a chels-el a ta
d house top aux.past res.cau-new p d space.inside-3sgP d one

el buil.
l month

“The house was renovated in a month.”

b. A siasing a mle lluches er a chels-el a eim el
d picture top aux.past res.draw p d space.inside-3plP d five l

bung.
minutes

“The picture was drawn in five minutes.”

Whatever the relevant property is that drives thedifferingpast tensemorphologyon
eventive and stative verbs, resultatives pattern with stative verbs rather than even-
tive verbs. This result alignswith themla auxiliary selection facts presented in §5.2.2
and thedifferences in truth-conditional semantics betweenpassives and resultatives
in §5.2.1.

5.3 Argument structure of resultatives

Apossibly controversial aspect of the syntactic analysis in Figure 5.1 is the placement
of theDP subject of the resultative predicates as a complement to theV (or

√
root),

essentially treating it as an internal argument, especially if resultatives are adjectives.
Different researchers have proposed that adjectives are characteristically ergative
(i.e., have internal arguments; see Abraham 1983; Toman 1986; Koster 1987: 264),
can only be unergative (i.e., have external arguments; see Burzio 1986; Levin and
Rappaport 1986; Stowell 1991), or fall into one or the other category, depending
on the adjective (Cinque 1990).

Aswasmentioned in footnote 30 on page 63, there is at present little evidence in
Palauan for a category A (adjective) to distinguish them from stative verbs, but given
recent proposals that the category A is universal (i.a., Baker 2003; Dixon 2004), I
tentatively assume that resultatives are adjectival, given that they share the exter-
nal distribution of stative verbs but are formed from roots that may also form non-
stative verbs. Regardless of whether resultatives are of category V (or v) or A (or a),
I suggest that the DP subjects of resultatives merge as internal arguments, i.e., com-
plements of the V or

√
root from which the resultative is (syntactically) derived.
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Evidence supporting the internal argument analysis of resultative subjects arises
from the fact that they alternate with transitive forms in which the corresponding
DP is licensed as a direct object. And although it may be true that the idiomatic
interpretation ofψ-idioms depends on string locality rather than structural locality,
we also find that idiomatic interpretations ofψ-idioms that have transitive causative
forms persist in resultatives, which is also predicted if some version of the structural
locality constraint onψ-idioms in (3.11) turns out to be the correct one. We already
saw an example with the ψ-idiom olsiich er a rengul “make sb. proud” (lit. “tighten
sb.’s heart”); now consider (5.31) below, which contains the ψ-idiom olsebek er a
rengul “worry sb.” (lit. “make sb.’s heart fly”). Compare the resultative form in
(5.31c) to the causative form in (5.31b) and the intransitive form in (5.31a).

(5.31) a. Ng suebek a reng-uk.
3sg= fly d heart-my
“I am worried.” (lit. “My heart was flying.”) intransitive

b. Ke ol-sebek er a reng-uk.
2sg= cau-fly acc d heart-my
“You are worrying me.” (approx. “You are making my heart fly.”)

causative

c. Ng ul-sebek a reng-uk (er kau).
3sg= res.cau-fly d heart-my (p you)
“I am worried by you.” (approx. “My heart is flown (by you).”)

resultative

Resultative forms of a handful of additional transitive ψ-idioms are given in
Table 5.1. In each of the transitive variants (in the left column), the ψ-argument
is grammaticized as a direct object and is marked with the accusative case marker
er (when singular; see Chapter 2, §2.2 for details). In each of the resultative forms,
the ψ-argument is grammaticized as a subject and is not marked with accusative
case, but triggers subject agreement. If resultative subjects and direct objects of the
transitive verbs that they correspond with are merged in the same position, then
either the structural locality constraint on ψ-idioms in (3.11) or the string-based
constraint in (3.12) can be satisfied. But if the DP is merged in a higher position,
only the string-based constraint can be satisfied.

If the DP is merged as the complement to the verb stem (V or
√
root) instead

of a higher functional head (e.g., v), then the connection between transitivity alter-
nations and resultative formation can receive a natural analysis, as was suggested in
§3.3.1. TheDP argument of the predicate is just alwaysmerged in the sameposition.
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Transitive Ψ-Idiom Resultative Form
olsebek er a rengul ulsebek a rengul
“worry sb.” “worried”
(lit. “make sb.’s heart fly”) (lit. “one’s heart is made to fly”)
omtebechel er a rengul ultebechel a rengul
“(re)assure sb.” “confident”
(lit. “hold sb.’s heart steady”) (lit. “one’s heart is held steady”)
melamet er a rengul telematel a rengul
“do as one pleases” “pleased; happy”
(lit. “straighten one’s heart”) (lit. “one’s heart is straightened”)
omosech er a rengul blosech a rengul
“make sb. suspicious” “suspicious”
(lit. “break open sb.’s heart”) (lit. “one’s heart is broken open”)
olsarech er a rengul ulsarech a rengul
“hold in one’s emotions” “one’s emotions are held in”
(lit. “pin down one’s heart”) (lit. “one’s heart is pinned down”)

Table 5.1 Some resultatives formed from ψ-idioms

5.4 Syntactic analysis of Palauan resultatives

What emerged from the discussion of resultatives in §5.1–5.2 is that Palauan resulta-
tives appear to have the internal structure of (non-stative) passive vPs (with regard
to allowing internalized external arguments in er-phrase PPs, manner adverbials,
and aspectual modification), but they behave syntactically and semantically like
stative predicates (with regard to their truth conditions, as well as patterns of as-
pectual auxiliary selection and past tense formation). Resultatives have a complex
event structure inwhich a completed event has brought about an ongoing resulting
state.

Consequently, the syntactic analysis I proposed in Figure 5.1, repeated below,
begins with a V (whichmight be substituted for a category-neutral

√
root in a the-

ory in which lexical categories are defined in the syntax) that merges with a DP
internal argument. The resulting VP then merges with passive v to form a passive
vP. Finally, the passive vP merges with a resultative a head, which changes the lexi-
cal category of the predicate phrase from verbal to adjectival, i.e., it transforms the
passive vP into a resultative aP.

Now, although I have opted to analyze the syntactic functional head that de-
rives a resultative predicate from a passive vP as a category-changing amorpheme,
the resultative functional head might in actuality be either resultative v or resul-
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aP

a
[resultative]

vP

v
[passive]

VP

V DP

Figure 5.1: Proposed structure for Palauan resultatives

tative a.The line of demarcation between (especially stative) verbs and adjectives
is extremely blurry in Palauan and in Austronesian more generally. The analysis
aligns with Lieber’s (1980) analysis of English and German resultatives as adjecti-
val, where a null suffix attaches to the (verbal) participle and changes the category
from V to A. The difference between languages like German and English on one
hand and Palauan on the other, then, is that the category-changing morpheme is
overt in Palauan (-(e)l-). Furthermore, recent experimental research on verbal pas-
sives and “adjectival passives” (resultatives) suggests that, in some languages, resul-
tatives require longer processing times than passives do. For instance, Stolterfoht
et al. (to appear) analyze the differences in processing time between passives and
resultatives as a byproduct of a syntactic category conversion from V to A.104

On the analysis I propose, the resultative a head is the locus of the resultative
-(e)l-morpheme105 and c-selects a passive vP complement. A Kratzerian semantics
for the resultative head might look something like (5.32) for the interpretation of
(5.2b), repeated below.

(5.2b) A babier a lluches.
d letter top res.write
“The letter is written.” [Josephs 1997: 273, ex. 17]

104 However, it is unclear whether similar differences in processing time would obtain in languages
whosepassives and resultatives aremorphologically distinct, like Palauan. It’s an empirical question,
and one which must be left for future research.
105 I remain agnostic as to whether resultative a is spelled out post-syntactically as -(e)l- (compatible
with morphological theories assuming late insertion of lexical material, e.g., Halle 1990; Anderson
1992; Halle andMarantz 1993, 1994) or whether there is a lexical entry for resultative awhich spec-
ifies the morphophonological form -(e)l- (compatible with theories assuming that syntax operates
on lexical items, e.g., Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004).
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(5.32) Kratzerian semantics of resultative formation (to be revised):

a. ⟦vP[passive]⟧ = λsλe [write(e) & event(e) &written(letter)(s) &
cause(s)(e)]

b. ⟦a[resultative]⟧ = λRλs∃e . R(s)(e)

c. ⟦aP[resultative]⟧ = λs∃e [write(e) & event(e) &written(letter)(s) &
cause(s)(e)] (cf. Kratzer 2000: 391, ex. 14)

The resultative a head functions to existentially quantify the event argument of a
passive vP that also contains a target state component (Parsons 1990: 234–235), fol-
lowing Kratzer (2000, 2005). That Palauan resultatives formed from the infix -(e)l-
denote (or at least can denote) what Parsons calls target states is indicated by their
ability to co-occur with dirk “still,” as shown in (5.33).

(5.33) Target state resultatives co-occur with dirk “still”

a. A teki-ngel a Rubak a mlo er a Jeremia er se er
d words-3sgP d Lord top past.go p d Jeremiah p that.(time) p

a dirk le-chel simer er a mekesekes-ir a remengkar.
d still 3sgS.irr-res.imprison p d yard-3plP d guards

“The words of the Lord came to Jeremiah while he was still imprisoned
in the palace courtyard.” [Chedaol Biblia, Jeremiah 39:15]

b. Kemiu a dirk rrengodel er a kngt-miu.
you.pl top still res.bind p d sins-2plP
“You are still lost in your sins.” [Chedaol Biblia, 1 Corinthians 15:17]

The ability to co-occur with dirk “still” suggests that the resulting state is not per-
manent (i.e., not a resultant state, in Parsons’s terminology).

On the analysis I propose above, resultative predicates have an internal eventive
structure (i.e., a full passive vP), which aims to explain why certain properties that
characterize passive vPs manifest themselves in resultatives as well, as was shown in
§5.1. The resultative a head effectively transforms the (non-stative) event into an
internally complex stative aP predicate, as suggested by the truth-conditional se-
mantics of resultatives and their (predicate-external) syntax, as was shown in §5.2.

5.5 Consequences of the analysis

The analysis has at least two primary consequences. The first consequence is that
the analysis in principle allows the resultative a head to merge freely with any pas-
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sive vP in the syntax, even those that lack a target state component.106 But it is
important to note that this analysis of resultatives depends on my classification of
intransitive verbs in Chapter 4, in which passive vP, unaccusative vP, and stative aP
are distinguished in the syntax in some way — I’ve encoded the distinction featu-
rally.

But the selectional restrictions of resultative a could have been formulated dif-
ferently, perhaps permitting intransitive vP complements of any type (including
unergatives and unaccusatives) or just intransitive vPs with internal arguments (in-
cluding unaccusatives, but barring unergatives). With simple modifications of this
type, the analysis still predicts that the derivation will crash at LF if the event de-
noted by the vP doesn’t have a target state component. For instance, there are un-
accusatives of achievement and existence which do not have resultative forms in
English, e.g., appear in (5.34) and flourish in (5.35). They do not have target states,
but might be argued to have resultant states, rendering the ungrammaticality of the
(b) and (c) sentences potentially surprising.
106Note that in English, unlike in German, adjectival passives may be formed from certain verbs
which lack target states, such as know and own, as in (5.ii) below (and indicated by un- prefixation
and/or the presence of remain; see Emonds 2006 and references therein for further details).

(5.ii) a. Ms.Kennedy is a paradox: a universally recognizedpersonwho remains largelyunknown
by the public, and has no obvious appetite for the glad-handing of the campaign trail.

[“As Privacy Ends for Kennedy, a Rough Path Awaits,” The New York Times,
16 December 2008]

b. As Thomas Jefferson wrote on behalf of the frank, communications between elected offi-
cials and their constituents should be “free, full and unowned by any.”

[“Two Cents’ Worth for Nothing,” The New York Times, 29 September 1991]

Kratzer 2000 reports that comparable adjectival passives of wissen “know” and besitzen “own” are
impossible in German, as shown in (5.iii).

(5.iii) a. *Die Antwort ist gewusst.
“The answer is known.” [Kratzer 2000: 389, ex. 9b]

b.*Dieses Haus ist besessen.
“This house is owned.” [Kratzer 2000: 389, ex. 9a]

I have never encountered a resulative form of medengei “know” in Palauan, and Palauan has no
verb for own, but there are is a small class of optionally transitive (but usually intransitive) denominal
verbs formed from the prefix ou-, e.g., oublai “own a (particular type of) house” (cf. blai “house”),
oucharm “own/keep a (particular type of) animal” (cf. charm “animal”), oubilas “own a (particular
type of) boat” (cf. bilas “boat”), etc., where the direct object DP specifies which type of house,
animal, boat, etc. is owned. While the transitive variants of these verbs of the ou-noun type may
occasionally form verbal passives, Josephs (1990) does not list any resultative forms of these verbs.
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(5.34) Unaccusative of achievement appear:

a. The stars appeared.

b. *The stars are/remain (un)appeared.

c. *[DP the (un)appeared stars ]

(5.35) Unaccusative of existence flourish:

a. My plants flourished.

b. *My plants are/remain (un)flourished.

c. *[DP the (un)flourished plants ]

If Palauan resultatives are only compatible with vPs that denote a target state, then
resultatives just should not be able to be formed from a verb (or

√
root) corre-

sponding in meaning to appear or flourish. A natural empirical question to ask at
this point is whether the class of verbs/roots that have resultative forms shares any
semantic properties. A detailed study of the lexical semantics of verbs of different
languages (such as Levin 1993 for English) is necessary to find answers to empirical
questions like this one.

The second consequence of the analysis is that resultatives cannot be formed
from transitive vPs. This is a natural fact of German and English resultatives, (pos-
sibly) the Malagasy tafa- resultative, and the Greek -tos resultative (none of which
exhibit agentivity effects; see Kratzer 2000 for German, Emonds 2006 for English,
Travis 2005b forMalagasy, and Anagnostopoulou 2003; Alexiadou and Anagnosto-
poulou 2008 for Greek). But Palauan clearly allows external arguments to appear
in oblique er-phrase PPs even in resultatives (with associated agentivity effects if the
DP in the er-phrase is an agent), as do the Malagasy voa- resultative and the Greek
-menos resultative.

This fact is captured on the present analysis via selection: the resultative a head
mayonly select passive vPs, not transitive vPs. But this ismoreof adescriptive gener-
alization than an analysis. For instance, resultatives can be formed from canonically
intransitive predicates that have been causativized. Several such examples have al-
ready beenmentioned, including the resultatives uleksaul “exhausted” (cf. omeksaul
“exhaust sb.” andmesaul “be tired”) in (5.13b) and ulekbeches “renovated” (cf. omek-
beches “renovate sthg.” and beches “new”) in (5.15b), both repeated below.

(5.13b) Ak mle ulek-saul (er a rengelek-ek).
1sg= aux.past res.cau-tired (p d children-1sgP)
“I was exhausted (by my children).”
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(5.15a) A blai a mera el omekedelad el ulek-beches.
d house top really l careful l res.cau-new
“The house is really carefully renovated.”

If omek- is a reflex of a transitive, causative v, then wemight expect to see sentences
with transitive resultatives like in (5.36) since there is no problemwith having both
a theme argument and an initiator (agent or causer) argument represented in the
semantics. The syntax, however, requires that the initiator either be implicit or rep-
resented obliquely. Verbs with resultative morphology simply cannot be transitive
— the examples in (5.36) are fully ungrammatical on the interpretations below.107

(5.36) a. *A urur-ek a mle ulek-saul er ngak.
d job-1sgP top aux.past res.cau-tired acc me
(“My job (is) exhausted me.”)

b. *Ak ulek-beches er a blai.
1sg= res.cau-new acc d house
(“I (am) renovated the house.”)

What is at issue is that there is no inherent incompatibility between resultatives and
agents (and external arguments more generally), but it seems to be the case that
agents (and other external arguments)must be implicit or realized in an oblique er-
phrase. If the syntactic stipulation that resultative a selects a passive vP is removed,
then a structure like the one shown in Figure 5.2 should be well-formed seman-
tically according to (5.32), yielding transitive resultative predicates that are fully
grammatical, contrary to fact.

The situation gives us reason to believe that the causative morpheme that forms
verbs like omeksaul “exhaust sb.” and omekbeches “renovate sth.” from the stems that
ordinarily form adjectives likemesaul “tired” and beches “new” is the morphological
exponent of a causative v head, spelled out as something like a prefix uek- and with
the semantics in (5.37) (cf. Pustejovsky 1991; Alsina 1992; Wunderlich 1997).

(5.37) Event semantics of the causative prefix uek-:

a. ⟦XP⟧ = λe [eventuality(e)]
b. ⟦v[causative]⟧ = λRλeλf . R(f)(e) & eventuality(f) & cause(e)(f)

c. ⟦vP[causative]⟧ = λeλf [eventuality(e) & eventuality(f) &
cause(e)(f)]

107 Note that due to the homophony of the accusative case marker er and the preposition er that
introduces the equivalent of a passive by-phrase, the sentences are grammatical on (irrelevant) non-
sensical interpretations likeMy job is exhausted by me. and I am renovated by the house.
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vP DP
[__case]
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[1sg]

v
[causative]
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[acc]
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A

beches

DP
[acc]

er a blai

Figure 5.2 (Impossible) structure for (unattested) transitive Palauan resultatives

Essentially, wemight say that the caus head transforms states and events which are
specified with the feature [−causer] (incompatible with causers) into states and
events that are specified with the feature [+causer] (requiring a causer), using the
featural system laid out in Chapter 4. The causative v head uek enables predicates
(A, V, N, or

√
root) that are not specified as allowing external causers to become

compatible with causer argument DPs that are introduced syntactically by a higher
transitive v (likemeN-, which when combined with uekwould form omek- via nasal
substitution; seeWilson 1972 and Flora 1974) or an implicit or oblique causer intro-
duced by a passive v (likeme-, which when combined with uekwould formmuk-).
Importantly, the causative v head does not license a DP itself; it merely imposes
the necessity for a higher functional head to create an opportunity to license a DP
that can serve as an argument of the newly created event of causation, which brings
about the eventuality denoted by the XP.

On this analysis, passives of causative verbs are then (correctly) predicted to
be able to combine with resultative a precisely because causative verbs can have
passive forms. Even if a particular predicate formed from a verb or adjective stem
cannot combine with resultative a, we predict that its causative form should be
able to, e.g., in a structure like Figure 5.3. Causative vPs should be able to freely
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Figure 5.3 Palauan resultatives formed on passives of causatives

merge as complements either of transitive v or of passive v.108 Still, the issue of why
resultative a cannot merge with a transitive vP has not been addressed. The answer
to this questionprobably does not lie in the truth-functional semantics of resultative
a or passive/transitive v— Palauan is a language in which agents can be expressed
obliquely or implicitly in resultatives. So what is the answer?

The answer may lie at the syntax–semantics interface. If resultative a functions
to transform a predicate into a complex stative predicate, this complex predicate
could require a new argument (of which the state holds). This view amounts to
eliminating the target state component from the semantics of the base predicate
and locating it instead in the semantics of resultative a itself. The issue then is how
to ensure that theDP of which the resulting state predicate holds is co-referent with
the DP that is affected by the event expressed by the passive verb (see Levin and
Rappaport 1986 for discussion). One solution is that it need not be co-referent in
the syntax, but that if it is not, the derivationwill crash at LF at the point of semantic
computation. This sort of approach treats the problem as a a syntactic locality issue.
The intuition is that theDPofwhich the target state is predicated is not in any sort of
local relationwith resultative a. RecallChomsky’s Phase ImpenetrabilityCondition
from Chapter 1, repeated below in (1.2).
108 That is to say, it is non-voice-bundling in the terminology of Pylkkänen 2008.
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[__case]
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Figure 5.4 Resultative predicate structure

(1.2) Phase-Impenetrability Condition: In phase α with head H, the domain
ofH is not accessible tooperations outsideα; onlyHand its edge (the residue
outside of H ′— either specifiers or elements adjoined to HP) are accessible
to such operations. [Chomsky 2000: 108, ex. 21; Chomsky 2001: 13, ex. 7]

If resultative amergedwith a transitive vP and if transitive vwere a phase head, then
the internal argument DP inside of the transitive vP would be inaccessible to oper-
ations triggered by resultative a, according to the definition in (1.2). If resultative a
creates a predicate that requires an argument of type e (see, e.g., Heim and Kratzer
1998)but it does not project an external argument in its specifier, then the argument
might be able to be saturated by moving a DP that was already introduced some-
where in the vP complement of resultative a. The semantics might look something
like (5.38) for the structure shown in Figure 5.4 (approx. “The letter is written”).

(5.38) A different event semantics for resultative formation:

a. ⟦V⟧ = λxλe [write(x)(e) & event(e)]

b. ⟦DP⟧ = letter

c. ⟦vP[passive]⟧ = λxλe [write(x)(e) & event(e)] . letter

d. ⟦a[resultative]⟧ = λRλzλs∃e [R(s)(e) & cause(s)(e) & state(z)(s) &
z=x]
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e. ⟦aP[resultative]⟧= λxλzλs∃e [write(x)(e)& event(e)&cause(s)(e)&
state(z)(s) & z=x] . letter

After functional application, the denotation of the resultative predicate aP is shown
in (5.39).

(5.39) Denotation of the resultative aP in Figure 5.4:
⟦aP[resultative]⟧ = λzλs∃e [write(letter)(e) & event(e) & cause(s)(e) &
state(z)(s) & z=letter]

At this point, the resultative predicate needs an argument of type e to saturate the
argument represented by the variable z. Since resultative a does not project a DP
in its specifier, it must move a DP from somewhere within its domain. The only
accessible DP is a babier, which moves to the specifier of the resultative aP, as in
Figure 5.5.

If transitive v (rather than passive v) merged with VP, then the complement of
V would be within the transitive vP phase’s Spell Out domain. As such, the Phase
Impenetrability Condition dictates that it would be inaccessible to operations out-
side of the vP phase, such as an application of Move triggered by resultative a. The
only DP that could move to the specifier of resultative a would be the external ar-

aP

aP
DPi

[__case]

a babier
(letter)a[resultative]

-l-

vP

v[passive] VP

V

luches
(write)

ti

Figure 5.5 DPMovement for resultative argument saturation
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gument DP, causing a clash in the semantics, since there would be no way for the
DP affected by the event denoted by the vP to be the DP on which the resultative a
predicates, i.e., the z = x component in (5.38) would be false.

5.6 Conclusion

The two consequences of the analysis essentially amount to restrictions on which
verb stems allow resultative forms. The first consequence involves issues surround-
ing how to delimit the class of possible verb stems based on their lexical semantics,
arguing that the class of verb stems that may form resultatives coincides with the
class of verb stems that may appear in the passive. In some sense, then, the term
“adjectival passive” is quite suitable for the analysis of Palauan resultatives presented
here.

The second consequence takes this point seriously, showing both that (i) a verb
stem that ordinarily has no resultative form can suddenly have one as long as it is
causativized (and, I argue, subsequently passivized), and (ii) a verb stem that or-
dinarily does have a resultative form can suddenly not have one if it has a transitive
argument structure (i.e., if it is not passivized). The analysis predicts that in the ab-
sence of any modifications to (or further restrictions on) resultative a, the number
of resultative predicates should be roughly equivalent to the number of transitive
verbs that may appear in the verbal passive.

This result seems to align with the conclusion of Chapter 4, namely that the
functional material above the lexical root serves as a sort of extended projection,
and that the syntactic relation between functional heads and their complements es-
sentially amounts to selection and feature unification, leaving open the possibility
that certain combinations of functional heads and lexical heads will be permitted
syntactically but ruled out later in the derivation if they are semantically incompat-
ible.
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Chapter 6

Overall Conclusions

“Remember not only to say the
right thing in the right place, but
far more difficult still, to leave
unsaid the wrong thing at the
tempting moment.”

Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790)

In this dissertation, I have investigated many different empirical phenomena and
theoretical issues in Palauan syntax. In Chapter 1, two types of questions were in-
troducedwhich that have guided the empirical investigations discussed inChapters
2 through 5: (i)morphological questions about the formal status of verbs (andpred-
icates more generally) in Palauan and in linguistic theory, and (ii) syntactic ques-
tions about the distribution of features across different elements in a phrasemarker,
and how these features are realizedmorphologically. The investigations themselves
have led to newdiscoveries and generalizations about Palauan syntax andmorphol-
ogy that push beyond those in the existing descriptive literature, largely due to the
increased use of naturally occurring data fromwritten and other sources, like texts,
newspapers, books, and so forth.

As was noted in Chapter 1, much ground has already been covered in the pre-
vious descriptions and analyses of the structure of Palauan. That said, this disserta-
tion represents a step forward in our understanding of various empirical phenom-
ena that I think not only augment our knowledge of the internal structure of the
language, but how it relates typologically to other languages in the Austronesian
family and even unrelated languages spoken in Southeast Asia and the Pacific. This
last chapter reviews how the various empirical investigations have addressed the
preceding questions. The aim is to integrate the results of the various chapters into
a cohesive picture of the how the individual investigations fit together to help us
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construct a theory of the architecture of the Palauan verbal complex (for summaries
of each individual chapter, see Chapter 1, §1.3).

First, itwas shown inChapter 1 that Palauanhas discourse-configurational prop-
erties (É. Kiss 1995: 6), with a dedicated syntactic position for topics. Empirical ev-
idence drawn from the domain of demonstrative DPs and plural marking on nom-
inalizations suggests that a refinement of Georgopoulos’s (1991b) analysis of topi-
calization structures is necessary. I proposed that the a morpheme that appears in
topicalizations is not a determiner a, but instead is a topic marker, perhaps cognate
with Tagalog ay, as suggested by DeWolf 1988. It is of category Top(ic) and heads
the only projection in Palauan that allows a leftward-branching specifier, presum-
ably for discourse-functional/information-structural reasons. TheDP in its specifier
binds a resumptive pronoun in an argument position.

Next, I demonstrated that one way of analyzing the possessor ascension con-
struction is to assume that Palauan hasMultiple Agree (Hiraiwa 2001, 2005), where
a genitive possessor DP might raise to Spec TP to satisfy an [epp] feature on finite
T (rather than the nominative DP). There are both morphological and syntactic re-
flexes of the process: subject agreement targets the possessor DP, and adjunct PPs
can intervene between the possessor DP and the possessee DP from which it has
extracted, suggesting movement. The possessor shares its ϕ-features with finite T
and moves to Spec TP to satisfy the [epp] feature. The natural question (and one
which, since at least the 1980s, has puzzled syntacticians assuming some version
of the Case-filter) is how the remnant DP from which the possessor is extracted is
licensed with Case. I proposed that if Agree can be instantiated more than once,
then the [nom] feature on finite T can value the unvalued [__case] feature on the
possessee DP via a separate instantiation of Agree. The situation is reminiscent of
the Icelandic quirky dative subject construction, but the crucial difference is that
subject agreement morphology matches the DP situated in the Spec TP position in
Palauan, while it matches the lower DP that gets Nominative Case in Icelandic.

The (in)famous Western Austronesian “voice morphemes” have been reana-
lyzed in modern Palauan as v morphemes that are bundled with various types of
other features (category features, aspect, information about valence, and possibly
more). Evidence for the bundling of aspect together with transitive vmorphemes
arises from the aspectually-driven split in how accusative case morphology is real-
ized, assuming that structural Accusative Case is licensed by some instance of tran-
sitive v via Agree. Treating these v affixes as either lexical items that are inserted as
instances of v (in a theory like Minimalism) or as morphological exponents of fea-
ture bundles that occupy the v position (in a theory like DistributedMorphology),
the result is that the morphophonological material that corresponds to “verbs” in
Palauan is distributed over at least two syntactic heads. Given the morphological
complexity of Palauan verbs, it is not inconceivable that the actual number is greater
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than two: tense andmood information is presumably encodedmorphologically on
additional heads higher up in the structure, e.g., T.

Another theme that received attention throughout much of the dissertation is
the relationship between v and its possible set of XP complements. I concluded that
category-selection is too strict a notion, whereas allowing v heads and XP comple-
ments to combine freely (and appealing to the semantics to rule out incompati-
ble combinations) is too loose a notion. Still, we do not find unlimited variants
in the inventory of Palauan verbs, and so I proposed that something like feature-
unification seems more promising. The result is a theory that is effectively a sort of
hybrid of theMinimalist theory inChomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, 2008, the Extended
Projection theory of Grimshaw 2005, and the theory of Head-Driven Phrase Struc-
ture Grammar of Pollard and Sag 1994 and Sag et al. 2003. The combination of
the feature unification mechanism and the Case-filter should suffice to constrain
the possible combinations of v and their XP complements to ensure that the right
combinations of verbs are constructed syntactically.

In this vein, the evidence fromψ-idioms and resultatives suggests that the cate-
gory of not onlywords but entire XPs can changewhen theyMergewith a category-
defining head like v, n, or a. The striking cases are those in which a morpheme
(i.e., a terminal node in the phrase structure) can merge with an phrasal XP but
form a morphophonological word with just a proper subpart of that XP, such as
the nominalizations of ψ-idioms via Merge with n, resulting in the argument DP
being grammaticized as a possessor, and particularly the case of resultative a com-
bining with an entire passive vP, changing the category to form an aP. In both of
these cases, the morpheme corresponding to v, n, or a forms a morphophonologi-
cal word with a

√
root but has syntactic and/or semantic effects on its entire com-

plement: transitive v can license structural Accusative Case, the nominalizer n can
form a DP from a phrasal idiom headed by an abstract noun which can itself be se-
lected as an argument of another predicate, and resultative a transforms an event
into a state, evidenced by its truth-conditional semantics and its interaction with
tense and aspectual auxiliaries.

In sum, I have constructed a theory of the Palauan verbal complex that addresses
the questions posed in Chapter 1. The diverse areas of inquiry in this dissertation
suggest that Palauan verbs do not enter the syntax fully inflected, and that the nu-
meration in Chomsky’s (1995, 2000, etc.) Minimalism does not contain fully in-
flectedmorphophonologicalwords. Instead, it appears that the syntax canmanipu-
late bundles ofmorphosyntactic features drawn from something like a pre-syntactic
lexicon, and morphophonological material is inserted post-syntactically, as sug-
gested first by Anderson (1982, 1992) in his theory of A-Morphous Morphology
and elaborated in the theory ofDistributedMorphology advancedbyHalle (1990),
Halle and Marantz (1993, 1994), Marantz (1997), Harley and Noyer (1999), and
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many others. Despite initial appearances, it seems that many unusual empirical
phenomena in Palauan can receive natural explanations using current theoretical
mechanisms, including the operations Merge, Move, and Agree, which together
enable us to generate basic clause structures that differ minimally from those of
better-studied languages. The primary differences between languages then lie in
the way different features are bundled and how they are later realized morphologi-
cally, i.e., in the outputs of various operations used to construct linguistic utterances
and not in the set or operations themselves. This conclusion is certainly not new,
but it receives very strong additional support from the detailed investigations un-
dertaken here.

The dissertation (in conjunction with the extensive descriptive and theoreti-
cal Palauan literature from especially the 1970s – 1990s) reveals enough about the
structure of Palauan to count Palauan among the class of well-studied languages
which linguists can use to test predictions about different syntactic and morpho-
logical theories. If the conclusions about Palauan syntax drawn here are correct,
then they constitute evidence that the architecture of the verbal complex109 is not
fixed across languages. Rather, the relevant features can be bundled differently in
different languages— something one might expect given the operation Select pro-
posed by Chomsky (2000: 101), and which has already been proposed for the IP
(TP) domain on similar grounds by Bobaljik and Thráinsson (1998). Despite how
complicated Palauan is morphophonologically (even within the Austronesian lan-
guage family), its initial (morpho)syntactic oddness starts to dissolve as one peels
back the layers of morphological oddity, leaving familiar-looking structures and is-
sues to remain.

The conclusion is quite interesting from the biolinguistic perspective. If syntac-
tic structures are built using universal operations like Merge, Move,110 and Agree,
then the fact that Palauan clause structure and the behaviors of different subclasses
of the inventory of Palauan verbs are so similar to those of other languages is not
surprising. If UniversalGrammar provides a set of linguistic features and a set of op-
erations to manipulate them, then Palauan can be viewed as just another instance
of one possible final state of the faculty of language, where these operations have
manipulated the features into a particular pre-syntactic lexicon (containing a list
of abstract feature bundles), and Palauan speakers acquire Vocabulary Items (part
of which contain information about morphological exponents of particular bun-
dles of features) that are stored in a post-syntactic Encyclopedia (to borrow the ter-
109 In this case, the term verbal complex refers to the hierarchy of lexical and functional projections
that form a verbal predicate phrase.
110 Though see recent theories of syntax that eliminateMove as an operation distinct fromMerge by
relying on a relevant linearization algorithm to pronounce only particular copies of elements that
Merge in more than one place. One such theory is that in Ramchand 2008.
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minology from Distributed Morphology) or post-syntactic lexicon (adopting the
term from A-Morphous Morphology).
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